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Brookhaven National Laboratory is operated under a
contract between the United States Atomic Energy
Commission and Associated Universities, Inc. This, the
twentieth in a series of unclassified Annual Reports, gives
an account of the progress of the Laboratory during the
period July 1, 1968 - June 30,1969, and its plans for the
future. It is submitted under the terms of Contract No.
AT-30-2-GEN-I6 between Associated Universities, Inc.,
and the Atomic Energy Commission.
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Brookhaven National Laboratory is operated by Associated Universities, Inc., under contract
with the United States Atomic Energy Commission. Nine northeastern universities sponsor Associated
Universities, Inc. The Board of Trustees consists of two individuals from each university, one a princi
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scientific discipline in which the corporation may undertake work and to provide general flexibility
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mittees to Brookhaven National Laboratory to provide a continuing independent evaluation of the
research program. The committees cover the fields of applied science, biology, chemistry, medicine,
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Introduction

RESEARCH PROGRAM

Technical publications.

The Brookhaven research program, which covers
a wide range of subjects in the physical and bio
logical sciences and in engineering, has as its central

motif the development and exploitation of nuclear
science and technology. It can be broadly described
under five main headings:

1. FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES OF ATOMIC NUCLEI,
THE PARTICLES THAT CONSTITUTE THEM, AND THE
FORCES INVOLVED IN THEIR STRUCTURE. These
studies, which are basic to all nuclear science and
technology, involve the use of all the major ma
chines of the Laboratory. They range from mea
surements of the properties of undisturbed nuclei
to study of the violent disruptions resulting from
nuclear fission or from bombardment with high
energy protons from the Laboratory's 33-BeV
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS).

2. STUDIES OF THE PHYSICAL, CHEMICAL, AND
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR RADIATION. The
effects of radiation are utilized to determine the
characteristics of physical and chemical structures
and to elucidate the more complex properties of
living systems and the changes they undergo in
their life and reproductive cycles. Of direct prac
tical interest are the possible deleterious effects of
radiation upon biological systems and upon various
materials, for example, those involved in reactor
construction. Of equal interest are the potentially
beneficial effects of radiation in the treatment of
diseases, in the induction of genetic changes in
plants or animals, and in the improvement of
manufacturing processes.

3. THE USE OF NUCLEAR TOOLS, SUCH AS NEU
TRONS, CHARGED PARTICLES, GAMMA RAYS, AND ISO
TOPIC TRACERS, IN ALL BRANCHES OF SCIENTIFIC RE
SEARCH. In this broad and diversified field, which
overlaps the one just mentioned, nuclear particles
and radiations are used as tools in studying physi
cal, chemical, and biological systems in their un
disturbed states. Neutrons and other particles are
used as probes: by observing their penetration and
scattering, minute details ofphysical and chemical
structure can be studied. Wide use is made of is0
topic tracers in many fields to yield information
on such matters as the mechanisms and rates of
chemical reactions and biological processes.

4. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, NOT NECES
SARILY ITSELF OF A NUCLEAR NATURE, DIRECTED
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The program and activities of Brookhaven Na
tional Laboratory during the fiscal year 1969 are
described in this annual report. The progress and
trends of the research program are presented
together with a description of the operational, ser
vice, and administrative activities of the Labora
tory. The scientific and technical details of the
many research and development activities are
covered more fully in scientific and technical
periodicals and special reports of the Laboratory.
A list of all publications published or submitted
for publication during the year may be found in
AppendixA.
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Model dcmonstrating that both the mctal-hydrogen bond
length and the interhydrogcn distance between two mole
cules are those to be expected on the basis of classical
stereochemical arguments. Thus a long-standing contro
versy in the inorganic chemistry of metal-hydrogen bonds
has been resolved by a neutron diffraction study.

Investigation of the aspherical charge density in holmium
in the Physics Department. :\ single crystal of holmium is
aligned in an x-ray beam prior to low-temperature runs
at 77° and 23° K. Two detectors using sodium iodide
crystals with photomultipliers monitor the x rays reflected
by the holmium (in the left horizontal cylinder) and the
incident beam intensity (right horizontal cylinder). The
counting data and angular positions are recordcd auto
matically to accumulate accurate counting statistics.
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In studies on the treatment of
Parkinsonism and related dis
eases, a medical scientist at the
BNL Medical Research Center
evaluates the improvement in
duced by L-dopa in a young
patient suffering from dystonia
muscularum deformans.

Radioactive sample of dopa
mine labeled with carbon-I] ,
for use by B L's medical
scientists in studies of the
drug's effectiveness in the
treatment of Parkinson's dis
ease. B L chemists produced
this labeled compound by
nuclear recoil techniques in
the 6D-in. cyclotron.



Concrete specimens being dried in an infrared oven in
studies to develop concrete-polymer composites having
improved properties compared with those of untreated
concrete. In these studies, concrete samples are impreg
nated with a liquid monomer and then exposed to gamma
radiation or treated by thermal-catalytic techniques. Such
treatment causes the monomer to polymerize, and the re
sultant products show remarkable improvements in prop
erties such as compressive strength, tensile strength,
durability, freeze-thaw resistance, decreased water ab
sorption, and resistance to corrosion by sulfate brine.

A ruby laser being used in the Biology Department in
studies of photosynthesis. Brief flashes of intense red light
from the laser illuminate a suspension of chloroplasts iso
lated from spinach leaves in a flat-sided glass vessel. A
weak beam of green light passing through the sample at
right angles to the laser beam is detected by the photo
multiplier in center foreground, which senses transient
absorbance changes in the pigments of the photosynthetic
apparatus. The kinetics of these changes, which result
from absorption of red light quanta by the chlorophyll in
the chloroplasts, will help elucidate the way in which
electrons from water are used by plants to generate the
strong reductants needed for the conversion of CO2 into
sugars.

TOWARD SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF ATOMIC ENERGY
DEVELOPMENT. The more basic aspects of this
category include the chemistry of elements and
compounds of special interest, isotope effects, the
metallurgy of materials used in nuclear reactors
and other devices of importance in the atomic
energy program, the neutron scattering and ab
sorbing properties of substances used in reactors
and other nuclear devices, and similar subjects.
Among its applications are the development of
reactor components such as fuels, structures, and
shields, the development of components and proc
esses for the chemical processing and useful recov
ery of reactor products, and theoretical and ex
perimental studies in the field of reactor physics.

5. THE DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC DEVICES FOR
USE AS RESEARCH TOOLS OR IN PRACTICAL APPLICA
TIONS OF ATOMIC ENERGY. This category includes
both the design and development of special re
search tools, such as accelerators, reactors, and
other technical equipment, and the development
of devices for practical applications of atomic en
ergy, such as the preparation of special isotopes,
the development and packaging of high-intensity
radiation sources, and basic development work on
power reactor systems.

The involvement of the various scientific disci
plines in these areas of study and development re
sults in a coherence and mutuality of interest that
enhance the entire program of the Laboratory in
both tangible and intangible ways. Specific re
search projects are described in those sections of
this report devoted to the particular discipline or
organizational unit in which the work is being car
ried out. It will be noted that research interests overlap
from one department to another, and similar prob
lems are being attacked from different points ofview.

In addition, the international aspects of the re
search program should be pointed out. Besides
providing reasearch opportunities for many scien
tists and students from other countries, Brook
haven has a general program of international co
operation which includes cooperative agreements
with the nuclear centers in Greece, Italy, and Puerto
Rico.

RESEARCH FACILITIES

Research at Brookhaven is centered on, although
not confined to, the use of several large machines
and other special facilities, some of which are de
scribed below.



Alternating Gradient Synchratron

The AGS, Brookhaven's 33-BeV synchrotron,
continues to be one ofthe major centers for research
in high energy physics. Its performance improved
significantly during the year, largely as a result of
improvements in the injector and the linear ac
celerator rfstructure. A peak intensity of3.1 X 1012

protons/pulse has been achieved, considerably
above the 2.6 X 1012 intensity attained last year.

In order to make efficient use of the increased
beam intensities at the AGS, studies are under way
to expand the external beam system into a beam
"switchyard."

The slow external beam facility has been used suc
cessfully for three experiments. The improved relia
bility of the machine is indicated by a 10% increase
in the scheduled time available to experimenters.

At the end of Maya five-month shutdown was
begun to allow shielding to be removed from the
magnet enclosure as part of the AGS conversion
project. This conversion calls for a 200-MeV linear
accelerator to replace the present 50-MeV injector,
additions to the Target, East Experimental, and
Service Buildings, and various other improvements
designed to meet the future research requirements
of the AGS.

Injection of200-MeV protons into the AGS is
expected to commence in the last quarter of 1971.
A complete report on the AGS and the conversion
project will be found in the section on High Energy
Accelerators.

Low Energy Accelerator Facility

Upon completion of the new 30-MeV tandem
Van de Graaff accelerator, the principal research
efforts of the accelerator center will begin to be
transferred to that complex. Assembly of the two
accelerators has begun, and as soon as the second
of the two machines has undergone acceptance
tests it will immediately be used to activate a re
search program in the second target room at en
ergies corresponding to two-stage operation of the
second accelerator, or 20-MeV maximum. This
program will be useful for testing various new pieces
of experimental apparatus and data-processing
equipment, in addition to initiating tandem nu
clear structure research. Many of the experiments
will be continued to the maximum three-stage
energy of 30 MeV as soon as three-stage intercon
nection and operation have been achieved, which
should be by July 1970.
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The SDS Sigma-7 computer, initially installed
in the Cyclotron Building, has been moved to the
electrical equipment room of the Tandem Van de
Graaff Building and is being prepared to support
the new tandem research program. The new loca
tion can easily accommodate the complete com
puter facility. The cyclotron and the small Van de
Graaff can continue to use the computer via re
mote data stations.

The three low energy accelerators at BNL, the
small Van de Graaff, the 60-in. sector-focused
cyclotron, and the three-stage tandem Van de
Graaff will all be operated and used for research
in a coordinated and complementary fashion as
one large low energy accelerator facility (LEAF)
rather than as separate accelerators with indepen
dent programs and operations. This concept is now
gradually being implemented as the tandem ac
celerators are being constructed. By the time three
stage operation is achieved, the research programs
and operation of the various accelerators will be
completely coordinated, with the smaller machines
in supporting roles to the tandem accelerators.

High Flux Beam Research Reactor

The High Flux Beam Research Reactor (HFBR),
which achieved initial criticality in Oct. 1965 and
attained its full design power of 40 MW in Feb.
1966, produced a total of 10,147 MWd of energy
during the year, compared with 9742 MWd dur
ing fiscal 1968. The experimental program with
this reactor continued to grow, and all experi
mental facilities were used during the year. Two
new sample irradiation systems were placed in ser
vice. No major operating difficulties arose during
the year.

Additional information on the HFBR may be
found in the section on Technical Operations and
Services.

Graphite Research Reactor

The Brookhaven Graphite Research Reactor
(BGRR), which has been in almost continuous
operation since its initial start-up in 1950, was
placed on standby at the end oflast fiscal year. This
year it operated on 27 days only. In standby con
dition it could be operated, with appropriate ad
vance notice, for as many as five days during
periods of scheduled HFBR shutdown. HFBR
operating crews were used on such occasions.

The total energy produced by the BGRR to
date is 99,857.8 MWd.



A delegation from Rumania, headed by Professor Horia Hulubei (right foreground),
President of the Rumanian Nuclear Energy Committee, inspecting the High Flux
Beam Research Reactor. The delegation visited the Laboratory on Nov. 26 and 27.

B;\IL scientist explaining the model of the Graphite Research Reactor
to a group of visiting high school students.
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Cosmotron magnet sections be
ing cut apart by acetylene torch
prior to removal for storage.

Final stages in the disassembly
of the Cosmotron in May 1969.
The last magnet section is being
removed from the ring for place
ment in a waste storage area
while residual radiation is
dissipated.



Medical Research Reactor

The Medical Research Reactor (MRR), which
achieved criticality in March 1959, was designed
for the purpose of exploring the possible applica
tions of nuclear reactors to the study of man and
his diseases. During the past year it was operated
on 203 days and 1,764.997 MWh of operation
were accumulated. A total of965 irradiations were
made; 45 of these were for off-site users.

Hot Laboratory

The Hot Laboratory, which is adjacent to the
BGRR, contains extensive facilities for processing,
handling, and analyzing highly radioactive ma
terials. It includes three hot cells in which chemical
operations can be performed remotely while being
observed by periscope, a large hot cell for com
plete physical examination of radioactive metals
and other materials, and several totally sealed
systems, some of which are shielded, for working
with alpha emitters alone or accompanied by
gamma radiation. The Hot Laboratory Division
provides to others certain services such as chemi
cal analysis and radiography. Since 1950 it has
been developing special radioisotopes, in particular,
those useful in medical research.

Critical Assembly Laboratory

The Critical Assembly Laboratory provides
specialized facilities for research in reactor physics
and for reactor development studies. These facilities
include five assembly cells and their associated
control areas, a counting room, two uranium stor
age vaults, and an analogue computer and two
digital computers used for on-line processing as
well as for standard data reduction. Two of the
cells contain neutron source reactors, and a fast
source reactor (FS-l) is available for experimental
use in another cell. This latter assembly, contain
ing ::::: 150 kg of U 235, is currently being used to
study heterogeneity and spectral effects in fast
reactors.

High Intensity Radiation Development Laboratory

The primary function of the High Intensity
Radiation Development Laboratory (HIRDL)
is to obtain engineering data on a variety of radia
tion sources in the million-curie range and to de
velop more efficient techniques for handling large
scale radiation sources. This information is essential
for the design of future irradiation facilities needed

XVI

for a wide range ofapplications ofradiation energy.
During the fiscal year source inventories included
more than 2.5 million curies ofCo60, 400,000 curies
ofCs137, and 5000 curies ofSr9o. A number ofir
radiation units, including portable cesium irradia
tors and a blood irradiator, were loaded under
remote-control conditions. An underwater gamma
facility capable of delivering doses from 5000 to
10 million rads/hr was constructed. One BNL
designed irradiator was received from the vendor,
modified, and made available to Argentina; a sec
ond and a third will be ready soon for shipment
to Chile and India.

80-in. Liquid Hydrogen Bubble Chamber

During the year the 80-in. liquid hydrogen
bubble chamber, located in the North Experi
mental Area of the AGS, produced a total of 1.6
million photographs distributed among 14 experi
ments. All these experiments were run with use of
the high energy rfseparated beam; for 13 of them
hydrogen was used in the chamber, and for one,
deuterium.

A new, hydraulic-powered expansion system
was installed on the chamber to minimize the pos
sible loss of deuterium. Work has begun on the
design of a bright-field illumination system and a
change from 70 to 35-mm film. More information
on the 80-in. chamber may be found in the section
on Physics.

Central Scientific Computing Facility

The operations ofthe Central Scientific Com
puting Facility (CSCF) are supported by two
large-scale and one small-scale digital computer:
two CDC 6600's and a CDC 924, which serves
principally as peripheral support for the two large
scale machines. An IBM 7094 computer, which is
devoted almost entirely to bubble-chamber data
processing, was transferred to the Physics Depart
ment in July 1968.

Throughout the entire year the CSCF computer
system was in operation seven days a week for
three shifts a day; it is utilized for most of the Lab
oratory's general-purpose computation. The two
CDC 6600's were coupled directly to a one-million
word extended core storage during the year. In
formation on CSCF procedures and systems is dis
seminated to computer users through the publica
tion of the Computer Newsletter. Further details on
the Laboratory's computer program are contained
in the section on Applied Mathematics.



Inspection during construction of the Tandem Van de Graaff system
of accelerator components inside one of the accelerator pressure vessels.

Cutaway drawing of the Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator Facility
as it will appear when construction and assembly are completed.
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MAJOR RESEARCH FACILITIES
UNDER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator

The Tandem Van de Graaff Facility currently
under construction will consist of two High Volt
age Engineering Corp. model MP Van de Graaff
accelerators capable of being operated indepen
dently or in conjunction. Independently, each ac
celerator will provide protons with energies up to
20 MeV and a large variety of heavier ions at
higher energies. The two machines operating as a
three-stage accelerator will provide protons with
energies up to 30 MeV and some heavier ions at
higher energies.

The building for this facility is now almost
finished, although the air-conditioning system, as
well as certain portions of other systems, is yet to
be completed. The building was occupied inJan
uary, and the assembly of the two accelerators
began in February. At the end of March the sec
ond of the two accelerators was 15% complete.
The present schedule calls for completion of the
second accelerator and acceptance tests early in
the fall, and of the first by mid-winter.

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM

During the year, construction was completed on
the Lecture Hall-Cafeteria Building, and it was
first available for staff activities in September. This

facility has a gross area of 51 ,000 sq ft and includes
a 750-seat cafeteria, a 450-seat lecture hall, and
three meeting rooms for small groups. The lecture
hall has been named Berkner Hall in honor of the
late Lloyd V. Berkner, who served as President of
Associated Universities, Inc., from 1951 to 1960.

In the AGS conversion program, for which
>$35.2 million has been allocated to date, almost
all building and facility construction work is under
contract, and several ofthe buildings are essentially
completed. Four major new buildings became
available for occupancy during the year. The
50,000-ft2 addition to the East Experimental Build
ing was turned over to the Accelerator Depart
ment; the Magnet Power Supply Building and the
Rf System Building were completed to the extent
that installation of equipment could commence;
and the complex of buildings for the 200-MeV
linac was also completed, except for the final com
missioning of the electrical and mechanical ser
vices. All major machine components for the con
version are now on order, and injection of 200
MeV protons into the AGS is expected to com
mence late in 1971.

PERSONNEL

The total number of employees at the Labora
tory on June 30, 1969, excluding temporary ap
pointees, Research Collaborators, and guests, was
3261, a net decrease of 76 from the 1968 figure.

Exterior of the new Lecture Hall-Cafeteria Building,
which was first available for Laboratory activities in September.
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During the year the regular scientific staff (Ph.D.
or equivalent) decreased from 476 to 464. Research
Associates* decreased from 72 to 67, and salaried
visitors* increased from 28 to 29, for a net de
crease in salaried staff of 16, from 576 to 560. The
nonsalaried scientific staff increased from 830 in

'These categories include students. For further details, see the
section on Administration and Operations.
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1968 to 922 in 1969 as of May 31 of these years.
The latter visitors are not at Brookhaven on a full
time basis. About one-fourth to one-third of them
are on site at anyone time. A total of 633, as com
pared with 644 in 1968, visiting scientists and stu
dents worked at the Laboratory during the year;
this number does not include Research Associates.

Summer visitors continue to playa significant
role in the Laboratory's program. Arrangements
have been made for 300 visiting scientists and stu
dents to work at Brookhaven during the summer
of 1969. Of this number, 133 are staff members
from various educational and research institutions,
and 167 are students.

ADMINISTRATION

The organization of the Laboratory and the
corporate structure, both as ofJuly 1, 1969, are
shown on the Organization Chart and in other

Lecturers at BNL during fiscal 1969. Professor Roger
Revelle (top left), Director of the Harvard Center for
Population Studies, gave the tenth annual series of George
B. Pegram lectures on April 17, 22, and 24. The title of
the series was "The Population Problem and What Can
Be Done About It." The seventh AUI Distinguished Lec
ture was delivered on Nov. 7 by Professor Adam Yarmo
linsky (top right), Professor of Law at Harvard University.
His subject was "The Limits of Violence." The eighth
AUI Distinguished Lecture, entitled "Shaping the En
vironment of Federal Laboratories," was given on March
20 by the Honorable Emilio Q. Daddario (left), member
of the Congress of the United States and also of the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy.



SALARIES & WAGES
(INClUDING INSURANCE]

76.6%

MATERIALS & SUPPLIES,
SU8CONTRACTS, TRAVEL,
SPECIAL PROCUREMENTS

16.~,{,

MISCELLANEOUS~§~~iilj~
3.8%

PHYSICAL
SCIENaS

67.9%

LIFE
SCIENCES

15.3%

ISOTOPE
DEVELOPMENT

2.5%

REACTOR 111=!llDEVELOPMENT
9.5%

SPECIAL NUCLEAR
MATERIALS

0.8%

OPERATING COST DISTRIBUTION BY PROGRAMS

FISCAL PHYSICAL REACTOR LIFE ISOTOPE TRAINING & SPECIAL NUCLEAR OTHER TOTAL
YEAR SCIENCES DEVELOPMENT SCIENCES DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION MATERIALS (NET) COST

1969 34,283,899 4,771,541 7,745,345 1,257,277 214,137 385,498 1,834,281 50,491,978
1968 33,737,789 5,098,856 7,605,319 1,209,620 227,390 1,553,662 49,432,636
1967 33,584,030 5,947,334 7,258,843 1,212,747 288,148 1,226,859 49,517,961

MAJOR CATEGORIES OF OPERATING EXPENDITURES

MATERIALS &SUPPLIES,
FISCAL SUBCONTRACTS, TRAVEL & MISCELLANEOUS OPERATING
YEAR SAlARIES & WAGES SPECIAL PROCUREMENTS POWER (NET) TOTAL

1969 38,666,941 8,159,451 1,713,145 1,952,441 50,491,978
1968 36,229,083 9,476,341 1,828,578 1,898,634 49,432,636
1967 34,748,253 10,902,767 1,838,203 2,028,738 49,517,961

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET

Assets

Cash
Accounts receivable
Advances, deposits, and prepaid expenses
Property, plant, and equipment (less reserves of $99,473,625

at June 30,1969, and $87,502,666 at June 30,1968)
Research materials and supplies

Total assets

June 30, 1969

$ 74,070
186,514
137,342

181,627,014
12,961,990

S194,986,930

June 30, 1968

$ 129,158
191,602
68,042

161,286,582
18,558,445

$180,233,829

Liabilities

Accounts payable
Accrued vacation
Accrued payroll
Atomic Energy Commission

Total liabilities

$ 5,307,053
3,443,037

297,715
185,939,125

$194,986,930

$ 4,780,094
3,225,824

271,750
171,956,161

$180,233,829

NOTE: Although the Laboratory has custody and use of the assets, title remains vested in the United States Government.
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Session of the annual Biology Symposium, held May 26-28 in Berkner Hall
in the newly opened Lecture Hall-Cafeteria Building.

-- - -- ----- --~ - --

material at the front of this report. At its annual
meeting in October 1968 the AUI Board ofTrus
tees re-elected the Controller, the Secretary, and
the Assistant Secretary. Mr. L. Gard Wiggins was
elected Treasurer to succeed Mr. Joseph F. Lord,
who requested that his name not be proposed for
re-election. Dr. Franklin A. Long, in accordance
with the action at the 1967 annual meeting, con
tinued as Chairman of the Board for a second year
and in addition, as previously authorized by the
Board, continued to exercise the powers of the
President pending the selection ofa new incum bent
for that office. Some changes were made in the
composition of the Board itself. Dr. Louis H.
Hempelmann was chosen for a three-year term as
a University Trustee from the University of Roch
ester, succeeding Dr. Ernst W. Caspari, whose term
expired at the annual meeting. Among the Trus
tees-at-Large, Dr. Bart]. Bok of the University of
Arizona was elected for a three-year term, succeed
ing Dr. Fred T. Haddock, whose term expired at
the annual meeting. In March 1969 Dr. Francis
E. Low of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
was elected a Trustee-at-Large for a term ending
in October 1971. At the same time, Dr. Gerald F.
Tape was elected President of AUI; he entered on
the duties of this office on May 1, 1969.

XXI

Effective January 23, the name of the Nuclear
Engineering Department at BNL was changed to
Department of Applied Science, the more ac
curately to describe the current work of the De
partment, which is applied science research rather
than engineering.

FINANCE

AEC-supported research at the Laboratory con
tinued to be financed by the AEC Divisions of Re
actor Development and Technology, Research
(Physical Sciences), Biology and Medicine (Life
Sciences), Training and Education, and Isotope
Development. Operating costs for the work in each
program and the major categories of operating ex
penditures are shown in the accompanying figure.

CONFERENCES

Ten major conferences were held at Brookhaven
during fiscal 1969: International Conference on
Lymphocytes, Sept. 12-13; Seminar on Medical
Planning and Care in Radiation Accidents( spon
sored by the US AEC), Oct. 21-23; IAEA Panel on
Neutron Data Compilation, Feb. 10-14; Seminar
on Radiation Chemical Processing, March 3-4;



Subcommittee on Radiobiology to the Committee
on Nuclear Science ofthe National Academy of
Sciences, March 15-17; Lidar Uses in Atmospheric
Research, April 15-16; High-Temperature Super
conductors, May 1-2; Biology Symposium No. 22,

XXll

entitled "Diversity and Stability in Ecological Sys
tems," May 26-28; IAEA International Nuclear
Data Committee, June 2-6, and Planning and
Care for Radiation Accidents (sponsored by the
US AEC), June 15-18.
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The physics research program consists of experi
mental and theoretical studies of the structure and
fundamental properties of matter. These charac
teristics of matter can most effectively be studied
by observing the interactions of charged particles,
neutral particles, and radiation with individual
atoms, atomic nuclei, or nucleons, and conglomer
ates of atoms and molecules in bulk matter. The
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron, 60-inch cyclo
tron, Van de Graaff Accelerator, Graphite Re
search Reactor, and the High Flux Beam Research
Reactor at Brookhaven provide many types ofpar
ticles and/or radiation as well as a wide range of
particle energies with which to carry out experi
mental investigations. The researches reported here
are described under the categories of particle phys
ics, medium energy physics, nuclear structure, neu
tron physics, solid state physics, and theoretical
physics. The theoretical studies are pursued in
conjunction with the experimental research and
provide stimuli for development of new approaches
to the problems.

The work of Brookhaven scientists is augmented
by that of a number of visiting and guest scientists
on leave from other institutions in this country
and abroad. These visitors and guests are attracted
to Brookhaven not only by the availability of its
facilities but also by the opportunity to collaborate
with Brookhaven scientists. The interchange of
ideas and experience resulting from the presence
of these visiting scientists is very important to the
active research program.

PARTICLE PHYSICS

Most scientists believe that all phenomena of
nature are based on laws that do not change with
time and position and can eventually be under
stood. Quantum mechanics, which has been so
successful in explaining atomic processes, is an
outstanding example of this orderliness of nature.
For phenomena involving nucleons no such com
plete understanding exists, despite the fact that
these particles have been studied intensively for 20
years or more. Although a satisfactory explanation
of particle physics still seems quite remote, the
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field continues to be of great interest because it is a
frontier in the understanding of one of the most
fundamental aspects of nature.

This section of the annual report describes the
work done here by theoretical physicists on this
problem and the work of experimental physicists
who have used Brookhaven's remarkable resources
for exploration of this field. A great many facts are
known about the nature and behavior of the many
fundaJ;llental particles that have been identified,
and some simplification of these facts has been
achieved through the formulation of conservation
laws and invariance principles. Much of the work
reported here has been directed toward testing the
validity and extent of these concepts, which may
provide the basis for an essentially complete un
derstanding of particle physics.

The number of universities and laboratories
sharing in the particle physics research at BNL
clearly demonstrates Brookhaven's national na
ture. Over the years about two-thirds of the work
at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS)
has been done by groups from these organizations.
However, during calendar 1968 efficient scheduling
of the AGS required that an unusually large frac
tion of the beam time (about 90%) be allotted to
the visiting university groups. More than 318 guest
scientists participated in the program, including
representatives of all the AUI institutions:

Columbia University
Cornell University
Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Princeton University
University of Pennsylvania
University of Rochester
Yale University

Scientists from the following academic centers
also participated in the research:

Brandeis University
Brown University
California Institute of Technology
Carnegie-Mellon University
Case-Western Reserve University
Illinois Institute of Technology
Purdue University
Rockefeller University
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Rutgers University
Stanford University
State University of New York at Stony Brook
Syracuse University
Tufts University
University of California at Berkeley
University of California at Davis
University of California at La Jolla
University of California at Los Angeles
University of Chicago
University of Colorado
University of Kansas
University of Maryland
University of Massachusetts
University of Michigan
University of Notre Dame
University of Wisconsin
Vanderbilt University
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Guest scientists also included representatives of
the following foreign laboratories and universities:

University of Melbourne, Australia
McGill University, Montreal, Canada
University College, London, England
University of Bologna, Italy
University of Padua, Italy
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

No attempt has been made to cover all the work
in particle physics completed at BNL during the
past fiscal year. However, a list of publications de
scribing this work is included in Appendix A. The
material that follows presents the highlights and a
typical cross section of the research activity for this
period.

Introduction to AGS Research

The goal ofresearch at the AGS is comprehen
sion of the nature of matter in terms of its funda
mental building blocks and their properties. This
requires a continuing search for new particles and
antiparticles, as well as investigations designed to
gain understanding of the forces that give rise to
interactions among particles. The primary proton
beam of the AGS is available at energies up to 33
BeV. When allowed to strike various internal tar
gets, this beam provides many beams ofsecondary
particles, including high energy neutrinos. The
primary beam itself is also ejected from the accel
erator to provide, in short bursts, beams of very
high energy for bubble chambers. In the "flat-top"
mode it is ejected as a "slow" extracted beam (last
ing about 0.4 sec during each AGS pulse) that
provides spark chamber-counter experiments
with a high flux of protons at the highest possible

energy and permits experimental setups at 0° or
at very small angles where the flux of secondary
particles is maximum. The various beams available
are used in experiments designed to search for new
particles, resonances, and other phenomena. Stud
ies are made of elastic and inelastic collisions of
various particles with nucleons and nuclei in order
to gain insight into strong, weak, and electromag
netic forces and interaction mechanisms. Observa
tions made of the production, scattering, and de
cay processes of the baryons, mesons, and leptons
lead to a determination of the intrinsic properties
of the particles, such as charge, rest mass, spin,
lifetime, decay modes, isospin, strangeness, mag
netic moment, and parity, as well as the properties
of their interactions with other particles.

AGS research has led to significant progress in
the field of elementary particle physics during the
past year. The following paragraphs describe only
partially the progress made.

AGS Research Activity

Counter-Spark-Chamber Experiments. J. Weak
interactions. The study of weak interactions was
the objective of many of the experiments per
formed at the AGS.

The charge asymmetry «5=(f+-f_)/(f++
f _), where f + and f _ are the partial decay rates
of the long-lived neutral K meson (kaon) to e+7T-p

and e-7T+p, was measured by a Columbia Uni
versity group in a counter experiment performed
in the - 20° neutral beam at the AGS. The
charge asymmetry «5 is related to the other CP
(charge conjugation, parity) violating parameters,
11+- and 1100, through the parameters e and e' :
11+- =e +e', 1100 =e - 2e', and «5-2Ree. The
knowledge of e can aid in selecting the correct
theory of CP violation and provides a consistency
check on experimental values of 11+- and 1100.

The electric charge signs of the pion and elec
tron were determined by hodoscope arrays, while
electron identification was provided by a large gas
Cerenkov counter. This technique is an extension
of previous work at the AGS but was improved as
follows: (1) Interactions of the decay products that
would confuse identification were reduced by de
creasing the mass of the detector, and (2) a special
electronic arrangement provided two distinct reso
lution times for each event. The latter technique
permits an accurate measurement of the rate and
charge asymmetry of accidental coincidences (all
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of experiment to measure the
charged-to-neutral branching ratio of the Kso decay.
SI, S2, and S3 are scintillation counter telescopes. Al to A 4

are veto counters. C is the Cerenkov counter.

Using the equipment and insight gained during
this work, the same group moved into the AGS
test beam six months later and performed a pre
cision measurement of the charged-to-neutral
branching ratio of the Kso, an important pa
rameter in the phenomenology of kaon physics.
Such a measurement provides useful information
on the nature of the violation of the If:.I I = 1/2 rule
in the decay K~ 7T7T.

A schematic layout of the experiment is shown
in Figure 1. An unseparated beam of2-BeVIe K+
mesons was detected by a counter telescope and a
liquid-cell differential Cerenkov counter which re
jected 7T+, p, and p.+. A source of Kso's was obtained
by the charge exchange K+n ~ pKo in a 2.5-cm
thick beryllium target surrounded by an arrange
ment of veto counters, lead, and tungsten y con
verters. This served to define the charge-exchange
trigger and effectively suppressed large momen
tum transfers and inelastic charge exchanges. De
cays were studied in a well-defined fiducial vol
ume 27 cm (= 2.8 Kio mean decay lengths) in ex
tent. This region contained a 24-gap aluminum
foil spark chamber which registered charged vee
decays. Neutral events were detected by y conver
sion in a 2.0-radiation-Iength 49-gap steel spark
chamber. No detection counters except the target
vetoes and the K+ defining telescope were used. A
6-gap beam spark chamber registered the entry
point of the K+ into the beryllium target. This in
formation permits the kinematical reconstruction

is excluded by two standard deviations; a first
quadrant solution is acceptable.

possible combinations). This arrangement also
allows the separation of time-correlated extra
counts such as delta rays and pion interactions from
uncorrelated extra counts. The corrections to 8
due to these effects can be made with good
accuracy.

Data from the experiment were continually
analyzed by the BNL On-Line Data-Processing
Facility (OLDF). Use of the computer made it
feasible to collect the necessarily large number of
events and to perform the required careful search
for possible asymmetries in the apparatus which
might have obscured the results. Preliminary re
sults give 8=(3.15-+-0.6) X 10-3 , consistent with
models such as the superweak model giving 10' =0.

The analysis of an experiment carried out by a
University of Maryland-BNL team in the previ
ous year is nearly complete. One part of the ex
periment provided a new experimental technique
to check previous work on Ke3 decays which had
given results inconsistent with the If:.I I = V2 rule.
The second part sought to determine whether
charge asymmetry existed in the Dalitz plot of
K'lT3 decays, which would be evidence for a theory
that attributes the CP violation in K20 decay to
the decay amplitude (f:.I= V2). K20 decays were re
corded in a double wide-gap spark chamber with
a lead radiator in its center, located in a magnetic
field. K'lT3 and Ke3 decays were identified by
showers created in the radiator by y rays and elec
trons, respectively. Analysis involving Monte
Carlo techniques of about one-half of the events
(1080, after cuts) gave, for the coefficient of
the energy dependence of the Ke3 form factor,
). -0043+0.040 ' d . h .1\-. -0.035' III goo agreement WIt preVIOUS
results. The result for the charge asymmetry in
K'lT3 (from 1340 events) was 0.15-+-0.027.

A University of Rochester group completed the
analysis of a measurement made last year of the
interference in the decay of the Kso and KLo into
two neutral pions. The aim was to provide further
information for the study of the KO meson. It
was shown in a direct manner that the quantity
10'[ (KLO I TI7fJ7T°(I = 2)) ] is <1 X 10-3 in magni
tude at the 90% confidence level. Alternatively,
the result was expressed by stating that a third
quadrant solution for the phase of

•
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Figure 2. Number ofevents vs difference between total mo
mentum of the final three particles and incident momentum.

of the vee decays and yields angular and momen
tum distributions for the K1o. The corrected
branching ratio was found to be CIN=2.285-t
0.055 and is to be compared with the I!:J./ I=1/2

rule prediction of 2.00.
A search for the W boson, presumed to mediate

weak interactions, was conducted by a Yale Uni
versity-BNL team. Measurements were made of
the polarization and flux of high energy muons
produced through the interaction of 28-BeV pro
tons with uranium. Protons from the slow external
beams ofthe AGS were focused on a target con
structed of sections that could be separated to vary
the effective target density. Forward muons passed
through a magnet which directed the positive
muons through a thick steel shield into a range
polarization detector consisting of 23 4-in. alumi
num slabs separated by scintillation counters. The
stopped muons precessed in a magnetic field im
posed on the detector. The muon range, the decay
time, and the direction of the decay electron were
recorded. The variation of the forward-backward
ratio with time determined the muon polarization
indeRerrdent of many biases. The muon flux from
the decay of mesons varies inversely with the tar
get density, and the polarization direction is op
posite to the beam direction. In contrast, the
muon flux from W decays should be independent
of the density, and the polarization would be
aligned with the beam. A preliminary analysis,
based on an extrapolation to infinite target density,
suggests that the cross section for the production of
W's by proton-nucleon (p-N) interactions is <5

Figure 3. Number ofevents vs invariant mass ofoppositely
charged muons. Data show rough agreement with quantum
electrodynamics (QED).

X 10-36 cm2 if the W decays to a muon about 25%
of the time.

A team from Harvard, Massachusetts, and
McGill Universities observed the direct produc
tion of muon pairs by muons in the field of a lead
nucleus, a process whose cross section is sensitive
to muon statistics because there are two identical
muons in the final state. A 12-BeVIe muon beam
traversed a spectrometer before striking a lO-cm
thick lead target. Optical spark chambers were
triggered when at least two of the three final-state
muons (tridents) passed through a large-aperture
magnet, shower spark chambers, a 1-m-thick iron
absorber, and an array of triggering counters. The
vector momenta of all the initial and final-state
energies equaled the incident energy. A prelimi
nary analysis of the data has yielded 85 good
events.

Configurations in which the two identical fer
mions overlap in phase space should be suppressed.
This shows up as a suppression of low mass states in
the invariant mass distribution ofthe two like parti
cles. In this experiment with 12-BeV incident mu
ons, the requirement that the three final particles
each have energy> 1.5 BeV constrains the phase
space so that all the particles tend to overlap. This
greatly enhances the sensitivity so that the observed
cross section should be reduced by 25% because of
the exchange effect.

The experiment was designed to provide the
first measurement of the exclusion principle for
identical muons. The pictures were scanned, and
those having at least two tracks in the upstream
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spark chamber and three in the downstream
chamber were selected. In all, 215 candidates were
found and measured in an attempt to reconstruct
the momenta of all three particles. There were
117 good fits (with acceptable X2 's). There were
69 bad fits from accidental events. For all the
events giving an acceptable X2 for the momentum
analysis the total final momentum was computed
and compared with the measured momentum of
the incident muon. Figure 2 shows a nice peak
about 8p =0 for the good events but no peak for
the accidentals. In this beautiful evidence of tri
dents, one muon is incident and three particles are
outgoing. The latter have properly balanced mo
mentum and in addition penetrate a I-m-thick
steel wall. The comparison with theory is shown in
Figure 3. Because of some unfitted events and the
approximate way in which the beam spectrum
correction was made, it is not possible at this stage
of the analysis to say more than that muon tridents
were observed with a cross section in agreement
with quantum electrodynamics (QED). It is pos
sible to observe clearly the exclusion principle with
these data, but first a precise study must be made
of the detection efficiency vs incident momentum.

The analysis of a previously performed AGS ex
periment to observe the inelastic scattering of 12
BeV muons was completed by a team from
Harvard, Cornell, McGill, and Case-Western Re
serve Universities. The first part of the experiment
was a test of quantum electrodynamics for the
muon by observing muon bremsstrahlung. The
muon propagator was tested to an invariant four
momentum of 600 MeVIe, and the measurement
agrees with the predictions of the theory. A lower
limit for the A parameter is measured to be 0.73
BeV I e at the 95% confidence limit. In the second
part, the total photoproduction cross section for
y rays incident on the carbon nucleus was mea
sured by extrapolating the inelastic muon cross
section to zero four-momentum transfer. The re
sult was that CJyc =1.62-+-0.19 mb.

A search for heavy muon pairs produced in 30
BeV proton interactions was conducted by physi
cists from Columbia and CERN, with use of the
slow external beam at the AGS. The experiment
is se~sitive to pairs having effective masses between
1 and 6 BeV I e2 and production cross sections as
small as 10-37 cm2•

The muon pairs are produced when the high
energy protons strike a thick uranium target. A
massive steel wall absorbs all strongly interacting
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products ('IT'S, p's, etc.) but allows the muons to
pass through to the detection apparatus. A large
array of scintillation counters serves to measure
the vector momentum of each of the two muons
by determining both the angle of the trajectory
and its momentum by range. These measurements
allow a determination of the di-muon mass to
about 10%, which furnishes the primary event sig
nature. A large background results from accidental
coincidences of random muons from those pions
that decayed before interacting in the absorber.
By simultaneously monitoring real and delayed
coincidences, the true di-muon signal may be ex
tracted by subtraction. The PDP-6 computer of
the OLDF is used on-line to reduce the enormous
bulk of raw data to a compact useful form and to
monitor the performance of the experiment. To
date, the analysis is half completed and shows that
:::::; 1% of the events are indeed "real" muon pairs,
exponentially distributed over the mass range of
interest. Whether or not there is any structure in
the mass spectrum, indicative perhaps of the exist
ence of a new massive vector meson, is an open
question awaiting further data and an improved
understanding of the experiment.

A group from the University of California at La
Jolla completed an experiment to study the decay
K+ ~ 'IT+'lT0y and the corresponding decay K-~
'IT-'lT0y. The purpose of the experiment was to find
out whether there is a charge asymmetry between
these two types of decay. They should be com
pletely symmetric except for violation of CP
symmetry.

In order to observe any effect of CP violation,
the final decay state of the kaons must be a super
position of two different isospin eigenstates. This
could happen in this particular decay because two
channels are available to reach the final state,
namely, electromagnetic bremsstrahlung and
direct photon emission. It is not definitely known
whether both such states are actually present in
the final product. However, with an adequate
number of events (even of one sign only), it should
be possible to make a study of the energy spectra
of the y rays and of the pions in order to conclude
for or against the presence of two states. If the
answer is affirmative, a comparison of the rate for
positive charges with that for negative charges
would make sense, and any discrepancy, if filtered
through a severe critique of the functioning of the
apparatus, would be an evidence of CP violation
in such decays.
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Figure 4. Plan view of the arrangement for the experiment performed by the group
from the University of California at La Jolla. Only a few typical mirrors are shown.

•

The reason for suspecting an asymmetry lies in
the suggestion made, mainly by T.D. Lee, that the
electromagnetic interaction of particles having
strong interactions, such as kaons, pions, and nu
cleons, may indeed show a CP violation when C
and P are defined, as is commonly done, on the
basis of strongly interacting particles.

Figure 4 is a schematic representation of the ex
periment. A nonseparated beam of mesons, kaons,
and protons of6 BeVIc enters the apparatus from
the left, after passing through a Cerenkov counter
(not shown) which distinguishes kaons from the
rest of the beam. A series of spark chambers (D l

through D 7) then extends longitudinally, along
the direction of the beam, for a distance of some
40 ft. The spark chambers are of small size near
the beam entrance and of progressively larger size
toward the exit in order to accept the products of
the decay of the kaons. The definition of a decay
event consists in requiring that the kaon pass
through theyes counter and not through the focus
counter, which is located in the focal point of the
beam. Some 5% of the particles decay between the
yes and the focus counters. The charged pion passes
through the large magnet (M4) and its trajectory
is determined by the sparks in chambers D-8, D-9,
and D-lO. The two y rays from the 'ITo, together
with the extra y ray produced in the decay, will
generate showers in the large (8 X 8-ft) uranium
plate, which is followed by a hodoscope of 240
counters. The electronic logic connected to the

hodoscope demands that three independent show
ers be formed. A large lead chamber, made of 20
single spark chambers separated by I-mm lead
plates, is located after the hodoscope. All the other
chambers, B-1 through D-ll, are at a distance from
each other considerably larger than their own gap
dimensions. A complex system of mirrors makes
the spark chambers appear to the camera as if
they were adjacent to one another, and the top view
adjacent to the side view (see Figure 5). In this
fashion, the film image size is only 0.75 in. long.
Yet the maximum possible transverse dimension
of the film, about 32 mm, is entirely used for the
largest chamber, for best resolution. Thu\' it was
possible to take pictures at a high rate of occur
rence during a machine pulse. The camera con
structed by the group was capable of taking a
picture every 10 msec, even though the recovery
of the spark chambers and the intensity of the
background were such as to preclude taking pic
tures at such a rate.

The experiment ran for :::::250 hr, about equally
divided between positive and negative kaons, and
the :::::750,000 pictures taken should yield a few
thousand events. The analysis is in progress.

Preparations by a BNL group to repeat this im
portant measurement with use of a different tech
nique have been completed. The experiment was
planned so that 104 'IT± +'ITO +Y events could be
detected. The equipment for the experiment con
sists, in part, of a wire spark-chamber spectrom-



Figure 5. Photograph of a tau decay ('IT+ ~ 'IT+'IT+'IT-) in
the spark chambers used in the University of Califomia
experiment to study 'IT±~ 'IT±'IT+y. The mirror system has
projected both a top and a side view ofthe event onto one
frame of the film.

eter which is used to locate the incoming K±
mesons and outgoing 17± mesons. All tests carried
out on the spectrometer so far indicate a time and
space resolution corresponding to that planned
originally. The information from the wire cham
bers is fed directly to the OLDF at the AGS. The
two photons from the 170-meson decay and the
third decay photon are observed by means of a
shower detector consisting of eight layers oflead,
scintillators, and optical chambers. The y ray de
tector has also successfully passed all stages of test
ing and has been incorporated with the spectrom
eter. Some preliminary 17± +170 +Y data were
taken before the AGS was shut down in May. In
formation from the on-line wire spark-chamber
spectrometer is used to prescan all the data and
indicate the likely events. For these the photon
showers, photographed in the optical chambers,
will be hand measured. Columbia University's
neutrino chambers have been erected behind the
wire spark-chamber spectrometer for simultane
ous study of K,.3 decay and polarization. They have
sufficient stopping power to bring muons from K,.3
decay to rest and to allow the decay electrons to
be observed and photographed. A sample of sev
eral thousand K,.3 decay events has been recorded
and is being analyzed.

9

A group from Princeton University has studied
at the AGS the decay of the K+ and K- mesons
into the T mode (K±~ 17±17±17+). A sample of> I
million T decays of each sign has been obtained.
The comparison between the two matrix elements
characterizing these decays constitutes a test of CP
invariance. For example, any difference between
the energy spectra of the odd pions (i.e., between
the 17- from T+ and the 17+ from T-) would consti
tute a violation of CP invariance.

The experimental method was based on the de
tection of T decays in flight and on the recording,
in wire spark chambers, of the paths of the decay
pions through a magnetic spectrometer. Figure 6
shows the experimental arrangement around the
spectrometer magnet. The partially separated 3.0
BeVIe K-meson beam enters the 418-cm-Iong de
cay region (He bag) from the left. The three decay
pions, detected in an array of counters mounted
on a 5-ft wheel, traverse five I X I-m wire spark
chambers before entering the magnet. More spark
chambers and an array of scintillation counters,
located on the other side of the magnet, serve to
record the path of the odd decay pion.

The experiment was monitored on-line by two
computers, a PDP-9 belonging to the experiment
ers, and the BNL OLDF's PDP-6 computer. The
main tasks of the PDP-9 (8K, 18-bit word mem
ory) were to perform continuous checks on the ap
paratus and to transfer raw data to magnetic tapes.
The PDP-6 (82K, 36-bit word memory) performed
the complete analysis of a fraction of the events
(20 to 40%, depending on the processor time avail
able). The experiment proceeded very successfully,
and ~2 million events are in the process of
analysis.

An MIT group completed an experiment to test
the selection rule ~S=~Q in the decay KO~
17±e+p. This selection rule states that the reaction
KO~17-+e+ +p does occur, but that the charge
conjugate reaction KO~17++e- + p does not.

K+ mesons with a momentum of 3 BeV I e pro
duced at the AGS's G-IO target were specially
selected in the 10° external separated beam. They
were then allowed to charge-exchange in a 2-cm
thick platinum target in the apparatus to produce
about 20 usable KO's per machine pulse. The sub
sequent decays of these KO's were observed in a
system of spark chambers immersed in a 14.5-kG
magnetic field. This provided a measurement of
the momentum and direction of both the electron
and the pion. A lead-plate spark chamber was used
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Figure 6. Photograph and schematic of the Princeton group's
experimental arrangement for testing CP violation in 7" decay.

to observe the characteristic electron shower signa
ture, and a selective trigger was provided by vari
ous scintillation counters and a lead-Lucite Ceren
kov counter. (See Figure 7.)

During the experiment >2 million spark-cham
ber pictures were taken, of which about 25% have
been analyzed to date. Although final results must
await analysis of the remaining pictures and a
more detailed background study, it is already clear
that about 700 KO~1T+e+" events in the first
two Klo lifetimes should be observed and that the
major objectives in suppressing backgrounds have
been met.

2. Strong interactions. The study of strong inter
actions occupied the attention of many of the ex
perimentalists working at the AGS. The work on
strong interactions involves searching for new
particles or resonances and determining their prop
erties. Usually, a resonance is detected by plotting
the mass spectrum derived from experimental
data; if a sudden peak or "bump" appears in the
mass spectrum it is often due to a resonance. For a
system of particles comprising such a bump to be
classified as a resonance, it must be describable in
terms of a well-defined set of numbers (quantum
numbers) which include spin, parity, isospin (I),

G-parity, strangeness, charge conjugation, and
baryon number. The experimenter determines as
many of these quantum numbers as possible by
investigating in detail how the resonances are
formed and subsequently decay into other parti
cles or resonances. It is important to determine the
quantum numbers of the elementary particles, so
that the particles can be classified into families or
groups whose members have certain common
properties. For example, the pi mesons (1T+, 1T-, 1TO),
K mesons (K+, K-, KO, gO), and the eta meson
(1)0) make up such a group. These eight particles
have the same spin and parity quantum numbers
but different isospin and/or strangeness quantum
numbers and, according to the group theoretical
symmetry scheme SU(3), belong to the same family.
Categorizing particles in such a way enables the
orists to predict the masses of undiscovered parti
cles and helps them to make other important
calculations.

The experimenter is also concerned with the
detailed mechanisms by which particles are pro
duced. The collision process can be loosely de
scribed as either "peripheral" or "central." As the
names imply, a central collision refers to the case
in which the beam particle hits the target particle
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Figure 7. Photograph of the nine sets of spark cham bers
installed in the gap of the large magnet ("Argo") brought
to Brookhaven by the MIT group studying KO decay. The
whole spark-chamber system was thus immersed in a
14.5-kG magnetic field. K+ mesons enter from the left and
strike the platinum target placed just inside the magnet
coils.

head on, whereas a peripheral collision occurs
when the two particles hit each other a glancing
blow. One way of visualizing what happens in a
peripheral interaction is to picture the beam parti
cle transferring a small amount of momentum to
the target particle while the beam and/or target
particle becomes excited to a higher mass state and
subsequently decays into two or more particles.
Thus, the result of a peripheral interaction is the
production of a "beamlike" set of particles whose
total momentum is nearly that of the beam, and/or
a "targetlike" set of particles whose total labora
tory momentum is very small. A central collision
is thought to occur when many relatively uncorre-

lated particles are produced. Such reactions are
analyzed in terms of statistical or thermodynami
cal models. Experimentally, most reactions ob
served are peripheral in nature.

To obtain a quantitative measure of the degree
to which a reaction is peripheral, the variable t
(four-momentum transfer squared) is used. Con
tinuing in the vein described above, t depends on
the change in momentum and angle between a
colliding particle and the higher mass state into
which it transforms as a result of the collision. For
a given final state, the more peripheral the reac
tion, the smaller the magnitude of t.

Data obtained last year by a BNL-Carnegie
Mellon University team, using a wire spark-cham
ber spectrometer, have been partially analyzed.
An extensive run at the AGS has established the
effectiveness of a particle spectrometer system of
this type, which has proved to have important
advantages.

- - -- - - - - - - =-~- -- - - =--- -- - ----- - - -- - - - --------=-------=-=------------~--
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data (momentum resolution, ::::::'0.5%) incorporat
ing elastic and inelastic scattering in both the for
ward and backward directions. The mass of data
accumulated has brought to light a number of in
teresting features of the strong interactions.

The 'TT--P backward inelastic scattering at 16
BeVIe incident 'TT- momenta were analyzed first.
Figure 8 shows the production cross section as a
function of the missing mass X - where X - is pro
duced backward in the center-of-mass system ac
cording to the reaction 'TT- +P~P+X -. It can be
seen that many of the peaks (p, A2, etc.) correspond
to resonances well established from forward scat
tering processes and that, in contrast to their for
ward production in the center-of-mass .system,
their cross sections here are all comparable with
the backward elastic cross section and in general
have similar angular dependences.

A second new finding of interest was isobar
production by K- and pincident particles, as well
as more extensive data on 'TT--produced isobars.
New structures in the t dependence of the produc
tion of the various isobars were observed. A third
result was the setting of new upper limits for reac
tions that are forbidden by SU(3) theory and the
quark model. In particular, a forbidden excited
state of the baryon with strangeness of + 1, (Z*),
postulated by others, was shown not to be pro
duced at cross sections above the low level of 1.4 p.b.
Other reactions, which are still being analyzed,
include new high energy data on elastic p-p scat
tering, r* production by 'TT--P interactions as a
function offour-momentum transfer, and annihi
lation of high energy p-p interactions into two 'TT
mesons.

New evidence for the existence of baryon-ex
change forces among particles was provided by an
experiment performed by a BNL-Rochester team
at the AGS. A digitized wire spark-chamber array
was used to measure the differential cross section
for elastic K +-p scattering for a wide range ofback
ward angles and momenta from 1.0 to 2.5 BeVIe.
The measurements were made with use ofthe elec
trostatically separated beam from the G-1O target.
The spark-chamber array was connected on line
to a small computer and precisely measured the
particle tracks. In this way the selection of the
elastic events from the more numerous inelastic
reactions was made.

The on-line computer recorded data on mag
netic tape and performed simple checks on the
quality of the data. Complete analysis of the data

7.66.01.2

16.0 IGeV/c)
20-26 mr

0.0 ~tC,...-"""-_="'i==;=:=::;:=:;::.::=:;:=::;:::::-j
-0.4

1.2

Figure 8. Cross section for the reaction w- +p -+p+X -,
where X - represents the missing mass produced back
ward in the center-of-mass system. The cross section is
plotted as a function of the missing mass. The peaks in the
curve, indicated by arrows, represent boson resonances
that have emerged from the head-on collision.

The detecting elements were wire spark cham
bers that recorded the unanalyzed data on mag
netic tape for study on completion of the run. The
system in addition operated on-line to a computer,
so that the course of the experiment could be fol
lowed by analyzing fully a sample of the data.
The information about each event was recorded
on tape. The event-by-event information on the
incoming particles was essential, since it allowed
acceptance of a wide range of angles and momenta
for the incident particles, which permitted the use
of high incident intensities to accelerate data ac
cumulation. Since the precise angle and momen
tum were recorded event by event, the result was
high precision, together with high intensities. Inci
dent and final particles were identified with Ce
renkov counters as either 'TT-, K-, or antiprotons
(complete identification of the final particle was
not always possible), and the identifications were
recorded on the tape. The incident beam consisted
of a mixture of these particles, and thus data on
several distinct reactions were recorded simultane
ously during the run and separated later, by mag
netic-tape tagging, for separate analysis. Examples
of the dozen or so reactions for which data were
obtained are 'TT-+P~'TT-+p, 'TT- +p~'TT-+N*,
K-+p~K-+p~K-+N*, and '1I+p~K-+r*+.

Wire chambers can record data at a high rate
(1 event every 2 msec) and the spectrometer sys
tem had a large angular (10-4 sr) and momentum
(fj.plp::::::,50%) acceptance. The result was a very
fast accumulation (107 events in 500 hr) of precise
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dips or shoulders have been seen. Such structures
are predicted by diffraction theories, Regge-pole
theories, and the new multiple scattering theories.
However, the rapid decrease in cross section with
increasing energy at these large angles is not ex
plained in most of these approaches. Further, it is
surprising to see most of the dips fading away with
increasing energy.

The Cornell group completed a new experiment
this year in which the study of the backward pion
proton scattering was continued by measuring the
reaction '77"- +P~ n + '77"0 for backward neutral
pions. The formalism of Reggeized baryon ex
change, which fits the backward '77"+ and '77"- results
so well, gives a fairly definite prediction for the
backward '77"0 angular distribution. It also predicts
that backward 1/0 from '77"- +P~ n+1/0 should have
the same sharp dip seen in the backward '77"+ angu
lar distribution.

The backward '77"0 's and 1/0 's are "seen" by de
tecting the two decay y rays (~~ 2y and 1/0~ 2y)
in lead-plate spark chambers surrounding a liquid
hydrogen target. These are the chambers on the
left in Figure 12. The chambers in the center are
used to detect the forward-going neutron. The
analysis is now in progress.

Figure 9. The angular distribution of the 'TT--P elastic
scattering cross section for incident 'TT- mesons of ::::: 10
BeVie. The broken curves show the fit to data at :::::6 and
8 BeVie for comparison. A few of the experimental points
at 13.6 BeVIe are also shown.

was made every few hours by using the more ex
tensive facilities of the Central Scientific Comput
ing Facility of the Applied Mathematics Depart
ment. Results of the complete analysis were used
to guide the course of the experiment and to pro
vide precision checks on the performance of the
apparatus.

A preliminary analysis of the data showed that
the distributions are relatively flat until about 1.8
BeV / c, when a backward peak begins to develop
that becomes more prominent at higher momenta,
a behavior indicative of baryon exchange (in this
case a AO, r o, etc.). The data will provide con
straints on the parameters ofthe Reggeized baryon
exchange model.

A group from California Institute ofTechnology,
Rochester University, and BNL completed a com
bined experiment on the annihilation of antipro
tons and protons into the charged pions or two
kaons near 0 0 and 180 0 and on the backward elas
tic scattering of antiprotons by protons. The ex
periment used essentially the same apparatus
previously used by the BNL-Rochester team to
measure the backward scattering of '77"'s and K's
from protons, which saved months of setup and
testing time for the high energy physics program.
All these experiments were done in the partially
separated counter beam (G-1O) at the AGS in the
momentum range of 1.0 to 2.5 BeV / c in ;::::;0.1
BeV / c intervals. Two results of particular interest
emerged from the initial analysis of the data: (1)
a very close correlation between the backward
elastic scattering of '77"'s and K's and the correspond
ing pp annihilation which had been predicted
theoretically was verified, and (2) structure was
observed at ;::::;2000 and 2400 MeV, which is
strong evidence for resonance behavior.

In last year's annual report the Cornell-Brook
haven group reported preliminary results of back
ward peaks in '77"+-p and '77"--p elastic scattering at
energies from 6 to 17 BeY. At that time additional
data at intermediate scattering angles from 20 0 to
130 0 were under analysis. This analysis of about
105 spark-chamber pictures has now been com
pleted. Figure 9 shows the '77"--p angular distribu
tion at ;::::; lOBeV / c. The forward cross section
drops by >7 orders of magnitude until the back
ward peak takes over (it rises by >3 orders of
magnitude).

Figures 10 and 11 show similar large-angle re
sults for K --p and pop elastic scattering, respec
tively. In each case new structures in the form of
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Figure 10. The angular distribution of the K--p elastic
scattering cross section for various incident momenta.

Another group from the University of Bari
(Italy), Brown University, and Massachusetts In
stitute of Technology were doing the same experi
ment, but with a modified experimental technique
suited to the lower momentum region (2 to 5 BeV / c)
being studied. The reactions 'IT- +P~N+'TfJ and
'IT- +P~ N +.,,0 are of great interest as a tool in
baryon spectroscopy because of the possible ap
pearance of resonant states above a background
amplitude. In the backward direction it is hoped
that the background amplitude is not grossly dom
inant over any single resonant partial wave contri
bution, as is certainly the case in the forward
direction in this momentum region. This region
is abundantly supplied with resonant states, and
it should be possible to deduce the partial widths
and quantum numbers of these states. In addition,
this is the region of transition between low and
high energy phenomena and is an important region
for testing the Regge phenomenology. In these re
actions the exchanged objects are baryon trajec
tories, and again there is, from a different point of
view than above, an opportunity for insight into
baryon spectroscopy.

Scintillation counters and visual spark cham
bers are used as the detectors. The method of the
experiment is to require a 'IT- to disappear in a
liquid hydrogen target unaccompanied by any 'lT0
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Figure 11. The angular distribution of the p-p elastic scat
tering cross section for incidentpof9.7 BeV/ c. Other work
at :::::6 and 9 BeV / c is shown for comparison.

decay y rays in most of the forward hemisphere via
a combination of scintillation counters and lead
scintillator shower counters. In addition, a neu
tron detector is located in the forward direction
and a detected neutron is required to complete the
trigger requirements for the spark chambers. The
spark chambers are y-ray detecting devices and
detect the 'lT0 and .,,0 through two y-ray decay
modes. The analysis of these data is also in
progress.

An experiment performed by a group from the
State University of New York at Stony Brook had
as its primary purpose the study of the reactions
'IT± +P~K±+~± at small momentum transfer in
the energy region 2 to 16 BeV / c. Because of the
presence of K's and protons in the beam and iden
tification of incident and secondary particles by
the use ofCerenkov counters, other reactions, such
as 'IT±+P~P+'lT±, p+p~p+p,P+P~'lT++'lT-,

and K±+~p+K±, can also be studied.
The forward K+-~+ cross section is believed to

be dominated by exchange of both vector and
tensor K*'s. Accurate differential cross-section and
polarization data will be valuable in ascertaining
to what extent the Regge-pole hypothesis coupled
with 8U(3) theory can fit the experimental data.
For this purpose the high energy region (6 to 10
BeV/ c) is most useful.
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Figure 12. The arrangement for the backward 7T-P scattering experiment performed by the Cornell group.

At lower energies (2 to 6 BeYIe) it is expected
that in the K+~:+ channel, the 1=312 N* ampli
tudes will interfere with the large K* exchange
amplitude in a way that is sensitive to details of
the interaction. At the lower energies in the K+L
channel, where there is no known K* to exchange,
it is hoped to find the 1=1/2 and 1 =312 N * contri
butions standing alone. This also is of considerable
interest.

The apparatus used was a single-arm spectrom
eter with wire-plane spark chambers to define the
scattering angle and magnetic deflection angle of
the forward-going secondary particle. A simple de
tector examined the position and particle identity
of the recoil particle or its decay products. As em
ployed for the reaction 7T+ +P_K++L+, this recoil
detector allowed measurement of the polarization
parameter. The trigger requirement was varied
according to the momentum and sign of the beam
to include different combinations of incident 7T, K,
or p and outgoing 7T, K, or p. Events were processed
on line with a PDP-8 computer and stored on
magnetic tape.

Data analysis of the experiment is in progress
but some of the preliminary results are available.
In the reaction 7T+ +p-K+ +L+, the finite differen
tial cross section d(J1dt shows essentially no shrink
ing in the momentum range studied. The polariza
tion is consistent with afor It I <0.3 and becomes
positive for larger I t I . The reactions 7T- +p_K +
+L- and 7T- +p_K+ + r*-(1385) were also stud
ied at 6 and lOBeV lefor momentum transfers
a<It I <0.5. These reactions are forbidden in
single-particle exchange models unless doubly
charged strange meson states exist. In the case of
7T-+p-K++L-, no events are seen, which allows
an upper limit at t =aof d(J1dt <0.1 fLb/(BeYle)2
to be set. In the case of 7T- +p_K+ + r*- (1385),
a clear signal is seen at both beam momenta.

No ex particles were detected in the early beam
surveys at the CERN Proton Synchrotron and in
a recent experiment at the Argonne Zero Gradient
Synchrotron. A BNL scientist carried out an ex
periment at the AGS to determine whether ex par
ticles are produced by high energy proton-nucleus
collisions and to explore the possibility of obtain-
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nation of the cosmic-ray path-length as well as
the total residual interplanetary field modulation.
However, among the various reactions contribut
ing to the production of He3 and d, cross sections
are completely unknown for a-a interactions,
which may account for a large fraction (up to
40%) of the He3 and d in cosmic rays. It is there
fore very valuable to measure the various breakup
cross sections in the a-a collision below 1000 MeVI
nucleon. Such experiments are now feasible with a
helium bubble chamber and the possible second
ary a beams at high energy accelerators.

A reanalysis was carried out of world data on
K+-nucleon partial and total cross sections in the
/=0 state by a BNL group. A new peak was dis
covered in the / = 0 total cross section at 790
MeVIe. After subtracting the inelastic cross sec
tion, a very clear peak is seen in the total elastic
cross section. From a fitting of the data to a modi
fied Breit-Wigner expression, it was found that the
peak can be due to an almost elastic resonance
with a mass of 1780 MeV and a width of 565 MeV.
Should this turn out to be a resonance, it would
seriously complicate the quark model in which all
known particles and resonance can be formed by a
combination of no more than three quarks. An
S = + 1 baryon resonance would require five
quarks.

The three BNL bubble chambers continue to
support a wide variety of research activities both
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ing useful secondary a beams for various experi
ments, in particular those relevant to the study of
the origin and propagation of cosmic rays. The
result shows that sizable numbers of a particles are
indeed produced at the AGS.

The measurement was carried out in the AGS
test beam. Secondary particles produced at 18.8°
by the 28.5-BeV internal protons incident on the
BeO target were momentum-analyzed by a bend
ing magnet and then classified according to (1) their
time-of-flight (TOF) between two scintillators,
and (2) their energy loss in a third scintillator.
The dEldx analysis is essential for the identifica
tion of alpha particles because He4++ has twice
the momentum of the deuteron and hence the
same TOF. The TOF vs dEldx technique is rather
conventional, except that some different electronic
logic was employed. Thejoint (d and a) peak in
the TOF spectrum was decomposed into two
peaks after the dEldx analysis. To confirm that
the second peak in the dEldx spectrum is really
due to a particles, the system was calibrated by
the proton and He3++ of corresponding momenta.
Thus, the relative energy loss ofp vs He3 and d vs
He4 establishes an unambiguous identification of
the a particles. The a to d ratio is found to be of
the order of 1% for secondary momenta below
1000 MeVIe per nucleon, an intensity sufficient
to warrant consideration of the feasibility of using
a beams from high energy accelerators.

An interesting application of the a beam is re
lated to a problem of fundamental importance in
astrophysics, namely the origin and the distance
of propagation of primary cosmic rays in inter
stellar space. It is known that He3 and d are rare
in a large majority of astronomical bodies, and
therefore their abundance in cosmic rays can be
attributed to secondary origins, namely produc
tion by nuclear interactions of primary cosmic rays
with interstellar gas. Thus the isotopic composition
of the helium and hydrogen nuclei in cosmic rays
provides an important clue to the understanding
of the origin and propagation of these rays. Re
cently, more data have become available through
the flights of satellites and balloons, but their in
terpretation depends heavily on the cross sections
of relevant nuclear reactions and the modulation
of galactic cosmic rays in the interplanetary mag
netic field. By comparing the data with their cal
culations on the He3 and d production by cosmic
ray interactions in the galaxy, Ramaty and Lin
genfelter have suggested an independent determi-
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Figure 14. Effective-mass distributions ofthe A'1T systems,
showing a peak at 1.61 BeV corresponding to a newly dis
covered hyperon resonance.
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chamber filled with deuterium and exposed to
3.6 and 3.9-BeVIe K- mesons had led to several
interesting results. A new isospin-l hyperon reso
nance has been observed with mass 1616+8 MeV
and width 66+16 MeV, which decays copiously
into the A'1Tstate but is also seen in the r 1*(1385)'1T
state (see Figure 14).

The data were searched for evidence of a
(Z312*--) state in the Z-'1T-, Z-'1T-~, and A'1T-K
systems. The simple nonrelativistic quark model
for baryon (qqq) states predicts that all the well
established baryon states belong to singlets, octets,
or decuplets, and to no other representation. The
only available experimental observations that
might contradict this picture are the isospin 1=0
and 1=1 enhancements previously observed by
counters in the K+-nucleon total cross sections:
such states (hypercharge r = 2) must belong to
higher SU(3) multiplets (10 for 1=0 and 27 for
1= 1). The large peak (;::::6 mb) in the 1=0 cross
section, if interpreted as a resonance, implies the
existence of a lO-multiplet of baryon resonances
which would also contain an 1= 3h, r= - 1
member with the quantum numbers of a Z* sys
tem. No strong evidence was found for such a

at Brookhaven and at more than 30 other institu
tions. Experiments were directed toward obtain
ing a fuller understanding of the nature of elemen
tary particles, with emphasis on exploring their
strong and weak interactions.

Bubble-Chamber Experiments. 1. Strong
interactions. A partial summary follows of results
of bubble-chamber experiments performed during
the past year.

The study of K--p interactions at 3.9, 4.6, and
5.0 BeVIe in the BNL 80-in. hydrogen bubble
chamber by the Brookhaven Bubble Chamber
and Nuclear Interactions Groups and Syracuse
University was fruitfully continued. A total of
600,000 pictures has been analyzed. The major
new results were the discovery of two new Z reso
nances, Z(2030) and Z(2430), the verification of
the previously questionable Z(1930), and the con
firmation of the Z(1815).

These findings have a direct bearing on the
SU(3) formulation of the classification of the
hadrons, or strongly interacting particles. It is well
known that all octet (8) and decuplet (lO) repre
sentations must contain among their constituents
a Z particle. The discovery of the above particles
served to complete many octet families of hadrons,
namely those with spin-parity (J P) 5h-, 5h+,
and 7h-. These families are shown in Figure 13,
in which the masses of known hadron states are
plotted as a function of their spin-parity. Previ
ously only the 1/2+ and 3h- octets and the %+
decuplet were well established. The widths and
decay branching fractions of the Z resonances
measured in this experiment, coupled with values
for the previously known N (nucleon) and A, ~
hyperon states, give further credence to the validity
of unbroken SU(3). In the SU(3) formulation 2
parameters serve to fit the 9 to 10 different decay
rates of the particles belonging to a given octet
family. In a total of about 40 predicted decay rates
in 4 octet families there was previously 1 discrep
ancy with experiment, namely the nonobservation
of the ~(1940)~~'1T,which was expected to be
dominant. Evidence for this decay has now been
found in this experiment. The same data also con
firmed the existence of the ~(2240) resonance pre
viously observed in the K--p total cross-section
measurements. Evidence was obtained for a
meson-like enhancement at a mass of 970 MeV
decaying into Tj0'1T- and '1T-~ y.

The analysis by the BNL Bubble Chamber
Group of 280,000 pictures taken in the 80-in.
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Figure 15. Effective-mass plots show
ing a new K'TT resonance at 1.16 BeV.

(.E'312*--) state in this experiment. The upper
limit for the production of any (.E'312*--) reso
nance is estimated at ~ 1.5 /Lb, assuming a width
<80 MeV and a mass <2.2 BeV, with a 99% con
fidence level. This negative result is consistent with
the quark model.

An isospin-Y2, K1' enhancement (see Figure 15)
was also observed in the K-d experiment at a mass
of 1160+-10 MeV and a width of 90+-30 MeV
from the reaction K-+n~Klo+1'+n at 3.9
BeV / c. However, no evidence was found for the
previously reported Kl' effects at 1080 and 1200
MeV.

This experiment, together with the K-p experi
ment previously described has yielded further in
formation on the K1oK1o enhancement near
threshold. Previous experimental evidence for
an isosinglet, scalar K1oK1o enhancement (IG=O+,
J P =0+) comes mainly from a study of the reaction
1'- +P~Klo+Klo+nat pion momenta from 2 to
12 BeV / c. Because the enhancement is near the
KK threshold, the available data could be inter
preted either in terms of an s-wave resonance or a
simple s-wave complex scattering length (a non
resonant threshold phenomenon). In the present
K-d experiment a K1

0K1
0 enhancement is produced

which has mass 1030+-10 MeV, width40:!:~gMeV,
and spin, parity, and charge conjugation J PC= 0++.
To the extent that the simple scattering-length
procedures carried out are valid, the data presented
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Figure 17. (a) Effective-mass distribution of 3'IT combina
tions from the reaction 'IT+ +n~p+ 'IT+ + 'IT- + 'ITo. The
prominent peak on the left is the w meson. (b) The same
plot as in (a) after selection ofthose events in which a p
meson is produced. The three peaks are the AI, A z, and
Aa mesons.

low), was observed in the reaction n- +~p+n-+
missing mass, similar to that seen in the CERN
missing-mass spectrometer experiment. In addi
tion, investigation of the KK mass spectrum in the
A2 region reveals a narrow KloKlo enhancement
centered at the mass of the A 2H. This observation
suggests that there are two resonances with differ
ent spin-parity in the A 2 mass region. These results
are shown in Figure 16.

From the same n-p exposure a detailed spin
parity analysis of the g( 1640) meson was made
from its dipion decay mode. It was found that a
spin-3 assignment is strongly favored for this reso
nance, the highest spin yet found for a meson
resonance. An isospin-1 KK state at a mass of 1640
MeV was also observed; this could be a new decay
mode of the g meson.

The analysis at BNL of 65,000 events produced
in 8-BeVIe n+-d interactions in the 80-in. chamber
was brought near completion. A study of nOpo sys
tems produced in these interactions confirmed the
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here give strong support for the existence of a
J PC =0++ boson resonance at a mass of 1030-+-10
MeV. This resonance is associated with the
S*(1069), since both enhancements have the same
J PC and, within errors, similar mass values.

About 30,000 interactions of K- mesons in the
30-in. chamber were analyzed from photographs
taken in a prior year by the Brookhaven Bubble
Chamber Group. An extremely well-defined beam
of 725-+-2 MeVIe was utilized in order to obtain
a clearer understanding of the nature of the A-TJ
interaction at the ATJ threshold. Results indicate
that previous experiments may have underesti
mated the contribution of a large Sl/2 scattering
length in this channel. Cross sections, angular dis
tributions, and polarizations of the two-body final
states Kp, KON, An, and ~n were studied in an ef
fort to better understand the large number of reso
nances with masses near 1660 MeV. Analysis of
the three-body states Ann and ~nn indicates that
they are produced almost exclusively via the quasi
two-body states ~(1385)n and A(l405)n.

The reactions K- +p~ VO + neutrals and
K- +p~K- +p obtained in the 30-in. chamber
have been studied by a group at Yale University.
The K- momentum region covered was 590 to 820
MeV/c. A partial-wave fit to the KN channels re
vealed the presence of the D 3/ 2 resonance at around
1700 MeV. The mass and width of this resonance
seem significantly different from the values ob
tained in the ~n channel, a fact that may only
indicate an inadequate parametrization of the
amplitudes, but may also point to the presence of
additional structure in this region.

The reactions K- +p~~ ± +n+ (nO) have been
studied in the same exposure. A partial-wave anal
ysis ofthe two-body channels shows the presence of
resonances in the SOl, D03, and D 13 states. The first
is probably to be identified with theATJ resonance
discovered earlier in this experiment. The cross
section for K- +P~ A( 1405) +nO does not show
any significant peaking at the ~(1600)mass, even
though a substantial signal is expected on the basis
of some production-experiment branching-ratio
measurements. This result adds to the evidence
that more than one "~(1660)" resonance is involved.

Continuing analysis at BNL of an exposure of
the 80-in. chamber filled with hydrogen to 6
BeVie n- mesons has yielded new characteristics
of the A2(1300) and the g(1640) mesons.

In this experiment, a splitting of the A2 meson
into two peaks, A 2 H (H for high) and A 2 L (L for
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Figure 18. y Rays from the decay of neutral pions are
converted into electron pairs by collision with nuclei.
Measurements on the electron tracks seen in the 31-in.
bubble chamber permit calculation of the mass of the
parent particle, plotted here.

existence of both an isoscalar resonance (the A 3

meson) at a mass of 1.660 BeV and a neutral three
pion resonance of mass 1.679 BeV decaying pri
marily into 'TTp. Since no evidence was observed for
a 'TTj decay mode (Figure 17), it appears that this
resonance has different characteristics from the
charged resonance of similar masses previously ob
served. A preliminary analysis suggests that the
spin is >1 and confirms isospin-O.

Both Harvard and University of Rochester
groups have observed the A 3 enhancement at 1.64
BeV. The state decays into p0'TT+ and j0'TT+ and
has isospin-l and negative G-parity. The Rochester
group has observed another 1=1 peak at 1.72
BeV, which has positive G-parity and decays into
W°'TT+ and Az0'TT+. A Maryland group has found
evidence for a meson resonance of mass 1.67 BeV
decaying into W'TT'TT.

The University of Illinois has continued to study
the decays of the B - mesons in the W°'TT- decay
modes. The results at 7.5 BeV I e are in essential
agreement with their work at 5 BeV I e. A clean
peak is seen, and the earlier angular distributions
are roughly confirmed. In the 7.5-BeVIe data,
however, a significant component with helicity-O
appears to be produced. Assuming that both sam
ples come from the same particle, the combined
results strengthen the probability for spin-parity
1+ and rule against the previous possibilities of2+,
3-, etc.

The University of Wisconsin group has observed
a strong backward peak in the differential cross
sections of backward hemisphere p-p elastic scat-

tering in the momentum range 300 to 700 MeVIe.
The differential cross section near 180 0 and near
90 0 shows energy-dependent fluctuations. A con
sistent interpretation of these fluctuations can be
made in terms of direct-channel boson resonances
with masses (widths) of 1.925 (0.010) and 1.945
(0.020), and a state with mass> 1.975 and width
>0.020 BeY.

A Brookhaven experiment in the 31-in. cham
ber started in 1967 was continued in order to study
the nature of the enhancement found by a counter
experiment in the 1= 1 p-p total cross section at 1.3
BeVie. A total of 64,000 pictures containing 88,000
p-p interactions was obtained at 1.11, 1.31, 1.33,
1.35, and 1.52 BeVIe. Measurement of the four
pronged events revealed than anI=1state, 'TT(2190),
decaying to pOp0'TT0 is responsible for a major part
of the total cross-section enhancement.

In an experiment using a neon-hydrogen mix
ture in the 80-in. bubble chamber, K-'TT+'TT- states
produced by K - mesons scattering coherently on
neon have been analyzed at BNL. In addition to a
strong J P = 1+, K*(890)'TT enhancement (Q) at
1.3 BeV, these data show a strong interference be
tween a Kp state and the K*'TT for M k*.".>1.25.
This effect is being studied further by looking at
the state K-'TT°'TT°, in which only K*'TT can be pro
duced. The 'TT°'S are "measured" by analyzing the
electron pairs produced by their decay y's in the
neon. Figure 18, a sample plot of the mass obtained
from these measurements, shows a clean separa
tion of the nO from the background.

The Yale group has continued the investiga
tion of diffraction-produced effects in the reactions
K-+~KQ+'TT~+'TT- +p at 12.6 BeY. This in
vestigation included a study of the K'TT'TT threshold
Q-enhancement in terms of a possible interpreta
tion as one or more resonant states with energy
or momentum-transfer-dependent interference ef
fects, as well as a detailed spin-parity analysis. No
evidence is found for multiple resonances; the data
are consistent with a singleJP= 1+ or 2- resonant
state decaying wholly to K*(890)'TT or Kp. A com
parison of these results with those of other high
energy K +Pexperiments does suggest the presence
of energy-dependent interference effects. The sub
reactions K-+p~K*O(890)+'TTP and K-+~K-+
1l+++'TT- have been analyzed in the light of a non
resonant, double-peripheral production model in
volving exchange of pion and pomeron Regge
trajectories. The model gives good agreement with
the data in many respects for both the K*'TT and
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Figure 19. Momentum-transfer- (a, b) and effective-mass
(c,d) squared distributions from the reaction p +p~p+
'IT- +A++. The curves show the predictions ofthe double
Regge-pole model.
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Ii." samples; it thus strengthens earlier results sug
gesting similar production mechanisms (diffrac
tion-production) for the two systems and allows a
quantitative evaluation of the Dolen-Horn
Schmid duality of recent Regge-pole theory.

The K."." enhancement at 1.3 BeV has also been
investigated in K +-p interactions by groups at
Rochester, VCLA, and Johns Hopkins. Attempts
to fit the data with a diffraction-dissociation model
were unsuccessful; rather, the enhancement region
appears to be dominated by resonance effects with
spin-parity 1+ and with production and decay
characteristics similar to those of the Al meson.
The quark predicts the existence of two boson
resonances, with which the data are consistent ifit
is assumed that the resonances overlap in this mass
region. The Johns Hopkins group also reports
finding a weaker K."." enhancement at 1. 7 BeV,
the L meson, which appears to be a T =V2, 2
system.

In a continuing study of 28.5-BeVIe p-p interac
tions, various techniques to explain the variety of
experimental distributions observed in high energy
scattering are being investigated. V nlike most
bubble-chamber experiments at lower energies,
in which the primary aim is to search for reso
nances, at this high energy the main objective is
to understand the mechanism for the production
of particles. A model that has achieved considera
ble success in fitting the data was applied to the
three-body final states pn.,,+ and Ii++ p.,,- by E.L.
Berger, a visiting theorist at BNL. This double
Regge-pole-exchange model is an extension of the
original single-Regge model that works well in ex
plaining two-body final states. Fits to the four in
dependent kinematic variables in the final state
Ii++p.,,- are shown in Figure 19. Although agree
ment with the data is not perfect, the model works
quite well for those values of the variables to which
it is expected to apply. Only two parameters are
varied to obtain these fits; with a slight increase in
the number of parameters, even better fits can be
obtained.

A number of other groups have had success in
fitting three-body processes at high energy with
the double-Regge model. The reaction .,,- +
~.,,- +X +Pat 25 BeV, where X is composed of
a.,,+ and "'-, was examined at Wisconsin and the
California Institute of Technology. It was found
that momentum-transfer and invariant-mass dis
tributions were in reasonable agreement with the
predictions of the double-Regge model in the kine-

•
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matic regions in which the model is supposed to
apply. p-Meson and pomeron exchange were as
sumed, and the parameters lX p ( t = 0);:::; 1/2 and
lXp ( t = 0);:::; 1 used in the model were consistent
with those obtained in previous single-Regge
model calculations.

A group at Harvard has studied the 3'IT spec
trum in the A-meson region (1.07 to 1.3 BeV) in
the reaction 'IT- +p~p + 'IT+ + 'IT- + 'IT- at 13 and
20 BeV/ c. Individual peaks are not resolved, but
a broad enhancement is found in this region which
decays into p0'IT-, as do the A mesons. Attempts to
fit the subsample ofp+ 'IT- +pO events to one-pion
exchange and diffraction-dissociation models were
conspicuously unsuccessful. However, results of a
double-Regge-model calculation were in good
agreement with the shapes of the 'IT-po mass dis
tributions, the momentum-transfer distribution,
and the Treiman-Yang angle. The Regge inter
pretation is not necessarily incompatible with reso
nance production in the same mass region.

Several groups have investigated the production
of nucleon isobars ( N *'s) at high energy. Peaks
at ;:::; 1.4 to 1.45 BeV and;:::; 1. 7 BeV have been
variously interpreted as kinematic effects or iden
tified with resonances previously found by phase
shift analysis of 'IT-p cross sections. The BNL Bub
ble Chamber Group has found an enhancement at
1.4 BeV occurring in two-prong events which ac
counts for most of the cross section previously
observed in counter missing-mass experiments. This
enhancement decays almost entirely into n'IT+ or
p'IT0 in the ratio 2: 1, which confirms the isospin
value 1/2, Another peak at 1.65 BeV may be the
same as the 1=1/2 resonance observed by counters
at 1.69 BeY.

Peaks have been seen in the p'IT+'IT- final state in
the following reactions:

P+~P+P+'IT++'IT- (22 BeV, Iowa State;
25 BeV, Columbia
Rutgers; 28 BeV,
Brookhaven)

K++~K++'IT++'IT-+P (5.5 BeV/c, Johns
Hopkins)

'IT++~P+'IT++'IT++'IT- (1.6 BeV/c, Stanford
Linear Accelerator
Center)

Not all experiments agree in detail; however, in
general the data seem to be consistent with an en
hancement occurring at ;:::;1.45 BeV whose cross

section has a steep t dependence (;:::;e- bt , with
b;;::;10 BeV-2), together with another peak at
;:::;1.69 BeV with a much smaller t dependence.
The Brookhaven experiment at 28 BeV does not
resolve two peaks, although the cross section in the
region of the peaks exhibits roughly the t depen
dencejust described. The Johns Hopkins group
finds that the 1.45-BeV enhancement in the data
is formed principally of a Li++'IT- system whose de
cay asymmetry is incompatible with a pure-reso
nance interpretation. Dissociation-type models are
found to fit the data reasonably well when cuts are
made on the K +'IT- mass; this is interpreted as evi
dence for diffractive K +-'IT- virtual scattering in
the K +'IT- mass region.

Pion-deuteron elastic scattering at 3.65 BeV/cwas
studied by a University of Michigan group using
a sample of about 25,000 events from 230,000
photographs from the BNL 20-in. chamber
(since converted to the 31-in. chamber). The dif
ferential cross section is presented out to - t ;:::; 1
(BeV/c)2, and results are compared with theoreti
cal predictions of the Glauber formula, which
takes into account the scattering of the pions by
the constituent proton and neutron in the deu
terium. Agreement between experiment and theory
can be achieved by hypothesizing various forms
for the t dependence on the pion-nucleon phases.

2. Weak interactions. Results in the area of
weak interactions during the past year all come
from experiments using the 30-in. chamber. A
Columbia-Stony Brook collaboration obtained
forty-six ~>~Aoe-p and six ~+~Aoe+p decays.
The ratios ofthese decay modes to the correspond
ing nonleptonic modes are, respectively, (0.52-+
0.09) X 10-4 and (0.16-+-0.07) X 10-4 . A study of
the momentum and angle correlations ofthe decay
products yields the ratio of the vector to the axial
vector coupling constants Gv/ Ga= 0.7 -+-0.4 for the
combined sample of~±~A°e±p. This result can be
compared with the prediction ofthe hypothesis ofcon
served vector current for these decays, which says that
Gv = O. A study of the strangeness-changing, hy
peron-Ieptonic decays by a group from the Uni
versity of Maryland gave the ratios IGa/ Gv I = 0.76
-+-0.24 for the decay A~pe-p and IGa/Gv I=0.3-+
0.3 for ~-~ne-p. These numbers are important
for a deeper understanding of the f3 decay interac
tion. It is possible to tie together various hyperon
decay rates, viz., those of AO's, ~±, and E- hy
perons, since these objects are all members of the
same SU(3) family of particles.
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The Maryland group also measured the ratio

r(~--mrV)

r(~-~all)

which is in excellent agreement with (JLv), (ev) uni
versality for the weak interactions. In other words,
except for mass, muons and electrons have identi
cal properties.

A Rutgers University group analyzed ;:::;150,000
pictures of stopping K + particles in the 30-in.
chamber. About 140 events consistent with K +~
'IT+ +wO +'ITo were obtained by requiring that two
or more converted y rays be associated with the
K + decay vertex. The dependence of the matrix
element on the 'ITo energy has been measured, and a
linear extrapolation has been made to zero four
momentum. The result is consistent with the soft
pion prediction of current algebra.

The lifetime of the short-lived KO meson was
measured by the Brookhaven Nuclear Interactions
Group using 20,000 K~'IT+'IT- decays observed in
the 30-in. chamber filled with deuterium. An ex
tensive study was made of the systematic errors
and a best value of 7" =(0.865-+-0.009)10-10 sec
was obtained. This result can be compared with
the latest value of (0.874-+-0.011 )10-10 sec com
piled by Rosenfeld et al. This measurement was a
by-product of the search for leptonic decays of the
KO meson. About 600 such events have been found
to date, and their analysis suggests the existence of
I:::.S= -I:::.Qevents at the 2 to 2'/2 standard devia
tion level. This experiment was a collaboration
with Carnegie-Mellon and Case-Western Reserve
Universities.

A BNL group working in collaboration with
groups at Yale and the University of Massachu
setts studied KO decay to test CP violation. If the
long-lived and short-lived KO's (KL and Ks) have a
common decay mode (in the same quantum state)
then the decay into that mode violates the princi
ple of CP invariance. The long-lived KO is known
to decay into three pions. Therefore the detection
of the decay of the short-lived KO, Ks~'IT+'IT-'lT0,

and its interference with the decay products from
KL decay would demonstrate a CP violation. The
initial phase of this experiment has been com
pleted. A coherent sample of KL and Ks was pro
duced in the charge exchange reaction K - +p~
N +Ko in the 30-in. bubble chamber at the AGS.
From 80,000 measurements (40,000 at BNL), a
sample of 30 three-pion decays was obtained with
in the first six Ks lifetimes. The data reveal no
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K s - KL interference effects and show no evidence
for the three-pion decay of Ks, which rules out any
large CP violation.

Cosmic-Ray Research

A search by BNL-Yale collaborators for heavy
stable particles in cosmic rays was concluded.
While the experiment was expressly designed to
detect heavy triplets that might form the bases of
the SU(3) symmetries observed in elementary par
ticles, the results also concern particles of other
possible origins. Particle detection was accom
plished by means of a mass spectrograph which
incorporated fast time-of-flight techniques and
momentum analysis for the measurement of parti
cle mass. The spectrograph had an aperture of
10-2 m2 sr, a time-of-flight resolution of 2.5 nsec,
and a maximum detectable momentum >300
BeV / c. Measurements were made at an angle of
75 0 with respect to the zenith. Four possible heavy
particles were found in 700 hr of running, whereas
estimates indicate that five background events were
to be expected for the run. The results set an upper
limit of 2.4xlO-8 (cm2 sr sec)-1 to the flux of
particles with a velocity of between 0.5 and 0.75 c.
Calculations based on plausible assumptions for
triplet production in nucleon-nucleon interactions
and based on the results of this experiment give an
upper limit of about 2 JLb for the production cross
section of triplets of mass <15 BeV/ c2•

The energy spectrum of high energy cosmic-ray
muons was measured at an angle of 75 0 from the
vertical. The results show that the direct muon
production inferred from underground measure
ments of muons with energies > 1000 BeV is not
observed in these spectrograph measurements at
energies up to 300 BeV.

An upper limit for the flux of heavy stable fun
damental particles in the primary cosmic radiation
is presented which is about two orders of magni
tude less than that suggested to explain the anom
alous cosmic-ray muon spectrum.

Theory

The high energy theory group has continued to
pursue a number of topics in the major areas of
current particle physics research.

When particles collide at high energies the most
important effects taking place are described in
terms of the exchange of virtual particles. One of
the colliding particles emits a virtual particle
which is observed by the other after possibly itself
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emitting one or more real particles. In the past few
years it has been increasingly recognized that the
fundamental process is not the exchange of a spe
cific virtual particle, but the combined effect of the
exchange of a whole family of particles, their indi
vidual contributions being inextricably mixed.
The development of the techniques for dealing di
rectly with these families, or "Regge trajectories,"
has been actively pursued. As a step toward the
description of the emission of a real particle by
such a Regge trajectory, an invariant amplitude
expansion has been obtained for vertex functions
of fields corresponding to arbitrary representations
of the Lorentz group between states of arbitrary
spins. Other work has dealt with the effect of
multiparticle production on elastic scattering. By
assuming a multiperipheral Regge exchange form
for the multiparticle production, an integral equa
tion had previously been obtained. Considerable
progress has now been made in reducing the 6
dimensional equation to a I-dimensional one by
group theoretical techniques, to give a possible
approach to a solvable model for nonforward scat
tering, not previously tractable.

An important current problem is to find de
scriptions of scattering amplitudes that are con
sistent with both the high energy Regge exchange
description and the low energy resonance domi
nance models. An elegant mathematical model
due to Veneziano exhibits such a connection but
only allows resonances of zero width, and thus
violates unitarity. An approximate unitary solu
tion for the 'IT-'lT scattering amplitude, for which the
Veneziano model is the leading term, has been
developed, incorporating finite width resonances.

The formalism of quantum electrodynamics has
long been well developed. The difficulties in this
field lie in the complicated calculations needed to
extract results. Several problems in this area were
studied with extensive use of the computer as an
algebraic aid. Results were obtained on the two
photon exchange contribution to electron scatter
ing from a proton. It was found that radiative cor
rections from this source differed from those in
electron-electron scattering and that a contribution
to the difference between electron and positron
scattering from protons, expressible in terms of a
sum over photoproduction cross sections, grows
with unexpected rapidity at high energies and
may affect the analysis of form factor measure
ments. Other problems under investigation in this
area include a calculation of the radiative correc-

tions to the decay process 'IT°~e+e-y and the cal
culation of the slope of the electron form factor in
fourth order, involving sixth-order electrodynamic
contributions.

A number of phenomenological studies were
undertaken. An analysis was given of the possible
angular correlations that can occur when a boson
decays into two spin-1/2 particles, which then un
dergo weak parity-violating decays, and measure
ments were suggested that would assist in deter
mining the spin and parity of the parent boson. A
double-baryon exchange model was used to inves
tigate the high energy backward A 1 production in
the reaction 'IT+P~P+'lT+p.In a simple form in
which ~ and N trajectories are exchanged, this
model shows a "kinematic" enhancement in the
A l region. However, the detailed agreement is not
sufficient to regard this alone as the explanation of
the A l meson.

Other work of the group has been concerned
with problems of uniqueness in the so-called hard
pion formalism of current algebra, in regard to
both sum rules and the Ward identities for the
three point functions.

SO-in. Bubble Chamber

The 80-in. bubble chamber operated during
most of the year. From April 1, 1968, to March 31,
1969, a total of 1.5 million pictures, distributed
among 14 experiments, were produced. All experi
ments used the high energy rf separated beam; the
chamber was filled with hydrogen for 13 experi
ments and with deuterium for one.

A new hydraulic-powered expansion system was
installed on the chamber to minimize the loss of
deuterium. This system enables the chamber to be
filled with deuterium and then sealed, which
eliminates all losses except those due to external
gas handling. The hydraulic system is also ex
pected to reduce the rate of dirt accumulation in
the chamber, improve pulse-to-pulse stability ofthe
chamber minimum pressure, and provide greater
long-term reliability than did the old pneumatic
system. Installation of the new system introduced
numerous operational problems, whose solution re
sulted in a considerable loss ofoperating time. Work
has started on design of a bright-field illumination
system and a change from 70 to 35-mm film.

30- and 31-in. Bubble Chambers

An alternating mode ofoperation of the 30- and
31-in. bubble chambers was begun in July 1968.



In this mode one chamber is scheduled for high
energy physics research while the other is mam
tained in a standby condition or is used to investi
gate new developments and techniques. Staffing
these two chambers with a combined crew has re
leased some operating personnel for work in other
areas.
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In the 30-in. chamber, 886,000 pictures were
taken for six experiments using either hydrogen
or deuterium.

Particle Physics Apparatus

The use of liquid neon-hydrogen mixtures in
cryogenic bubble chambers permits the detection

Figure 20. Photograph of the track-sensitive target mounted in the 30-in. bubble chamber. The
target contained pure hydrogen; the bubble chamber, 20% neon-80% hydrogen (mole %).

During the year 1.2 million pictures for five ex
periments were taken in hydrogen, deuterium, and
liquid neon-liquid hydrogen mixtures in the 31-in.
bubble chamber. Modifications of the cameras,
data-box system, and illumination system for
double-pulse operation were completed; it is now
possible to expand the chamber twice during each
AGS pulse and thereby double the rate at which
pictures are taken.

of y rays produced in certain interactions. How
ever, the neon causes a reduction in measurement
accuracy and in the number of interactions with
hydrogen. These difficulties have prompted the
development of track-sensitive targets in order to
combine the advantages of hydrogen (or deute
rium) and of hydrogen-neon mixtures. A track
sensitive target is a small, transparent chamber
within the bubble chamber, both chambers being
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made sensitive and photographed simultaneously.
A test has been successfully completed in which a
5-in.-diam Plexiglas cylinder 20 in. long was used
in the 30-in. bubble chamber (see Figure 20). The
inner chamber contained pure hydrogen, and the
outer chamber, 20% neon-80% hydrogen (mole %).
An experiment with such a device has been pro
posed for the 30-in. bubble chamber. It is clear
that track-sensitive targets will be extremely useful
in large chambers such as the 7-ft chamber de
scribed below.

Assembly and testing of a small streamer cham
ber borrowed from the Stanford Linear Accelera
tor Center was begun in order to gain experience
with this type of track detector. The streamer
chamber is an instrument with high detection ef
ficiency and with space resolution approaching
that of a bubble chamber, which can be triggered
in response to external counter signals. By trigger
ing on particular configurations of emerging parti
cles, adequate data can be acquired on certain
types of rare events occurring in the presence of
large background. An attempt will be made to in
stall a small liquid hydrogen target inside the
chamber.

The 7-ft bubble chamber has been set up in a
neutrino beam at the AGS. The chamber will he
filled with about 9000 liters ofhydrogen and tested.
Ultimately about 1 million pictures will be taken
with a deuterium filling to produce about 2000
neutrino interactions if the present full AGS inten
sity of 2 X 1012 protons/pulse is used and if a three
element magnetic-finger focusing device is effec
tive in maximizing the neutrino flux.

As long ago as 1964, large-volume hydrogen
chambers were designed at BNL. However, no
funds were approved for constructing devices simi
lar to Argonne's 12-ft chamber or CERN's 3.7-m
chamber. Consequently in 1966 the 7-ft model
chamber program was started for research and de
velopment of new concepts involved in the new
generation of hydrogen bubble chambers. These
techniques include wide-angle fisheye-window op
tics, magnets employing superconducting mate
rials, and plastic expansion pistons. When in later
years there were still no funds for a large chamber,
Brookhaven decided to ope~ate the 7-ft model for
a neutrino experiment while continuing the re
search and development work.

A cross-section view of the 7-ft chamber is
shown in Figure 21. The chamber vessel has a
total volume of 9400 liters and is constructed of
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1/2-in.-thick stainless steel. A Scotchlite retrodirec
tive coating will be mounted on the interior sur
face. Two of three camera ports located at the top
of the chamber can be seen in the figure. Images of
the track bubbles appear on film as dark spots on
the bright background provided by the Scotchlite,
which is illuminated by a light source located near
each camera.

The expansion system is at the bottom of the
chamber; this location is one of the new design
concepts under consideration for most currently
proposed large-volume chambers. Several novel
devices are used in the 7-ft expansion system, e.g.,
the 42-in.-diam Fiberglas-reinforced plastic piston,
which must move 4 in. in about 25 msec. The pis
ton is driven by a fast-response hydraulic unit,
which will allow several expansions on each accel
erator pulse.

Perhaps the most important feature of the new
chamber is the use of superconducting coils in the
magnet. In May 1968 the magnet was tested at
60% of the design current of 6000 A, which will
produce a field of 30,000 G in the center of the
chamber.

Figure 22 shows the last piece of the vacuum
tank assembly being moved into position on
March 24,1969. Figure 23 is an aerial photograph
of the neutrino experimental area where the 7-ft
chamber will be operated. Further information
about the 7-ft chamber can be found in the 1968
Annual Report.

The neutrinos are provided by directing a pro
ton beam from the AGS onto an external target.
Mesons produced in the target are focused in the
direction of the chamber by a "magnetic finger"
device. A drift space provides time for the mesons
to decay, after which all particles except the re
sulting neutrinos are absorbed in a filter consisting
of 110ft of steel. All components of the beam have
been installed and tested. The magnetic finger was
successfully pulsed 100,000 times to full power. A
simple charged-particle test beam has also been
provided in this area.

During the past year a major activity of the
BNL Bubble Chamber Group has been the prepa
ration of a proposal for construction of a 25-ft cry
ogenic bubble chamber which is to be a joint
project between BNL and the National Accelera
tor Laboratory. This bubble chamber, to be oper
ated at the 200-BeV accelerator at Batavia, Ill.,
will be 25 ft long, will contain about 100,000 liters
ofliquid, and will be provided with a magnetic
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~ Figure 22. The vacuum tank for the 7-ft bubble chamber
being moved into position for completion of the chamber
assembly. The chamber is in the building to the left, which
has a removable roof and an outdoor crane suspended on
35-ft-high telephone poles.

field of 40 kG. Since the proposal was not accepted
for funding in fiscal 1970, it will be resubmitted for
fiscal 1971. A research and development program
is continuing on wide-angle optics and hollow
superconductor-normal conductor composites for
possible use in such a project.

Another BNL group is developing a double-vee
magnetic spectrometer system, part of which has
been assembled in the AGS slow external beam
area. A special beam system allows negative and
positive momentum-analyzed secondary-beam
particles to be incident on a hydrogen target. Part
of the setup of the forward vee detecting apparatus
at the AGS, which includes a set of spark cham
bers with a sensitive area as large as 4 X 13 ft, is
shown in Figure 24. This setup has been used to
test the functioning of the new large-scale spark
chamber system. The three sets of chambers before
the magnet each contain sets of x,y, and w coordi
nate detector hodoscopes and thus allow the re
construction of each individual track from a vertex
resulting from a forwardly emitted decaying vee or
some other collection of particles. The spark
chamber windows are transparent so that the
sparks obtained in actual test operation are visible.
However, no photography is used in this entirely
automatically digitized system. Each spark loca
tion in the various x,y, and w planes is read out by
a magnetostrictive readout wire, digitized, and
automatically stored on tape, and a sample of the

Figure 23. Aerial photograph taken in November 1968
of the equipment being installed for the neutrino experi
ment at the AGS with the 7-ft hydrogen bubble chamber.
(1) Indicated direction of protons in the main ring tunnel.
(2) Fast external proton beam direction. (3) Concrete
shielding house for magnetic-finger focusing device and
target. (4) Power supply houses. (5) Large gantry crane
used for installing shielding. (6) Iron filter (12,000 ton,
110ft long), which prevents all particles except neutrinos
from entering the chamber. (7) Large hydrogen and
deuterium Dewars. (8) Hydraulic power supply trailer for
chamber's expansion system. (9) House for helium equip
ment needed for superconducting chamber magnet. (10)
Vacuum pump trailers. (11) Control trailer. (12) House
for 7-ft bubble chamber.
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data is simultaneously transmitted to the on-line
computer system of the On-Line Data-Processing
Facility (OLDF). Although the tests have only re
cently commenced, the results are encouraging
and imply that track resolutions of 0.25 mm can
be attained (as predicted) in this large-scale sys
tem (up to 13 ft sensitive length will be installed in
the forward vee system, and up to 23 ft in the
wide-angle or recoil vee system).

The readout system, neon-helium gas circula
tion and purification system, and the elementary
track recognition software were all found to func
tion reasonably well in these first preliminary tests.

A large counter hodoscope, 13 ft wide at the
downstream end of the forward vee detecting leg,
triggers the spark chambers when two or more
charged particles pass through it. The large num
ber of tracks shown in Figure 24 represent the slow
camera's integration of repeated trigger events
(perhaps ten or more). This system is capable of
triggering and measuring one million events per
day and is expected to increase the statistics ob
tainable in many classes of double vertex events,
such as

7T±+p~ r(or r*) +K(or K*) ,

~N(or N* )+(p or ep, etc.),

by more than two orders of magnitude compared
with those previously available in visual tech
niques. The precision of angular and momentum

Figure 24. The three sets of digitized chamber hodoscopes
that detect and reconstruct a forwardly emitted vee. The
hydrogen target is located outside the photograph to the
right, and the magnet for measuring the momenta of the
particles, to the left. The actual sparks that mark the
tracks of charged particles can be seen as short, bright
dashes in the three spark chambers shown.
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measurements will also be greatly increased over
that obtained in previous investigations.

During this primary test period, the on-line
computer program was successfully used for kine
matical reconstruction of forward-going K parti
cles and the associated recoil mass from the ",--p
interaction.

Data Analysis

The data-processing capability of the Bubble
Chamber Group has improved to the extent that
the group now ranks third (after two groups at the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory) in the world in
number of events measured. The latter totaled
310,000, of which 290,000 were measured by the
flying-spot digitizer (FSD). Two FSD's were in
use, both on-line to an IBM 7094 computer. The
scanning and road-guidance measurements were
done on 11 scanning machines. By road guidance
is meant the rough measurement of three points
on each track to guide the FSD system to the
tracks to be measured.

The data analysis system of the Nuclear Inter
action Group now has 12 high-precision image
plane digitizers, each with a 2-p. least-count on
film, all connected on line to an SDS 920 com
puter. The system produced;::::: 100,000 events last
year involving two experiments, one mainly a scan
ning experiment with a measurement rate of;::::: 1
event/IOO pictures, and the second a high-mea
surement experiment with a measuring rate of;::::: 1
event/2 pictures. The on-line features of the sys
tem provide constant monitoring of scanning and
measuring, including the individual rates and ef
ficiencies of the personnel.

Improvement in the bubble-chamber data
processing is occurring in two areas: (1) A satellite
computer system, the Data Terminal Network
(DTN), using a Sigma-7 computer has been set up
to provide data collection for, and data distribu
tion by, the CDC 6600 computers of the Labora
tory's centrlll computing facility. The DTN is
rapidly becoming the control center of the entire
bubble-chaII;lber data-processing operation. An
attempt is under way to increase the scanning rate
by eliminating the need to make roads for FSD
measurement. "Minimum guidance" (MG) FSD
measurement (where only vertices are digitized at
the scan table) has been shown to be feasible. A
production MG system capable of about twice the
present 500,000 events/year (without increased
operating staff) is under construction. Figure 25

shows a DTN television display of the track-find
ing performance of the main MG program for a
particular event. A prototype of a similar display
which an operator can use for correction and com
pletion of MG program results is shown in Figure
26.

During the past year the OLDF has been em
ployed for the majority (75%) of the counter-spark
chamber experiments performed at the AGS. The
percentage would have been even larger had there
been adequate facilities to meet all requests.

Recently a disk system was made operational,
and this, with the 80K of core, made it possible to
regularly put two users simultaneously on line
while two off-line user groups were preparing and
modifying programs. These off-line users changed
places with the on-line users every week or two.
Thus, four or five groups overlapping in AGS
schedule were accommodated two at a time on
line. The groups included physicists from CERN,
from Columbia, Carnegie-Mellon, Case-Western
Reserve, Harvard, McGill, Rochester, Yale, and
Princeton Universities, and from BNL.

In the post-AGS shutdown period (from Novem
ber 1969), it is estimated from surveys made by
members of the OLDF and the High Energy
Advisory Committee that it will be necessary
to provide for four on-line and four off-line user
groups simultaneously, which will require a dou
bling of the facility's capability. To effect this, a
basic PDP-I0 system (Phase Ia) has been ordered
and delivered. The completion of this system will
be pursued, to the extent that funds are available,
in fiscal 1970.

MEDIUM ENERGY PHYSICS

One of the interesting facets of the work per
formed by the Brookhaven group at the Cosmo
tron was the observation of structure in the high
energy spectrum of deuterons. These deuterons
are produced in the forward direction by high en
ergy protons incident on deuterium and complex
nuclei. This was one of several pieces of informa
tion that led to the conjecture that 2-nucleon-pion
resonance states might occur in nature. For the
last year the group has been involved in preparing
and carrying out an experiment in which one of
the aims is to check the above hypothesis. A trailer
was outfitted with the necessary fast logic and
counting electronics, the required hodoscopes were
assembled, and all the equipment was shipped to
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Figure 25. Data terminal television display showing the
flying-spot-digitizer measurements of a bubble-chamber
picture. Bright spots superimposed on the picture show
the tracks found by a track-recognition program operat
ing on the measurements.

Figure 26. A "fix-up" station at which an operator, by
referring to the original bubble-chamber photograph, can
correct failures of the track-recognition system.
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the University of California at Berkeley early in
1969. The experiment was set up on the Bevatron
floor. The numerous counting elements of the
scintillation counter hodoscopes were adjusted, the
background rates were investigated, and the modi
fications required to keep these rates from being
troublesome were made. Data-taking started about
the middle of April, and the measurement was
completed by the middle of June. The data are
now being analyzed.

NUCLEAR STRUCTURE

The study of nuclear ground and excited states
continues to play an essential role in providing the
accurate information without which nuclear the
ories and models cannot evolve. Properties of such
states that are amenable to precise measurement
and to which attention has been devoted include
energies, spins, parities, lifetimes, and electromag
netic moments. In addition, those properties of in
dividual transitions that may provide significant
nuclear structure information have been inten
sively investigated in several instances. These
properties include multipolarity mixing ratios, in
ternal conversion coefficients, and related factors,
such as particle parameters. It is important to em
phasize the need for detailed knowledge of all these
properties for individual transitions, for it is pre
cisely such information that often makes it pos
sible to design and execute tests of physical princi
ples and ideas of general interest in physics, not
merely in nuclear structure physics. A few selected
examples of recent research efforts are briefly de
scribed in the following paragraphs.

The neutron capture reaction is ordinarily re
garded as the classic case of the compound nu
cleus or resonance reaction, in which complex
nuclear states, whose properties usually obey
statistical laws, are formed. Alternatively, neutron
capture may also proceed as a direct reaction,
with a much smaller cross section. A confirma
tion of the existence of the direct capture process
was reported earlier by the Neutron Physics Group:
interference between direct and resonance capture
was observed for several target nuclei. Independent
evidence for direct capture has also existed for some
time in the form of a correspondence between the
(n,y) and (d,p) reactions in a few light nuclei
(A;::::;60). Evidence ofthe latter type has now been
found for heavier nuclei (A;::::; 140). A strong cor
relation is observed between the (n,y) and (d,p) re-

actions for three nuclei with filled N =82 neutron
shells: Ba138, Ce140, and Nd142 . For Ba138, for
which the most detailed (d,p) reaction data exist,
the coefficient of the correlation between (d,p) and
(n,y) strengths attains the high value 0.95. For such
closed neutron shell nuclei, this effect may be under
stood in terms of the common unique parent as
sumption of Lane and Wilkinson. In this formula
tion a nucleus containing A nucleons is described
in terms of a complete set of parent states contain
ing A -1 nucleons coupled to a single nucleon.
The initial state in the (d,p) reaction then consists
naturally of a single parent state, the ground state
of the target nucleus, and a single odd neutron. If
the initial state formed in the (n, y) reaction con
tains a large admixture of the same parent state,
then a correlation between the strengths of the
two reactions will arise. Similar arguments apply
to the final states in the reactions. The strong cor
relations observed for Ba138 and Ce140 are believed
to be attributable to this process. For Nd142, how
ever, the thermal neutron cross section (;::::;17 b)
is believed to originate largely with a bound level
which should lead to a complicated configuration
for the capture state. The observed correlation
with the (d,p) reaction may thus arise from the pre
dominance of the parent state in only the final
state. The channel resonance capture process
postulated by Lane and Lynn may also be im
portant for Nd142.

Experiments have been performed to study the
Coulomb excitation of the odd-mass molybdenum
isotopes, M 0 95 and M 0 97. Thick separated isotope
targets of M 0 95 and M 0 97 were bombarded with
a particles of up to 7.3-MeV energy. Observation
of the de-excitation y rays with high-resolution
Ge(Li) detectors has revealed the excitation of five
levels below about 1.1 MeV in each of the two iso
topes. Relatively large B(E2) values ranging from
5 to 30 single-particle units were deduced for each
of these states.

It is thought that states with large B(E2) to the
ground state are exhibiting collective effects of
excitation of the core nucleons to a 2 + configura
tion similar to the 2 + states of the even nuclei.
The simple description ofcore excitation multiplets
by de Shalit characterizes these states as resulting
from the coupling of a single odd nucleon to the
excited 2 + core. Ifsuch a description, with small
mixing of single-particle excitation, applies, then
these states would be only weakly excited in strip
ping reactions on the neighboring even nuclei.
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To the extent that rotational states correspond
to the rotation of a uniform nuclear fluid, M1
intraband transition rates are zero. A departure
from such behavior should manifest itself by the
introduction of an M1 admixture into the intra
band t::.I= - 1 transitions. Although this M1 rate
can be expected to be small, its measurement may
provide an additional way to determine departures
from pure rotation within the band and may sug
gest the mechanism responsible for the departure.
A search was made for these t::.I= - 1 transitions
within the y band with a Ge(Li) detector. The

It was found, in fact, that for both molybdenum
isotopes the states that exhibit large E2 transition
speeds are poorly excited in (d,p) stripping reac
tions, and vice versa. Indeed, some of the levels
with large B(E2) strengths are not observed at all
in the stripping experiments. This is in contrast to
what is observed for several medium-mass nuclei
(Cu63, for example), which show large spectroscopic
factors for states with large B(E2) values. It
appears, therefore, that the core excitation states
in the molybdenum isotopes are particularly
pure.

The strongly deformed nucleus Er166 exhibits a
well-developed rotational band built on the 0 +
ground state and a well-developed rotational band
(up to spin 8) built on the y-vibrational state at
787 keY. The I ---7 1-1 transitions within the y
band are expected to be of the E2 type, with in
tensities relative to the crossover E2 originating
from the same level by an expression of the form

7+ ~6+, 6+ ~5+, and 5 + ~4+ y-band
transitions were observed and their intensities
measured relative to the E2 crossover transitions
which originate from the same state. The intensi
ties of the I~I-1 transitions exceed the predic
tion derived from Eq. (1). The excess intensity is
attributed to an M1 admixture into the transition
and allows a determination of i)2 E2/M1 for each
transition.

To provide a comparison of the ratio of the
E2/M1 matrix elements, the i)2 values have been
manipulated in the following manner.

(2)

1
M 12 E5 ICli21i-1j2i)2 E2 .---.!!!!.-. 202

IMMl1 2 E3 IC li 11i -11 2
80 2 02

I(E2,so)
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The reduced mixing ratio

(i)')2 = IM E2 1
2

-IMMlI 2

is the quantity of interest. The experimentally ob
served branching ratios, mixing ratios (i)2), and re
duced mixing ratios [( i)')2] are listed in Table 1,
where the £2 correction has been made by norma
lizing to unity for the 118.9-keV 5 + ~ 4 + transi
tion. The branching ratio data are summarized in
Figure 27. Although the precision available is not
high, the values of (i)')2 decrease on going up the
band. The (i)')2 values are most consistent with an
J2(I+ 1)2 dependence of IMMlI 2 , as illustrated in
Table 1, although a dependence proportional to
either 1(1+ 1) or F(I+ 1)3 cannot be ruled out by
these data.
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Table 1

Summary of Branching Ratio Data, Calculated Stopover y-Ray Ratios, Reduced
Mixing Ratios (see text), and Reduced Mixing Ratios Multiplied by Ii2(Ii+ 1)2

Ii

7

6

5

0.032 ±0.OO4

0.0372±0.0084

0.063 ±0.005

0.0176

0.0281

0.0514

0.0144±0.0040

0.0091 ±0.0084

0.0116±0.0050

82 (8')2 f

1.22:!:Ni 2.7:!:A.6 8 :!:H

<1.6 <3.3 <5.8

4.43~Ug 8.9~~:~ 8.0~~:~

Ii =initial spin.

A., Iy (Ii---7Ii - 1)
xp Iy (Ii---7Ii - 2) .

Iy(m) = calculated E2 y-ray intensity for stopover; from Eq. (1).

Iy (Ml) =IrUi---7Ii -1) -Iy(E2).

( ''')2_I M E2
1

2
. E (2)u - IMMlI 2' see q. .

f= 1O-3(8')2. Ii2(Ii+1)2.
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ticallY" when the nucleus goes from a lower to a
higher rotational state, according to the formula
EJ = (C/2) (J-JO)2 +(V2)I(I+1)/1. It is further as
sumed that the moment of inertia varies in such a
way that the energy for each state attains the
smallest possible value. C (the stiffness parameter)
and Jo (the "ground-state moment of inertia") are,
for each nucleus, obtained by a least-squares fit of
measured energy levels of the ground-state band,
which may include states up to 1=16.

Figure 29 demonstrates the smooth variation
obtained for Jo as a function of neutron number
(N) and atomic number (Z). It can be seen that Jo
reaches its highest value midway between closed
shells, for either neutrons or protons. C is highest
for nuclei along the stability line and falls off as the
binding energy decreases.

For strongly deformed stable nuclei, J is almost
constant as a function of I. In spherical nuclei,

Figure 28. The level energies for the ground-state bands
of five representative nuclei are plotted versus the angular
momentum 1. The curve for Hfl80 is closest to that of an
ideal rotor (broken line), while the curve for Hfl70, a neu
tron-deficient, unstable nucleus, deviates appreciably
from the 1(1+ 1) dependence. Pt194 typifies the transition
nuclei, while CdllO and Te120 have apparently "vibra
tional" level schemes.
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The absolute M1 transition probabilities for
these intraband transitions, although comparable
to the enhanced E2 rates, are nevertheless still
small, of the order of 0.01 Weisskopf units. With
a reasonable assumption about the intrinsic quad
rupole moment Qo for the y band, the M1 rates in
the !J.I=- 1 transitions imply a g-factor difference
which is not zero but rather is a significant frac
tion (:::::; 1/3 to lf2) of the rotational g factor.

By assuming that the nuclear moment of inertia
is a function of nuclear spin, a model for even-even
nuclei has been developed that successfully predicts
level spacing in ground-state bands, which are
level sequences with spin and parity IP =2+, 4+,
6+, . . . . Such bands are found both in deformed
and in "spherical" or "vibrational" nuclei.

To a first approximation well-deformed nuclei
have energy levels proportional to [1(1+1)]1Jwhich
occupy a rotational band (J denotes the moment
of inertia of the nucleus). In spherical nuclei,
ground-state band levels are approximately equi
distant (that is, proportional to I) and are there
fore usually thought to be members of a vibra
tional band. Energy-level patterns intermediate
between the rotational and vibrational types are
found, for example, in the regions of the osmium,
platinum, and xenon nuclei. Figure 28 presents
5 examples oflevel patterns found in ground-state
bands of even-even nuclei.

An analysis of these level patterns showed that
spherical nuclei can also be interpreted as rota
tional nuclei. The proposed model is based on the
idea that the moment of inertia increases "elas-

Figure 27. Summary of measured /::"1= -2 and /::"1=-1
intraband y-ray branching intensities within the y band
ofEr166. Interband transitions into the ground-state band
are not shown.
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Figure 29. Ground-state moment of inertia /0 plotted
against the neutron (N) and proton (Z) numbers in the
nucleus. The heavier double lines indicate closed shells.
It can be seen that /0 is highest midway between the shells.
The oblique line indicates the region of stable nuclei.
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Figure 30. Dependence of the moment of inertia / on the
angular momentum I for several representative nuclei ac
cording to the VMI model. Values of C are given in
parentheses.
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Figure 31. Comparison of experimental results and theory
for the energy lost to ionization by a germanium atom
stopping in germanium. The open points from 10 to 30
ke V are taken from current work. All other points stem
from earlier work at this Laboratory. The three solid
curves are theoretical fits from the theory of Linhard
calculated with the constant of proportionality (k) be
tween the electronic stopping power and the square root
of the energy =0.15, and with (I), a sharp cutoff in the
electronic stopping power; (II), an intermediate cutoff;
and (III), no cutoff. The broken curve is calculated with
k=0.14.
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however, 1 may increase from a negligibly small
10 to a value several orders of magnitude higher
for the 2 + state. The increase of the moment of
inertia with angular momentum for several typical
nuclei is shown in Figure 30.

The variable moment of inertia (VMI) model
makes plausible a fact observed by L. Grodzins
which contradicts the previous models. He showed
that for all even-even nuclei with mass numbers A
ranging from 12 to 240 the probabilities for y
transitions from the 2 + state to the ground state,
divided by the appropriate single-particle transi
tion probabilities, are inversely proportional to the
energies of the first 2 + states, whereas the pro
portionality constant for deformed nuclei was ex
pected to be ;::::;2.4 times larger than that for
spherical nuclei. The hitherto puzzling static quad
rupole moments of 2 + states of spherical nuclei,
measured by the reorientation effect, are shown
to be correlated with the moments of inertia of
these 2 + states.

The effect of the energy gap on the ionization
produced in a semiconductor by slow heavy
particles has been studied. When a heavy particle
moves through matter it loses energy in collisions
with atoms and with electrons. Particles that are
heavier or moving more slowly lose more energy in
the atomic collision process than lighter or more
rapidly moving particles. In the case of ;::::;23-keV
germanium atoms stopping in a germanium de
tector, it might be imagined that energy could
no longer be transferred to electrons because the
band-gap energy, Eg, in germanium exceeds the
amount of energy such an atom can transfer to an
electron in a direct collision. This implies that a
Ge(Li) detector would be unable to detect low
energy germanium ions or, more generally, ions
of any mass with energy significantly below the
threshold for transferring the band-gap energy to
an electron in a direct collision. Alternatively, the
point of view might be taken that at energies be
low this critical energy, electrons can still be ele
vated to the conduction band by a mechanism in
which the electron clouds of the moving and sta
tionary atoms interpenetrate during the collision,
and the outer electrons are set free.

Measurements were made of the ionization pro
duced by a slowly moving germanium atom stop
ping in a germanium detector as a function of the
initial energy of the moving germanium atom. On
the basis of a hard-sphere collision model a cutoff
in the amount of electronic excitation would be

anticipated at about 23-keV germanium ion energy
due to the 0.67-eV band-gap energy. However,
no evidence was found for an abrupt cutoff at
energies down to at least 0.1 to 0.2 of that expected
from the band-gap energy. The conclusions are
consistent with the conjecture that the electronic
stopping power of heavy particles is proportional
to the particle velocity, even at energies far lower
than this cutoff energy. In Figure 31 the most
recent data together with early results obtained at
this Laboratory are compared with the theoretical
calculations ofJ. Linhard (University of Aarhus,
Denmark).

Recent neutron capture experiments have
focused interest on theoretical internal-conversion
coefficients for energies well above the limits of
existing tabulations. For example, data are avail
able for the Cd113(n,y)Cd114 reaction up to ;::::;9
MeV, while existing tables extend to only ;::::;2.5
MeV. It is well known that in the high energy
limit all coefficients for a given Z and atomic shell
become equal and proportional to l/fiw. To per
mit preliminary analysis of experiment and to
guide future studies, K-shell coefficients have been
calculated at intermediate energies by first evaluat
ing analytic values for a point-unscreened nucleus,
and then applying approximate corrections for
the static and dynamic effects of the finite nuclear
size and for atomic screening. The first is estimated
from the leading terms in the long-wavelength
limit (pR;::::;0.3 for Cd at 10 MeV); the second, by
renormalizing the ground-state wave functions
near the nucleus. At low energies these results
agree with existing tabulations, while at lOMeV
they lie above the high energy limit and still show
dependence on the transition multipolarity. Al
though results for Cd1l4 disagree with earlier mea
surements in the literature by factors of ;::::;2, they
are in agreement with re-evaluations based on
remeasured y-ray intensities. With increasing
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Figure 32. Decay scheme of Cd113m_In113m.
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of neither of these nuclides normally found in
nature has been detected. A study of the isomeric
states of these isobars has revealed that Cd1l3 must
be the unstable, or "labile," nuclide, with an
available {3-decay energy of316 keV. A summary
of the information gathered concerning the decays
of Cd1l3m and In1l3m is given in the decay scheme
shown in Figure 32. The partial half-life deter
mined for the isomeric transition of Cd113m is
6 X 104 yr, which is 20 times longer than the single
particle prediction for an £5 transition. The lower
limit set for the logfot value (>22) for the {3 decay
of the Cd113 ground state is compatible with a
fourth-forbidden transition and agrees with an
estimate of the logfot expected for this decay ob
tained by considering a well-established fourth
forbidden {3 transition in In1l5.

In the 3.5-MeV Van de Graaffresearch pro
gram, a tritium facility was installed in the ac
celerator and numerous experiments were carried
out with use of the triton beam. Radioisotopes
formed by triton bombardment include Bell, Bl3,
0 20, F2l, M g28, and A129. One of the most interest
ing of these was Bl3, which decays by {3-ray emis
sion with a half-life of 18.6 msec. Theoretical shell
model calculations have predicted the energies,
spins, and parities of excited states in C13, as well
as the log ft values of the Bl3{3-decay branches to
these levels. Previous work elsewhere on Bl3 has
shown that the {3 decay goes mainly to the ground
state ofCl3, with a branch to the 3.68-MeVy-emit
ting level. The higher states of C13 fed by the pre
dicted Bl3 {3 branches would have to decay by neu
tron emission; hence an experiment was designed to
search for neutron groups from these levels. Bl3
was produced in a target by the Bll(t,p)Bl3 reac
tion. A {3-ray detector was placed close to the
target, and a neutron detector was positioned at a
distance of 35 cm on the opposite side of the target.
Although the emission of a {3 ray and of the cor
responding neutron occur simultaneously, the neu
tron moves relatively slowly and therefore arrives
at the neutron detector after a time delay depend
ing on its velocity. Figure 33 shows the {3-neutron
time spectrum for B13. The strong prompt peak
results from {3-y coincidences, since the neutron
detector is also sensitive to y rays. Two small peaks
are observed which have energies of 2.4 and 3.6
MeV and correspond to neutron-emitting states
of Cl3 that are populated in the Bl3 {3 decay. The
decay scheme deduced for Bl3 is shown in Figure
34. All the theoretical predictions are confirmed,
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atomic number the magnitudes of the internal
conversion coefficients, their dependence on the
transition multipolarity, and their sensitivity to
dynamic finite-size effects all tend to increase,
which suggests the particular usefulness of conver
sion coefficient measurements as a tool for the
study of highly excited states in heavy nuclei.

Although one of the isobaric pair Cd1l3_In1l3

is expected to be unstable, the radioactive decay
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Figure 33. f1-neutron time-of-flight spectrum in the decay
of B13 for a flight path of 35 em. Time increases from right
to left. The two small peaks correspond to the neutron
decay of the 8.80 and 7.5-MeV levels OfC13 which have
been populated by B13 f1 decay. These peaks are separated
from the f1-y prompt peak by 13 and 16 nsec, respectively.

Figure 34. Proposed decay scheme ofB13.
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NEUTRON PHYSICS

including the properties of the C13 levels and the
BI3 f3-decay rates to these levels.

Measurement of the lifetimes of energy levels in
light nuclei has represented much of the effort of
the 3.5-MeV Van de GraaffGroup during the
past few years. A new technique for lifetime mea
surements, first developed at Chalk River in
Canada, has now been applied in a number of
cases at Brookhaven. This is the so-called plunger
method, which has been made feasible by the high
resolution of the recently developed lithium-drifted
germanium detector for y rays. The Van de Graaff
beam produces a reaction in a target such that the
excited product nucleus recoils in vacuo. A plunger
is located a short distance behind the target. If the
excited recoil nucleus decays between the target
and the plunger, the emitted y ray will be Dop
pler-shifted if observed in either the forward or
backward direction. If the nucleus is stopped in
the plunger before it de-excites, the y ray will then
show no Doppler shift. Two peaks are therefore ob
served, their relative intensities depending on how
far the plunger is from the target. As the target
pIunger distance d is increased, the ratio of the
stopped peak intensity to the sum of the intensities
of the two peaks decreases exponentially with d.
From the resulting curve the mean lifetime of a
state can be calculated. The lifetimes of a number
of energy levels in Na22, Ne22, and FI9 have been
measured in this way.

interaction with nuclear matter. The neutron ex
periments, carried out at the High Flux Beam Re
search Reactor (HFBR), employ both time-of
flight and crystal-spectrometer techniques. The
excitation of nuclei by neutrons and study of the
subsequent decay of the excited levels yield funda
mental information on the neutron capture reac
tion mechanism and on the spin, parity, and other
parameters of the excited states. Precise measure
ments of neutron cross sections give data that are
significant for basic nuclear physics, as well as for
technological applications involving neutrons. Ad
ditional data are obtained from studies of inter
actions of polarized neutrons with nuclei oriented
in magnetic fields at ultralow temperatures.

With the HFBR fast neutron chopper, the
radiative capture of neutrons by nuclei can be
studied as a function of neutron energy over a
range of several thousand electron volts. The com
plex y-ray spectrum accompanying this process
is a rich source of information on not only the re
action mechanism itself but also the structure of
the residual nucleus. Accordingly, experiments
with this facility are directed toward one or more
of the following goals: (1) to obtain information
about the highly excited quasi-stable nuclear states
formed by neutron capture (the neutron reso
nances); (2) to obtain nuclear structure informa
tion on the low-lying states populated by the y-ray
de-excitation; and (3) to obtain information about
the nature of the reaction process through the
comparison of spectra measured on and between
neutron resonances.

The nature of the resonant states formed by
neutron capture can be studied by examining
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Figure 35. The distribution of radiative widths
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Neutron physics research at Brookhaven is con
cerned with the properties of the neutron and its

Figure 36. Radiative intensities compared with (d,P)
stripping intensities for like final states. The intensities are
normalized to unit mean values placed at the origin.
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Figure 37. Several resonance y-ray spectra from Nb93(n,y)Nb94 .
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by the (d,p) cross section for these states. The figure
displays the tendency for the preferred population
of final states with strong single-particle character
istics by direct y-ray transitions from the neutron
resonances. Correlations have been observed be
tween initial-state neutron widths and radiative
widths and among radiative widths themselves.
The evidence indicates that the highly excited
resonant states possess some simple structure super
posed on the complicated configurations usually
associated with a compound nucleus state. A math
ematical model, involving the decomposition of
the compound nucleus wave functions in Hilbert
space into two groups, has been formulated. One
group has a large dimensionality and the other a
small dimensionality. This two-group theory can
accommodate the statistical anomalies found in
the experiments.

One of the most difficult problems in neutron
resonance spectroscopy is the assignment of spin
and parity to the resonances. Such assignments can
be inferred from cross-section measurements, but
only with considerable uncertainty, by measuring
the statistical weight factor of the resonance. The
examination of the capture y-ray spectrum offers
a much more reliable way of making spin assign
ments, that of making use of the simple angular
momentum selection rules which apply for dipole
transitions. Such a technique is particularly valu
able for the small resonances induced by capture
of l= 1 (p-wave) neutrons. Measurements ofsev
eral resonance spins and parities have been made
in the isotopes Zr91 and Nb93, where p-wave levels
are especially important. Figure 37 illustrates the
assignment of the resonance at 35.8 eV in Nb93 as
5-. The assignment is based on the strong ground
state transition 5-~6+which appears in the spec
trum. Table 2 indicates the spin assignments that
have been made for Nb93 and Zr91.

A novel application of the HFBR chopper has
been the measurement of the half-lives of isomeric
states populated in the (n,y) reaction. The method
is illustrated in Figure 38, which shows the time
of-flight spectrum ofy rays from the 117 and 137
keY transitions in H 0 166, which has been formed
by neutron capture in resonances of H 0 165. The
striking difference in shape between these transi
tions is due to the long life of the 190.9-keV 3+
level compared with the short lifetime of the 171.1
keY 3- level. The shape of the 137-keV time-of
flight spectrum may be analyzed relative to the
"prompt" 117-keV spectrum to obtain the half-
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Table 2

Eo J'lT

Nb93 35.8 5-
42.3 4-
94.3 3-,4-

105.8 4+
119.2 4+
193.8 4+
243.7 5-
319.0 5-
335.5 4+

Zr91 182 3-
240 1-,2-,3-
293 2+
885 3-,4-

the statistical properties of the radiative widths of
these states. The random matrix hypothesis ofcom
pound nucleus theory predicts that these widths
obey a distribution function known as the X2 dis
tribution with one degree of freedom (Porter
Thomas). The theory further predicts that these
reaction widths will be independent and therefore
uncorrelated. Recent experiments have indicated
that both predictions are violated in some cases.
Figure 35 gives the distribution of 90 radiative
widths from resonances in U238(n,y)U239. These
show a departure from the Porter-Thomas dis
tribution and are better fitted by a X2 distribution
with four degrees of freedom. Other experiments
have indicated a correlation between reaction
widths. Two examples of such a correlation are
shown in Figure 36, in which the radiative width
is plotted as a function of the final states' reduced
neutron width in H 0 165 and Er166, as measured

Figure 38. A comparison of the time-of-flight dependence
of the 117 and 137-keV transitions in H0 166. The 191-keV
state has a half-life of 185 p.sec.
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Figure 39. The polarization spectrometer at the HFBR.
The spectrometer is a large, double-axis instrument
capable of carrying several tons of research apparatus and
shielding. The first axis, housed in a massive radiation
shield, selects a monoenergetic polarized neutron beam.
The second axis analyzes the degree of polarization of the
beam. The vertical frame is the support for the cryogenic
target. Despite its large size and massive construction, the
instrument has unusually high precision, being capable of
setting angles to an aq;uracy ofwithin ±3 seconds of arc.

life of the 190.9-keV transition, namely 185 fJosec.
The method is generally applicable in the lifetime
range 1 to 1000 fJosec.

This was the first year of effective operation at
the HFBR of a new experimental facility designed
primarily for studies of interactions between polar
ized neutrons and polarized nuclei. This highly
versatile facility has provision for two independent
neutron beams so that the unique epicadmium
spectrum available at the H-l beam port can be
exploited by several simultaneous experiments.

The major instrument, shown schematically in
Figure 39, is a high-precision two-axis polarized
neutron spectrometer mounted for use at the "A"
beam of the facility. It is equipped with a refrig
erated target holder and a superconducting mag
net which permit studies of target specimens at
temperatures in the vicinity of0.01 OK and in mag
netic fields of 50,000 oersteds. The specially de
signed monochromator shielding permits wide
variation of incident beam energies without inter
ference with experiments carried out with the "B"
beam. Although setups for the latter are expected
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to change from time to time, experiments will gen
erally make use of certain pieces of basic equip
ment now on hand. Three separate experiments
were set up at the "B" beam during the past year,
and the present configuration now provides (1) a
neutron monochromator for a capture y-ray pro
gram in collaboration with Queens College of the
City University of New York, (2) a double-crystal
spectrometer for precise cross-section measure
ments, and (3) a triple-axis spectrometer for in
elastic scattering experiments in which relatively
large momentum transfer is desired.

The facilities have been used for a variety of
cross-section measurements, particularly those for
which unusual accuracy is needed or those that
can serve as standards. Among the completed data
are total cross sections for He4, C13, Ne, Ar, and
Kr. Measurements are in progress on the coherent
scattering cross section ofHe3, capture cross sections
of several elements, and a new determination of
the parahydrogen total cross section.

In addition to the more conventional cross
section and polarization measurements, a new type
of experiment has been tried which yields the
value of the nuclear magnetic dipole moment for
the compound state formed immediately upon
neutron capture. Such states decay very rapidly
(lifetimes in the range ofl0-14 sec), and the dipole
moments associated with these states have never
been observed. In this experiment the neutron
beam is polarized but, although the target is in a
strong magnetic field, the target nuclei are main
tained at a temperature high enough to keep them



Figure 40. Theoretical estimate of induced magnetic
density as a function of distance from polarizing moment.
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unpolarized. A neutron energy corresponding to a
resonance in the cross section of the target isotope
is selected. The total energy of the compound nu
cleus formed by capture of the neutron depends
not only on the neutron binding energy (several
MeV) but also on the orientation of its newly
created magnetic moment relative to the magnetic
field. Since the nuclear moment is extremely small,
the energy difference correspoding to the various
allowed orientations is only a few JLeV. Reversal
of the neutron polarization reverses the orientation
of the moment, which produces a small shift in the
energy of the cross-section resonance. Despite the
small magnitude of the energy shift, it has been
observed for two resonances in the compound nu
cleus Er168. The magnitude of the shift is propor
tional to the strength of the moment, and the di
rection of the shift determines the sign.
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SOLID STATE PHYSICS

The research program in solid state physics is
concerned with the understanding of the physical
nature of condensed systems, with emphasis on
crystal imperfections and on the structure and
dynamics of solids. Some representative accom
plishments are described below.

Theory

Among magnetic metals, the rare earths are
unusual in that they have magnetic moments, the
open 4felectron shells, which are localized in the
interiors of the ion cores. These cannot interact
directly with one another (as happens in iron or
nickel) and hence a sample would not become
magnetized. However, the 4fmoments induce a
magnetization density in the conduction electrons
in their vicinity, and this polarization interacts, in
turn, with neighboring 4fmagnetic moments. A
theoretical estimate of such a polarization, ob
tained recently, appears in Figure 40; it is the
magnetization density induced on the "free" con
duction electrons by a gadolinium moment cen
tered at the origin. The oscillations in the induced
magnetization's direction, parallel and antiparallel
to the polarizing 4f moment at the origin, are
typical. The size and sign of these oscillations de
termine the coupling to neighboring rare-earth
moments (one such moment is indicated sche
matically at a typical neighbor distance). This
coupling is at the heart of magnetic, transport, and
other properties of the rare-earth metals and alloys
and causes, among other things, the spiral magnetic

structures often observed. Theoretical work has
centered around the role played by the rare-earth
moment-conduction electron interaction, which
drives the polarization, and by the conduction
electron properties as they affect the polarization
response. The polarization effects are very sensi
tive to the details of these interactions, and a
quantitative understanding of rare-earth mag
netism requires an increasingly realistic assess
ment of them.

The phenomenon of Faraday rotation, in which
the plane of polarization of light is rotated by pass
age through a medium in an external magnetic
field, is familiar from classical optics. Similar effects
should also be observable with y radiation, and
they have indeed been detected recently in experi
ments using the Mossbauer effect. These observa
tions are complicated by the fact that the y rays
are absorbed in a manner depending on their
polarization. A general theory of magneto- and
electrooptical effects has been developed to treat
this complication for substances in which absorp
tion and rotation occur together. The theory is
applicable to y rays and optical wavelengths alike.
Several unusual phenomena occur when both ab
sorption and rotation are present which affect the
intensity and polarization of transmitted radiation.
In some circumstances, for example, absorption
followed by rotation will give a different trans
mitted intensity than rotation followed by absorp
tion. This produces an apparent asymmetry in
the selection rules for absorption. Such an effect
was found in an experiment using the Mossbauer
effect in an attempt to detect time-reversal non-
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invariance in a nuclear decay. The magnetooptic
effect in fact accounted for all the observations in
the experiment, and quantitative agreement with
observation was found. The theory will be of im
portance in the interpretation of Mossbauer-effect
experiments on magnetic materials and on single
crystals of nonmagnetic substances.

In the tunneling model of ferroelectrics it is
assumed that the ions can be found in one of two
equivalent positions and that tunneling between
these positions is possible. The model has been ex
tended to cubic crystals of the perovskite structure
in which there are at least six equivalent positions.
The theory was then applied to calculations of the
neutron scattering cross section. A "soft" mode
was predicted for which the frequency vanishes as
the critical temperature for ferroelectric ordering
is approached. For particular values of the param
eters the transition may become first order, with a
discontinuous change in the polarization and ac
companying latent heat. This is the case for the
transitions in barium titanate and lead niobate,
and the theory should be applicable to these
substances.

As part of the cooperative project between BNL
and Picatinny Arsenal, the quantum mechanical
calculations on the N 3 - ion, reported last year,
were extended to the hydrozoic acid (HN3 ) mole
cule. Wave functions were computed for different
conformations (geometrical arrangements of the
nuclei) of the molecule by using the Gaussian func
tions obtained during the N 3 - calculation and
published hydrogen atom functions. The mini
mum energy was obtained for a conformation in
which the three nitrogen atoms are coplanar. The
H-NNN bond angle is 111 °21', the H-N bond
length is 2.776 atomic units, and the N-N bond
lengths are 2.348 and 2.148 atomic units, with the
largest separation between the nitrogens nearest
to the proton. The structure is illustrated by con
stant electron density contours in Figure 41.

The rate equations governing the clustering and
annealing ofvacancies in metals were studied with
use of computer techniques. Single vacancies were
considered to be immobile at temperatures at
which small clusters migrate, clusters with up to
seven vacancies were explicitly treated, and ap
proximations were made to account for the forma
tion and breakup oflarge clusters. Various cases
involving different cluster migration and bind
ing energies were studied. As the limits of small
or large binding energies were approached, the
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results were reasonably regular. For small bind
ing energies, cluster concentrations were small,
and the annealing involved divacancy migration
to sinks and some increase in the single-vacancy
concentration. For large binding energies very few
defects reached sinks as clustering dominated. The
results were very complex for a broad range of
intermediate cluster binding energies. In general,
isothermal and isochronal annealing curves gave
little indication of the actual processes occurring,
so that the input data could not be inferred from
standard analyses of the data. The total anneal
ing could be quite large with an appreciable de
crease in concentration of single vacancies, and
anomalously low activation energies and several
distinct annealing stages were often found.

The general theoretical technique for treating
defects in ionic crystals was improved by replac
ing a much-used approximation for the polariza
tion contributions by an exact procedure. This step
is particularly important when rather subtle inter
actions are investigated. During the last year the
detailed characteristics of several defects were de
termined. A study ofCu+ and Ag+ centers in alkali
halides gave the following displacements for those
ions along the ( 111) direction away from the nor
mal lattice site: 0.21 A, 1.36 A, 1.65 A, and 1.84 A
for Cu+ in NaGI, KCI, RbCI, and RbBr, and 0.54
A for Ag+ in RbCl. Ag+ is on site in NaCl, KCl,
and RbBr. These results are in good agreement
with experiment. The formation and stability of
two adjacent H-centers (an H-center is a C12- mo
lecular ion squeezed into a normal Cl- site) were
investigated. This is primarily a strain interaction,
with the strains reaching quite far into the lattice;

Figure 41. The electronic structure of the hydrozoic acid
(HN3 ) molecule, as shown by one of the higher occupied
molecular orbitals. Each line represents a contour of con
stant electron density.
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for instance, at the fifth neighbor in the outward
direction the strain is 1% of the interionic distance,
while it is about 0.3% in the inward direction. The
effective interaction volume between two H-centers
in KCI turns out to be about 2 X 103 compared
with the experimental value of (1.6 to 3.2) X 103

unit volumes.

Crystal Imperfections

The experimental study ofdefects in crystals con
tinued as a major research activity in solid state
physics. Basic investigations of charged-particle
interactions with crystals and ofthe formation and
subsequent behavior of defects in solids are in
progress. The program concerned with electron
transport properties oforganic crystals has become
an important part of the over-all research effort.

The thermally activated electrical current in
anthracene, an organic crystal with widely spaced
and weakly bound molecules, is qualitatively simi
lar to that in normal semiconductors but is many
orders of magnitude smaller. Two alternative
mechanisms are possible for current conduction in
this material: band-type conduction or a thermally
activated hopping process. These two processes
can be distinguished by measurement and analysis
of the Hall mobility. Measurements were com
pleted of the Hall mobility of holes in anthracene
at room temperature. Carriers were photoinjected
so that their sign could be determined, and Hall
voltages were measured when the magnetic field
was applied. When the magnetic field was per
pendicular to the ab plane, the Hall mobility was
anomalous, as predicted by band theory, and had
a value of 1.3 cm2/Vsec with the primary current
in the a direction, and 2.5 cm2/Vsec with the pri
mary current in the b direction. The Hall mobility
is said to be anomalous when the holes respond as
if they were electrons. ""hen the magnetic field
was perpendicular to the ac' plane, the Hall voltage
was not anomalous, again in accord with the pre
dictions of band theory, and the values of the Hall
mobility were 7.8 cm2/Vsec with the primary cur
rent in the a direction, and 6.2 cm2/Vsec with the
primary current in the c' direction. These high
values for the Hall mobilities are attributed to the
narrow width of the hole bands. None of these re
sults would be in agreement with the predictions of
a "hopping model" for current conduction. Thus,
the evidence is quite strong that band theory gives
the appropriate theoretical description of the elec
tronic properties of anthracene.

Ii

The results of preliminary studies, in coopera
tion with New York University, point the way to a
new and potentially powerful technique for in
vestigating the concentration of positive-ion va
cancies in crystals. Positive-ion vacancies (miss
ing positive ions) constitute an important class of
defects in crystal lattices which are difficult to in
vestigate by conventional methods. The new tech
nique is based on the decay of positrons localized
at defects. In alkali halides typical lifetime data of
positrons exhibit a short-lived component (:::::::0.2
nsec) as well as a long-lived component (:::::::0.5
nsec). The short-lived component is generally at
tributed to annihilation of the positrons by inter
actions with electrons in the bulk of the crystal,
while the long-lived component is attributed to an
nihilation at defects and other perturbations. A
positive-ion vacancy is negatively charged and
should attract positrons while repulsing electrons.
Because of the reduced likelihood of interacting
with an electron at such a site, the lifetime of any
positron that reaches a positive-ion vacancy should
be extended. For these reasons, it has been postu
lated that the intensity of the decay of the long
lived component of positron annihilation should
correlate with the concentration of positive-ion
vacancies. The decay of positrons was measured
in NaCI crystals both before and after straining
the crystals by plastic compression. The intensity
of the long-lived component was found to increase
after straining. This observation is consistent with
the postulated action of positive-ion vacancies and
with the generally accepted concept that plastic
compression introduces vacancies. Experiments
using x-ray irradiation showed that the intensity
of the long-lived component was decreased follow
ing irradiation and was restored after thermal
treatment at 400°C. The positive-ion vacancies
trap holes (positive charges) as a result of x-ray ir
radiation, and consequently can no longer attract
positrons, a result again consistent with the con
cept that positive-ion vacancies are indeed centers
for delayed positron annihilation. Consequently,
positron annihilation is expected to provide a new,
powerful tool for studying a variety of defect
problems.

One of the important defects induced by radia
tion in calcite (CaC03) is the CO2 - ion. Electron
spin resonance (ESR) techniques were used to
study the width of the ESR absorption lines of the
CO2 - defect as a function of temperature. These
lines are extremely narrow at 120 o K, become un-
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observably broad as the temperature is increased
to 260 ° K, and, as the temperature is further in
creased, merge into a single broad band whose
width decreases with increasing temperature. This
unusual behavior can be explained by an exten
sion ofthe Bloch-Gutowsky-Hecht treatment. Each
COz- center can occupy one of three possible
orientations. The transitions between orientations
were assumed to be describable by a single ther
mally controlled relaxation time, T =ToeElkT.

When this parameter is inserted into the three
coupled Bloch equations necessitated by the three
possible orientations, extremely complex algebraic
equations are obtained. The three equations were
solved simultaneously on a computer for each set
of values offrequency, magnetic field, and relaxa
tion rate. These results were then matched to the
experimentally determined widths at one point in
the low-temperature region where the line was
very narrow. The resulting equations fit the data
very closely over five orders of magnitude. The
most significant result of this work is the demon
stration that this extremely large variation in ESR
line width can be explained on the basis of a single
thermally activated process.

Recent work in cooperation with the University
of Pennsylvania has shown that cyclic straining of
a metal at low amplitude (i.e., fatiguing within
essentially the elastic range) produces defects that
can accelerate diffusion. The enhanced diffusion
effect has been detected by measuring the decrease
in electrical resistivity, and hence the increase in
short-range order, in a brass as a function of the
number offatigue cycles applied to the specimen.
These results have important implications with
respect to metallurgical processes occurring during
fatigue as well as with respect to the mechanism of
defect production by small-amplitude dislocation
motion. It has been known for a decade that ir
radiation with energetic particles accelerates dif
fusion in alloys by means of the production of an
excess concentration of lattice defects. By analogy,
straining of the specimen should also accelerate
diffusion, but it has been very difficult to demon
strate this effect experimentally. The reason is that
conventional tracer experiments, which see a few
tracer atoms making many jumps, are seriously
influenced by surface, grain boundary, and dis
location effects. The change in the ordering rate
of an order-disorder alloy, which measures the mo
tion of many atoms, each making a few jumps, is
free of these difficulties. The experiments showed
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that a sample of a brass, prepared originally in a
state of low short-range order by quenching, in
creased in short-range order during cyclic deforma
tion. Since the increase in short-range order can oc
cur only by diffusion, this experiment demonstrated
clearly that cyclic straining accelerates diffusion.
Equilibrium short-range order was not achieved at
the temperatures so far investigated. Therefore a
model was proposed in which the number of po
tential defects depends on the initial preparation
of the material; when these defects are exhausted
by defect recombination, the diffusion enhance
ment stops.

The solid state electron accelerator operated
routinely during the year. Irradiations were per
formed in connection with experiments on electron
damage in f3 brass, vacancy doping of platinum for
positron annihilation studies, and optical emission
from metal films. Structural defects created by
energetic-electron irradiation can markedly affect
the kinetics and equilibrium state of a system.
Liquid-nitrogen-temperature electron irradiations
of f3-brass wires were performed at an energy of
1.5 MeV to doses of about 2 X 1018 electrons/cmz.
Isochronal recovery ofelectrical resistivity following
these irradiations has revealed equilibrium states
unobtainable through normal thermal-diffusion
processes. Enhanced diffusion has been observed
after liquid-nitrogen-temperature irradiations.

In the last few years, a few measurements have
been reported of angular correlation spectra of
positron-electron annihilation in plastically de
formed metals and in metals near their melting
points. The changes in spectra may well be due
to the presence of lattice vacancies. A series of ex
periments has been started, in cooperation with
Western Michigan University, to determine
whether vacancies introduced by electron irradia
tion can be measured by this technique. A definite
effect was observed in a platinum specimen ir
radiated at 90 0 K with 2.5-MeV electrons to a dose
of 1.6 X 1019 electrons/cmz. This new technique
looks very promising for defect studies, particularly
if combined with positron lifetime measurements.

The apparatus for observing optical emission
for thin metal film during electron irradiation has
been completed. This appears to be the first time
that transition radiation and optical bremsstrah
lung spectra produced by relativistic electrons
have been observed. Previous experiments else
where have measured only the total integrated
intensity, and thus any structure arising from the
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Figure 42. Phonon dispersion relation for SrTi03 at sev
eral temperatures along a [111] direction. The condensa
tion of the r 25 mode at the zone boundary is clearly indi
cated by the 120 0 K data. The low-temperature data (at
5°K) show the condensation of a q=0 mode.

Structure of Solids

Another major experimental activity is centered
around the use of neutrons in studies of the dy
namical and structural properties of solids. Several
other techniques, such as x-ray diffraction, Moss
bauer spectroscopy, and low-temperature experi
ments, contribute significantly to the over-all
effort. Critical scattering has emerged as an essen
tially new research topic, with advantage taken of
the unique role of neutron scattering in the study
of second-order phase transition dynamics.

A new and simple mechanism of second-order
phase transitions in solids was elucidated by neu
tron scattering measurements, namely the con
densation of a soft phonon mode at an appropriate
zone boundary. This transition may be called anti
ferroelectric because of its similarity to the anti
ferromagnetic transition. The first example of this
new type of phase change was demonstrated at the
110 0 K transition in SrTi03 , which had long been
an unsolved puzzle because of its well-defined, yet
unexplained, characteristics. Neutron inelastic
scattering measurements have revealed that this
transition is caused by a r 25 soft mode at the [111]
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electronic properties of the metals has been ob
scured. The light emitted by a metal film during
exposure to a well-collimated electron beam should
consist of parallel-polarized tmnsition radiation
plus unpolarized (or partially polarized) brems
strahlung. Data obtained on a 1000-A silver film
showed that the parallel-polarized component is
primarily transition radiation. This component
exhibits a marked dip at about 3250 A correspond
ing to a minimum in the extinction coefficient of
silver. The perpendicular component shows no
structure.

During the year a new program was under
taken to study the effects of stress upon surface
layers of metals. These effects are of particular
current interest because of their relation to the
force felt by electrons placed in a gravitational
field. In a difficult series of experiments Witteborn
and Fairbank at Stanford investigated the gravita
tional force acting upon electrons located inside a
metal cylinder. The result of the experiments was
that the electrons appeared to feel no force what
ever. This remarkable result was in agreement
with a calculation by Schiff in which it was argued
that the downward gravitational force on the elec
trons in the metal container produced a down
ward shift in the conduction electrons, which
yielded a vertical field of precisely the magnitude
and sign to cancel the gravitational force on free
electrons in the tube. This apparent agreement
was not generally accepted, and there shortly
appeared other papers arguing that the effect of
lattice compression should be to produce large
electric fields of such sign as to give the free elec
trons a downward acceleration >10,000 times
gravity. The Brookhaven experiments were de
signed to search for the effect of lattice compres
sion by observation of shifts in contact potential
upon stressing in compression. The experimental
procedure was to use the Kelvin method of measur
ing contact potential shifts. In this system a vibrat
ing capacitor is so constructed that one electrode
is a free surface that can be stressed. In experi
ments on brass, the contact potential outside of
stressed brass was found to become more positive
as the metal was compressed. This result is in agree
ment in both sign and magnitude with the predic
tions of a large effect arising from lattice compres
sion. Similar results have been obtained with other
metals. How to reconcile these results with the
small electric fields observed in the Stanford ex
periments remains a subject for future speculation.
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zone boundary. The square of the frequency of this
soft mode is proportional to T - To above the
transition temperature, To. At the transition, this
zone boundary phonon condenses into a super
lattice Bragg point; thus the low-temperature phase
has a structure logically derived from atomic dis
placements of the soft phonon. Figure 42 illustrates
the phonon dispersion relation in SrTi03 which,
in addition to the r 25 soft mode at 120° K, also
shows the ferroelectric (q = 0) soft mode at low
temperatures.

Study of the r 25 transition was extended to two
other perovskite compounds, KMnF3 and LaAl03,

with results that shed further light on the lattice
dynamics of the transition. This characteristic r 25

mode is a simple rotation of an MX6 octahedron.
The rotation axis may take one of the three cubic
axes creating the triply degenerate mode: A, B,
and C. The transition in SrTi03 corresponds to
the condensation of the A mode, which results in a
tetragonal structure, and the phase transition in
KMnF3 at 184°K corresponds to the A +B mode,
which results in an orthorhombic structure. The
final case, condensation of A + B + C to the rhom
bohedral phase, was observed in LaAl03 at 535°C.

In a similar investigation, inelastic neutron scat
tering measurements have been performed on crys
tal quartz in the vicinity of the a-{3 phase transfor
mation at 573°C. In agreement with previous op
tical work, it was found that the lowest frequency
A 1 zone-center phonon mode in a quartz (207
cm-1 at room temperature) shifts to lower fre
quency and broadens remarkably as the tempera
ture is increased. In the high-temperature {3-phase
quasi-elastic scattering was observed, which can be
ascribed to an overdamped zone-center optical
phonon. The intensity exhibits a Curie-law diver
gence characteristic of critical fluctuations. A
study of the relative intensity of this critical scat
tering about several Bragg reflections in the (hOI)
zone showed that the "soft" phonon eigenvector
closely resembles the atomic displacements associ
ated with the phase transformation.

Extensive investigation has been carried out on
magnetic scattering from the 3d metals iron and
nickel near the Curie temperature. These metals
are the oldest known ferromagnets, yet their mag
netic properties are the least understood because
of difficulties in treating long-range magnetic in
teractions involving itinerant electrons. Satisfac
tory knowledge of the dynamics of magnetic
interactions through the Curie temperature is es-
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sential for better understanding. The long-wave
length inelastic scattering by iron and nickel was
studied over a broad temperature range, from tem
peratures well below the critical temperature, Te,

at which spin-wave modes are well defined,
through the critical region to temperatures above
Te, at which diffusive types of spin fluctuation are
dominant. Below Te, in the temperature range
0.004«1- TITe)<0.2, the spin-wave energies
vary as (1- TITe ) to the powers 0.37 and 0.39 for
iron and nickel, respectively. Slightly below Te the
spin waves become overcritically damped. There is
no indication of a peak in the scattering below Te

corresponding to a diffusive mode. At the critical
temperatures, the line-shapes scale as the wave
vector to the powers 2.46 and 2.7 for iron and
nickel, respectively. Above Te there exists a region
in which the scattering is accurately described by
diffusion theory. The diffusion constant varies as
(1 - Tel T) to the powers 0.14 and 0.51 for iron
and nickel, respectively. For a Heisenberg ferro
magnet the predicted exponent is 0.33. At present,
the different behavior of the diffusion constant for
the two metals is not understood.

Basic problems of the dynamical scattering of
neutrons were investigated with use of perfect
silicon crystals. Observations were made on the
appearance of Pendellosung interference fringes
within neutron Bragg reflections. These were used
to determine the atomic scattering amplitude of
silicon for neutrons as (0.41644-+-0.00022) X 10-12

cm. Conclusions were drawn concerning the spatial
extent of the neutron wave packet from the fringe
characteristics. Another experimental observation
was concerned with single-slit diffraction of slow
neutrons on passing through fine slits of widths be
tween 21 and 4.1 microns. The observed broaden
ing agrees well with that calculated, and this sup
plied evidence on the width of the coherent wave
front of a neutron wave packet. The experiments
imply that the individual neutron wave packets
possess a length> ;:::;:;3000 A as they emanate from
the crystal. Further, it can be concluded from the
slit experiments that the neutron wave front, as it
approaches the slit, must be coherent over a trans
verse width at least that of the largest slit studied,
namely 21 microns. Thus, the coherence volume of
a neutron wave packet must be considered to be
very extended relative to the deBroglie wavelength
scale.

The satellite reflections appearing about normal
Laue-Bragg reflections in holmium were investi-
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gated. These reflections arise from the aspheroidic
ity of the 41 charge density as distinct from the
core charge density. In holmium metal the 5d1
and 6s2 valence electrons are believed to enter the
conduction bands and to leave a tri-positive ion
core approximated by the configuration 5/8 . The
4fshell lacking four electrons is screened from the
crystalline environment by the filled 5s2 and 5p6
shells. Because of the unpaired electrons in the 4f
shell the ions have a magnetic moment which be
tween 20° and 132°K tends to aline them in a flat
spiral with a propagation vector lying along the
hexagonal axis of the crystal. This tendency of
the ions to order into a spiral, coupled with the
aspherical charge density, induces periodicities in
the scattering which produce x-ray satellite reflec
tions. At a finite temperature the ions are dis
ordered to the extent that they are distributed
among states with magnetic quantum number M
and inner quantum numberJ =8. By using the
molecular field approximation suggested by Naga
miya to describe this disorder, it was found that
past observations of neutron satellite intensities of
Koehler et al. were explained. The theory was
then used to calculate the average x-ray scattering
factor from the scattering factors for the various
ionic states with use of parameters derived by
Blume et al. from recently determined Hartree
Fock wave functions. The agreement with experi
mentally observed values ofthe scattering ofthe first
satellite pair about the (224.0) reflection is excellent.

The properties of lattice vibrations at low tem
peratures were investigated with Mossbauer spec
troscopy. It was shown recently that this technique
can be used to determine directly a certain aver
age ofthe lattice vibrational frequencies which, in
a pure lattice, is the important quantity in the
theory ofstrong-coupled superconductors. Accord
ing to McMillan's theory this vibrational quantity,
rather than the usual electronic ones, governs the
transition temperature of a class of superconduc
tors. The local effect of an impurity atom on this
lattice quantity was investigated theoretically. Such
a calculation can be used to reduce the Mossbauer
measurements to the pertinent vibrational average
of the pure lattice. Further, the effect of impurities
on the superconducting transition temperature can
be estimated. It is found that, for a number of
lattice models, heavy mass impurities should in
crease the superconducting transition temperature.

During the past year funds were made available
to implement the cold neutron moderator project

for the HFBR. The moderator is to be installed in
the H-9 beam port and is expected to considerably
enhance the beam intensity available to the slow
neutron chopper. The design calls for a hemi
spherical shell 3 cm thick and::::: 20 cm in diameter,
in which liquid hydrogen will be circulated. Cool
ing of the hydrogen will be by heat exchange, with
14°K helium gas supplied by a 3-kW helium re
frigerator. Preliminary design studies have been
made for both the beam plug and moderator and
for the refrigeration and gas-handling systems. In
addition, a mock-up of the proposed moderator
and beam plug has been built for study and tests
at the Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor.
Work on the safety analysis, which is necessarily
quite elaborate, is in progress.

The Solid State Group takes an active part in
ajoint program on superconductivity involving
members of the Metallurgy and Materials Science
Division of the Department of Applied Science.
Research in this area is reviewed in the section on
Applied Science.

THEORETICAL PHYSICS

Work in the Theoretical Group ranges over nu
clear structure theory, nuclear models, nuclear re
actions, many-body systems, and atomic physics.
Close contacts are maintained with experimental
nuclear physics groups, as well as with theoretical
activities in solid state and high energy physics.
Some typical studies are described briefly below.

Based on deduction from the Coulomb energy
separation between the analogue states of lead,
the suggestion was made recently that the neutron
radius is considerably larger than the proton
radius as known from electron scattering. Since this
was in apparent contradiction with the results of
the ?T±-lead scattering experiment of Abashian,
Cool, and Cronin, it seemed necessary to reanalyze
the experimental data with very general neutron
distributions. Agreement was obtainable only
by admitting neutron distributions with sharp
edges and with peaks near the surface. Since these
are implausible, the problem of understanding a
large neutron radius was therefore emphasized.
On modification of the original analysis of the
Coulomb energy separation data, acceptably
smaller neutron radii resulted.

How to derive the well-known nuclear rota
tional motion from the nuclear Hamiltonian has
been an interesting problem. Some time ago,
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Thouless and Valatin showed that it could be
extracted from the Hamiltonian within the for
malism of the random-phase approximation. A
number of problems remained that had to do with
the detailed interpretation of the results of this
formalism: the rotational energies form a con
tinuum and the corresponding eigenfunctions can
not be normalized. On examination the difficulty
was shown to originate in the fact that the random
phase approXimation has the properties of a small
oscillation approximation, and such difficulties are
known and understood. Once this is recognized, a
straightforward prescription follows that allows the
difficulties to be bypassed and the results to be
used for practical calculations. Thus static and
transition matrix elements can be calculated.
Further, the connection was made with the self
consistent cranking model method of calculating
the parameter defining the rotational energy, the
moment of inertia. A critical criterion, that of Kel
son for the moment of inertia, originally set up for
the self-consistent cranking model, can be discussed
again directly, and it can be shown that within
the approximations it is met.

A reaction matrix calculation was completed
which deduces a realistic residual interaction for
the shell model from a solution of the Brueckner
equation. The residual interaction, obtained from
a separable potential fitted to the two-body scatter
ing data, was found to be more sensitive to the
single-particle shell model spectrum than to possi
ble uncertainties assumed in the composition of
the force, such as the amount of tensor force or
degree of short-range repulsion. The eventual re
sult is an easily calculated residual interaction
which can be used in further shell model studies.

The reaction matrix calculation still lacks a
treatment of the so-called core-polarization con
tribution to the residual interaction. It is hoped
that the matrix elements obtained in this calcula
tion can be used with already existing codes to
deduce the part of the force arising from a breakup
ofclosed nucleon shells. When the core polarization
terms have been included, it should be possible to
do a few many-nucleon calculations to test the
general validity of the derived residual interaction.

An attempt was made to calculate the effect of
using more realistic wave functions on shell model
diagonalizations. The results for low-lying spectra
were dramatic in the A =18 nuclei, but were of
less significance for heavier nuclei. Previously ob
tained fits to the spectra of 0 18 and F18, which
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used the realistic Kuo-Brown force and harmonic
oscillator wave functions (as a definite example),
would be considerably distorted by the introduc
tion of Wood-Saxon (WS) wave functions. In the
lead region of the periodic table residual interac
tions are generally weak, and the effect of using
WS functions is of less significance.

A model for nuclei with masses 15, 16, and 17
that consists of an exact shell model calculation
for all configurations of four particles moving in
the lowest three orbits outside an inert core of C12
had been presented earlier. It correlated the ener
gies ofsome 21 levels in these nuclei with essentially
no arbitrary parameters. Also included was a
successful calculation of the magnitude of the EO
(pair production) matrix element for the decay of
the first excited state of 0 16, and it was demon
strated that 0 16 behaves in many respects as a
closed shell nucleus, even though the ground-state
wave function is highly correlated. Later work
showed that about 60 energy levels can be ac
counted for with the simple model in its original
form. Calculations of electromagnetic transition
rates and spectroscopic factors for transfer reac
tions support the validity ofthe treatment.

The original model was extended to mass 18
nuclei with very encouraging results. Levels that
could not be adequately explained in earlier treat
ments are accounted for easily in the present work.
Furthermore, the usual treatments of 0 18 based
on calculations of two-particle states outside a
closed-shell 0 16 are inconsistent with the present
work, since the new model brings in many core
excited components. The model was enlarged to
take account of configurations that are important
for N15 but were neglected in the first applications.
This process requires careful estimation of the im
portance of various configurations in order to keep
the calculations manageable without omitting
correlations. The scheme finally decided on leads
to an accurate description of the spectrum of N15
which appears to be supported by the latest ex
perimental evidence. In addition, the properties
of several levels are predicted.

A new method of solving the Boltzmann equa
tion for degenerate Fermi systems was devised.
The resulting expressions for transport coefficients
differed from previously accepted results by factors
that involved the quasi particle lifetime. The cor
rection was most significant for the thermal con
ductivity, which was changed by a factor of two,
and it removed a discrepancy between theory and
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experiment for dilute mixtures of He3 in liquid
He4 • The method was also used to calculate the
next order term in the expansion of transport co
efficients in powers of the temperature. This term
is particularly large for systems that are near a
phase transition, and it seems to account for the
deviations from Fermi liquid theory that have been
observed in liquid He3.

An eikonal approximation for nonlinear equa
tions, proposed by Whitham, was derived from an
expansion in powers of space and time derivatives.
The approximation is of interest because it arises
frequently when there is a change of level of ap
proximation or of physical understanding, but in
the past it has been applied to linear equations
only. A general solution for each order of the ex
pansion was obtained, and the discontinuity for a
fluid with a free surface was derived in a form
that was suitable for application of the method.

The electronic dipole polarizabilities ad of the
alkali atoms were recalculated with the inclusion
ofthe shielding effect ofthe ion core in the perturba
tion equations. The resulting calculated values of
ad are 24.72 A3 for Li, 22.3 A3 for Na, 43.0 A3 for
K, 45.5 A3 for Rb, and 61.2 A3 for Cs. These re
sults are in very good agreement with the recent
experimental values of Hall and Zorn. The dipole
polarizabilities ad of the Rb+ and Cs+ ions were
recalculated with use of the appropriate Hartree
Fock wave functions (including exchange), which
have recently become available. The resulting
values, namely ad(Rb+) =2.02 A3 and ad(Cs+)
=3.76 A3, are in much better agreement with
experiment than those obtained in a previous
calculation by using Hartree wave functions (with
out exchange).

NUCLEAR MOMENTS

The Nuclear Moments Group has been engaged
in a continuing program of studying hyperfine
structure, primarily for radioactive nuclei, with
use of atomic beam magnetic resonance. The prin
cipal objectives have been to determine nuclear
spins, nuclear magnetic hyperfine energies, nuclear

electric quadrupole energies, and nuclear magnetic
moments. With the Brookhaven equipment, transi
tions may be studied with relative precision of the
order of 10-8 to 10-9 , which permits separating
out of the interaction of the nuclear magnetic mo
ment with an external magnetic field in the pres
ence of the normal hyperfine interaction. Mea
surement of magnetic moments in this manner is
not subject to perturbations due to molecular or
lattice environments, nor need it be analyzed by
utilizing atomic wave function calculations.

The determination of nuclear moments is of
particular interest if made to a precision of 10-3

or better, since this permits evaluation of the nu
clear hyperfine anomaly. The latter is an effect
resulting from penetration of valence electrons
into the nuclear volume and interaction with the
magnetic field due to the particular configuration
of intrinsic particle and orbital magnetization.

In a typical problem studied during the past
year, the method was applied to K42 (12 hr) to
determine the parameters

a = -503,550,779(5),

f.Li = 1.1424(2), and

39d42 = +0.000344(35).

A similar study confirmed the spin ofPt197 (20 hr)
and yielded a rough preliminary value of a of
about 1600 MHz. The final value of the latter
may approach a precision of about -+-10 kHz.
Because of the complex electronic state, it is not
feasible to measure t-t directly.

The experiment undertaken at the HFBR to
determine the electric dipole moment of the neu
tron was reported in part last year. This experi
ment utilized the basic technique of magnetic
resonance, as used by Smith, Purcell, and Ramsey
in 1950, and as a short-term goal sought to reduce
the previous upper limit by a factor of 50 or more.
Final results were limited by systematic errors to
an upper limit of ;:::;10-21 e cm. No further work
on this problem is anticipated until the cold neu
tron facility is installed at the HFBR.



High Energy Accelerators

The Accelerator Department, in addition to
operating, maintaining, and improving the Alter
nating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS), is also re
sponsible for planning, procuring, and erecting
apparatus for the experimental program. The
AGS conversion program to improve the intensity
and performance of the AGS and the research
and development of new ideas in accelerator de
sign and exploitation are also being carried out
by the Department. The present status and pro
grams are described in the following sections.

ALTERNATING GRADIENT SYNCHROTRON

The performance of the AGS again improved
significantly during the past year. As a result of
major improvements in the injector and the linear
accelerator (linac) rf structure, it was possible to
inject higher currents into the AGS. In addition,
by energizing a series ofbacklog windings mounted
on the AGS magnets, it became possible to in
crease the aperture of the synchrotron and thereby
capture more of the injected beam. A peak inten
sity of 3.1 Xl 012 protons/pulse already has been
achieved. The successful reliable operation of the
new high-gradient dc accelerator column of the
preinjector system, coupled with its beam inten
sity performance, has justified the long develop
mental time invested in this device. The slow ex
ternal beam facility has been successfully used for
three experiments in high energy physics, an in
dication of its present reliable operational status.
Performance has been good, and during the past
year increased knowledge has been gained of the
various possible modes of carefully time-controlled
beam extraction.

In order to make efficient use of the increased
AGS beam intensities, the external beam system
is being expanded into a beam "switchyard" to
provide better distribution of the available num
ber of protons.

The activities of the AGS Division related to the
operation of the facility, accelerator studies, and
AGS development are summarized below.

Operation

The AGS continued this year to run for con
siderable periods with reduced intensity to specifi-
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cally suit the requirements of experimenters. The
average intensity performance of the AGS is il
lustrated in Figures 1 and 2, which also indicate
the steady rise in yearly average intensity for the
past four calendar years. The reliability of the
machine continues to improve. This was coupled
this year with a rise in scheduled time which re
sulted in an increase of almost 10% in the number
of hours available to experimenters. Biweeklyef
ficiency and utilization of the AGS are indicated
in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The rise in effi
ciency during the last four years is shown in
Figure 5.

The average number of exp~rimentsbeing run
at anyone time during the year declined slightly
(3.6 for calendar year 1968, as opposed to 4.0 for
1967). This resulted in a decline in the number of
hours experimenters were utilizing the AGS, as
shown in Figure 6.

Shutdowns during the fiscal year were as fol
lows: a scheduled shutdown from Sept. 24 to Oct.
28, a scheduled shutdown from Dec. 26 to Jan. 2,
and an unscheduled shutdown from Jan. 18 to
Feb. 2, 1969. The first shutdown for conversion
work started on May 26, 1969, and is scheduled
to last for five months.

During the first shutdown the high-gradient
column and the rfmultiport system were installed
in the linac. In the slow extracted beam the "optics"
were modified and additional instrumentation was
installed. Installation of the fast extracted beam for
the Southwest Experimental Area was started in
the B-1O area of the ring. Vacuum-chamber shorts
were checked and eliminated. The backleg low
field correction windings and circuits were installed.
Metal seals were installed on vacuum chambers in
selected high radiation areas. An earth radiation
shield was constructed over the ring from A-I 0 to
B-IO.

During the second shutdown, the preinjector
beam transport was modified, the B-I0 ejector
magnet installation was completed, and the moni
toring circuits for the low-level backleg windings
were completed.

On Jan. 15 electrical sparking was observed in
the rotor air gap of the AGS magnet power supply
alternator. Operation was halted and the rotor re
moved. The sparking, which was due to loose
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Figure 1. Biweekly average beam intensity
ofthe AGS, july 1968 - june 1969.
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Duration, hr

Table 1

Ignitron vacuum failure in
main magnet power supply

Irradiated O-ring failure at K2
Pneumatic leak into vacuum at

circulating beam stopper
Linac timing and FTH-tube problems
Vacuum leak at rfcavity K
Water leak in F-IO ejector magnet
Water leak in G-20 rapid beam deflector coil
Vacuum leak at rfcavity I j
Arcing in inflector
Hard-tube modulator problems,

including circuit breaker

Cause of failure

and B-I0, an airlock and other instrumentation in
the slow extracted beam, an airlock for a beam
clean-up target, and five "conversion" vacuum
chambers and sputter-ion pumps; and recommis
sioning of the fast extracted beam for the South
west Experimental Area.

All AGS cooling systems ran with normal main
tenance and only minor interruptions of machine
operation during the year. During the Sept. 1968
shutdown period the three AGS wells were shock
treated with phosphate to restore their yields. Two
portable coolers and their associated piping were
reactivated in the Southwest Experimental Area
to provide cooling for the 7-ft bubble chamber.
Further, a new chilled-water cooling system was
installed for the B-I0 magnet power supply. A
third 850-gal/min pump was installed in the
North Experimental Area. This addition made
possible the removal of two portable coolers that
had been providing supplementary cooling.

Humidity control in the linac-Cockcroft-Walton
pit was improved by the addition of a steam
humidifier coil and associated controls and the re
location of the dehumidifier cooling coil. The air
and water lines to the linac FTH triodes were
modified during the Sept. 1968 shutdown, in line
with the general rebuilding and upgrading of the
units. The linac air-conditioning system was modi
fied to provide additional cooling to the relay
room. Equipment is being purchased that will
make it possible to use demineralized water in
the existing closed cooling system in the linac and
thus eliminate "plugging" of magnets and other
equipment.

As part of the continuous radiation safety pro
gram for personnel, the AGS Health Physics Group
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damper bars on the rotor body, was eliminated by
swaging the bars tight in their slots. The alternator
was brought into service again in 2'/2 weeks, con
siderably ahead of original estimates.

Major failures of shorter duration are listed in
Table 1.

Improvements and additions made at the AGS
during other brief shutdowns included installa
tion of bellows-type extraction magnets at 1-10
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improved the dosimetry records system. About 400
Accelerator Department personnel were regularly
monitored with the aid of film badges, pocket ion
chambers, and thermoluminescent dosimeters.
The information thus obtained was processed by
the CDC 6600 computer, and an up-to-date record
is continuously available.

In addition, a color-coding system for film badges
was initiated which allows the yearly exposure
record of any person working in the AGS to be
determined immediately. The total 1968 radiation
exposure of Accelerator Department personnel
was about 504 Rem. This figure is ::::::::5% lower
than that for 1967.

UNSCHEDULED
SHUTDOWNS

12%

ACCELERATOR
FAILURES

II".

1968

MAJOR SHUTDOWNS
FOR MACHINE

IMPROVEMENTS

196719661965

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

56 ".
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STUDIES

12".
AGS SETUP,
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Figure 4. AGS utilization during fiscal 1969. Sum of en
closed areas represents scheduled operation time. Per
centages refer to scheduled time, which is 80% of maxi
mum possible running time.
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Accelerator Studies

During the year considerable effort was ex
pended in studying the effects of dipole and quad
rupole errors in the AGS. In particular, quadrupole
effects were investigated by observing the beam
loss as the horizontal half-integral resonance was
crossed. Shorting a single vacuum chamber (;::::43 A
peak circulating current) was found to produce a
barely discernible loss. Detailed studies of correct
ing the half-integral stopband loss produced with
a single dipole perturbation were also made. The re
sults are in good agreement with the linear theory
for stopbands. When the machine was tuned with
maximum intensity from the linac, introduction of
the divide-by-two intensity attenuator in the linac
AGS beam line did not change the time at which
the horizontal half-integral resonance occurred.
This indicates that the incoherent space-charge
depression for the horizontal betatron oscillation
frequency (PH) is as yet no problem. This observa
tion was made during AGS operation with an
accelerated beam of 3 X 1012 protons/pulse.

In addition, the loss produced by insertion ofthe
slow external beam septum magnet at F-I0 was
found to be a gradient perturbation produced by a
local distortion of the earth's field. This could be
eliminated with the standard quadrupole correc
tions, but local correcting fields were installed to
keep these quadrupoles free for correcting other
errors.

The effect of dipole errors produced by backleg
or vacuum-chamber short circuits, as distinct from
those resulting from magnet displacement or dc
fields, was investigated by using the 36-point orbit
measuring system. Because of the changing dB/dt
(B)present in the AGS (;::::4.4: 1 from injection to
200 msec), subtraction of orbits taken at different
values of Bunder the same conditions can be used
to find large dipole errors ;::::B. Subtraction of
orbits taken whenB is near maximum and B>>Binj
can also be used to find changes in Berrors. The
first method turned up a series of vacuum-cham
ber ground loops in the F-lO area, while the latter
pinpointed backleg winding shorts in the G-15
magnet.

The quadrupole distortions present in the AGS
at injection were greatly reduced by connecting
some of the backleg windings of every AGS mag
net in such a manner as to completely correct for
the remanent gradient differences that existed be
tween open and closed magnets and produced a

25% distortion of the horizontal and vertical {3
functions. Other backleg windings were connected
to provide tuning of the machine (i.e., shifting the
P values in opposite directions) without distortion
of the {3-function. The previous sin, cos 8(J and sin,
cos g(J backleg corrections were retained (16 and
18 points respectively), and sin 12(J, cos 12(J (24
points) were added.

When the {3-function correction and tuning
windings were energized for the first time, a 25 to
30% increase in captured beam was observed. Sub
sequent tuning of other corrections resulted in an
accelerated beam of 3 X 1012 protons/pulse. This
intensity was obtained with a linac beam output
of 50 to 55 mA, 80-/Lsec duration, which is now
regularly available as a result of recent linac im
provements, mentioned below.

Intensive programs investigating slow and so
called slow-fast beam ejection from the AGS are
being carried out. These programs relate to future
multiple cycling of the bubble chambers per single
AGS cycle, the potential of using the G-lO internal
target simultaneously with the slow external beam
system, and the study of alternative beam ejection
modes of specified short duration. The slow ex
ternal beam has been successfully time-shared with
internal G-l 0 flat-top targeting on an alternate
machine-pulse basis. Studies are in progress to de
termine the feasibility of either simultaneous or
sequential internal and external targeting during
the same magnet cycle flat-top. Methods of ob
taining a fast-slow spill, of interest in bubble cham
ber operations, have been studied in which a frac
tion of the internal beam is excited by the slow
external beam nonlinear resonance, as follows:
'Tspill;::::0.2 msec, induced by fast kicker; 'Tspill;::::0.5
msec, induced by rapid beam deflector; and 'Tspill;::::5
msec, by spill at "invert" time in the AGS cycle.
Extraction efficiencies of <0.5 of the normal slow
external beam efficiencies are obtained when the
above methods are used, and it is therefore planned
to study alternative means of stimulating the
resonance.

Technical Development

linear Accelerator. The new high-gradient ac
celerating column has been installed on the AGS
Cockcroft-Walton set and is operating satisfactorily.
The maximum operating voltage to date is 770
kV, with a maximum output current of 150 mAo
Many of the mechanical aspects of the column
were explained in last year's report. One of the
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Figure 7. Tank patterns observed at the low energy end (Z=0) of the linac for three different drive configurations.

features of this device is its ability to condition
rapidly and remain conditioned for a long period
of time, with little deterioration.

The arrangement of the transport system be
tween the Cockcroft-Walton set and the linac was
changed. The primary purpose of the new line-up
was to improve trapping of the preinjected beam
in the linac by moving the buncher farther down
stream. A pair of 2000-liters/sec mercury diffusion
pumps has been installed on the accelerating
column and low energy beam transport line. These
pumps are primarily used as backup for the evapor
Ion pumps.

To handle adequately the higher beam intensity
from the ion source, a fast beam compensation sys
tem was installed with the Cockcroft-Walton high
voltage power supply. This fast compensator, or
"bouncer," produces high-voltage compensation
signals, coincident with the ion source discharge,
which are coupled to the high-voltage terminal
through a 400-kQ surge-limiting resistor and the
4500-pF filter capacitor of the Cockcroft-Walton
high-voltage set. Feedback information, extracted
from the high-voltage terminal by a capacitor plate
mounted on the Cockcroft-Walton enclosure wall,
is combined with preprogrammed signals for driv
ing the output stage of the fast regulator. The
hard-tube "bouncer" system has been operating
satisfactorily and is able to compensate for up to
150 rnA of beam current. Development is continu
ing on the low-level stages to raise this capability
to 250 rnA.

A new high-power rf system has been installed
to accelerate the higher beam intensity now
available. The total power requirement for the
linac cavity loaded with a 100-mA beam is :::::8
MW. This could be supplied by two TH-5l5
amplifiers operating at their recommended data
sheet maximum. The use of three tank-drive ports,

each powered by a TH-5l5 triode, provides a con
servative solution. Multiple feed ports (properly
located) reduce unwanted transients that are ex
cited by the compensation pulse and reduce the
operating gradients on the tank feed lines. Cor
rect positioning of the ports cancels the TMo1n

modes up to and including n = 5. To facilitate
tuning of the multiport system, each TH-5l5
amplifier is mounted on a carriage, which enables
it to be moved through a distance of ;\/2 (:::::20
in.). As part of this feature, both the 8-in. and the
3-in. transmission lines are provided with telescop
ing sections. Figure 7 shows the variation of the
tank pattern at Z =0 under three different drive
configurations. The faster rise time for the three
port drive system is due to overcoupling, since the
loops are set for a beam-loaded cavity. At present
the normallinac output current is 50 rnA, 80-psec
pulse (lO-turn injection). The observable half
maximum-width energy spread is 250 keV, com
parable to that obtained previously with a 25-mA
beam. As ion source development continues, higher
currents are expected to be accelerated in the linac.

With the new preinjector and multiport rf sys
tem, the linac has increased its beam intensity from
about 25 to 50 rnA, with an increase of emittance
of only 30%. This improved the two-dimensional
phase-space density by about 40%. The beam load
ing in the preaccelerator as well as in the linac
tank can be compensated completely.

Synchrotron Components. Improved versions
of the fast external beam septum and ejector mag
net carriage and ram mechanisms have been in
stalled in the AGS. Organic materials have been
eliminated, where possible, to make the units less
susceptible to radiation damage. The components
have been arranged to allow for their rapid inter
change in case offailure. One ofthe major improve
ments is the introduction of dynamic bellows vac-
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uum seals with which a better vacuum can be
maintained in the AGS than was possible with the
conventional V-type Viton seals.

The slow external beam facility installed last
year has been extended and is developing into a
major AGS facility. At present, seven television
stations are distributed along the slow beam array.
The stations monitor fluorescent screens used to
set up the beam. To keep the beam centered on
the external target, two vertical insulated alumi
num plates with a 0.005-in. gap between them are
used. When struck by a proton beam, these plates
emit a signal that is proportional to the number
of protons transversing them. This in turn is used
to generate a steering signal to keep the beam cen
tered on the target.

Long, thin, insulated aluminum plates are
mounted edgewise to the beam on linear actuators
and are used to measure the beam's horizontal
and vertical profiles. To obtain a beam profile, an
actuator-driven emittance device, consisting of 12
insulated plates stacked alternately between 13
bias shield plates, is placed in the beam's. path.
The resulting signal can be fed to the PDP-8
computer to give an almost instantaneous beam
profile.

The five conversion vacuum chambers installed
in the AGS this year are constructed of Inconel-X
and have a flame-sprayed aluminum oxide coat
ing on the external surface and a ceramic coating
on the flange face. Both coatings provide electrical
insulation. Metal Coring seals were used in the
vacuum joints. By wrapping 0.005-in. indium foil
over previously used C-rings, a recent innovation,
the C-rings can be reused and substantial sav
ings effected. More than 250 C-rings are now in
use on the AGS and the slow external beam lines.

A new, nonrammed, fast-extraction scheme
calls for the development of a new full-aperture
fast kicker and a 1!J6-in. thin septum ejector mag
net to extract the high energy beam from the AGS.
Currently under design is a one-quarter-Iength
model of the new fast kicker. This model will rep
resent all the equipment required for full-scale
operation. A 6% X 10 X 15-in. ferrite magnet has
been machined and assembled with use of a non
organic cement. The magnet was fired at 300°F to
assist curing, and mechanical tests have shown
that the cement will withstand normal use. High
voltage cable connections and terminations have
been developed. These assemblies are currently in
use in the power supply tank operating at 100 kV.

Design of the high current density, short-pulse,
thin septum-ejector magnet for this fast extraction
scheme has been completed. It is the first magnet
assembly designed to be free of all organic ma
terials. In addition, the entire assembly, includ
ing the vacuum enclosure and position mechanism,
has been modularized so that it can be replaced in
minutes.

All the regulated pulsed power supplies used in
the slow beam extraction process have performed
satisfactorily. However, to permit operation at
higher energies, high-field excitation of the hori
zontal and vertical quadrupoles in the AGS ring
was required to shift the" value and avoid dele
terious coupling resonances. This called for two
new controlled rectifier power supplies capable of
being pulsed to several hundred amperes. At the
same time, injection-field correction in these mag
nets could be maintained with proper isolation be
tween low and high-field power supplies.

The emphasis of the computer effort at the AGS
has shifted from the development and installation
of computer hardware and accelerator interface

.connections to the writing and operation of ac
celerator-oriented data-acquisition and analysis
programs. Changes in the computer complex itself
have been limited to items such as cathode-ray
tube displays which are directly related to the
problem ofoperator-computer-accelerator interface
and to relatively minor changes in configuration
which permit improved processing of multiple,
complex, real-time accelerator service programs.
The accelerator-computer interface channels are
steadily being increased in number and range.
Operational applications now include computer
assisted operation of the slow external beam;
statistical analysis of machine performance, in
cluding tuning indicator displays; data logging;
and automated measurement systems for basic
machine parameters.

Extracted Beams. During the year the slow
external beam facility became operational and
was successfully used in three experiments in the
high energy physics program. A concurrent pro
gram of beam development has extended the use
ful energy range from 20 to 29 BeV and the spill
duration to ";;;400 msec (500 msec, 28-BeV flat
top) and has yielded improvements in spill modula
tion and beam position stability. The low-frequency
modulation has been reduced to ::::;40% (peak-to
peak/average) by a combination of control de
vices: (1) a closed-loop spill servo mechanism in



which a beam-derived signal is fed back to the
voltage regulator ofthe main magnet power supply
to decrease the <60-Hz current ripple components
in the AGS magnets; (2) a quadrupole spill servo
capable of correcting higher frequency modula
tion « 2 kHz) that uses a ring quadrupole in
straight section C-5 which is programmed with a
signal from an AGS magnet backleg winding to
modulate the horizontal v value in synchronism
with the main magnet current ripple; (3) improved
gain of the electronic ripple filter to reduce the
720-Hz fundamental ripple frequency from the
12-phase rectifier of the main magnet power
supply; (4) a resistor matrix that applies orthogonal
harmonic corrections to the firing angles of the
ignitrons in the main magnet rectifier to reduce
subharmonics of the 720-Hz ripple; and (5) a com
puter-generated correction program, updated from
spill data of the previous pulse to maintain uni
form spill in a preselected time interval. Rf modu
lation at the fundamental 4.45-MHz bunching
frequency of the AGS has been reduced to ;:::;:; 1%
by shifting the phase of the accelerating voltage
by ;:::;:;170° at ;:::;:;2.5 msec before rfturn-off. This
phase shift introduces a momentum spread ofabout
1% on the circulating beam to enhance debunch
ing and minimize rebunching, which occurs on
flat-top because of beam cavity interactions and
negative-mass instability.

Maximum slow-beam extraction efficiency is
about 80%. To attain this efficiency at energies
>27 BeV it has been necessary to shift the machine
tune with AGS superperiod quadrupoles to avoid
beam blow-up at the Vh =Vv coupling and the
2vv +Vh =26 coupling resonance. A shadow target
in straight section F-4 has increased the extraction
efficiency by 3% and reduced beam loss on the
0.030-in. F-5 septum magnet by 50%. A thin
(;:::;:;0.002-in.) electrostatic septum will be installed
upstream of the present F-5 septum to further re
duce these losses. Preliminary measurements of
horizontal and vertical emittance of the slow ex
ternal beam give Eh ;:::;:;0.035'1T and Ev ;:::;:;0.09'1T in.
mrad. These values are about 2.5 times larger than
expected. Modifications were made in the external
optics to reduce beam scraping on external aper
tures resulting from the larger beam size. New
instruments, such as secondary emission cham
bers, insulated plates, and counter telescopes,
together with their amplifiers, integrators, and
other associated electronics, were developed for
beam analysis and beam steering control. Several
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of these instruments provide outputs that can be
readily displayed on oscilloscopes or digital volt
meters, while others are tied in with the on-line
PDP-8 computer so that data may be handled by
the computer at high rates and then subsequently
displayed or printed out.

Developmental studies are in progress on ex
tending the extracted beam system into a beam
"switchyard." Initially the primary proton beam
will be channeled to a target location in the new
target building, which is essentially completed.

The principal fast external beam development
in the past year has been reactivation of the South
west Experimental Area facility; this required re
installation of the B-lO fast external beam ejector
magnet. Operational capability has been demon
strated for single-bunch extraction through both
the B-lO and 1-10 ejector magnets during the same
AGS cycle. The extraction efficiency of the fast
external beam has been improved during the past
year as a result of several changes in circuits and
targeting techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL PLANNING AND SUPPORT

The AGS is steadily used by research groups
from universities throughout the United States as
well as resident Brookhaven physicists. These
groups develop research proposals for high energy
physics experiments using the research facilities at
the AGS. After approval of a proposal, the staff
of the Experimental Planning and Support Divi
sion assists the experimenter in planning the ex
perimental setup. This often calls for the design
of a new particle beam or an unusual magnet.
When the equipment is ready, Experimental Area
personnel make the necessary beam changes and
operate the magnets, separators, and targets for
the experimenter. Fifteen counter experiments
were in operation at the AGS during the past year.
In most cases data were taken and the experiment
was completed. In others, testing or preparing for
an experiment was involved. On the average, two
bubble chambers operated during the year, and
a total of 3.7 million pictures were taken. Further
details of the experimental program and the equip
ment developed are presented in the following
sections.

Experimental Facilities and Program

During the year the experimental program for
counter experiments was successfully inaugurated
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at the F-lO straight section ofthe AGS with ex
periments matched to the increasing sophistica
tion of the slow external beam system. Two ex
periments in which the protons were used directly
were completed, and data-taking was begun in a
third experiment for which the first secondary
beam from a target in the proton beam was used.
A BNL-Yale University group using the full 28.5
BeV / e proton beam on a massive uranium target
set an upper limit on the cross section for the in
termediate boson W±, up to a mass of6BeV/e2. A
Columbia University group, again utilizing a two
ton uranium target and protons at 28.5 BeV/e,
collected data in a search for massive bosons in
the 2 to 6-BeV mass range decaying into two p.
mesons (muons). With the same apparatus they
were able to study the annihilation of antiprotons
and protons into muon pairs and to extend the
cross-section and mass-range limits of the search
for the W +. In March the first secondary beam for
counter experiments from the slow external beam
was delivered to a BNL group utilizing a massive
wire-chamber array on-line to the PDP-6 com
puter to study a wide range of interactions of 'IT

and K mesons in hydrogen. This single secondary
beam facility is capable of delivering particles of
either sign of charge over a range of ::::::: 10 to 25
BeV/e.

A full program of counter experiments was also
carried out from the internal target station at G-10,
and an efficient mode of sharing a beam on a
pulse-to-pulse basis between G-lO and the slow
external beam has been evolved. On beam No.6
(G-10+4.7° on the outside of the AGS ring), a
group from the State University of New York at
Stony Brook completed a study of the associated
production of K mesons and ~ hyperons involving
500 hr of running time. In the same beam a Uni
versity of California group from La Jolla com
pleted a run of some 300 hr in a study of charge
conjugation, parity (CP) violation in K-meson de
cay. A third group from Cornell used optical spark
chambers to study backward peaks in neutral
meson production for 350 hr. Finally, a group from
MIT, Brown University, and the University of
Padua began running an experiment to study
various aspects of 'IT--p interactions with the use
of optical spark chambers. This run will be con
cluded on termination of the shutdown that started
at the end of May. During the winter shutdown a
neutral beam port was installed by utilizing the
front end ofthe G-1O+4.7° beam, and a Princeton

University group has begun running a very sensi
tive test of CP violation in KO-meson decay.

At beam No.5 (G-10+ 10°, the enriched counter
beam utilizing electrostatic separators) a series of
K-meson experiments was carried out during the
year. In the first of these an MIT group used a
BeO target, which proved to be a significant ad
vance in target technology, and collected some
560 hr of data on various aspects of KO decay. A
group from California Institute of Technology,
BNL, and the University of Rochester completed
a 640-hr run on the scattering of K+ mesons at
large angles from hydrogen. A Princeton group,
using wire chambers coupled to computers, has
studied CP violation in the 'T decays of K± mesons
for 400 hr. At present, a Yale group is using a
polarized proton target set up on one of the two
branches of this beam to study the scattering of
K mesons, and a BNL group is using the other
branch to study a particular mode of K-meson
decay.

On the neutral beam on the inside of the AGS
ring (beam No.7, at G-10-200), a Columbia
Harvard University group completed a run of
some 1000 hr to study charge asymmetry in KLo
leptonic decay. A Princeton group completed a
run of :::::::400 hr in an investigation ofother aspects
of KLo decay. A Cornell-Princeton University ex
periment is being installed to utilize this beam
after termination of the current shutdown.

A significant development during the period was
the increasing use of wire-chamber arrays and
large spectrometers on-line to computer facilities,
either the experimenter's own computer or the
Laboratory's PDP-6, or both computers linked.
The state-of-readiness of computer facilities will
have increasing impact on the efficiency of utiliza
tion of the AGS by counter groups.

During fiscal 1969 a change was made in the
scheduled mode of operating the two smaller
bubble chambers at the AGS. The 30 and 31-in.
bubble chambers now alternate their running
periods, with reduced man power and electric
power needs as emphasis shifts to other areas of
the accelerator. These two chambers are each pro
vided with separated particle beams. K mesons,
from zero up to about 900 MeV/ e in momentum,
may be obtained in the 30-in. chamber, while the
beam to the 31-in. chamber provides K mesons
from about 1.5 BeV / e to 3.0 BeV / e, with 'IT mesons
and antiprotons available to 4.0 BeV / e. In the
North Experimental Area, the 80-in. bubble
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cryogenic bubble chamber. This work consisted of
refurbishing and supplementing the existing fast
ejected beam from B-10, lengthening the concrete
shielding cave by 85 ft, and relocating 10,000 tons
of steel to form the new filter for the neutrino
beam. This chamber will be ready for experiments
next year.

Experimental Equipment

During the year there were, on the average, 12
beams in operation or under construction in the
East, West, North, and Southwest Experimental
Areas. Figure 8 shows the configuration of beams
in the Target and East Experimental Buildings in
the spring of 1969. The scheduling and use of these
areas was such that construction of new beams
could proceed without interrupting operations on
other beams. Members of the Experimental Divi
sion and the Laboratory's Plant Engineering and
Planning Division expended 38 man-years ofeffort
on new construction.

A summary of the inventory and usage of major
experimental service items is given below.

The Power Supply Group has purchased ten
450-kW and five 120-kW dc power supplies. In
corporated in these units are three design changes
that will improve reliability and usefulness: a
standard, low-level firing circuit that is inter
changeable with all power supply sizes, a re
motely operated reversing or transfer switch, and
a low-voltage air circuit breaker. Work continues
on other power supply improvements, the major
improvements this year being in current regula
tion and remote controls that will afford a greater
degree of regulation.

About 8 MVA of new experimental power was
made available along the east wall of the East Ex
perimental Area via 16 distribution boxes. This
power was provided by purchasing a 3750-kVA
transformer and by relocating a similar unit from
the Cosmotron. The power to these transformers
was provided by splicing into an existing feeder
cable. An additional 9 MVA of new experimental

chamber is still serviced by two separated beams:
No.3, which is effective to 5.0 BeVI c for K mesons
or 8.0 BeVIc for antiprotons; and No.4, an rf
separated beam that can give purified K mesons
to 12.8 BeVic, antiprotons to 18 BeVic, and pions
or protons to 28 BeVic.

In the first of two running periods, the 30-in.
bubble chamber completed 146,000 additional
pictures of K+ and '17+ events in liquid deuterium
for Princeton University. In the winter-spring
period, 297,000 additional pictures ofK - and anti
protons in H 2 and D 2 and 441,000 additional K+
pictures were taken, or a total for the year of
884,000. Experimental groups have come from
the Universities of Melbourne, Wisconsin, and
Maryland, from Tufts and Brandeis Universities,
and from the Illinois Institute of Technology.

The program for the 31-in. chamber has also
been divided into two parts. In the summer and
fall, eight research groups came from Syracuse,
Brandeis, Vanderbilt, Columbia, and Carnegie
Mellon Universities, and from the Universities of
Kansas, Maryland, and Michigan. Beams of '17-,

K-, and antiprotons were photographed in both
liquid H 2 and D 2 chamber fillings. A total of 1.072
million pictures was accumulated during this
period. In the late spring, physicists from four of
these universities obtained some 136,000 more ex
posures, to bring the year's total for this beam and
chamber to 1.2 million pictures before the shut
down late in May.

Operation of the 80-in. bubble chamber in the
North Experimental Area was confined this year
to the use of the rf separated beam. During the
summer and fall, exposures in liquid H 2 totaled
940,000. These were for experiments being carried
out by the State University of New York at Stony
Brook, Yale and Harvard Universities, by the Uni
versities ofWisconsin, Notre Dame, and California
at Davis, and by Brookhaven National Labora
tory. With a liquid D 2 filling in the 80-in. bubble
chamber, about 459,000 pictures were taken for
some of the schools mentioned above, as well as
for groups from the Universities of Colorado,
Hawaii, and California at Los Angeles and from
Purdue and Vanderbilt Universities. Just prior to
the summer shutdown, about 72,000 more pictures
in liquid H 2 were taken for the Rutgers University
group.

In the Southwest Experimental Area a new
facility was constructed to provide a neutrino
beam and a charged-particle test beam to the 7-ft

Item

Magnets
Power supplies
Beam separators
Shielding
Experimental power
Experimental cooling water

Usage,
Inventory %

216 85
211 88

12 83
90,000 tons 85

45 MVA 87
4,050 gal/min 94
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power was made available in the addition to the
East Experimental Building via 36 distribution
boxes. This power is supplied from the new M sub
station as part of the AGS conversion project.

The Mechanical Service Group continues its ef
forts to reduce machine downtime due to experi
mental magnet failure and to increase the radiation
resistance of all magnets in high radiation areas.
This program consists of moving the magnet coil
jumper hoses from the aperture area to an area
under the magnet away from the beam, fitting
these jumper hoses with quick disconnects, replac
ing the cooling-water hoses with flexible copper
tubing, providing an external electrical connection
for reading coil voltages quickly when coil shorts
are suspected, and providing water-sensing mats
under the magnets that detect leaks immediately
and alarm remotely. In addition, ceramic insula
tors have been installed on two magnets and are
currently being life-tested to evaluate their useful
ness in radiation areas.

Four 18C72 magnets have been received and
are being assembled in the East Experimental
Area. These magnets, after initial testing, will be
installed in the slow external beam. Purchase or
ders have been issued for seven additional 18D72
bending magnets and five N3Q36 quadrupole
magnets for use as general beam transport mag
nets. All existing 18D72 Mark I magnet cores are
being modified to Mark II cores to provide inter
changeability ofcoils and thereby reduce the num
ber ofspare coils required. Vacuum boxes designed
to utilize the full aperture of the 18D72 and 30D72
magnets in the slow external beam have been
ordered.

A large magnet-transporting device, capable of
lifting, moving, and positioning a 100-ton spec
trometer magnet within the necessary alignment
tolerances, has been fabricated and tested. This
device is to be used with a 48D48 spectrometer
magnet in the BNL double vee experiment.

The efforts of the Magnet Study Group have
been devoted principally to the design and study
ofcryogenically cooled window-frame dipole mag
nets for use in general beam transport and in syn
chrotrons. The group has also routinely maintained
and provided precision-calibrated Hall probes for
use by various experimental groups. Precision cali
bration curves of all beam transport magnets are
available, the newest type of magnet being the
18Q36 quadrupole which has replaced the rectan
gular quadrupoles in separated beam No.3 at the

AGS. Magnetic measurements on the septum and
ejector magnets of the slow external beam were
made, and corrective measures were devised for re
ducing the fringing field of the ejector magnet.

An effort of appreciable significance has been
that involved in backleg-winding improvements
for the accelerator magnets. Because of the differ
ence in magnetic reluctance between the open and
closed magnets in the AGS, a difference in mag
netic gradient at low fields has always existed be
tween the two types of magnet and has caused a
shrinking of the AGS aperture at injection. A series
of backleg windings was devised to correct the gra
dient differences, and the result has been a consid
erable gain in the intensity of the AGS. These
windings also provide v-tuning at injection and
correction of the 8(J and 9(J stopbands, as well as
any other periodic correction that may be neces
sary, e.g., 4(J and 12(J.

A laboratory dipole magnet using cryogenically
cooled coils was designed and constructed for use
in studies of the highly saturated magnetic circuit.
Results of these tests, which are in essential agree
ment with computer studies, indicate that a field
of 41 kG can be achieved with modest sextupole
aberrations of2.5%. Further testing, both electric
and magnetic, in liquid H 2 of a dipole model with
a coil constructed of 99.9999% pure aluminum in
dicates that this type ofmagnet at fields >40 kG is
practical for a synchrotron. Tests in which high
purity aluminum is used as a stabilizer for super
conducting materials are continuing.

A 2.5-in.-diam quadrupole magnet using high
current density, cryogenically cooled coils was
designed, constructed, and tested. The maximum
gradient was 20 kG/in., and the harmonic aberra
tions were as small as those of a standard AGS
beam transport quadrupole. The use of high-purity
aluminum for beam splitter magnets is also being
studied and a model is being constructed. In con
junction with the magnet testing program, proper
ties of conductors at cryogenic temperatures as
well as insulation systems for cryogenic coils and
cores are being studied.

The Beam Separator Group operated 10 elec
trostatic separators in four beams and the rf sepa
rated beam. The two rf deflectors were opened
during the fall because of organic contamination,
and sections of the internal structures were cleaned.
In a program initiated last year, all organic seals
in the deflector vacuum system were replaced with
metallic seals, except those in the pneumatic valves.
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Table 2

Hz transfer to the liquid Hz target system. The
front face of the main control panel includes
an annunciator panel and a complete piping
schematic.

A cryogenic purification system for use with wire
chambers was designed. This system will purify
200 ft3/hr ofa 90% neon-lO% helium gas mixture.
Impurities (water vapor, sulfur dioxide, alcohol,
argon, oxygen, and nitrogen) are removed by ab
sorption at ambient temperature, condensing at
COz temperature, and condensing and absorption
at liquid nitrogen temperature. The purifier sys
tem also includes a pressure-controlled make-up
system for argon, SOz, and alcohol to mix with the
90% neon-lO% helium gas mixture.

The Beam Instrumentation Group's major ef
forts have been to improve the instrumentation
and operation of beams No. 1A and No.2. The
shutter magnet in beam No. lA was improved and
modified for multipulse operation. In beam No.
2, time-of-flight instrumentation for monitoring
beam purity was provided. A small, special-pur
pose digital computer is being used in preliminary
design and preparation work to further improve
the quality of instrumentation and efficiency of
operation in these beams.

The High Energy Electronic Equipment Pool
has an inventory of some 2500 components, which
they lend, maintain, and repair for use at the Lab
oratory. The counter experiments at the AGS em
ployed a major portion of this equipment, each
piece being used in 2 or 3 experiments during the
year. Equipment utilization was about 85%.

A new electronic chassis-washing facility has
improved the cleaning techniques and allows a
faster turn-around for the equipment. In addition,
the original Brookhaven logic (Nanocards) has
been retired and is being replaced with 200-MHz
logic modules in an effort to provide the best and
most reliable equipment for general use.

Gap Voltages per Centimeter
With Crossed Magnetic Field

All-metal
electrode

5cmlOcm

60
50

120
100

Glass-metal
electrode

5 cm 10 em

60
50

80
70

Laboratory test results
Operational results

As soon as suitable bellows-sealed valves can be
obtained, the changeover to metallic seals will be
completed.

In October, as a result of a series of tests begun
last year on the test separator, the two separators
in the 30-in. bubble chamber beam were removed
from the beam and modified with grounded shields.
After being returned to operation the separators
showed the same improvements demonstrated by
the test separator. A new separator control area for
the lO° beam at G-lO was also put into operation
during October.

The testing program on the test separator was
continued during the year. A series of tests in
which all-metal and glass-metal electrode systems
were used was conducted on gaps of5 and 10 cm.
The voltage gradients obtained are shown in Table
2. The test separator is limited to 600-kV total gap
voltage by the present means ofelectrode support
and the feedthrough insulators. Of the various
gases used during the tests, helium appears to give
the best over-all operation. Further testing is
planned in which improved corona treatment of
the glass electrodes and the feedthrough surfaces
will be used.

New rfdeflectors have been ordered for eventual
use as a third deflector and a spare. A test facility
is being constructed in order to operate these de
flectors at high power levels in the acceptance tests.
During the year many modifications were made
in the modulator units to improve the accessibility
and reliability of the electronic components.

The Cryogenic Group's major efforts have been
directed toward the design, fabrication, and opera
tion of liquid hydrogen or liquid deuterium targets.
Five targets, each consisting of a Mylar flask sur
rounded by superinsulation and a vacuum con
tainer, were designed and operated at the AGS.
Supporting equipment includes a liquid reservoir,
two liquid-level detectors, vapor vent lines, vac
uum electronics, and an electrical power control
chassis. Cryogenic liquid transfer lines were con
structed for a number of experimental setups.

A system was developed to fill liquid Hz targets
automatically. The system consists of a pressuriz
ing Hz gas supply, a 175-liter liquid hydrogen
Dewar, a vacuum-jacketed transfer line and cold
valve, a liquid Hz reservoir and target system, and
a main electrical control chassis. This chassis in
cludes all the control relays, air control valves,
timer, and other controllers required to sequence
the valves and controls that start and stop liquid
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AGS CONVERSION

During fiscal 1969, good progress was made on
the AGS conversion project. Almost all building
and facility construction work is under contract,
and several of the buildings are essentially com
plete. Preliminary design of the accelerator com
ponents has been finished, and detailed design is
about 75% complete. All major machine compo
nents have been ordered, and many have been
delivered. Some installation of machine compo
nents began in April, and major installation will
begin in July. By the end of the fiscal year, almost
70% of the project funds had been committed. Some
aspects of the project have not progressed as rapidly
as had been hoped; nevertheless, injection of 200
MeV protons into the AGS is expected to begin in
the last quarter of 1971.

Four major new buildings became available for
occupancy during the year. The 50,000-ft2 addi
tion to the East Experimental Building was com
pleted and turned over to the Department. The
new Magnet Power Supply Building and the Rf
System Building, both located inside the AGS ring,
were essentially completed, and installation of
equipment in the buildings was started. The com
plex of buildings for the 200-MeV linac was also
completed, except for the final commissioning of
the electrical and mechanical services. Concrete
arches were placed in the AB sector of the ring and
an additional 10 ft of sand shielding was success
fully added. The 50-MW substation to supply ad
ditional power to the north part of the AGS
complex was completed. A contract was signed to
do the construction work around the AGS ring
during the five-month shutdown that started at the
end of May. This work, which involves removing
shielding from the magnet enclosure tunnel, must
be done while the AGS is shut down. It includes
construction of the conjunction section to connect
the 200-MeV linac to the AB sector of the AGS
tunnel. It also includes the placement of arches for
shielding over the magnet enclosure for several
hundred feet north and south of the Target Build
ing, construction of the conjunction section at H-l 0
for the new fast external beam to the North Ex
perimental Area, extensive modifications at both
ends of the Target Building for additional shield
ing, and numerous smaller jobs in connection with
the magnet enclosure.

Theoretical studies of proton linacs have con
tinued throughout the year, even though the de-
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tailed design of the linac is nearly complete. The
detailed understanding of beam dynamics with
space-charge effects has continued to improve,
although the mathematical descriptions are still
far from perfect. Studies of the electromagnetic
field distributions in the linac cavities are being
applied to the problem of servo-control of the
cavity field amplitude and phase. These studies
continue to confirm the belief that proton beams
of 100 to 200 mA can be accelerated with good
emittance.

The 750-keV Cockcroft-Walton generator has
been received from Switzerland and installation
started in the 200-MeV Linac Building. The high
gradient column for this generator has been fabri
cated, following the successful design of the high
brightness source and high-gradient column for
the 50-MeV linac. Auxiliary components for the
preinjector were designed and fabricated. Design
of the beam transport section between the prein
jector and the linac was completed, and many of
the components are being fabricated. The double
drift buncher method (two buncher cavities, oper
ating on the fundamental frequency and separated
from each other and from the linac by drift spaces)
was adopted. This technique gives a beam superior
in quality to that obtainable with the conventional
system.

The first four linac cavities have been delivered.
The drift tubes (single stem) for the first cavity
were completed and installed. Preliminary align
ment of drift tubes and cavity field adjustment
were completed preparatory to installing the cav
ity in the Linac Building. Work on the multistem
drift tubes for the other cavities proceeded and in
stallation was commenced.

Detailed design and procurement of components
for the linac vacuum system and cooling system
continued. Some difficulty was encountered in the
design of the 1500-liter/sec sputter-ion pumps for
the cavities. The first model of the pump supplied
by the vendor was a complete failure and major
redesign was required.

The prototype 5-MW, 200-MHz rfsystem op
erated satisfactorily throughout the year and was
used extensively to test transmission-line compo
nents and other devices. Based on the successful
prototype, detailed design and specifications were
prepared and contracts placed for all units of the
rf systems. The first units ofeach type were deliv
ered by the end of the year. All components of the
12-in. coaxial transmission-line system were de-
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signed and tested during the year. Some difficulty
was experienced with the vacuum window and
coupling-loop assembly, but the problem has been
solved.

The quadrupole power supplies and pulsing sys
tem were redesigned during the year to improve
reliability and reduce cost. Procurement of these
devices has been initiated. The general control sys
tem philosophy for the linac has been decided
upon and is being implemented. Studies continued
on the use of a small computer for controlling cer
tain functions in the machine. Detailed design and
prototypes of many of the printed circuit cards for
the control system were completed. The details of
the beam transport and analysis system between
the linac and the AGS were largely determined,
and detailed design has been commenced. Studies
of several types of nondestructive beam monitors
were initiated during the year.

The modifications to the AGS itself will be car
ried out in two steps. The first, to be accomplished
during the latter half of calendar 1969, will consist
of installing the new main magnet power supply
and the new rf power system. Some modification
of the existing accelerating cavities is planned, to
match them to the new rf system. These modifica
tions will permit operation of the AGS with a duty
cycle of up to 50% with slow beams and/or a
higher repetition rate. In 1971, the new accelerat
ing cavities will be installed and the modulariza
tion and radiation hardening of the main ring
completed.

The complete new main magnet power supply
was delivered from West Germany and installation
commenced. The designs of the interconnecting
bus bars and the control system were completed
and procurement is under way. A considerable
amount of the copper bus bar is to come from the
main magnet coils of the Cosmotron, and that
copper has already been removed from the Cosmo
tron. The 14 rf power amplifiers and their power
supplies and drivers were completed and readied
for installation in the new building.

A complete set of seven prototype vacuum
chambers for the magnet ring was received and in
stalled with excellent results. Fabrication of the
main order for 240 chambers has commenced.
Design of the vacuum pumping system was com
pleted and delivery of components is under way.
Design of the modifications to the main ring mag
nets was reviewed and adopted. Procurement of
components is proceeding.

The design of the prototype for the new acceler
ating cavities was completed and procurement
initiated. These new cavities will have about three
times as much accelerating voltage as the old cav
ities but a smaller frequency swing in order to
match the 200-MeV injection. Theoretical and
experimental studies of the rf properties of ferrites
have improved the understanding of certain insta
bilities and have increased confidence in the new
cavity design. The ferrite for these cavities has
been ordered because of the long delivery time.

Design of the new radiation monitoring system
has been completed and components have been pro
cured. The modifications to the main control room
have been generally defined and detailed planning
is proceeding. Design of the fast beam extraction
equipment for the H-lO beam is progressing.

ADVANCED ACCELERATOR DEVELOPMENT

Superconducting Synchrotron Magnets

A year ago, the losses in superconducting mag
nets under pulsed conditions appeared to be so
high as to make impractical their use as synchro
tron magnets. In addition, discontinuous jumps in
magnetic field were observed as the flux pene
trated the superconductors. The "flux jumps" were
accompanied by generation of heat, which fre
quently resulted in loss of superconductivity and
limited peak magnetic fields to values materially
below those expected.

Many measurements of these properties were
made at Brookhaven and elsewhere, and much
better understanding of their mechanisms was
finally gained. They were the subject of much dis
cussion during the 1968 Brookhaven Summer
Study on Superconducting Devices and Accelera
tors. A high point of the Summer Study was the
presentation ofseveral proposals by P.F. Smith, of
the Rutherford Laboratory, for amelioration of the
undesirable effects. Smith predicted that a con
ductor including a number of fine strands of super
conductor could be made essentially stable against
flux jumps. He then proposed that twisting, or
transposing, of the strands in the composite could
result in materially reduced losses under pulsed
conditions.

These ideas have been given a number of tests
at Brookhaven during the past year, with very en
couraging results. Smith's predictions have been
borne out qualitatively and quantitatively. Con
ductors with a hundred or more strands of super-
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conductor have been manufactured by several
vendors and, when wound into magnet coils, dis
play unprecedented stability. The strands are of
the order of 0.001 in. in diameter and are em
bedded in copper or some other matrix to form a
conductor with an over-all diameter of the order
of 0.020 in. When this conductor is twisted around
its own axis and then wound into a magnet coil,
the losses under pulsed conditions are indeed
materially reduced. Moreover, the loss rate, which
formerly rose in proportion to the cube of the mag
netic field, now rises only linearly with field.

Tests have also been made on braided conduc
tors, formed out of fine strands of superconductor.
The braided conductors also display reduced losses
rising linearly with field.

These encouraging results have led to an ex
panded measurement program of superconductor
properties as a function of strand diameter and
configuration and matrix material. It is now
thought that adequate performance for use in con
ventional synchrotron magnets will be achieved
during the coming year. As a result of this conclu
sion, work on accelerators of the FFAG type, using
de superconducting magnets, has been abandoned.

Cryogenic Synchrotron Magnets Using
Coils of Pure Aluminum

It has recently been demonstrated that aluminum
of high purity (less than a few parts per hundred
thousand of impurity) shows very low resistance at
temperatures of200K or less. At this temperature
(approximately the boiling point of liquid hydro
gen), the resistance may be lower by a factor of
2000 or more than the resistance at room tempera
ture. Although the losses will be materially higher
for an aluminum coil at liquid hydrogen tempera
tures than for a superconducting coil at liquid
helium temperatures, refrigeration to liquid hy
drogen temperatures is materially cheaper than
refrigeration to the temperatures at which super
conductors operate.

These observations have led to the conclusion
that pure aluminum coils may be competitive for
use in synchrotron magnets, and a program of
study of such cryogenic coils has been initiated at
Brookhaven. Measurements on magnets with
aluminum coils of various purities give results in
general agreement with predictions under de con
ditions. Measurements on pulsed magnets are in
progress to establish optimum coil and magnet
configurations.
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Use of Iron in High-Field Magnets

It is hoped that aluminum-cored magnets can be
run at fields up to 50,000 G and that supercon
ducting magnets will reach fields >60,000 G.
Since iron saturates at fields of about 20,000 G, its
use in such high-field magnets has been questioned.
Theoretical and experimental studies have indi
cated that it is advantageous to use iron as a shield,
even when it is completely saturated. First, it adds
10,000 to 20,000 G to the useful field for the same
current in the winding. Second, it serves as a shield
to contain the magnetic flux, which otherwise
could seriously disturb nearby apparatus. It has
been concluded that the iron should surround the
coil as closely as possible; hence it appears that the
iron shield must also be cooled to the low tempera
ture of the coil. Although this will require the re
moval of more heat during cool-down, it will make
no serious contribution to losses during operation
of the magnet.

Superconducting Cavities

Superconducting cavities seem to have major
advantages for use in rf particle separators, since
the losses would be reduced to levels at which the
separator could be operated continuously instead
of in the short pulses to which room-temperature
rf separators are limited. This would add greatly
to their usefulness in high energy physics.

A program of study ofsuperconducting cavities
has been in progress at Brookhaven for about three
years. Very low losses are observed in cavities
plated with superconducting lead, but the coat
ing is easily damaged by exposure to the atmo
sphere. Niobium appears to be an even more
promising superconductor, and measurements are
in progress on cavities of various geometries ma
chined from niobium. Many troublesome effects
have been observed, resulting in anomalous high
losses and in deterioration with time. It is hoped
that these difficulties will be less serious in niobium
cavities made by electroforming and then given a
treatment under vacuum at high temperature.
Such cavities are now in preparation.

RESEARCH

Analysis was completed of a Cosmotron experi
ment that measured the Wolfenstein triple scatter
ing parameters R, D, and A' at 1.9 BeV for P+P
scattering at 90° in the center-of-mass system. It
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was found that R=0.11-+-0.16, A' = -0.54-+-0.16,
and D =0.91 -+-0.21 when these parameters were
defined in the center-of-mass system. It was con
cluded that neither a single vector meson exchange
nor a single pseudoscaler meson exchange can ac
oount for the data. Spin effects are found to remain an
important part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction
at four-momentum transfer - t = 1.8 (BeV / c)2.

A search for the W boson (see Figure 9), pre
sumed to mediate weak interactions, was con
ducted by measuring the polarization and flux of
high energy muons produced through the inter
action of 28-BeV protons with uranium. Protons
from the slow external beam of the AGS were
focused on a target constructed of sections that
could be separated so as to vary the effective target
density. Forward muons passed through a magnet
which directed the positive muons through a thick
steel shield into a range-polarization detector con
sisting of twenty-three 4-in. aluminum slabs sepa
rated by scintillation counters. The stopped muons
precessed in a magnetic field imposed on the de
tector. The muon range, the decay time, and the
direction of the decay electron were recorded. The
variation of the front-back ratio with time de
termined the muon polarization independent of
many biases. The muon flux from the decay of
mesons varies inversely with the target density,
and the polarization direction is opposite to the
beam direction, A flux from W-boson decays
should be independent of the density, and the
polarizati9n would be aligned with the beam. A
preliminary analysis, based on an extrapolation
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Figure 9. Experimental arrangement
of the W boson experiment.

to infinite target density, suggests that the cross
section for the production of W bosons by proton
nucleon interactions is <5 X 10-36 cm2 if the W
boson decays to a muon about 25% of the time.

A spark-chamber spectrograph in an all-zenith
mount is being constructed. The instrument is in
tended for use in the study of the zenith angle
distribution of cosmic-ray muons in the range 0.5
to 1.5 TeV / c. The spectrograph has an aperture
of ::::;200 cm2 sr and a field integral ~40 kG-m
and is about 8 m long. The spark chambers, three
on each side of the magnet, are photographed by
two cameras in 90 0 stereo. A counter hodoscope
is used to reject low energy events with cutoff at
15 BeV/ c and about 50% efficiency at 45 BeV/ c,
which keeps the rate of vertical events below
2000/day. This rate of pictures can be easily
handled by the optical scanner coupled to a CDC
924 computer that was used to measure a previous
muon experiment.

A test of CP violation was made for the neutral
K-meson (kaon) decay into three pions. Ifthe long
lived and shorr-lived neutral kaons, KL and Kg,
have a common decay mode (in the same quan
tum state), then the decay into that mode violates
the principle of CP invariance. The long-lived
neutral kaon is known to decay into three pions.
Therefore the detection of the decay of the short
lived kaon,

and its interference with the decay products from
KL decay would demonstrate CP violation. In col-



laboration with groups at Yale and the University
of Massachusetts, the initial phase of such an ex
periment has been completed. A coherent sample
of KL and Ks was produced in the charge exchange
reaction K- +P~ N + KO in the 30-in. bubble
chamber at the AGS. From 80,000 measurements
(40,000 at BNL), a sample of 30 three-pion de
cays was obtained within the first six Ks lifetimes.
The data reveal no Ks - KL interference effects
and show no evidence for the three-pion decay of
Ks. No large CPviolation is found.

In the same bubble-chamber exposure, the ratio
ofvector to axial vector coupling constants, Gv/ Ga,

in the decay

was measured by correlating the direction of elec
tron emission with the spin of the ~ hyperon. The
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ratio Gv / Ga is important to test theories of weak
interactions, especially those that relate the strange
ness changing and strangeness nonchanging de
cays. With use of the Yale PEPR film reader and
BNL digitizers, 90,000 events were measured
(30,000 at BNL). This large number of events will
be used to obtain precise measurement of the ~
lifetime and the asymmetry parameters in the de
cay mode

~-~?T-N(y).

The exposure is also being used for strong interac
tion experiments. The reactions K- +p~~ - +?T+,

K- +p~Ao+?To,and K- +p~~o+ ?To are being
studied. This year 80,000 events with topol
ogies corresponding to these reactions have been
measured.



Instrumentation

The Instrumentation Division provides a num
ber of specialized services to other Laboratory de
partments and, in addition, engages in a modest
research program. Services include the design and
construction of research and test instruments and
data-gathering devices, consultation on instru
mentation problems, and the design and construc
tion of computer-experiment interface systems, in
cluding development of the associated software.
The Division also provides calibration and repair
services and operates a vacuum technology shop, a
glassblowing shop, and an electron microscopy
facility.

The research effort is devoted primarily to the
development of radiation detectors for both high
and low energy applications and the design of spe
cial circuitry for fuller exploitation of the detec
tors' resolution and speed capabilities.

Some of the results of the research effort are dis
cussed below, and some of the devices and systems
built during the past year are described.

SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS AND
ASSOCIATED CIRCUITS

Work on semiconductor detector systems has
been directed toward improving the resolution of
large-volume lithium-drifted germanium detectors
and identifying and reducing the importance of
noise sources in the measurement of x rays with
small silicon detectors.

Several 30-cc coaxial Ge(Li) detectors have
been fabricated which have yielded a measured
line width for the y rays from C0 60 of <2 keV full
width at half maximum. This has been accom
plished by extending the lithium drift compensa
tion to reduce the diameter of the uncompensated
core, which reduces the device capacitance, and
by using great care with the electronics.

Several small commercial silicon x-ray detec
tors have been mounted in the Division's cryostats
with selected preamplifier components (field-effect
transistors and high-value feedback resistors), and
line widths of about 250 eV have been achieved.
On the other hand, efforts to make x-ray detectors
from thin slices of planar germanium diodes, ir-
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radiated from the side, have so far been largely
unsuccessful because of difficulties with an exces
sive dead layer which is opaque to x rays below 14
keY.

The best feedback resistors selected to date are
still responsible for a significant part of the elec
tronic noise in the x-ray measuring systems, and
two parallel efforts are proceeding to eliminate
this noise source. An attempt is being made to
make high-value resistors (;::::5000 MQ) from
single crystals of high-resistivity GaAs. Work on
surface treatments is proceeding in order to elim
inate a frequency-dependent change in resistance
which leads to increased noise in the system pass
band. The second approach, which is potentially
promising, is to eliminate the feedback resistor en
tirely and to remove the detector charge by peri
odically pulsing the field-effect transistor (FET)
gate into forward conduction with very short
pulses whose amplitudes are controlled by nega
tive feedback. This has the advantage over alter
native photoelectric techniques of eliminating the
need to connect additional components to the
amplifier input and of avoiding additional shot ef
fect noise.

Two rather different high counting rate prob
lems have been worked on during the past year. In
order to perform a M6ssbauer resonant absorption
experiment in which a weak, interesting y ray at
122 keV is accompanied by a much more intense
y ray at 136 keY, it was necessary to maintain
high resolution at counting rates up to 105/sec. A
system featuring Gaussian pulse shaping and
gated integration was used.

The other high counting rate problem involved
a pulsed accelerator that produces a very intense
y-ray flash followed by y rays at a moderate rate
which must be measured during the ensuing few
milliseconds. Conventional preamplifiers were
driven into heavy saturation from which they did
not recover for as much as 100 msec. A fast recov
ery modification was added to one of the Division's
standard preamplifiers. It employs a second, nor
mally cut-offFET which is pulsed on by an over
load-detecting discriminator. This FET quickly
removes the excess charge (in about 10 p.sec) while
increasing the noise of the preamplifier by only the



small amount associated with the added 2 pF of
capacitance.

SPARK AND PROPORTIONAL CHAMBERS

Work on multiwire digital gas-discharge devices
has proceeded in a continuing effort to improve
time resolution, spatial resolution, and multiple
particle efficiency and to simplify readout systems.

A proportional mode device was assembled
which was capable of 10-nsec time resolution.
However, its practical implementation on a large
scale will depend upon the availability oflow-cost,
high-speed, sensitive amplifiers.

Another device, also operating in the propor
tional mode, makes it possible to digitize the posi
tion of the intersection of a particle track with a
plane and to characterize it with two coordinates
(or more, if multiparticle redundancy is required),
with all the coordinates referred to a single plane,
regardless of the inclination of the particle track.
An initial proportional discharge is produced in a
first wire plane. Then some of the electrons from
the first discharge are accelerated normally to sub
sequent planes at progressively higher voltages.
Each subsequent plane determines a position co
ordinate. Ifdesired, an adjustable time delay can
be introduced by varying the potential across a
delay gap to synchronize the measurement with
other event-selecting devices.

A promising variation on this multiplane trans
fer chamber, capable of combining the fast timing
of proportional chambers with the substantially
simpler readout systems of spark chambers, has
been shown to be feasible. A proportional gap is
followed by a delay gap (to compensate for trig
gering delays without extending the memory time)
and then by one or more pulsed spark gaps which
can be read out either magnetostrictively or with
magnetic cores.

The momentum resolution of high energy mag
netic spectrometers is determined by the size of
the magnet and the spatial resolution of the detec
tors marking the particle trajectories. Since the
magnets used are already large and costly, eco
nomic considerations suggest that it is worth while
to improve the spatial resolution of the detectors as
much as possible. Already 0.07-mm spatial resolu
tion has been achieved with a magnetostrictive
readout digitized spark chamber in the detection
of highly ionizing low energy protons (15 MeV),
and an attempt is being made to determine whether
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similar resolution can be obtained with minimum
ionizing particles.

In conventional spark chambers, the sparking
efficiency decreases markedly as the number of
simultaneous sparks is increased. By building the
chamber like a low-impedance terminated trans
mission line and by selecting a gas mixture to yield
relatively high impedance sparks, it is possible to
maintain efficiency even with many sparks. A
shower-detecting chamber of this type was built
and found to have a sparking efficiency >90%
with over 100 simultaneous sparks.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

A multiple-detector x-ray diffraction spectrom
eter operating in association with a Varian 620 I
computer is nearing completion. The system em
ploys 128 silicon-junction x-ray detectors mounted
on a computer-controlled movable semicircular
arc. Each detector has its own preamplifier, ampli
fier, and differential discriminator. The discrim
inator outputs go to a diode encoding matrix
which generates a 7-bit word characterizing the
detector number. These words are entered into a
fast (100-nsec) 6-word derandomizing buffer from
which they are read periodically and used to ad
dress the computer memory via a dual access con
troller. The contents of the addressed locations are
incremented in an external fast adder to avoid
overburdening the central processor of the com
puter at the expected high data rates. The system
can record a maximum of 385,000 x rays/sec from
the detector array. At 100,000 x rays/sec, the
counting loss is only 1%. The operating system
permits manual control of the detector array, or
control via a stored program. It is anticipated that,
in some applications, program modifications will
be made automatically, based on data already ac
cumulated, in order to optimize data collection.

The multiple spectrometer control system at the
High Flux Beam Research Reactor makes use of
an SDS 920 computer to control the positioning
and data collection from nine neutron diffraction
spectrometers. In addition, it performs some of the
data reduction, and in some instances alters the
control program in response to the recorded data.
Experience has shown the two input-output and
control teletypewriters to be a serious bottleneck
in the system because of the large number of time
sharing users. The system has therefore been ex
panded with the addition of a telecommunication
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system under the control of a Varian 620 I com
puter. This permits input-output and control to be
exercised by any of 16 remotely located teletype
writers without interference from the others.

A photographic film densitometer under the
control of a CDC 924 computer has been con
structed for the automatic scanning and measuring
of x-ray diffraction photographs. It uses a high
quality cathode ray tube to achieve a spatial reso
lution of 50 JLm in a 125-mm square, correspond
ing to 6.25 X 106 resolved spots. Optical density is
measured at computer-selected locations by using
a photomultiplier and logarithmic amplifier in
each of two channels, one observing the light spot
through the film and the other observing the un
attenuated light from the cathod ray tube. The
difference of the two signals is a linear function of
the density of the film and is digitized with a reso
lution of 0.01 optical density in the range from 0 to
2, and the result is communicated to the computer.
In addition, certain point, line, and scan-generat
ing functions are available to the operator to aid
in positioning the film and displaying graphic, as
well as density, information on a "slave" oscillo
scope for purposes of communication with and
direction of the computer program.

Some of the small computers associated with
control of experiments are equipped with only
rudimentary input-output hardware, which often
makes the assembly of new programs a tedious
and time-consuming process. To alleviate this
problem, a generalized assembler program has
been written which, with some modifications, can
be adapted to a number of small computers. This
permits programs for small computers to be assem
bled rapidly on the CDC 6600 computer at the
Central Scientific Computing Facility.

OTHER INSTRUMENTS

To indicate the variety of activity in the Instru
mentation Division, some of the other instruments
and devices worked on during the past year are
briefly described below.

A fast function generator capable of generating
the value of a fourth-order polynomial as a func
tion of a rapidly varying independent voltage
variable has been built. It uses two multiplier
circuits based on junction field-effect transistors
and several fast operational amplifiers to yield an
output accurate to within 0.5% in as few as 200
nsec.

A multichannel pulse-height analyzer which
records individual digitized pulse amplitudes on
punched paper tape is now operating at the bot
tom of a gold mine in South Dakota in a neutrino
detection experiment. In addition to the pulse
amplitude and time of day, the record of each
signal indicates whether or not the signal occurred
in coincidence with one from an anticoincidence
guard counter, whether the signal had an under
shoot (valid detector signals are unipolar, whereas
the majority of spurious signals appear as damped
oscillations), and which offour detectors produced
the signal. Each detected signal is followed by a
pair of calibration pulses bracketing the energy
range of interest. The calibration pulses are digi
tized and recorded on the tape, with suitable iden
tifying bits, so that a continuous record of the sys
tem performance is maintained. This is important
in very low counting rate experiments which must
run for many months to yield adequate statistical
accuracy. The tape perforator is solenoid-operated
because motor-driven punches tend to wear out in
the course of one or two measurements.

A plutonium assay device, based on the detec
tion of spontaneous fission, has been built. It uses
a set of four BF3 proportional counters connected
in parallel in a moderator block and characterizes
an event as fission if two neutrons are detected
within the moderator lifetime of about 100 JLsec.
A precise mechanism is included for evaluating
the accidental coincidence rate because, with so
long a resolving time, this rate is comparable with
the detected fission rate with even moderate source
strengths.

Circuitry for a parity nonconservation experi
ment involving the measurement of the right-left
asymmetry in the circular polarization of y rays is
nearing completion. Because the effect may be as
small as 1 part in 107, very intense sources must be
used to complete the experiment in reasonable
time. Direct counting is out of the question be
cause of the high rates and unreasonable timing
requirements. Instead, a synchronous detection
scheme is employed which searches for a correla
tion between the fluctuations in the current from a
scintillation counter and the reversals of a mag
netic field. Because the expected signal may be
very much smaller than the noise due to statistical
fluctuations in the detector current, dynamic
range considerations have led to the use of a
double synchronous detection scheme. The first
detection employs conventional analogue tech-



niques to narrow the noise bandwidth. The second
detection is digital in order to avoid the use of un
reasonably long filter time constants.

A sensitive bridge circuit has been built for the
measurement of fine structure in the volt-ampere
characteristic of superconducting tunneling junc
tions. Conductivity and its derivative are mea
sured over a range of bias voltages with excitation
voltages <100 f-LV. The derivative of conductivity
is determined by measuring the amplitude of the
sum frequency beat note produced when the bridge
is excited by two signals with a digitally fixed fre
quency ratio of3 to 2.

A circuit has been added to a constant velocity
Mossbauer drive system which provides for a
graceful flyback between well-determined position
limits, with accelerations programmed to mini
mize shock-excited ringing.

Electronics for a new system for scanning
bubble-chamber photographs called SICKLE is
being tested. The system searches for the best fit
between a set of arcs (of continuously varying
curvature) and film tracks from a selected vertex,
and communicates digitized angles and a measure
ofthe fit to a digital computer.

An automatic control and recording system has
been added to a dual-beam vacuum ultraviolet
spectrophotometer. The system adjusts the gain of
a photomultiplier to accommodate to the wide
range of variation of the source illumination spec
trum, alternately digitizes the reference and sam
ple beams, and, when enough signal information
has been integrated, records the results on
punched tape and signals the monochromator to
advance. In addition, analogue circuitry computes
the logarithm of the ratio of the sample and refer
ence beams and plots optical density on a chart
recorder.

An optically coupled beam pulser has been
added to a Van de Graaff generator. Separate
start and stop optical channels are employed to
permit an unlimited range of duty cycles with the
ambient light independence and stability of an ac
coupled system.

METEOROLOGY

Wind and Turbulence

Measurements of the wind and temperature
structure in the same forested area that is being
used for particulate studies have been expanded.
The data obtained from the series of earlier, short-
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Figure 1. Map showing the recurrence intervals (in
months) that may be expected between periods when the
wind direction remains almost invariant (steadiness =1.0)
for four consecutive days. The shortest interval (12 mo) is
observed in southern Texas, and the longest in Albuquer
que (1050 mo). A 12-mo interval may seem quite long to
the casual observer, but a steadiness value of 1.0 implies
almost no change at all in wind direction.

term experiments have been classified according to
larger-scale meteorological parameters, and more
recently the 25 anemometers and 10 temperature
sensors have been connected to the central data
acquisition system for routine recording. This new
series of continuous data, correlated with the
records from the 420-ft meteorological tower, is
processed to give a complete forest climatology.

On a much broader scale, recurrence interval
maps of wind steadiness during periods of2, 4, and
8 days have been completed. These maps show
consistent and logical patterns of wind steadiness
over the United States and should be valuable in
evaluating reactor siting problems. Figure 1, for
example, shows clearly that the coastal areas of the
country and the lower Mississippi Valley have a
high probability of winds remaining relatively
fixed in direction for extended periods. Conversely,
the interior areas show wide variability of wind
direction. These results agree with what would be
expected from the study of the major synoptic
meteorological features, such as the position of
the polar front and the stationary high-pressure
systems, but they have the advantage of providing
quantitative estimates of the frequency of the very
steady wind conditions and the meteorological
conditions accompanying them.

Dispersion and Deposition

Experimental studies of particulate dispersion
and deposition from low-level, continuous, cross-
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wind line sources were continued. Seventeen tests
were made using pollens emitted naturally from
SO-meter-Iong lines of potted plants as tracers. Five
other tests were conducted in which particles were
sprayed from a vehicle moving slowly back and
forth along a path upwind of the sampling grid.
Preliminary results from 1967 experiments indi
cate that the dispersion of these particles is close to
that predicted by theory.

Studies of particulate dispersion into, through,
and out of a forested region were also continued.
Fifteen point source releases were made, most of
them in and above the forest to study transfer
through the forest crown. Five additional runs
were made from an area source of pollen upwind
of the forest. The effect of particle characteristics
on forest filtration efficiency was studied by releas
ing particles of several sizes and shapes simulta
neously. Physical improvements were made in the
samplers at additional levels above the forest to
allow more detailed measurements of tracer con
centration at these levels.

An important part of the study of dispersion and
deposition has been the perfection of equipment
for collecting airborne particles, and an extensive
study of the relation between wind speed and the
effiiciency of filter particle collectors has been con
ducted. The atmosphere is commonly sampled for
gases and particulates by using filter samplers and
other devices that draw air into an entrance pas
sage before removal or measurement of selected
constituents. Such samplers can seldom be oper
ated isokinetically in the free atmosphere, and the
larger particles often are sampled inaccurately be
cause they fail to follow faithfully the air flow into
the entrance. Collection efficiencies of typical filter
holders for particles 0.7, 6.0, and 20.0 microns in
diameter were tested at various wind speeds,
angles of attack, and flow rates in the wind tun
nel. The efficiency varied from <1% at the high
est wind speed and lowest flow rate to >100%
at forward angles where impaction aided suc
tion. Efficiency was generally lowest when the
filter holder entrance was at right angles to the air
stream, increased as the entrance was tilted for
ward toward the wind, and also increased, but
more slowly, as the entrance was tilted backward
and away from the wind. As would be anticipated,
the larger particles proved to be difficult to collect
efficiently.

Plume Rise Study

A thorough study ofthe rise of buoyant plumes in
the atmosphere has been completed, resulting in a
set ofsimple equations for the general approxima
tions of plume behavior. Perhaps the most signifi
cant result ofthis study is an increased awareness of
the importance of certain parameters, such as the
variation of turbulence intensity with height, about
which far too little is known, and ofthe paucity of
plume data acceptable for determining the accuracy.

Lidar System

The Lidar (light detection and ranging) system
developed for the remote quantitative measure
ment of oil-fog plumes in the atmosphere has been
calibrated in the Meteorology Group's calibration
room and is now ready for field use.

Atmospheric Diagnostics Program

The meteorological portion of this program has
been concentrated in two areas, the development
and perfection of sampling equipment and the
modeling of multiple source emissions. An impor
tant result of the work is the development of a
simple, efficient, airborne sampling system which
permits the simultaneous collection of S02 and
airborne sulfates with samples of the tracer gas,
SF6. The simultaneous use of these two collection
techniques should be valuable in comparing the
behavior of the sulfur compounds that undergo
physical and chemical changes in the atmosphere
with a conservative tracer that does not.

A unique environmental test chamber was in
stalled in the Meteorology Building. This chamber
contains 3400 ft3 of air, and in it a wide range of
meteorological conditions can be simulated. Tem
perature, relative humidity, and ultraviolet radia
tion can be controlled over the ranges normally
found in the atmosphere, and fog and rain can be
simulated. Conditions can be changed drastically
within an hour's time.

Although designed primarily for the study ofair
pollution and the performance of sampling equip
ment, the chamber can be used for many other
experiments. Entire instrument assemblies, up to
and including complete monitoring stations, could
be subjected to the full range of weather changes
within a day or two, and it is possible for several
people to work normally or exercise in the cham
ber under controlled meteorological conditions.
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Chemistry

Studies carried on in the Chemistry Depart
ment, although they may be described generally
as centering on the structural and dynamic prop
erties of matter, encompass a range in this area
from the behavior of nucleons and particles in nu
clei to that of atoms and molecules in complex and
condensed molecular systems. Thus, in the sections
below, results are summarized from a number of
different and related studies, many of which could
not have been done without the special large facili
ties available at BNL. This work has been carried
out by staff members of the Department, including
a number of American and foreign postdoctoral
Research Associates, and by visitors and colleagues
from other laboratories and universities.

HIGH ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Experimental investigations of the reactions of
high energy protons with complex nuclei have
continued at the Alternating Gradient Synchro
tron (AGS). While for some time the emphasis in
this work has been on the measurement and in
terpretation of cross sections, new experiments to
m~asure energy spectra of products (particularly
those having low masses) are under way. Detailed
analysis of the backlog of data acquired at the Cos
motron is progressing in parallel. Theoretical
studies are carried on to supply a framework for
the interpretation of the experimental results.

Product Yield Distributions

The combination of chemical separation and
mass separation was used to measure cross sections
for forming rare-earth nuclides from the interac
tion of 28-BeV protons with heavy-element targets.
The study of uranium (U238) as a target has been
essentially completed, and some data have been
acquired from thorium and tantalum targets.
Charge dispersion curves for products having
mass ::::; 146 are shown in Figure 1. A striking fea
ture of the results is the general similarity of the
yield patterns of neutron-deficient products (N/ Z
<1.4) from all three targets, concomitant with the
progressive decrease of neutron-excessive products
with decreasing target atomic number. From tanta-
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lum practically no neutron-excessive nuclides are
produced. These results confirm the conclusion of
earlier studies that at least two processes are im
portant. The neutron-excessive products appear to
be formed by fission, when it can occur at moder
ately low excitation energies; neutron-deficient
products have characteristics of processes with
high excitation energy.

Production cross sections of rare-gas (He, Ne,
Ar, Kr, Xe) isotopes from a variety of targets with
3 and 28-BeV protons have been measured in col
laboration with scientists at the State University of
New York at Stony Brook. Both mass spectro
metric and radiochemical techniques were used
in these measurements. The results are being ana
lyzed to give information on the charge distribu
tions and yield-vs-mass curves for the various
processes (e.g., spallation, fission, or fragmenta
tion) involved. By combining the results of the
rare-gas and rare-earth measurements with results
obtained previously at the AGS, a clearer picture
ofyield-vs-mass curves (shown in Figure 2) for the
28-BeV proton irradiation of heavy-element tar-
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Figure 1. Charge dispersion curves for products having
mass ;:::146 from the irradiation of uranium, thorium,
and tantalum with 28-BeV protons.
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Figure 2. Yield-vs-mass curves for uranium and gold ir
radiated with 28-BeV protons at the AGS. The curve
labeled Au is based on data for both gold and lead targets,
the differences between the two being small in the mass
region shown.

Momentum Spectra and Angular Distributions

Analysis has been completed of measurements
of the angular distribution and energy spectra of
Tb149 produced from gold by 2.2-BeV protons.
The data are consistent with a two-step mecha
nism, a fast intranuclear cascade-excitation fol
lowed by a de-excitation sequence. The momen
tum calculated to be imparted to the Tb149 by the
second step would indicate that particles even
heavier than Li7 are emitted in the evaporative
de-excitation. With the assumption that this re-

gets emerges. The prominent fission-product peak
in the uranium curve is not seen in the curve for
gold. Yields from uranium fall below those from
gold in the rare-earth region at the right-hand side
of the figure.

Work is proceeding on the determination of
reaction cross sections with high-resolution Ge(Li)
detectors. Because chemical separations are not
necessary, data are accumulated rapidly. Prelimi
nary experiments with copper targets at the
CERN proton synchrotron have shown that at
least 16 individual products may be identified
from their y-ray energies and half-lives in the y
spectra of untreated irradiated targets.

2

action is typical of "complex spallation" and with
data from other similar reactions, a scheme has
been developed which allows prediction of mo
menta imparted to products of such reactions from
many different targets. From comparison with a
similar study of fission described last year, it is evi
dent that the mean momentum of a product
formed by fission should be significantly greater
than that resulting from a spallation mechanism.
An application of these spallation-fission system
atics is shown in Figure 3. Mean momenta mea
sured for iodine isotopes produced from uranium
in irradiations with l8-BeV protons at the CERN
laboratory decrease from values corresponding to
a fission mechanism at the higher masses to values
approximating those of spallation for isotopes of
lower mass.

An improved targeting facility has been in
stalled at the AGS to allow collection in a stack
of thin plastic foils of the nuclear fragments ejected
from thin uranium targets irradiated with 28-BeV
protons. Subsequent radiochemical analysis of the
separate collectors has yielded energy spectra for
a number of isotopes between Na22 and Sr91 .

These data will serve to complement results ob
tained with semiconductor detectors and with
plastic-foil track detectors. The latter are being
developed as particle identifiers, since it has been
shown recently that energetic particles leave
damage tracks which can be etched chemically at
rates dependent on the particle energy and atomic
number. Calibrations are being carried out with
various heavy ions, from carbon to chlorine, ob
tained at the Yale Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator
and the Rochester Tandem Van de Graafffacility.

Simple Reactions

Two studies of simple nuclear reactions in light
nuclei have been completed. Cross sections for the
M g25(P,2P )Na24 reaction and effective ranges of
the Na24 product nuclei were measured at eight
energies from 0.43 to 2.7 BeY. All the results were
found to be consistent with the "clean knockout"
mechanism - knockout of a proton in the target
nucleus by the incident proton.

The cross section for the He4(p,2p )H3 reaction
was measured to be 30.2-+-3.6 mb at 2.2 BeY. This
result is of astrophysical interest in that, together
with the He4(p,pn)He3 cross sections, it may allow
determination of the amount of matter traversed
by cosmic-ray He4 from a measurement of the
He3/He4 ratio in the high energy cosmic rays.
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Figure 3. Dependence of experimental and theoretical
mean momenta of iodine isotopes on product mass. The
points were obtained from the irradiation of uranium
with 18-BeV protons. The upper two curves are the the
oretical results from a liquid drop model for the fission of
uranium and bismuth nuclei. The lower curve is based on
spallation systematics (see text).

Theoretical Studies

The Monte Carlo calculations of intranuclear
cascades induced in complex nuclei by nucleons of
energy up to ;::::;380 MeV were extended to include
a velocity-dependent potential. This was done to
explore the possibility of improvement of the nu
clear model in which classical refraction and re
flection are used. Only slightly better agreement
was obtained between calculated and experimen
tal results than was found previously with a
velocity-independent potential. Isobar model cal
culations have been performed for reactions with
low energy (up to 180 MeV) incident pions.

To complete the calculation of the course of
high energy nuclear reactions, the de-excitation of
highly excited nuclei, which often have large an
gular momenta, must be considered. This has now
been done with combinatorial calculations ofnu
clear level densities, based on a realistic shell
model that includes pairing effects. Extensive com
parisons with experiment show this calculation to
be remarkably accurate for masses >50. In con
trast, the algebraic expression for level densities
most commonly used in previous calculations often
gives highly erroneous predictions. Calculations of
the de-excitation of Br75 are now being made for
comparison with data recently obtained at the
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Yale Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator by Columbia
University scientists. These experiments definitely
show effects of high angular momenta and proba
bly offer the best opportunity available to test cal
culations of densities of levels having high angular
momenta.

NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY

Direct Measurement of the Decay Energies
of the Electron-Capture Nuclides 11 25 and Cd lG'

These energies, previously known only in
directly from measured L/K capture ratios and
the theoretical variation of the L/K capture ratio
with decay energy, were measured directly by way
of the end-point energies of the emitted brems
strahlung spectra. The energy differences between
ground states of the parent and daughter atoms
were found to be

P25~Te125: 177-+-2 keY
(compared with the indirect value of 148.9 keY)

Cd109~AgI09: 182-+-3 keY
(compared with indirect values of 159 to 184 keY).

The Energy Level Diagram of Os186

Ir186, which decays to levels in OS186 with a
15.8-hr half-life, is one of a class of especially in
teresting nuclides lying in a region of the nuclide
chart in which the nuclear shapes are changing
from spherical to spheroidal. An extensive, but in
complete, analysis of the complicated level scheme
of Os186 was made some years ago with data from
high-resolution conversion electron spectrometry
obtained both at BNL and at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL). This work has now been
supplemented by analysis of high-resolution mea
surements of the y-ray energies and intensities per
formed at Clark and Texas A&M Universities. In
all, 127 y transitions were observed. In combina
tion, the electron and y-ray results give the con
version coefficients and multipole orders of most of
the 127 y transitions. This new information serves
to fix the level scheme more rigorously. In particu
lar, it resolves many discrepancies between the
level schemes previously proposed by the BNL and
o RNL groups, it provides confirmation of the
previously established ground-state and K =2(y
vibrational) bands, and it supports a previous
tentative suggestion that there is a K = 4 band. A
number of new levels were proposed to accommo-
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Figure 4. Level scheme for OS186. Inter- and intraband
transitions are shown in the upper section of the diagram
only; all levels are included in the lower section.
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Table 1

y Branching
Energy, ratio,

Nuclide Half-life keV %

Gd146 48 days 115 78.7
155 39.5

Gd147 38hr 229 59.4
370 13.8
397 29.7
625 7.9
765 11.1
928 17.3

Eu149 96 days 277 2.9
328 3.3

Dy153 6.4 hr 81.5 9.0
100 10.3
149 3.5
246 3.0
256 6.6
275 5.7

date the observed high energy transitions, some of
which have EO components. The improved version
of the Os186 energy level diagram, which consists
of 29 levels, accounts for 91 of the 127 'Y rays
assigned to Ir186 decay (Figure 4).

Chemical Bonding Effects on the
Internal Conversion Spectra of Te 12 5

This work, like the work on Sn119m described in
the 1967 Annual Report, is a study of how nuclear
transition probabilities are affected by the chemi
cal bonding of the atom containing the nucleus.
Such measurements allow inferences to be drawn
concerning the way in which chemical bonding
affects the density of the bonding electrons at the
nucleus. The O-shell conversion coefficients of
Te125m transitions were measured for tellurium as
metal and as Ag2Te125m. These forms were chosen
because in work done at Harvard University they
had been shown to have different half-lives. On
the basis of the results obtained so far, the two
forms appear to differ by <5% in 5s electron den
sity at the nucleus. This small difference cannot
account for the difference in half-lives. Whether
the latter is due to differences in 5p electron den
sity near the nucleus is now being investigated.

Decay Charaderistics of Various Nuclides

Chemically and isotopically pure samples of
several neutron-deficient rare-earth nuclides pro-
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Table 2

Calculated Solar Neutrino Capture Rates

Flux Capture
Neutrino Energy, at earth, rate

source MeV crn-2 sec-1 per day

H+H+e-~

D+v 1.44 line 1.7 X 1()8 0.05
Be7 decay 0.861 " 2.9X109 0.16
N13decay 0- 1.19 spectrum 2.2X 108 0.01
0 15 decay 0- 1.74 " 2.2XI08 0.03
B8 decay 0-14 " 3.6X 106 0.93

Total 1.18

duced in AGS irradiations were prepared by ion
exchange and mass separation methods and their
'Y rays studied by high-resolution 'Y-ray spectros
copy. The results obtained are shown in Table 1.
Most of this information is new; the Gd147 results
confirm values that others have reported in the
literature.

In a study of Tb147, which according to the
literature has a 24-min half-life, no evidence of
such a half-life was found either in AGS-produced
samples or in C12 irradiations of Pr141 at the
Yale Heavy Ion Linear Accelerator. Instead,
Tb147 was found to have two isomers, with half
lives of 1.65 hr and 2.5 min. For the 1.65-hr isomer
the 'Y energies and their abundances per daughter
Gd147 are 118.5 keY (0.051),139.4 keY (0.236),
and 694.4 keY (0.315). The assignment of the 2.5
min isomer of Tb147 is inferred from the rate of
growth of the Gd147 daughter, and its 'Yenergies
(relative intensities in parentheses) are 395.9 keY
(1.00), 787.3 keY (2.03), and 886.2 keY (2.14).

THE SEARCH FOR NEUTRINOS FROM THE SUN

A large-scale apparatus, whose construction was
completed in 1967, has been used to search for and
measure neutrino radiation from the sun. Because
the thermal fusion reactions that are the source of
the sun's energy produce neutrinos, these very
penetrating particles provide a means for study of
the nuclear processes occurring in the solar in
terior. Initial measurements showed the neutrino
flux to be much lower than that expected on the
basis of theoretical model calculations, and mea
surements made over the past year confirm the
early observations.
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Figure 5. Miniature, low-background proportional count
er for measur ment of radioa tivity rO. c of argon ex
tracted fr m 100 000 gallon of c1eani n fluid. h top of
the fluid-containing tank i in th I WeT part of the pho 0

graph. The counter cathode i a 20-mm-J ng, 3-mm-i.d.
lind r ofzon -refined iron; the envelop is fus d silica.

At one end of the counter the silica is thin, to allow cali
bration with an external source of Fe55 .

Neutrino detection depends upon the capture of
neutrinos via the reaction

capture
v+C13 7 ..... 'Ar37 +e-

deca

that leads to the formation of the 35-day radio
active isotope Ar37. Because the neutrino capture
cross section is extremely small, it is necessary to
use a large amount ofC137. In the Brookhaven de
tector, the CP7 is in the form of 100,000 gallons of
liquid perchloroethylene, C 2C1 4 . Argon, removed
from the liquid by purging with helium gas, is

purified and placed in a very small (0.3-cm3) low
level proportional counter to observe the charac
teristic radiations from Ar37 decay (see Figure 5).
To eliminate background effects from cosmic radi
ation the apparatus was built a mile underground
in the Homestake Gold Mine at Lead, South
Dakota.

No Ar37 activity has been found in experiments
performed to date. These observations have al
ready set an upper limit on the solar neutrino flux
that is significantly lower than the flux calculated
from theoretical solar models. Specifically, the
neutrino capture rate in the detector was <0.5 per
day, a value to be compared with a theoretical rate
of 1.2 per day. Table 2 lists the specific neutrino
emitting processes expected to be occurring in the
sun along with their calculated neutrino fluxes and
corresponding neutrino capture rates in the detec
tor. The energetic neutrinos from the decay of B8



should produce the dominant effect in the detector.
IfB8, contrary to model prediction, is not produced,
the lower neutrino fluxes from the H(H,e-,v)D
reaction and from Be7 decay would not be de
tected, because their intensities are too low for the
present sensitivity level. It is possible to improve
the neutrino detection sensitivity, now limited by
background rate in the Ar37 counter, by a factor
of five. A new recording system and associated
heavy shielding have been built and installed
underground in the Homestake Mine. It is antici
pated that a lower background will be achieved,
which will make it possible to search for lower neu
trino fluxes.

The flux limit set by this experiment has evoked
a number of possible explanations. Perhaps the
most reasonable is that there are errors in some of
the experimental parameters used in the solar
model calculations. For example, the accepted
hydrogen, helium, and heavy-element composition
of the sun may not be correct, or certain nuclear
cross sections may be in error. Another possibility
is that there are some processes occurring in the
interior ofthe sun that are not included in the cal
culations. One of these could be mixing within the
body of the sun arising from differential rotation
and from effects of magneticfields in the interior.
These experimental questions and new theoretical
ideas are being pursued at various laboratories.

RADIOCHEMICAL STUDIES OF
EXTRATERRESTRIAL MATERIALS

The Lunar Surface

One of the objectives of the Apollo flight series is
to make available for study at the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston samples of the lunar
crust and of the attenuated lunar atmosphere.
Under a contract with NASA, members of the
Chemistry Department are planning to measure
the radioactivity in several separated rare-gas frac
tions to be obtained from these samples, and sys
tems have been constructed and tested for carrying
out the necessary gas separations and purifications
and for determining the radioactivities at the low
levels expected. Specifically, there may be in the
atmosphere and in gas samples extracted from
crust by vacuum melting Rn222 (3.8 days), Xe133

(5.3 days), and Kr85 (10.6 yr) - species pro
duced by a decay or spontaneous fission of crustal
uranium. Cosmic-ray bombardment of lighter
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crustal elements should be producing the isotopes
Ar37 (35-day), Ar39 (269-yr), and stable Ar36,
Ar38, and Ar40. Analysis of the data from these
gases should make it possible to deduce the cosmic
ray exposure age of the lunar surface and should
help to answer questions about surface turnover
effects of meteoritic bombardment and possible
volcanic activity.

The Alandroal Meteorite

An iron meteorite that fell in Portugal on Nov.
14, 1968, provided one of the rarely available op
portunities for acquiring information about the
spatial intensity distribution of galactic cosmic
radiation. Measurements of the Ar37(35-day)/Ar39
(269-yr) activity ratio were made with the low
level counting system designed for the lunar gas
sample analysis. The Ar37 activity is proportional
to the cosmic-ray intensity to which the meteorite
was exposed during about the last 60 days before
striking the earth; that for Ar39 is proportional to
the average cosmic-ray intensity during about the
last 500 years. Since it has a highly eccentric orbit,
a meteorite spends most of its time at a distance of
several astronomical units from the sun, and it can
therefore be used to test for cosmic-ray intensity
variations within the solar system.

A small, low-level proportional counter was used
for the measurements so that the characteristic
2.8-keV Auger electron spectrum from Ar37 decay
could be distinguished from the continuous f3 spec
trum from Ar39. A plot of the pulse-height spec
trum observed with a counter filling of argon ex
tracted from the Alandroal meteorite is shown in
Figure 6. From this spectrum the Ar37/ Ar39 ac
tivity ratio at the time of fall was calculated to be
0.55-+-0.05; this value is to be directly compared
with the production ratio by cosmic-ray particles
in meteoritic iron, 1.01 -+-0.05. The relatively low
activity ratio in Alandroal clearly shows that the
cosmic-ray intensity near the earth at the time of
the meteorite's fall was about one-half that of the
average cosmic-ray intensity to which the meteorite
had been exposed in its orbit. Such a local in
tensity decrease is attributable to modulation of
the galactic cosmic rays by the solar wind, a flux
of low energy charged particles. Solar activity is
now near peak in the 11-yr cycle, and the mag
netic field accompanying the relatively intense
wind would seem to be modulating the high en
ergy (0.5 to 5-BeV) cosmic-ray flux that produces
the activities measured.
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NEUTRON SCAnERING BY MAGNETIC MATERIALS

Figure 6. Pulse-height spectrum of radioactive argon
extracted from Alandroal, an iron meteorite that fell in
Portugal on Nov. 14, 1968. Argon from a 23.6-g sample
dissolved in 2F H 2S04 was counted from Dec. 31, 1968,
to Jan. 21, 1969. Ar37 activity = 12±1 dis min- l kg-l;
Ar39 activity=22±1 dis min-l kg-I; Ar37/ Ar39=0.55±
0.07. Total counts: Ar37, 1440; Ar39, 9038.

Radioactivity of C136 (308,000 yr), also mea
sured in Alandroal, was found to be only 75% of
the amount expected on the basis of C136/ Ar39 re
sults from other iron meteorites. A collision in
space that occurred perhaps a few hundred thou
sand years ago could account for a low C136 value.
Alandroal does have voids and an unusual metal
lographic pattern, features that could also be pro
duced by collision processes.

M,;:::;; (D..T)f3

Kl';:::;; (D..T)p

XT,;:::;; (D..T/T)-Y

p = 0.316+0.008;

v = 0.724+0.008;

y = 1.397+0.034;

M is the sublattice magnetization, Kl is the inverse
correlation range parameter, and X is the staggered
susceptibility. For D..T/TN <O.1 % the observed crit
ical scattering showed a marked deviation from
the Lorentzian shape that would be expected if
the time-independent pair-correlation function
had the classical Ornstein-Zernike form. Excellent
agreement was obtained, however, by using a cross
section ofthe form [A/(KI2+q2)P-'1/2, where q is
the momentum transfer relative to the (111) mag
netic reciprocal lattice point and TJ is a small quan
tity which modifies the Ornstein-Zernike pair-cor
relation function. This form was originally pro
posed by Fisher, and the values of the critical in
dices given above are based on this modification of
the cross section. The best value of TJ, obtained by
least-squares analysis, is 0.067+0.01, in excellent
agreement with Fisher's estimate of ,;:::;;0.08. It
should be noted, moreover, that the best values of
v and y obey the predicted relation y=(2-TJ)v,
which indicates that there is good internal
consistency.

In addition, the inelasticity of the scattering in
the critical region was examined in great detail
with use of a three-crystal spectrometer. The pres
ent theoretical understanding of the more general
space-time pair-correlation function is restricted
to the so-called hydrodynamic region, i.e., a re
gion in which the fluctuations obey a diffusion
equation. By making assumptions about the be
havior of the time-dependent correlation function

large fluctuations in space and time of the degree
of order. The energy and momentum changes in
neutron scattering produced by these fluctuations
provide a unique way of studying the full space
time correlation function in the vicinity of the
critical point.

Critical magnetic scattering of neutrons and the
sublattice magnetization have been measured for
the antiferromagnet RbMnF3 in the vicinity of the
Neel point (83.03°K). The critical scattering was
measured with use of a two-crystal spectrometer,
i.e., without energy analysis; and critical indices
for the temperature variation of parameters de
scribing the transition were obtained by using the
quasi-elastic approximation. These indices, to
gether with the defining relations, are given below.260

. .
180 220

3262 A,39 COUNTS
IN PEAK

Neutron scattering methods are being used to
study in detail the nature of the transition from the
magnetically ordered state to the disordered, or
paramagnetic, state. The behavior of magnetic
crystals in the vicinity of their Curie or Neel points
is closely analogous to that of fluids, binary solu
tions, ordered alloys, and a number of other physi
cal systems near their critical points. In all these
systems, cooperative interactions of large numbers
of atoms result in transitions characterized by the
loss oflong-range order as temperature is raised to
a critical point and the persistence of short-range
correlations beyond this temperature. These cor
relations become long-ranged and long-lived in the
vicinity of the critical point, which gives rise to
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near the critical point, Halperin and Hohenberg
have developed a theory of dynamic scaling which
predicts that the energy half-width, f(w), in the
hydrodynamic region should follow the relation
f(W):::::;K1 3/ 2• The measurements made here are in
reasonable agreement with this prediction and
give added support to the theory ofdynamic scaling.

MAGNETIC MOMENTS
OF TRANSITION ELEMENTS

The magnetic properties of transition element
salts, such as ferrocyanides, ferricyanides, and
cobalticyanides, are of interest because in these
crystals the ions are sufficiently far apart to consti
tute magnetically dilute systems. In such systems
measured magnetic moments may be compared
with theoretical values in order to investigate
quantitatively spin-orbit coupling effects which
are still incompletely understood.

A number ofwell-defined compounds have been
prepared and their magnetic susceptibilities mea
sured as a function of temperature:

NH4Fe3+Fell(CN)6, Zn3[FeII1(CN)6h· 10 H 20,

Mn3[Co(CN)6h·12 H 20,

and

1 I 1 I I I I I I 1 I I

-

~YI V -

I- -

Co57(cu) vs NH.Fe3+FbcNl,; co57 (Cu) vs K. Fe (CN). Co57 (Cu) vs NH.Fe3+Fl(CN).

[PREP'D FROM(NH.Ve(CN).] [PREP'D FROM (NH.)3Fe (CN).]

I I I I I I I I I I I I

14 16 18 20 14 16 18 20 14 16 18 20

CHANNEL NUM8ER

Figure 7. Mossbauer absorption spectra of two prepara
tions ofNH4FeFe(CN)6, one prepared from FeII(CN)64 

and the other from FeIII(CN)63-. These spectra show that
the Prussian Blue complex structure is independent of
cyanide structure used in preparation.
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In NH4Fe3+Fell (CN)6, Fe3+ is in a 6S5 / 2 state
with a "spin-only" moment. The susceptibility
obeys a Curie law,

XmolFe=4.365/T,

as expected for a magnetically dilute system. The
Fe3+ moment is

p,=5.92 {3 ,

to be compared with the theoretical spin-only
value of 5.92 {3 (Bohr magnetons). NH4FeFe(CN)6
has been prepared by the two reactions

Fe3++Fell(CN)64 - and Fe2++FeII1(CN63-.

The Mossbauer spectra of crystals from the two
preparations were found to be nearly identical and
to consist of two peaks, one corresponding to the
low-spin Fell and the other to Fe3+ in the high
spin state (see Figure 7). This confirms evidence
from other sources that the Prussian Blue complex
is always Fe3+-N C-Fell.

For Zn32+[FeIIl(CN)6h· 10 H 20, FeIIl is in a
2T2g state with a moment dependent on tempera
ture and spin-orbit coupling. The moment at
296 0 K is 2.38 {3, very close to that found in
K 3FeII1(CN)6.

In the case of Mn32+[CoIIl(CN)6h· 12 H 20,
Mn2+ occupies both cube corners and centers and
is in a 6S5/ 2 state. Although spin-spin exchange
would appear to be possible in this compound be
cause of the small distances between manganese
ions, none was found; Curie's law is followed with

XmolMn=4.5/T,

and the moment is

p,=6.08 {3 (theor. 5.92 {3, spin only).

In the compound Ni32+[CoIll(CN)6h· 12 H 20,
the state of the Ni2+ ion at both the cube corners
and centers is 3A 2g. Experimentally a Weiss-Curie
law is observed for the susceptibility as a function
of temperature,

X= 1.33/(T+9 0
) •

Thus, the moment is calculated to be

p,=3.26 {3 .

This value is a little larger than that observed for
the hydrated ion, Ni2+. 6 H 20, and it indicates a
slightly larger ratio of spin-orbit coupling to crys
tal-field splitting than is the case for Ni2+· 6 H 20.
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Figure 8. Molecular structure ofHMn(COh. Stereo pair.

It has been postulated that the anomalous mag
netic behavior of iron in hemoglobin can be ex
plained by the assumption that the spin ground
state of Fe(III) in that compound is a quartet
(8=%). Because the spin ground state of Fe(III) in
a variety of sulfur-ligated compounds has also
been claimed to be a quartet, an investigation of
the crystal structures of compounds containing
sulfur-ligated Fe(III) was begun. The catalytic
properties of some important enzymes have also
been traced to sulfur-ligated iron. Previous mea
surements at Brookhaven on the crystallography
and chemistry of some of these compounds had
raised questions about earlier reports of anomalous
magnetic properties.

To obtain information about the bonding char
acteristics of dithiocarbamates of iron, bis(cyclo
pentamethylenedithiocarbamato)Fe(COh was

Figure 9. Structure of tris(N,N-diethyldithiocarbamato)Co(III). Stereo pair.

CHEMICAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

Structures of Transition Metal Complexes

A long-standing controversy in the stereochem
istry of transition metal hydride complexes was
resolved by the neutron diffraction study of single
crystals of manganese pentacarbonyl hydride,
HMn(CO)5' This study showed clearly that, con
trary to earlier conjectures from other laboratories,
the hydrogen atom occupies a definite stereochem
ical position and the Mn-H bond length is that
predicted from consideration of normal covalent
radii, 1.60+0.01 A. A stereoscopic drawing of the
octahedral molecule is shown in Figure 8. This re
sult provides strong confirmation of the suggestion
from a number of x-ray studies that there is noth
ing unusual about the stereochemical behavior of
hydrogen as a ligand in inorganic complexes.
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Figure 10. Electron density map of oxalic acid showing
differences in density in the molecule with respect to iso
lated atoms. Densities in bonds as well as in unbonded
electron pairs may be seen. 0, oxygen; 0, carbon; .,
hydrogen.

Electron Density Determination

Electron density maps and accurate thermal
parameters were obtained for cyanuric acid, and
the work on several phases of oxalic acid hydrate
was completed. By comparison of the x-ray and
neutron diffraction data it is possible to see clearly

An x-ray diffraction study of the related com
pound of cobalt reveals almost identical bond
lengths, although the hydrogen atom in this case is
forced to lie in a symmetry position.

Neutron diffraGtion data on the polymorphs of
solid water, ice V and ice IX, were analyzed. Ice
IX (the low-temperature phase of ice III) has a
structure in which the protons are well ordered, as
they are in ice II. Order-disorder phenomena in
ice structures are particularly complex. The struc
ture of ice V as studied in a quenched form ex
hibits only partial order in the proton positions,
Some sites are occupied almost 100%, others in the
neighborhood of 50%, although even here there is
some variability. The number of hydrogens bond
ed to each oxygen is one in every case.
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synthesized and the structure of its stable crystals
determined. The dithiocarbamate ligand behaves
in a normal stereochemical way; the bond lengths
are normal and the piperidine ring is in the chair
configuration. Tris(N,N-diethyldithiocarbamato)
Fe(III) is isomorphous with the stable Co(III) de
rivative, and the crystal structure of the latter
compound was studied. The magnetic and struc
tural characteristics (see Figure 9) of this com
pound also are normal. Both of these compounds
have the 3d6 configuration; hence, reported chem
ical instabilities and anomalous magnetic prop
erties would seem to be confined to the 3d 5
configuration,

Anomalous magnetic properties have been re
ported also for bis[cis-l ,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)eth
ylene-l ,2-dithiolato]Fe triphenylarsine. This neu
tral molecule is stated to be diamagnetic, with its
anion in a spin-quartet (S= %) ground state, which
implies that the introduction of a single electron
into the parent compound decouples two electrons
when the anion is formed. A BNL study of the
crystal shows that the compound is monomeric,
although the dimeric structure found here earlier
for other bis-dithiolates of iron would be more con
sistent with the magnetic properties of the anion.
Preliminary studies of the tetra-n-butylammonium
bis[cis-l ,2-bis(trifluoromethyl )ethylene-l ,2-dithi
olato]Fe triphenylarsenate salt indicate that this
anion also may be monomeric. If this is verified,
the anion will be the first well-documented exam
ple of Fe(III) with a spin-% ground state.

Several new compounds were synthesized and
characterized both spectrally and structurally.
Co(NH3)6CdCI5 is cubic and contains the trigonal
bipyramidal anion CdCI53-; this is the first
actual isolation and structural proof of such an
anionic pentacoordinated species. The compound
Co(NH3)6ZnCI5, however, contains ZnCI.2- and
separate CI- anions.

Hydrogen Bonding

Two compounds containing short, probably
symmetric, hydrogen bonds were studied, one of
them by neutron diffraction. In this compound,
bis(2-amino-2-methyl-3-butanone oximato)Ni(II)CI.
H 20, the hydrogen atoms were found to lie almost,
but not exactly, at the center ofthe short hydrogen
bond. A study of the dynamical variables suggests
that the hydrogen atom lies in the lowest vibra
tional energy level of a broad, single-minimum po
tential function.
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the bonding and lone pair electrons in organic
molecules. An example is shown in Figure 10, in
which the bonding electron density, that is, the
difference between the electron density in the
molecule and that of isolated atoms, is clearly
shown.

Molecular Biology, Protein Structure

In a collaborative study with the Biology De
partment, it has been demonstrated that, with
equipment on hand, significant neutron diffraction
data can be collected from proteins. Such data on
single crystals of myoglobin have been used to cal
culate scattering density maps of good quality.
The applicability of neutron anomalous scattering
to the solution of the phase problem would appear
to be assured; and, most important, it has been
demonstrated that protein crystals suffer no signifi
cant radiation damage when exposed to the ther
mal neutron beams in the diffraction apparatus.

Instrumentation and Techniques

A variable-temperature liquid-helium cryostat
for the collection of three-dimensional neutron dif-

Figure 11. Cryostat mounted on full-circle goniometer for
neutron diffraction measurements on samples maintained
at controlled temperatures as low as that ofliquid helium.

fraction data was built. A similar cryostat has been
designed for x-ray diffraction work; it will be the
first of its kind anywhere. With these cryostats,
accurate electron-density and potential-function
information will be more readily obtainable than
at present. Figure 11 shows the neutron cryostat
mounted on the full-circle goniometer at the High
Flux Beam Research Reactor.

Development work was continued on other ad
vanced instrumentation, chief among which is the
128-detector x-ray diffractometer AESOP (auto
matic equi-inclination spectrometer operating in
parallel). The design of this advanced instrument
has been completed, along with the computer
controlled system and associated software. The use
of this diffractometer should speed up the collec
tion of data from protein crystals by a factor of ten.
Work has also continued on techniques for the dis
play of three-dimensional crystal structures on the
color television screen of a computer monitor. The
computer generates the drawings and allows direct
manipulation by means of a teletype terminal and
a coordinate digitizer. Molecular drawings may be
rotated, expanded, and amended at will.

CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS

OF THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT

Sign of the Electric Quadrupole Field Gradient
in Organo-Tin Compounds

The sign of the field gradient at the position of
the Mossbauer nucleus is obtained by comparing
spectra observed in strong magnetic fields (about
50 kOe) with spectra calculated for model struc
tures. For these computations a computer pro
gram developed at Argonne National Laboratory
is used.

Signs of the field gradient were measured in
compounds of the type R 2Sn(diethyldithiocarba
mate)2, with R either an alkyl group or a phenyl
group. The signs of the gradients in the alkyl com
pounds were found to be opposite to those in the
phenyl compounds. Both types of compound have
asymmetry parameters close to zero. It can now be
inferred that the structure of the phenyl com
pounds is cis-octahedral, and that of the alkyl
compounds is trans-octahedral, rather than tetra
hedral as reported in the literature. To demon
strate that the literature interpretation cannot be
correct, a compound known to be tetrahedral,
dibutyl tin bis(isooctylthioglycolate), was studied.



It proved to have a large asymmetry parameter. It
is therefore inferred that the alkyl compounds,
which, like the octahedral phenyl compounds,
have a small asymmetry parameter, cannot be
tetrahedral.

The signs of the electric field gradients at the
tin nucleus were shown to be the same in the com
pounds (CH3)JSnF and (CH3)3SnOH, which are
both five-coordinated with trigonal bipyramidal
structures. If these signs were opposite, as had been
reported in the literature, it would mean that the
sign depends in a sensitive way on bonds other
than the carbon-tin bonds. That no such sensitive
dependence obtains was shown by measurements
of the field gradient made on a dozen organo-tin
compounds of known structure.

It was earlier found at BNL that in a series of
compounds like R3SnCI, R 2SnCI2, and RSnCI3,
which all presumably have tetrahedral structures,
the relative magnitudes of the field gradients differ
from theoretical expectations. To determine
whether this could be due to intermolecular ef
fects in the crystal, measurements were made on
frozen solutions of these compounds in a nonco
ordinating solvent. The spectrum of RSnCh in
dilute solution is much the same as that in the
crystal, but there are large changes in the cases of
R 3SnCI and R 2SnCI2. This indicates that in crys
tals of the two last-named the intermolecular
forces are important, an interpretation supported
by recently reported crystallographic results.

Standard Reference Sources
for Mossbauer Spectroscopy of Tin Compounds

The sign of the electric quadrupole field gradi
ent at the tin nucleus in (CH3)2SnF2 was estab
lished unambiguously about one year ago at BNL.
As a consequence of the fact that this now well
understood Mi::issbauer absorption spectrum con
sists of two intense, well-separated, narrow, indi
vidual lines, (CH3hSnF2 is being proposed to the
National Bureau of Standards as a reference ma
terial for Mi::issbauer measurements of tin com
pounds. The Bureau has judged it to be promising
and is providing samples to various laboratories
for further investigation.

Structure of Sn (DTC) 4

To check a claim in the literature that tin in
Sn(DTC)4 (DTC =diethyldithiocarbamate) is
eight-coordinated, with each DTC anion acting as
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a bidentate ligand,the compound [Sn(DTC)J]+
[B(C6H 5)4]-, which cannot have an eight-coordi
nated structure, was prepared for a Mi::issbauer
study. The two compounds proved to have identi
cal Mi::issbauer shifts, an indication that tin has the
same coordination number in both. From known
regularities in shifts and from the infrared spectra
of both compounds it was inferred that this co
ordination number was six. This has recently been
confirmed by crystal structure analyses at the Uni
versity of Missouri, which show that Sn(DTC)4
contains two monodentate and two bidentate
DTC ligands.

Mossbauer Studies on Te 12S Compounds

A study has been made ofthe compound Te(II)
(TmTr)4Ch' 2H20 (TmTr =tetramethylthio
urea). This is the first true Te2+ compound ever to
be subjected to Mi::issbauer study. The observed
quadrupole splitting, ;::::; 17.4 mm/sec, is more than
twice as large as the largest splitting previously re
ported for tellurium compounds. Large splittings
are expected for other Te2+ compounds, and pos
sibly the magnitude of splittings may serve to
distinguish Te2+ from Te4+.

INORGANIC REACTIONS IN SOLUTIONS

Previous studies at BNL and elsewhere have
shown that many oxidation-reduction reactions
involving metal ions and their complexes proceed
via intermediates in which the metal ions are con
nected by a common bridging group. This group
of reactions, which are called inner-sphere re
actions, proceeds in a number of steps. The first
step is the formation of a precursor complex from
the separated reactants; the second step, which is
usually the slowest, involves the reorganization of
the precursor complex. The subsequent steps are
comparatively rapid. An important advance re
cently made at BNL was the recognition of a new
class of reactions in which the formation of the
precursor complex is the slowest step. This reaction
mechanism was substantiated by comparisons,
made recently at BNL and elsewhere, of the acti
vation parameters for the reduction of vanadium
(IV), chromium(III), and cobalt(III) complexes
by vanadium(II) with the activation parameters
for substitution of water on vanadium(II). These
comparisons show that the rate-determining step
in the reductions by vanadium(II) is the replace-



REACTION MECHANISMS IN ORGANIC SYSTEMS

However, the rapid reaction (studied earlier at
BNL) between Fe(phen)g3+ and Fez+, which is
formed by aquation of Fe(phen)3z+, was neglected.
The above system has therefore been re-examined.
New data on the oxidation-reduction reaction sug
gest that an iron(IV) species, rather than thal
lium(II), is involved in the reaction between
Fe(phen)gZ+ and thallium(III).

In solvent extraction studies it was established
that thallic bromide is extracted from aqueous
solution into tributylphosphate-octane mixtures as
the solvated molecular species TlBr3 • 2TBP and
the solvated ion pair HTlBr4· 4TBP, and evidence
was obtained that the TlBr4- anion in the latter
species is solvated. Values were obtained for the
stability constants of the complexes TlBrz+, TlBr3,
and TlBr4- in the aqueous phase. From conduc
tivity measurements on methyl-isobutyl ketone ex
tracts of HCI, HCI04, and HFeCI4, it was con
cluded that all three acids form ion pairs and
triple ions (HXz-) in the organic phase.
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ment of a water molecule coordinated to the metal
center. On the basis of this finding it is possible to
rationalize the effects of a variety of anions on the
rate of oxidation-reduction reactions involving
vanadium(II) and to explain why the reactivity
patterns observed in these systems differ from those
observed in other inner-sphere reactions.

The oxidation of chromium(II) by hydrogen
peroxide in the presence of cyanide ions proceeds
by a variety of paths. The relative contributions of
these paths depend upon the pH and cyanide ion
concentrations of the solution. At pH 11 to 12 and
high cyanide ion concentrations, the reaction pro
ceeds by a two-step outer-sphere mechanism:

Cr(CN)64-+HzO~Cr(CN)63-+0H-+OH,

Cr(CN)64-+OH ~Cr(CN)63-+0H-,

with the first step being the slower. At higher pH
values chromium(II) and hydrogen peroxide form
a relatively stable complex, which only slowly de
composes into products.

Cr(CN)64- + HzOz~

Cr(CN)4HOz3- + 2CN- + H + ,

Cr(CN)4HOz3-~ products.

Fe(phen)gZ+ + T)3+

Fe(phen)gz+ + T)2+ Fe(phen)g3+ + TI+ .

..

The above mechanisms may operate quite gener
ally in reactions involving hydrogen peroxide and
metal centers. Further studies of reactions of this
type are in progress.

Thallium(II) has frequently been proposed as
an intermediate in reactions of thallium(III) with
reducing agents, but convincing experimental evi
dence is limited to only a few instances, of which
the thallium(III)-iron(II) reaction is the best
documented. Earlier work on this reaction was
extended, and the mechanistic conclusions were
verified. It was also found that the rate of the
thallium(I)-thallium(III) exchange reaction is
increased in the presence of iron(II), evidently
through the intervention of thallium(II). In con
junction with photochemical and radiation-chemi
cal studies performed elsewhere, the results of these
exchange studies should provide significant new
information on the reactions ofthallium(II).

In a publication from another laboratory it was
recently proposed that the mechanism of the
thallium(III) oxidation of ferrous tris( 1,1 O-phe
nanthroline) is

Recombination of Caged Radicals

Some azo compounds undergo thermal decom
position by stepwise rupture of two carbon-nitro
gen bonds:

R-N=N-R'~R-N=N.+R'., (1)

R-N N' ~R' +Nz . (2)

The fact that nitrogen is evolved relatively slowly
when decomposition is carried out in highly vis
cous solvents has been regarded as an identifying
characteristic of such a mechanism and has been
considered as supporting the notion that the caged
pair of radicals produced in (1) undergoes reversi
ble recombination.

a-Phenylethylazomethane, which has been
shown by secondary a-deuterium, C13, and NI5
kinetic isotope effects to undergo decomposition
by steps (1) and (2), has been prepared optically
active. Reversible rupture and re-formation ofone
carbon-nitrogen bond would lead to loss of optical
activity without nitrogen formation. Experimental

!At Hil.riff .',jMii!J _-1l!l1._ N ' __ .lJ JU J I.
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A study was completed of isotope distributions
in the reaction of carbon atoms with hydrocarbons
and alkylfluorides; a large number of specifically
deuterated and fluorinated hydrocarbons were in
vestigated. Deuterium distributions observed in
product ClCacetylene as compared with the dis
tributions in the reactant molecules reflect the
intramolecular nature of the reaction and the life
time and excitation of the intermediate complex.
The results strongly support mechanistic hypothe
ses previously put forth at BNL.

A study of n-butylcarbene production in the
photolysis of diazo-n-butane showed very little
correspondence with the results from a study of
n-butylcarbene production in the reaction of pro
pane with a hot carbon atom. Bond scission oc
curred, but products reflecting the lower energy
state of the photo-produced carbene were found.
Products from a typical low-pressure experiment
are shown in the following equation.

results, however, appear to indicate that the rates
of nitrogen production and loss of optical activity
are very nearly the same.

Enzyme-Related Model System

A study has been in progress of a model isomer
ization reaction related to the enzymatic cis-trans
isomerization of maleylacetoacetic acid. Recently,
the effect of Schiff base formation on the rate of
isomerization, which may have a role for the en
zyme, has been investigated. Such a base, the
semicarbazone ofcu--,B-acetylacrylic acid, has been
prepared, and the kinetics of its hydrolysis and
isomerization to the trans compound have been
studied. The rate of isomerization catalyzed by
thiocyanate ion turns out to be about the same for
cis-,B-acetylacrylic acid as for its semicarbazone.
This type of Schiff base thus does not accelerate
the isomerization; however, the possibility that
others may do so is not excluded.

Hot Atom Chemistry
N hll

/'-/ 2---+/'0"
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Studies of hot atom chemistry in organic systems
with accelerator-produced isotopes were resumed
with the rebuilt 60-in. cyclotron, after a three-year
hiatus due to lack of irradiation facilities. Three
fundamental mechanism studies were carried for
ward. In pure fluorocarbons, product distributions
of both Cll_ and Fl8-containing compounds are
determined. A second program is concerned with
the relative reactivity toward hot carbon atoms of
the components in fluorocarbon-hydrocarbon mix
tures. Perfluoromethane-ethane-oxygen and per
fluoroethane-ethane-oxygen mixtures were studied.
The results support previous postulates that car
bon atom-substrate complexes of long lifetime are
formed. The perftuorohydrocarbon turns out to be
an effective moderator of the carbon atom and
provides a new system for the study of thermalized
carbon atoms. A third study is directed toward de
tails of carbon atom reactivity as influenced by
bond type and structure. Specifically, deuterium
labeled ethyl and n-propyl aromatics, e.g., toluene
a-2H 3 and the various side-chain-Iabeled ethyl and
n-propylbenzenes, were prepared for irradiation.
The double-label technique previously developed
at BNL is being applied to determine the point of
attack on the molecule by the carbon atom and
the selectivity it shows in discriminating between
aromatic and aliphatic moieties.

This work, along with results obtained at BNL in
previous years, supports the hypothesis that the
thermal, ground-state carbon atom reacts slowly,
if at all, in insertion reactions. It is thus different in
reactivity from carbon atoms in the first two ex
cited states and from the kinetically hot atom in
any electronic state.

Application of Hot Atom
Reaction Studies in Medicine

Carbon-II was used to prepare compounds of
interest in medical research. This interdisciplinary
program was begun last year. Success was attained
in the preparation of labeled dopamine (used in
research and treatment of Parkinsonism) by a
combination of recoil method and organic syn
thesis. The technique developed involves hot atom
preparation of cyanide followed by incorporation
of the cyanide into an organic precursor of dopa
mine. Chemical methods then lead to dopamine
Cll. The entire procedure can be completed in
one hour. Direct recoil labeling of L-dopa, trypto
phan, and other amino acids at usable levels was
also accomplished. In these recoil syntheses, chemi
cally pure materials were obtained in 30 min or
less after the end of proton irradiation (see Figure
12). This work represents an important practical
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Figure 12. Preparation of target for nuclear recoil label
ing of a drug by irradiation of the material with protons
at the BNL 60-in. cyclotron.

application of the research in hot atom chemistry
and labeling techniques carried out at BNL over a
period of years.

RADIATION CHEMISTRY

yields in aerated aqueous solution for three reac
tions: (1) the oxidation of ferrous sulfate over the
pH range from 0.3 to 6, (2) the formation of hy
drogen peroxide in aerated solutions of ethanol
and of formate ion, and (3) the reduction of tetra
nitromethane. These observations are interpreted
in terms of the number offree radicals formed in
the irradiation of water. Certain previously ac
cepted values have been revised as a consequence
of this work. In all these reactions the products
tend to react with the radicals formed, so that the
yields at higher conversions are smaller than the
true initial values. The new values, when carefully
extrapolated back to zero dose, agree with one an
other and with results for certain other systems re
ported in the literature; they do not agree with
other results from experiments in which larger
doses were used. It appears that this problem has
at last been satisfactorily settled and that no fur
ther work need be done.

Radiolysis of Aqueous Sodium Linoleate

The study of radiation oxidation of fatty acids in
solution was undertaken because the results may
throw some light on radiation effects on permea
bility of biological membranes. Like other soaps,

Figure 13. Rate constants for first-order decay of H 20 3

and D 20 3 as a function of acidity. • , D 20 3 in D 20 .• and
0, H 20 3 in H 20: ., old data obtained by flow method;
0, new data obtained by pulse radiolysis. The curves are
theoretical, derived from an assumed acid-base catalysis
mechanism.

Properties of H20) and H02

H 20 3 , a "super peroxide" of hydrogen, is an
interesting but unstable compound, which has to
date been made only by irradiation of water con
taining dissolved oxygen gas. The deuterium com
pound D 20 3 has now been made by irradiation of
heavy water containing oxygen, and its decompo
sition rate has been studied as a function ofpH. ~

At room temperature, in any acid concentration, ,,_
the lifetime of D 20 3 in D 20 is just six times that
of H 20 3 in H 20 (Figure 13). At lower tempera
tures the ratio is somewhat greater than six. It was
calculated that if D 20 3 could be obtained at
_80 a C it would be essentially stable.

The deuterium analogue of the H02 radical,
D02 , has been studied in flow systems with use of
both chemical detection and electron spin reso
nance measurement. The bimolecular decay con
stant for D02 is six times smaller than that for
H02 under the same conditions (0.4 M H+).

Accurate Yield Values for Water Radiolysis

Very careful determinations were made, with
use of a weak source of y rays, of the true initial
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sodium linoleate at sufficiently low concentrations
in alkaline solutions is present as molecules; but at
a certain critical concentration, depending upon
the alkalinity and the nature of the anions present,
it begins to aggregate into colloidal micelles. Un
der irradiation this soap may be oxidized by a
chain reaction. The chains are not of appreciable
length in the molecularly dispersed solution, but
solutions just above the critical concentration for
micelle formation show a very large rise in the
oxidation yield; G-values are as high as 170. Thus
the oxidation proceeds very readily when the fatty
acid molecules are agglomerated into lipidlike
phases, but not when they are dispersed.

Ionization of Liquids Measured
by Electrical Methods

Of the physical processes involved in the inter
action of radiation with the various forms of mat
ter, the least well understood is the production of
ionization in liquids and the fate of the free elec
trons thus formed. Recently, considerable progress
in understanding this subject has been made at
BNL as the result of a new electrical method de
veloped here for measuring yields of free ions
formed in irradiation of liquids with high energy x
rays. The yield is determined by the probability
that an electron, given a certain kinetic energy in
the ionization process, can escape immediate re
combination with the positive ion from which it
came. The escape probability depends in an obvi
ous way on the density and dielectric constant of
the medium, but beyond this it is found to depend
strongly on the molecular structure of the sub
stance. Generally, in a set of isomers, free ion
yields increase with increasing branching in the
structure, and quaternary atoms have an especial
ly large effect. The temperature coefficient of the
yield tends to be smaller for liquids that exhibit
higher yields. The results have been interpreted in
terms of the cross sections for energy loss by slow
electrons to the vibrational and rotational modes
of the liquid molecules.

During exposure to radiation, neopentane and
tetramethyl silicon show an anomalously high
conductivity which disappears extremely rapidly
on termination of the exposure. The effect is due
to the presence of a population of electrons ofvery
high mobility, comparable to that of electrons in
liquid argon. This phenomenon does not occur in
the presence of a small concentration of any elec
tron-trapping substance, such as oxygen.
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The study of the basic processes of ionization in
liquids, which had languished for many decades,
was revived in recent years in large part through
the efforts of the Radiation Chemistry Group in
this Department. It has now become an exciting
and rapidly developing field which has been taken
up by an increasing number of laboratories.

Ionization and Charge Transfer
Studied by Optical Methods

Ionization in a liquid may be studied by adding
small quantities of a substance that readily accepts
the positive or negative charge from the ion pres
ent to produce a compound with a distinctive
color ("optical absorption spectrum"), which can
be observed, even though its lifetime be very short,
by the methods of pulse radiolysis. Several such
substances in a variety of solvents have been stud
ied at BNL with a view to using them to determine
the free ion yields in liquids of relatively high in
herent conductivity, to which electrical methods of
yield determination cannot be applied. It is found
that a generally applicable charge acceptor is the
stable radical galvinoxyl, which easily accepts
electrons and forms a negative ion having a dis
tinctive absorption spectrum. Yields of the galvin
oxyl ion are equal to the total free-ion yield as
determined by the electrical method in several hy
drocarbon and other low-dielectric-constant sol
vents. Yield of the ion in ethanol was found to be
equal to the yield of solvated electrons, as deter
mined by pulse radiolytic studies described in the
literature. Ion yields in several other alcohols have
been determined. The method of pulse radiolysis
opens up possibilities of studying ionization in a
wide range ofsolvents for which other methods are
not readily applicable.

Radiation Chemistry of Heterogeneous Systems

The way in which energy introduced into one
phase of a heterogeneous system can produce
chemical effects in another phase is of obvious im
portance for the study of radiation effects in bio
logical and in practical industrial systems. A study
has been completed of the effects of y radiation on
ethanol adsorbed on silica. Radiation energy de
posited in the silica induces decomposition of the
ethanol, with many of the same products formed
as when ethanol is irradiated directly. However,
additional ethane and ethylene are formed in
amounts that vary in a peculiar manner with the
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THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY

gases from the scattering gas III the collision
chamber.

The first material investigated in this apparatus
was hydrogen. The binding of the proton to the
hydrogen molecule in the H 3+ ion presents a prob
lem of considerable interest to the theoretical
chemist. Experimental estimates of this binding
energy based on kinetic studies are significantly
lower than values obtained from supposedly ac
curate calculations. The H 3 + ion represents the
simplest polyatomic system available for theoreti
cal study and is therefore especially important as
an object ofquantum mechanical calculations.

The experiment on the hydrogen system con
sisted of generating D 3 + in the high-pressure ion
source, separating it by magnetic mass analysis
from all other ions prepared in the source, and in
troducing it with controlled kinetic energy into the
collision chamber, which contained a neutral inert
gas (helium, neon, or argon). The collision ofD3+
with the inert gas produced D+ ions and D 2 mole
cules. The yields of D+ ions were determined by
mass analysis, by means of the quadrupole mass
filter, of the ions emerging from the collision
chamber. From the variation of the amount ofD+
produced with the initial kinetic energy of the D3 +
ion beam, the threshold energy for the dissociation
reaction, in other words, the binding energy of D+
to the D2 molecule, was determined.

The measurements demonstrated that there is
significant shift in threshold energy for D 3 + dis
sociation with increasing pressure in the primary
ion source. The high-pressure threshold provided
a basis for estimating the proton affinity of H2 to
be ;::::;5 eV, in excellent agreement with recent the
oretical values.

In the investigation of the kinetics of the de
excitation of H 3 +, a very efficient process requir
ing only one collision, on the average, was discov
ered. A resonant proton transfer mechanism is sug
gested which produces ground-state H 3+ and
highly excited H 2 neutral molecules. This mecha
nism requires the transfer of a proton from H 3+ to
neutral H 2 to take place rapidly, with very little
interaction between donor and acceptor hydrogen
molecules.

Semiempirical Molecular Orbital Theory

Several semiempirical quantum-mechanical
methods developed recently show promise as tools
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Figure 14. Tandem mass-spectrometer system with high
pressure ion source and collision chamber for study ofion
molecule reactions.

A high-pressure ion source has been developed
and incorporated into a tandem mass-spectrom
eter system for the study of ion-molecule reactions.
This source was designed for the production of
ions that require more than one or two ion-mole
cule collisions for their synthesis. Furthermore,
ions initially produced in excited states are de
excited by collisions in the source prior to their use
in the study of collision-induced dissociation
thresholds. Figure 14 is a sketch of the apparatus
for these studies. The rather long path between the
primary ion source, which operates at pressures of
up to a few torr, and the collision chamber insures
the nearly complete separation of source neutral

quantity of ethanol present; the results suggest
that one effect of the radiation is to produce on the
surface of the silica acidic sites similar to those
present in commercial silica-alumina catalysts.

EXIT SLlT-----J



for understanding certain empirical correlations
observed in reactions that appear to have regulari
ties in electron density and potential energy
changes. A major problem, however, is to define
the areas of trustworthiness of the approximate
theory, i.e., to determine for which of the molecu
lar properties predictions are correct, and of these
which will be fundamentally plausible and which
accidental or predetermined trivially. Some ofthe
most important questions to be asked are: How
sensitive are the wave functions and hence the ex
pectation values to the representation of molecular
geometries? Are formally charged species as well
represented as neutral molecules? Are nonequi
librium (including transition-state) structures
acceptably represented by these theories? Work
was recently completed in one area of this prob
lem, derivation of the energetics and details of
charge flow accompanying distortion of simple
molecules from their equilibrium configurations.
Specifically, both angular and stretching deforma
tion effects in the first-row dihydrides were ana
lyzed in closed form by two different approximate
methods. Comparisons with experimental results,
with empirical rules, and with the results of
Hartree-Fock calculations confirmed that serious
deficiencies exist in the extended Huckel theories.
However, the true SCF(CND02)* method of
Pople appears to be more soundly grounded in
its approximations, especially in its explicit rec
ognition of important repulsion effects, asjudged
by the geometric distortion analysis. This method
seems at present to be the best choice for the reac
tivity analysis.

Reactivity Correlations
by Linear Free Energy Relations

The complementary study involving statistical
analysis and improvement in linear free energy
(LFE) equations has progressed past the stage at
which solvent effects upon the reactivity constants
(p's) in the Taft dual substituent equation, log
k/ko= PIOI + OROR, have been recognized and cor
related with the dielectric properties of the solvent.
The present stage involves the refining of the sub
stituent constants (o's) to eliminate the small yet
potentially important effects that solvent may
have on these constants, especially as regards their
correlation with the results of theory on intramo
lecular electronic effects accompanying reaction.

·Self-consistent field (complete neglect of differential overlap).
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Development of somewhat more complicated
models, including, for example, specific site hydra
tions, is being initiated to test the differences noted
between the refined and unrefined LFE parameters.

Ab Initio Gaussian Molecular Orbital Calculations

Gaussian orbital SCF calculations on the reac
tion system C2H6~C2H 5+ + H- were essentially
completed. The energetics ofthe reaction calcu
lated from theory appear reasonable when com
pared with experimental appearance potential
data. Analysis of the electronic distributions in the
C 2H 5+ ion showed the simple concept of hyper
conjugation to be valid insofar as donation of
labile 7T and quasi-7T electrons to the empty meth
ylene orbital is concerned. Population and true
density analysis also revealed that with ion forma
tion there occur significant 0 electron shifts which
may actually exceed the hyperconjugative effects
in importance. The relative importance of these
effects may be better understood from considera
tion of the torsional conformers of the ion; detailed
comparison of the wave functions for the staggered
and eclipsed conformations of the ions continues.
The interest in the hyperconjugation phenomenon
has arisen because kinetic fi-deuterium isotope ef
fects in SNI solvolysis reactions are taken to be re
lated to hyperconjugation.

Isotopic Equilibria

Previous work at BNL on the exact formulation
of the effect of anharmonicity on isotope effects
was extended. The formula for the zero-point en
ergy of a polyatomic molecule is

Eo/hc=Go+ ~ L wigi+ t L Xi; gi go ,
kj

where the g's are degeneracy factors, Wi'S are har
monic frequencies, and Xi;'s are usual anharmo
nicity corrections. Go has usually been ignored in
calculating isotope effects on the zero-point en
ergy. It is actually a non-negligible factor. Go con
sists of one part that arises from anharmonicity of
vibration and another that arises from rotational
vibrational interaction. The latter part has now
been reduced to very simple form, and the magni
tude of Go has been calculated for a number ofdi
atomic and triatomic molecules. For diatomic
"self-exchange equilibria" such as H 2+D2=2HD,
it is found that there is neither a Go nor an Xi; con
tribution to the equilibrium constant. For the simi
lar triatomic equilibrium H 20 + D20 = 2HDO,
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Figure 15. Sasanian silver bowl with inlaid figures
(Castor and Pollux) and gilt surface decoration.

there is a large Xij contribution to the equilibrium
constant, as has long been known, but now it is
found that this contribution is almost perfectly
canceled by the Co factor. Reasonable agreement
between theory and experiment is now obtained
for the above equilibrium constant.

INVESTIGATIONS OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL
AND HISTORICAL MATERIALS

The tracing of geographic origins and the es
tablishment of criteria for authentication of arti-

facts of archaeological, anthropological, and artis
tic interest are being done at BNL by neutron acti
vation analysis of small amounts of impurities in
these objects, which are of many kinds.

During the past year many Mayan pottery ob
jects found in Central America have been exam
ined. Although the utilitarian pottery is variable
in impurity concentration, the fine orange ware in
a large central area several hundred miles across
is remarkably uniform. Fine orange ware from
each of two peripheral areas appears to be of com
mon composition within each area, but the area



compositions differ. Efforts are under way to locate
pottery sources by examination of clay samples.

Sasanian silver objects, made in Persia from
::::::200 to 600 A.D., have been investigated to ex
plore origins and fabrication techniques. These ob
jects have been found to have one of two basic
characteristic compositions. One of the inlaid
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bowls studied is shown in Figure 15. Results of
neutron activation analysis show that the inlays
were made of the same basic typical silver alloy as
the bowl itselfand that a gold-silver alloy was used
for the gilding. The gilt layers retain traces of the
mercury used in what was evidently an amalga
mation gilding technique.



Applied

InJanuary 1969 the Trustees ofAssociated Uni
versities, Inc., approved changing the name of the
Nuclear Engineering Department to the Depart
ment ofApplied Science. The new name recognizes
that much of the present work of the Department
is applied scientific research rather than engineer
ing, and also that some of its work is not of a nu
clear character.

The Department continued to engage in scien
tific and developmental activities, principally of
an applied nature, which fulfill recognized ob
jectives of a National Laboratory and are con
sistent with the character of Brookhaven. These
activities are of a pioneering nature with a high
degree of technical sophistication; they either are
required for the general research program of the
Laboratory or fulfill a national need for which
the Laboratory has unique capabilities.

Within this general framework, the activities of
the Department can be grouped into three cate
gories, as follows.

1. Research and development, not necessarily
of a nuclear nature, directed toward applications
of atomic energy.

2. Research and development, and engineering
when required, in support of other scientific pro
grams of the Laboratory.

3. Research and development in the service of
other national needs, with the agreement of the
AEC, in cases in which Laboratory facilities and
staff capabilities are superior to those of other
agencies and in which the foregoing guidelines
are clearly satisfied.

BNL personnel were involved in the study of
the U.S. nuclear power industry for the period
1970 to 2020 for the US AEC's Division of Reactor
Development and Technology. Other work for
this Division concerned the development of codes
and standards applicable to the reactor field.

In the Reactor Physics Division, theoretical
work and reactor analysis emphasized analytical
and computer studies to promote understanding
of the Liquid-Metal-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) and of the cross sections important in
LMFBR calculations. This included reactor dy
namics and stability, transport and slowing-down
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of fast spectrum neutrons, and fluid dynamics
problems, as well as the analysis of fast and epi
thermal critical experiments. Physics work for the
AEC's Division ofReactor Licensing was concerned
with feedback mechanisms in power reactors and
analysis of control rod worth.

The Nuclear Materials Division continued to
provide technical advice and guidance to the
US AEC's Office of Safeguards and Materials
Management.

A meeting of the Cross Section Evaluation
Working Group was hosted by BNL's National
Neutron Cross Section Center in September 1968.

The program of the Liquid Metal Center of
the Metallurgy and Materials Science Division is
also directed toward the AEC's fast breeder re
actor program.

The program on superconductivity in coopera
tion with the Cryogenics Group of the Physics
Department was continued.

A meeting was held at BNL in November 1968
under the Japanese-American intergovernmental
information exchange agreement on the radia
tion-produced polyethylene program and the
chemonuclear reactor program. The Japanese
delegation was headed by Dr. I. Munekata, Chair
man of the Japan Atomic Energy Research In
stitute, and Dr. S. Sawayanagi, Director of the
Institute's Takasaki Laboratory.

A seminar on radiation chemical processing was
organized for the AEC's Division of Research and
held at BNL in February 1969. It was attended
by 40 faculty members from departments of
chemical or nuclear engineering.

Information meetings were held at BNL for the
AEC's Division of Isotopes Development on con
crete-polymer materials in October 1968 and on
the atmospheric sulfur pollutants program in No
vember 1968. These were attended by representa
tives ofindustrial and governmental organizations.

The close collaboration that has existed for sev
eral years between the Hot Laboratory Division
and the Medical Department continues to in
crease, and the development of radioisotopes for
medical applications constitutes a significant part
of the Division's program. The Hot Laboratory
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Division has also collaborated with the Chemistry
Department in writing a computer program to
calculate nuclear level densities.

EVALUATION AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The Evaluation and Technical Assistance Group
continued to assist the AEC in program reviews
and the evaluation of specific areas of interest.
BNL personnel participated in the study of the
U.S. nuclear power industry for the Reactor De
velopment and Technology Division of the AEC.
They served as members of the Research and De
velopment Subcommittee and as a special work
ing group to help in writing the final systems
analysis report. Assistance was rendered in writ
ing several sections of the final report, in evaluat
ing the linear program output, and in devising
ways of presenting the data, which included the
preparation ofover 100 graphs encompassing each
reactor case investigated.

Final draft reports of the heavy-water-moder
ated, organic-cooled and the high-temperature,
gas-cooled converter systems, and advanced con
verter task force and thorium systems task force
evaluations were reviewed, and comments were
submitted to the AEG.

BNL is participating in the development of
codes and standards applicable to the reactor field,
as part of an AEC-sponsored program at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and Atomics Inter
national for the water-reactor and LMFBR pro
grams, respectively. Detailed comments on some
60 standards have been submitted thus far. BNL
is also represented on subcommittees of the
USASI-NSB* Standards Committee N-101.

A study was initiated to investigate the effect of
pumped storage on the plant factor ofpower plants.

REACTOR PHYSICS

Theoretical Reactor Physics

Theoretical reactor physics studies have treated
problems in reactor dynamics, neutron slowing
down and transport, and fluid dynamics.

Perturbation techniques were used for analyzing
space and space-time problems with nonlinear
feedback. The method has been applied to prob
lems in which the reactor starts from zero power
as well as from equilibrium. The technique is well

*USA Standards Institute, Nuclear Standards Board.
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suited to the investigation ofthe effect ofthe sodium
void coefficient in fast reactors. At the same time
it casts additional light on the method of solu
tion by modal analysis. A perturbation method
based on the dominant roots of the linearized
equations has been examined and applied to ex
cursions and cases with xenon poisoning. Higher
order corrections to the prompt jump approxima
tion have given a firmer basis to the conventional
promptjump treatment. This extension has shown
the way to greatly increase the size of time steps
in the numerical integration ofthe reactor kinetics
equation. The effect ofdelayed neutrons on power
oscillations has been studied, and conditions have
been established under which delayed neutrons
allow unstable limit cycles to exist in reactors in
which feedback is linear with power.

Study of unstable pulsed neutron decay has
elucidated the behavior of the decay constant for
large bucklings in cases in which the decay con
stant is no longer discrete and real. Conditions
under which the behavior at large times continues
to resemble an exponential decay were examined.
The experimental techniques of measuring time
constant vs buckling and relaxation length vs
poisoning and vs fI:equency of oscillation of driving
source are all fundamentally related. These tech
niques were analyzed, and the changes in the
nature of the measured quantity when a param
eter (buckling, poisoning, frequency) exceeds a
critical value were studied. Time-dependent slow
ing-down has been investigated for fast subcritical
assemblies with use of the exact elastic scattering
kernel and diffusion or asymptotic transport
theory.

Two-phase flow studies have shown the im
portance of a crucial condensing length as well
as the crucial boiling length. The analogy between
boiling and condensing flows was treated. The
method of iterative solution has been applied to
several problems, including resonance absorp
tion. A more rigorous analysis of the method
has shown how to establish error bounds on the
solutions.

Reactor Physics Analysis. The work of the
Reactor Analysis Group included studies of ex
periments, development of analytical methods,
and code development.

The ZPR3 assemblies 11 and 48 were studied
as part of the BNL contribution to the Cross Sec
tion Evaluation Working Group intercomparison
in the Evaluated Nuclear Data File for Reactor
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Applications (ENDF/B) program. Analysis of Los
Alamos experiments with critical reflected pluto
nium spheres yielded information on energy and
angular distribution of spectra to be used for set
ting up tests of ENDF/B data. Some analysis of
heterogeneity effects in fast lattices was carried out.

The poisoned Pu-D20 lattice experiments per
formed at BNL have been analyzed with use of
ENDF/B data and as nearly rigorous methods as
possible. Monte Carlo results were coupled with
those from the HAMMER code. Up-scattering through
the low energy PU240 resonance was investigated.
Some thermal, slightly enriched uranium-water
critical experiments were recalculated for testing
ENDF/B data.

Programming was completed on N0AH, a one
dimension one-group dynamics code with a num
ber of feedback and control options. This code
produces an equilibrium power distribution and
then calculates the evolution of a transient. In
another code, two-phase flow was incorporated in
a steady-state calculation of power distributions.

A new Monte Carlo resonance capture code,
REPCDC, has been produced. Using ENDF/B data
and an improved statistical treatment of unre
solved resonances, the code is useful for fast and
thermal reactor calculations. The DOT two-dimen
sion SN code was modified to allow rigorous in
clusion of a transverse buckling.

The 2DB two-dimension multigroup diffusion
code was brough into operation on the BNL com
puter system together with an associated perturba
tion code. ENDF/B service routines obtained from
other laboratories required a number of modifica
tions and corrections.

A synthesis approach has been used for solving
the transport equation for the space, energy, and
angle flux in multiregion critical experiments.
Discontinuous trial functions and improved
weighting techniques were employed. Numerical
tests show the method to be effective.

Division of Reactor Licensing. Technical as
sistance to the AEC's Division of Reactor Licens
ing included work on reactor temperature and
power coefficients and on reactor stability, and
study of control-rod calculational methods, as
well as other day-to-day problems.

An extensive series of calculations was carried
out for comparison with zero-power experimental
data on reactivity variation with water tempera
ture and boron content in a pressurized water re
actor (PWR). Satisfactory agreement was obtained

over the range studied. Calculations for the power
coefficient of a PWR were begun. Consistent
power and cross-section distributions are being
obtained at several power levels. The uncertainty
in the Doppler coefficient of a PWR due to uncer
tainties in the resonance parameters was evaluated.

Calculation of control-rod worths in PWR's has
been studied and comparisons have been made
with experimental data on worth of control
clusters. A survey of methods of calculating rod
worth in boiling water reactors was begun.

The stability of nonboiling and boiling reactors
has been studied for a range of reactor sizes with
various feedback parameters.

The flux ofhigh energy neutrons on the pressure
vessel of a PWR was calculated in one- and two
dimension transport and removal studies.

Experimental Reactor Physics

The experimental reactor physics program in
cludes measurements of neutronic parameters in
clean and well-defined assemblies of fissionable
and moderating materials. These experiments are
coordinated with parallel programs in theoretical
reactor physics. The intent is to provide data over
a wide range of variables which can be used as
bench marks in evaluating the accuracy of theo
retical methods and neutron cross sections used
in designing nuclear reactors. In addition to the
experimental program, a compilation ofdata from
other fast reactor critical experiments is being
prepared.

The FS-l (the first fast critical assembly at
BNL) contains ;:::;:;150 kg U235. It is being used to
study heterogeneity and spectral effects in fast
reactors. For this purpose a central cell was con
structed of especially well machined pieces of
U235, graphite, and steel having the same densities
as the rest of the critical assembly. Measurements
of neutron capture and fission distributions at
various points within the cell are indicative of
neutron spectra and self-shielding and will be
compared with theoretical predictions. In this
manner the theoretical methods may be improved
to properly account for the heterogeneity associated
with fuel rods and coolant channels in fast re
actors. Concurrent measurements of neutron
spectra in FS-l, using proton recoil chambers, are
being used to study the neutronics of fast reactors.

Measurements are being made in a subcritical
assembly of plutonium and heavy water to assist
in the evaluation of plutonium neutron cross-



section data in the epithermal energy range. The
lattices of Pu-AI rods in heavy water are under
moderated and poisoned with boron to emphasize
the importance of epithermal neutrons. Measure
ments of material buckling, neutron flux distribu
tions, and neutron activation rates were made in
11 lattices having various fuel to heavy water
ratios. A preliminary examination of the experi
mental data has suggested that the ratio of neu
tron capture to fission in Pu239 is somewhat
greater than that published in the ENDF/B library.
A detailed analysis of the data is yet to be made.

A compilation of data from fast reactor critical
experiments throughout the United States is being
prepared. This past year all the data were col
lected and a draft of the compilation was pre
pared. The completed compilation is expected to
be especially useful in the design of fast reactors.
A second volume, containing data from foreign
countries, has been begun and will follow soon
after the first.

NUCLEAR MATERIALS

The Nuclear Materials Division, which acts as
a technical support organization for the US AEC's
Office of Safeguards and Materials Management
(OSMM), continued to provide technical advice
and guidance in a number of areas related to re
search and development in the safeguarding of
nuclear materials.

A simple version of the "strategic point" con
cept, an approach for safeguarding nuclear facili
ties, has been studied to provide a basis for com
parison with the material balance concept cur
rently employed in the United States. Similarities
and differences are being clarified to compare such
factors as cost effectiveness, credibility, and political
acceptability.

On the basis of visits and discussions with
OSMM contractors and other institutions with
similar interests, and after evaluation of the status
of instrumentation and data-handling in this
country, recommendations have been prepared
for conducting future research and development.
The Division has also reviewed a number of pro
posals for research and development received by
the OSMM.

In conjunction with the need to develop new
techniques for inventory measurement, a survey
was made to categorize by type and form the
special nuclear materials that are being processed
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in industry. The survey included visits to typical
nuclear facilities, and an informal report was sub
mitted to OSMM.

Scintillation detectors and analyzers now used
by inspectors for the United States and the In
ternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) were
evaluated. In cooperation with the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, several portable passive
analysis instruments are being procured for field
tests. Techniques in high-resolution y-ray spec
troscopy and passive neutron measurements that
might be applied to safeguards have been reviewed.

The program of evaluating seals as safeguard
tools is being conducted in two parts. First, IAEA
and Internal Revenue Service seals are being
tested to determine their effectiveness under pres
ent IAEA procedures. Second, a system-oriented
analysis of sealing operations has been started to
determine the applicability and limitations of
seals as compared with alarm devices and attack
resistant volumes.

System studies at the National Bureau of
Standards and at Pacific Northwest Laboratory
are being continued. The Division closely follows
these studies, since they will be used to identify
the sensitive points in the nuclear fuel cycle and
to determine where special emphasis should be
given to research and development.

A report giving an estimate of IAEA costs and
manpower requirements under the nonprolifera
tion treaty was prepared for the OSMM, for
presentation to the U.S. Senate's Foreign Rela
tions Committee.

A glossary of special terms used in connection
with safeguards is being assembled. The informa
tion is being stored on IBM cards to permit sort
ing and classification.

NATIONAL NEUTRON CROSS SECTION CENTER

The National Neutron Cross Section Center
(NNCSC) maintains and develops a computerized
system for the storage and retrieval of neutron
cross-section information. The information handled
is divided into two classifications, experimental
and evaluated. The evaluated data files consist of
data choices from among the experimental data
files and nuclear model calculations. The NNCSC
also advances new methods ofcross-section analysis.

The program is divided into three major areas:
(1) support of the experimental data file, SCISRS;

(2) support of the evaluated nuclear data file,
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ENDF; and (3) generalized computer development
to achieve improved data-handling procedures and
automated publication ofdata and bibliographies.

Experimental Data

All the energy-dependent data and resonance
parameters from the old Sigma Center files have
been prepared for insertion into the SCISRS library.
Thermal cross-section values from the Second
Edition of Neutron Cross Sections and its supple
ments (BNL 325,1958-1966) have been prepared
for merging into SCISRS. Completion of this task
will conclude the effort to bring all old usable
Sigma Center file data into the data libarary.

Efforts were begun to detail the "content" of
SCISRS-II, a new data storage and retrieval system.
Assistance was obtained from experimental and
evaluation groups in ascertaining what was neces
sary and what was useful to make the new library
an appropriate tool for all users. Input format
problems were investigated in collaboration with
the NNCSC programmers and personnel from
the data centers of the IAEA and the European
Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA).

A system for sending out author proofs in the
form of listings and curves has been completed.
It is planned to begin sending these out for all
new data.

Evaluated Data

The first version of the ENDF/B library was dis
tributed to cross-section users in the United States
and Canada and to member countries ofthe ENEA.
The ENDF/B library was assembled in a coopera
tive program among US AEC-supported labora
tories to increase the number of completed data
sets available to reactor designers. These tasks are
performed by the Cross Section Evaluation Work
ing Group. A meeting ofthis group took place at
BNL September 16-18, 1968. In addition to cross
section evaluation the meeting was devoted to
defining ground rules for testing data, defining the
criteria for re-evaluation of data, and conducting
seminars and workshops on special topics.

A study ofthe resolved resonance region ofCo59
was initiated. To date the work has shown that
while one bound level is needed to match the
thermal capture data, two bound levels (one for
each s-wave spin state) are needed to satisfy po
larization data.

Previously reported calculations for holmium
[Stephenson and Ferrer, (A) Bull. Amer. Phys.

Soc. 12, 650 (1967)] were extended. Resonance
parameters for 76 resonances of holmium below
500 eV, selected from the literature and from
values compiled and recommended in BNL 325,
were used as the starting point in fitting the total
neutron cross-section data to a Breit-Wigner multi
level scattering and single-level absorption formula.
The addition of two bound levels, one for each
s-wave spin state, yielded a calculated ratio ofther
mal neutron capture cross sections for the two
spin states which agreed with experiment (;::::60%
for J=3), as did the calculated value of the ther
mal capture cross section, 67 b. In addition, the
two bound levels enabled the fit of the total cross
section data to be extended to very low energies
(0.2 m V). The energy-dependent paramagnetic
scattering cross section (23.5 b at 0.0253 eV) and
the capture and scattering resonance integrals
(;::::672 and 125 b, respectively) were also calculated.

Neutron cross sections for several isotopes have
been calculated with use of both spherical and
deformed nuclear potentials.

Calculations for the isotopes U238 and Cf 252

which exhibit rotational spectra have been car
ried out by using the coupled-channel code
JUPITER for both the 2+ and 4+ states. When the
U238 results were compared with experiment, the
agreement was found to be superior to that ob
tained when only the 2+ state was coupled or
when an adiabatic approximation was assumed.
Since no experimental data existed for Cf252, the
calculations must be considered tentative.

Further analysis on lip, the average number of
prompt neutrons per fission, and Ek , the average
kinetic energy of fission fragments, has shown im
provement when a Z2A1I2 correlation is assumed
rather than the conventional Z2 / A1/3.

The influence of direct reactions on cross-sec
tion distributions in the continuum region is being
investigated numerically with the help of random
matrix techniques. The results will be compared
with those of the older Ericson method.

An effort is being made to derive an analytic
expression for the two-angle distribution law cor
responding to the F2 ensemble ofunitary matrices.
The single-angle distribution law was derived
previously.

The polarization studies in the continuum
region originally limited to incident spin-V2 po
larized nuclei were extended to include incident
polarized nuclei of any spin, provided that spin
tensor moments of higher order vanish. The
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Figure 1. Effect of oxygen on corrosion rate of Haynes 25
and type 304 stainless steel. Velocity =22 ft/sec. Haynes
25: 20% Cr, 15% W, 10% Ni, 2% Fe, balance Co. Type
304 stainless steel: 19% Cr, 10% Ni, balance Fe.

loys, and refractory vanadium-, niobium-, and
molybdenum-base alloys. Corrosion rates calcu-.
lated from weight-change data from the first forced
circulation loop test are shown in Figure 1. At the
low oxygen concentration the weight losses of both
alloys are approximately the same; however, at
the higher oxygen concentration (12 ppm) the cor
rosion rate of the type 304 stainless steel increased
by a factor of 3 to 4, while the corrosion rate of
Haynes 25 decreased by a factor of 3 to 5. The ef
fect of these test variables on surface composition
of the two alloys, as determined by x-ray fluores
cence, is shown in Figure 2. The lower weight
losses of Haynes 25 in the sodium containing 12
ppm oxygen may be due to the observed increase
in iron on its surface.

Refractory metal alloys were evaluated in a sec
ond forced circulation loop in the temperature
range 710° to 760°C. All the vanadium-base al
loys gained weight in sodium containing 1 ppm
oxygen, probably because of their reaction with
nitrogen and carbon in the sodium. Hardness mea
surements showed that the specimen had "dis
turbed layers," which indicated that significant
changes in mechanical properties had occurred.
The vanadium alloys all scaled badly in the
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methods were also applied to the calculation of
the average polarization induced by the scatter
ing of unpolarized nuclei.

Computer Applications

A new data storage and retrieval system was
developed to replace SCISRS; its tentative name is
SCISRS-ll. The main characteristics of the new sys
tem are that bibliographic and numeric informa
tion will be stored separately and that the system
format will be expandable to include a wide
variety of data. An elemental version of the
system now exists. This program will retrieve data
based on criteria such as Z, A, reaction type, data
type, and energy range. The first-round SCISRS-ll
retrieval package has been extended to include
CALCOMP-835 output. The SCISRS-I to SCISRS-ll
translator is in an advanced state of development.
Tentative agreement has been reached on the
specifications for a center-to-center transmission
format.

A computer routine is being prepared to plot an
evaluated curve or calculated curve over SCISRS
data, including its error bands. This routine will
be incorporated as an option into multilevel codes
to provide a graphic check of the fit of calculation
to data within the error bands.

Progress was made in finding a way to treat
angular distribution data taken directly from the
SCISRS library in such a manner that usable com
puter-based plots could be obtained, including
curves through the data points. Studies are contin
uing on ways to reduce the amount of human
labor involved in the process, which is still large.

A study ofthe computation needs ofthe NNCSC
clearly indicates the need for a computer that can
be devoted largely to data file manipulation. Bids
from several manufacturers have been received in
response to specifications issued by BNL. A com
puter configuration has been selected and sub
mitted to the AEC for approval.

Sodium Technology Program

The corrosion behavior of fuel-cladding mate
rials in sodium and the chemistry of solutions of
impurities in liquid sodium are being studied in
support of the LMFBR program.

Corrosion tests are conducted in several natural
and two forced circulation loops. Alloys under test
include austenitic stainless steels, cobalt-base al-
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Figure 2, X-ray fluorescence results
(Forced Circulation Loop I),

sodium containing 3 ppm oxygen and lost con
siderable weight. The Nb-1 % Zr alloy behaved
similarly, but the molybdenum alloy was virtually
unaffected by exposure to sodium of either purity.
Except for molybdenum, these materials would
not be acceptable LMFBR cladding materials if
used in sodium containing;:::; 1 to 3 ppm oxygen
at 710° to 760°C.

The effects of velocity, oxygen concentration,
and temperature on the corrosion rate of pure
metals in sodium are being studied. At 600°C the
rate of corrosion of pure iron increases almost lin
early with velocity in the range 1 to 2.5 ft/sec in
sodium containing 60 ppm oxygen.

The solubilities of nickel and iron in sodium
have been determined from 450° to 600°C and
found to be 10glO(ppm Ni)= 1.545 -1230/TCK)
and 10glO(ppm Fe)=5.16-4300/TCK), respec
tively. The solubility of iron in sodium is indepen
dent of the chemical activity ofNa20 dissolved in
sodium up to a value of 0.2; at higher Na20 activ
ities, the apparent solubility of iron increases. The
solubilities ofNi, Fe, and Cr (in Na containing <1
ppm oxygen) at 650°C (the design LMFBR reac
tor outlet temperature) are estimated to be.1.6,
3.2, and 0.3 ppm, respectively.

Uranium has been found to remove oxygen
from sodium at 500°C at a rate controlled only by

the concentration and diffusion rate of oxygen in
J the sodium. The rate of weight gain of the ura

nium thus offers an extremely accurate and spe
cific method for determining oxygen concentra
tions in sodium to levels from <1 to >30 ppm oxy
gen. This reaction is also applicable to the determi
nation ofprecise mass transfer coefficients in sodium.

The electrochemistry of solid electrolyte galvan
ic cells is being studied to improve commercial
cells and to determine the interactions between
oxygen and other impurities in liquid sodium. The
conduction mechanism in the Th02-Y203 solid
electrolyte is largely ionic in the oxygen pressure
range from air to 10-30 atm at temperatures be
tween 300° and 850°C. The CU-CU20 reference
electrode in the commercial meters was found to
be sluggish below 350°C. Alternative reference
electrodes of Na-Na20 (sat.) and gaseous 02 im
prove the cell performance substantially.

Studies with these cells have shown that the
oxygen activity in sodium contained in stainless
steel vessels is buffered by the chromium compo
nent of the steel. With use of an Na-Na20 (sat.)
reference electrode, an expression for the solubility
of Na20 in sodium from 350° to 600°C [loglO(ppm
oxygen)=6.55-2600/T(OK)] has been obtained
which agrees well with experimental solubility
measurements.

Development of an electrochemical meter for
measuring carbon activities in sodium is in prog
ress, based on the use of CaC2 as electrolyte and
iron as a diffusion barrier for carbon between the
electrolyte and the liquid sodium. Preliminary ex
periments using a cell made of graphite and ZrC
electrodes have been successful, and the first re
sults with sodium are encouraging.

Reactions between excess liquid sodium and
various gases have been studied. The reaction of
HCI with both sodium and sodium-barium solu
tions takes place in two consecutive stages, the first
producing H 2 and NaCI (or BaCb) and controlled
by processes of a physical nature, the second con
sisting of the chemical reaction between H 2 and
sodium. The reaction of H 2 with sodium contain
ing 18 ppm oxygen at 400°C shows first-order be
havior with respect to H 2, with a simultaneous de
crease in oxygen activity. The reaction with car
bon monoxide proceeds in three stages at 200°C:
an induction period accompanied by film forma
tion, a rapid absorption stage in which the metal
surface appears clear, and a second, slow stage
with no further film formation.
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Stainless steel container surfaces have been found
to contribute 1 to 2 p.g per linear inch of 1/2-in.-o.d.
tubing to the oxygen content of sodium samples
analyzed by the amalgamation method without
prior extrusion ofthe sodium. Determinations of
trace-metal impurities in sodium, such as Cr, Ni,
Cu, Ca, and Mg down to the 1 ppm level, are
now performed routinely by atomic absorption
spectroscopy. The samples are now dissolved in
n-butyl chloride to avoid the strong NaOH pro
duced by dissolving the sodium in alcohol, which
attacked the glass vessels and contaminated the
samples.

Irradiation and Point Defect Studies

In the irradiation program on fuel-cladding
materials for fast breeder reactors, cobalt-base al
loys are being developed as an advanced cladding
material, and methods of improving the postirradi
ation high-temperature ductility of austenitic
stainless steels are being studied. The results show
that cobalt-base alloys are promising cladding
materials for use at a temperature of 650°C or
higher and that refining the grain structure by
thermal-mechanical processes improves signifi
cantly the high-temperature ductility of irradiated
cobalt-base alloys and austenitic stainless steels.

Studies of irradiated iron and niobium have
shown that neutron irradiation can change the
rate-determining process of plastic deformation.
This result, which is new, presents a way of study
ing the influence ofvarious defects upon such rate
determining processes in crystals. Deformation
studies of tungsten crystals have shown, for the
first time, quantum-mechanical tunneling of dis
locations. Experiments measuring the influence of
impurity and simple point defects in such processes
indicate clearly that the barrier is purity dependent.

Radiation damage studies have been made in
platinum. The defect density and the distribution
of vacancy clusters were measured by field ion
microscopy; the temperature dependence of the
yield stress of irradiated specimens was also mea
sured. The irradiated specimens were annealed at
a variety of temperatures, and the change in the
distribution of vacancy clusters was measured, as
well as the temperature dependence of the yield
stress. Under these conditions a constant activa
tion energy for the hardening process is observed.
This indicates that a constant barrier to disloca
tion motion exists in the irradiated and in the ir
radiated and annealed specimens.
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Liquid Metals

A model for the composition dependence of the
resistivity of binary mercury alloys involving a
simple volume-dependent pseudopotential has
been developed. Anomalous electrical resistivities
of alloys exhibiting miscibility gaps have been ob
served and may be interpreted as arising from
critical concentration fluctuations near the con
solute temperatures.

Molecular dynamic techniques have been used
to investigate the mass effect in diffusion in liquid
mixtures. Whereas a heavy impurity appears to
obey the Enskog rule, the motion of a light im
purity is governed by the relaxation of the sur
rounding liquid.

In current investigations the electromigration
properties of combinations of polyvalent and
monovalent metals in binary alloys have been
found to deviate from those obtained with the
previous model for electromigration. These de
viations probably arise from the widely differing
electron densities of the components.

Superconductivity

Equi'ibrium 'rreversibi'ity. From a generalized
treatment, hysteresis can be subdivided into two
types that differ by continuity and discontinuity
of the Gibbs free energy within the hysteretic
domain. The existence of isothermal reversible
paths peculiar to the hysteretic domain is associated
with continuity in the Gibbs free energy. The
condition that this energy be continuous in a
hysteretic domain also requires that different states
in the domain have the same free energy. Irreversi
bility, which arise as a result ofequilibrium, occurs
when intrinsic restraints exist for the number of
and interactions between the generalized forces
and displacements that define the Gibbs function.
These general concepts have been applied to
properties ofhysteretic superconductors to account
for and determine the unique restrictions for new
reversible processes that are created by the hys
teretic states. The data show that in fact, as well
as in principle, the properties of hysteretic super
conductors lie between two limiting types, one of
which can be explained from equilibrium concepts.

Superconducting Fi'ms. Experimental and
theoretical work on films is concerned with two
problems: (a) factors influencing the transition
temperatures and critical field of ultrathin films,
and (b) the dynamics of superconductors, includ
ing their flux flow and fluctuation resistivity.
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Experiments on thin layers of soft metals such
as AI, Sn, Pb, and In have finally led to a unified
explanation of the increases in the critical tem
perature (Tc) ofthese films. The recent theoretical
ideas of McMillan and the suggestion that the
phonon frequencies are drastically lowered in dis
ordered and very thin films have been used to ex
plain the results in "soft" metal films. This work
has been extended to transition metals such as
niobium, in which the Tc is drastically lowered
in disordered films. In further studies, low energy
diffraction work and Auger spectroscopy will be
used to help characterize metals in the ultrathin
film state. Measurements made ofthe critical field
in ultrathin tin and gallium films allow estimates
of the spin-orbit scattering time and the upper
critical field obtainable in a given metal.

Initial measurements on the fluctuation round
ing of the resistive transition are being continued
as a function oftemperature and applied magnetic
field, with specific emphasis on theoretical work
which indicates an anomalous behavior near the
transition due to the nonanalytic character of ex
pansions in powers of the order parameter near
the transition.

Nuclear Magnetic Ordering and Very Low Tem
peratures. Measurements of the nuclear mag
netism of solid He3 by the method of nuclear
resonance absorption have been made down to a
temperature of 0.006°K and reveal the onset of
an ordered state. An attempt is being made to
reach the region of 0.001 OK by nuclear adiabatic
demagnetization. It should be possible to observe
the complete transition to the ordered nuclear
state in this temperature region.

The apparatus has a downtime for the range
five to ten millidegrees of about two days. Tem
perature is measured by the nuclear magnetic
resonance absorption of platinum powder. With
this method of thermometry, heat contact prob
lems at these very low temperatures can be studied.
The techniques developed should prove valuable
for research in general in the millidegree region.

CHEMISTRY

Fused-Salt Chemistry

Cold-neutron scattering definitely proved its
usefulness for study of the fused-salt state in an
extended series of experiments. Neutron velocity
spectra were obtained at four different scatte~ing

angles for zinc chloride at 400 0 C, for potassIUm

MTPP
MOEP

Figure 3. Structures of two typical metal!oporphyrins.
M is a divalent such as Mg, Zn, or Co; TPP IS tetraphenyl
porphyrin; OEP is octaethyl porphyrin.

chloride at 850 0
, and for the equimolar mix

ture at 500 0
; and at three different angles for

2 ZnCl2 : KCl at 400 0
• The results for zinc chloride

may be interpreted in terms of a quasi-lattice
liquid structure having a triatomic "primitive
cell" giving rise to 6 distinct phonon modes, 3 of
which are doubly degenerate. The dispersion of
the longitudinal acoustic mode provides a tenta
tive estimate of the sound velocity in zinc chloride
at 400 0 C at 535 meters sec- 1 and also provides
an estimate of 3.8 A for the chlorine-chlorine dis
tance between neighboring "primitive cells." The
results for potassium chloride are consistent with
a quasi lattice having a diatomic "primitive cell"
giving rise to just 4 distinct phonon modes, 2 of
which are doubly degenerate.

Porphyrins

Porphin is the parent compound of chlorophyll,
which converts visible light into chemical energy
in plants, and of heme, the oxygen-carrying blood
pigment. The oxidation-reduction properties (loss
or gain of electrons) of porphin derivatives, or
porphyrins (see Figure 3), playa key role in their
biological function in photosynthesis and respira
tion. In recent work information about the oxidize1
and reduced states has been obtained by electro
chemical and spectroscopic techniques.

Both cation radicals (in which the compound
has lost one electron and is thus positively charged)
and dications (two electrons lost) of porphin
derivatives were prepared by electrolytic and
chemical oxidation (XeF2, C12, Br2, and 12 were
used as oxidants). The resulting data provided
information about ease of oxidation, stability, and
magnetic and optical properties. The latter were
quite consistent with molecular orbital calcula
tions and thus supported a theory developed to
predict porphin reactivity and characteristics. Of

.pr. jU 11 1 If1!JJiII!L
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standing of the chemical reactions, mechanisms
of release, and transport behavior of the fission
products and radioactive aerosols emanating from
nuclear materials under conditions likely to be
encountered in reactor accidents. All the work
carried out during the past year was done in con
nection with the safety ofsodium-cooled fast breeder
reactors.

Because of the health hazard associated with
plutonium, considerable effort was expended in
elucidating the behavior ofPu02 aerosols. Experi
ments were carried out in both inert and oxidiz
ing environments, with pure PU02 and mixtures
of PU02 and U02, PU02 and sodium, and U02
and sodium vaporized into settling chambers 30
cm and 1 m in height. The initial aerosol mass
concentration covered a range extending from
;:::::10-2 to 30 g/m3 . The experimental results
show that, for all aerosols, the airborne mass con
centration drops very rapidly per meter of vessel
height during the first hour of settling. Subse
quently, the rate of aerosol settling decreases con
tinually until the airborne PU02 concentration

particular interest were green radical ions ob
tained from doubly oxidized cobalt porphyrins,
where one electron was abstracted from the metal
and the second from the porphin ring. It has long
been known that the green "Compound I" forms
of the heme enzymes, catalase and peroxidase,
have also lost two electrons, one from the metal,
the other from sources unknown. The results with
the cobalt compound suggest a similar behavior
for the heme.

The cation radicals of ethylchlorophyllide a and
chlorophyll a were also investigated. The mag
netic (electron paramagnetic resonance) spectra of
these radicals closely resemble the electron spin
resonance signal found in the initial stages ofphoto
synthesis. These results lend further support to the
current theory that cation radicals of bacterio
chlorophyll are the first steps in photosynthesis.

Graphite Vaporization

The study of the graphite vaporization process
was extended to a still higher temperature region,
up to nearly 4000 0 K. In the process, an important
source of error was found in temperature deter
mined by an optical pyrometer. In extreme cases
the observed temperature was several hundred
degrees too low. The effect was noticed while graph
ite specimens were being resistively heated in 0.5
atm He. The photoelectric pyrometer output
dropped rapidly when the temperature reached
3200° K, even though the power dissipated re
mained constant. The drop was apparently caused
by microscopic carbon particles which formed in
the vapor from the recombination of evaporated
species. The absorbing species or particles were
completely dispersed or condensed on the cell
walls in ;:::::0.1 sec. When the graphite was heated
in 0.5 atm H 2 the effect was not observed, since
the vaporized carbon reacts to form hydrocarbons.

An interesting new phenomenon was observed
when graphite was vaporized in an evacuated
vessel whose walls were cooled with liquid nitrogen.
The material that condensed (in trace amounts)
on the walls was in an unstable state and gave off
flashes of light as soon as it was allowed to warm
up slightly.
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Fission-Product Release (Nuclear Safety) Studies

Research in this area is primarily concerned
with the development of a fundamental under-

Figure 4. Vaporization of cesium from liquid sodium at
730 0 K into a helium stream. Indicated on the lines are
the geometric parameters: t, the liquid depth, and b, the
thickness of a gas layer through which cesium diffuses.
The points represent experimental data, while the broken
lines (A ) and (C) are the theoretical release calculated
from the transport model.
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Figure 5. Effect of displacement of a rod on its average
heat-transfer coefficient, illustrating the relative influences
of cladding thickness, cladding conductivity, and displace
ment direction.

transfer in liquid metals. It currently includes
both analytical and experimental studies ofliquid
phase and boiling heat transfer, and most of it is
applicable to the design of liquid-metal-cooled re
actor plants. Two ofthe studies are reviewed here.

In a continuing study, the effect ofrod displace
ment on heat-transfer behavior was determined
for in-line turbulent flow of mercury through an
unbafHed rod bundle. The rods were special elec
trical heaters consisting of a spiral resistor sur
rounded by MgO insulation and swaged within
a metal tube. The tube is therefore analogous to
the cladding on a reactor fuel rod. Three clad
dings of different thicknesses and conductivities
were tested. Some typical results are shown in
Figure 5, in which PID represents the pitch: di
ameter ratio; Pe is the Peclet number; 71 and 72
are the inside and outside diameters of the clad
ding, respectively; and kw and kf are the thermal
conductivities of the cladding and liquid metal,
respectively. The central rod (rod B in the figure)
was displaced from its symmetrical position along
two paths,~q and~7, as indicated. The curves
show the effect of displacement on the average
heat-transfer coefficient, where t is the ratio of
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Heat Transfer Research

The work in this area continues to be devoted
primarily to the study of forced-convection heat

reaches :::::10-6 g/m3 , a level that often persists
for several days.

Theoretical studies are also in progress to estab
lish the important parameters affecting the time
dependence of the aerosol mass concentration and
number of particles per unit volume. Recently,
analytical studies were initiated to develop equa
tions for calculating particle size distributions,
surface area for absorption, and mass concentra
tion of well-stirred heterogeneous aerosols. This
was accomplished by solving the general basic
equations expressing the rate of change of aerosol
concentration due to agglomeration and settling,
with use of a CDC 6600 computer. A comparison
of the preliminary results shows good agreement
between the experimental and computer-pre
dicted mass concentration time dependence for
pure PU02 aerosols.

Experimental studies of the parameters control
ling the rate and extent offission-product vaporiza
tion from liquid sodium were completed during
the year, and mathematical equations were de
veloped for calculating the release rates as a func
tion of time. The excellent agreement between
predicted and experimental release rates is shown
in Figure 4 for some typical cesium vaporization
experiments made at 730 0 K. The final results
conclusively show that the vaporization of cesium
from sodium solutions into an inert gas stream is
controlled by both gas and liquid phase resistances.
Relationships suitable for predicting the maxi
mum extent of fission-product vaporization were
also developed. In addition, a theoretical equa
tion for accurately calculating the diffusivities of
solutes in liquid metals was developed to provide
the data needed in predicting the release rates of
other fission products.

In another phase of the program, the chemical
states of fission products released from uranium
and plutonium fuels under accident conditions
are under study. A thermochromatographic ap
paratus is being constructed inside an a-y hot cell
to separate the fission products released from the
heated fuels. A Knudsen effusion apparatus, de
signed to determine the molecular weights and
thermodynamic properties of fission products and
their compounds, has been constructed and tested
with Kr85 and atomic Jl31.
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Figure 6. Heat-transfer behavior for in-line flow of mer
cury through an unbaffied rod bundle, showing the cir
cumferential variations of wall heat flux, temperature
driving force, and local heat-transfer coefficient for a rod
that is moved 80% of the distance directly toward a neigh
boring rod.

actual to maximum displacement and hasym/ hsym

is the ratio of the average coefficient for a dis
placed rod to that for a centered rod. It can be
seen that large reductions in heat-transfer capa
bility can be caused by rod displacement and
that the reduction is affected little by variations
in cladding thickness and conductivity but is
affected appreciably by flow rate.

Rod displacement can result in large circum
ferential variations of the surface temperature of
the rod, for rods with relatively low cladding thick
nesses and thermal conductivities. This is il
lustrated in Figure 6 for the situation in which a
rod with stainless steel cladding is moved 0.8 of
the distance directly toward a neighboring rod.
In this case, there is 180 0 symmetry. The symbols
tw and tb represent the local surface temperature
and the bulk-stream temperature, respectively.

In both Figures 5 and 6, the adverse effects of
displacement would be more severe for closer rod
spacmgs.

A second continuing project involves studies of
boiling and two-phase flow problems with alkali
liquid metals. Recent experiments in a forced
convection loop, using potassium as the test fluid,
measured (a) the effect of flow rate on the super
heat required to cause incipient vaporization and
(b) the pressure drop of two-phase flow, with and

l>PTP ' TWO- PHASE FRICTIONAL
PRESSURE DROP

l>P L • LIQUID PHASE FRiCTIONAL
PRESSURE DROP BASED ON
MOODY'S FRIC. FACTOR

o DATA FROM TEST SECT. I
• DATA FROM TEST SECT. 4

Figure 7. Two-phase adiabatic pressure
drop for potassium.
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Pulsed Research Reactor Project

The repetitively pulsed fast reactor is under study
as a high-intensity source for neutron beam ex
periments. Two alternative reactor concepts are
being investigated: a pulsed reactor in which the
reactivity is modulated by mechanical means, and
an accelerator-injected pulsed reactor in which

without net vaporization. The superheat data
indicated a strong dependence on flow rate. With
all other parameters held constant, the incipient
boiling superheat decreased almost linearly with
increasing velocity. A theoretical model is being
developed to correlate this effect with flow turbu
lence. Some of the two-phase pressure drop re
sults, for adiabatic conditions, are shown in Figure
7. The results are seen to be well correlated by
the Martinelli-Nelson parameter, X MN , although
the values of the pressure drop parameter, <PI, for
the potassium data are :::::;15% higher than those
predicted by the Martinelli-Nelson correlation for
water at 1 atm pressure.

Other current projects in heat-transfer research
include (a) development ofa probe for void detec
tion in liquid metals, (b) study of void propaga
tion in liquid metals flowing through rod bundles,
(c) measurement of local heat-transfer coefficients
for turbulent flow of liquid metals through closely
packed rod bundles, and (d) investigation of the
effects of solid-liquid interface characteristics on
heat transfer with sodium.
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3,500,---------,------,----------,-------,

-~ 3,000

Figure 8. High-cycle fatigue life of 60 vol % U02-Mo
cermet. Curves ate predictions for material with an ulti
mate tensile strength of 9000 or 12,000 psi. All specimens
were tested with a mean applied stress of 4500 psi.

11

and the reactivity effect of movable reflector pulse
blocks. The experimentally determined values of
critical mass and pulse-block reactivity effect are
in excellent agreement with calculated values of
these parameters. The critical assembly was fully
reflected except on the face adjacent to the pulse
block, and in some experiments a poison liner
was installed between the reflector and core to
reduce the neutron lifetime. Although calculated
and measured values ofthe lifetime in unpoisoned
cores disagreed, agreement was quite good when
the poison liner was added. In one experimental
series, moderator blocks were located in the re
flector with a layer of poison material and a layer
of steel between the core and moderator. The
thermal-neutron yield from various moderator
blocks was measured.
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neutrons are injected into the system from the
target of an electron accelerator coincidentally
with mechanical modulation of the reactivity.
The effort during the year has concentrated on
the reference design of a pulsed reactor and on
supporting work in fuel development and experi
mental physics.

The fuel in a pulsed reactor is subjected to be
tween 108 and 1010 stress cycles during the life of
a core loading. These cyclic stresses are induced
in the fuel by the extremely rapid heating during
the repetitive power pulses. A form of the PU02
Mo cermet reference design fuel has been sub
jected to fatigue tests to determine its high-cycle
fatigue behavior. In actual testing, uranium was
substituted for plutonium and tested in the unir
radiated condition. The fatigue tests were per
formed by a mechanical technique at a frequency
of186 cps and by an ultrasonic technique at 14,000
cps. The fatigue test results are plotted in Figure 8.

Development work was also performed on
alternative fuel materials. Battelle Memorial In
stitute has been successful, in subcontract work,
in manufacturing a ternary alloy (U, 27% Zr, 20%
Nb) that exhibits a stable y phase. The material
was ductile, with an ultimate tensile strength of
91,200 psi and a 32.5% area reduction in the un
irradiated condition. Battelle has also fabricated
specimens of a dispersion fuel with 40% uranium
in a thorium matrix.

A critical assembly was designed and operated
to assist in the design of the pulsed fast reactor.
In a series of experiments, measurements were
made of the neutron lifetime, the critical mass,

Ultimate Waste Disposal

Investigation was continued of the phosphate
glass process as a means of fixing fission products
in stable solids. The BNL pilot plant was operated
in support of Pacific Northwest Laboratory's
demonstration prototype program, and a number
of new waste feed compositions were investigated
to establish flowsheets for use in the prototype plant.

Development was emphasized offlowsheets for
a new type of Purex waste, PW-4m, which is low
in iron and sodium and related to the reprocessing
of 45,000 MWD/tonne of uranium burnup fuel. A
particular requirement was that the glass product
have a very high simulated fission-product load
ing, representing sufficient internal heat generation
to maintain the center-line temperature of an
8-in.-diam glass billet at 900 o e. A number of
formulations with varying iron-sodium ratios were
optimized in laboratory studies and evaluated in
pilot-plant operation. Very satisfactory results were
obtained with respect to smoothness ofplant opera
tion, reduced tendency for settling of solids, and
improved transfer of heat to the central region of
the glass pool. The formulations were submitted
for use in the scheduled runs ofthe prototype plant
at Pacific Northwest Laboratory.

Experiments were initiated to evaluate per
formance characteristics of a new type of meIter.
The objective is to increase heat input capacity
through the use of induction heating and mini
mized path length for heat transmission during
glass formation.

Investigation of the treatment of sulfate-rich
melter off-gas condensates by distillation was con-
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tinued and the basic outlines for a promising
practical process were established. The process
involves volatilization of the nitric acid under
reduced pressure and temperature, to avoid for
mation of Ru04, and subsequent distillation of
the sulfuric acid with very small carry-over of
ruthenium.

Investigation of the removal of krypton and
xenon from bulk gas streams was continued, with
emphasis on stagewise adsorption on charcoal. A
schedule of adsorption tests with dilute mixtures
of krypton in air or nitrogen was completed, and
information was obtained to permit calculation of
the first stage of an adsorber system.

Engineering Assistance

The Engineering Assistance Group contributed
more than 45,000 man-hours to the support of
departmental and Laboratory programs during
the year. Most of this effort was concerned with
equipment for radiation processing, liquid-metal
heat transfer, experimental reactor physics, and
advanced reactor concepts. These activities are
discussed in more detail in the section on Tech
nical Operations and Services under the heading
"Mechanical Engineering."

RADIATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Basic Radiation Research

Solid-State Reactions. Gaseous molecules of
varying sizes were diffused into preirradiated
crystalline amides. The ensuing reactions indicated
that the reactive free radicals formed in the solid
crystals tend to concentrate near lattice defects,
although originally formed in a more uniform dis
tribution. A mechanism of radical migration by
hydrogen atom abstraction is postulated.

Polymerization Studies. Radiation-produced
polystyrene has a molecular weight distribution
that changes with the temperature of polymeriza
tion, depending on the type of initiation. For
ionically polymerized samples, the average mo
lecular weight and the spread of the distribution
increase with decreasing temperature. The op
posite behavior is observed in the free-radical
initiated polymerization.

Radio/yfit: Decomposition 01Nitrous Oxide. In
vestigation of the radiolytic decomposition of
nitrous oxide established that the yield ofnitrogen
gas, GN2 , is independent of the physical state of
the nitrous oxide, independent of its density in
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the gaseous state, and independent of the quality
of the incident radiation.

Radiolysis 01 Adsorbed Gas. The radiolysis
of nitrous oxide adsorbed on molecular sieves was
studied over a wide range of surface coverage.
The constancy of the radiolytic yield established
that the exciton or electron responsible for energy
transfer must have a range of at least 1000 A in
the molecular sieve.

Radio/ytit: Formation 01 Ozone. An analysis
ofcombined radiation and electric discharge fields
in oxygen led to the prediction ofconditions under
which a several-fold increase in the efficiency of
ozone formation may be expected.

Radiation Chemical Processing

Concrete-Polymer Materials. In cooperation
with the Bureau of Reclamation and the Office
of Saline Water (OSW) of the Department of the
Interior, a program on the development of con
crete-polymer materials is under way. The pro
gram has evaluated impregnation methods and
measured the strength and durability of several
test series. Fundamental studies of the nature of
concrete-polymer composites are being under
taken. Four monomers have been evaluated for
AEC-type applications and an equal number for
OSW high-temperature applications. All the com
posites tested have considerably improved strength
and durability (see Figure 9).

The Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory is
considering concrete-polymer materials, because
of their high compressive strength and low water
permeability, for a variety of underwater applica
tions, including instrument packages, mines, buoys,
and habitats.

A number of highway applications, including
bridge decks, sign posts, and light poles, are
being considered by the Bureau of Public Roads
of the Federal Highway Administration.

The U.S. Department ofAgriculture is interested
in using concrete-polymer for precast panels, both
steel-fiber reinforced and nonreinforced, in low
cost rural housing. An increase by about a factor
of 5 in flexural strength is obtained with fiber re
inforcing and polymer impregnation.

With use of the same techniques as for the
preparation of concrete-polymer materials, stabi
lized soil mixtures impregnated with methyl
methacrylate are being developed by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers for use as a building
material for low-cost housing in underdeveloped
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countries. The results with soil samples from
abroad indicate strength increases of up to 1000%.

Heterogeneous Radiation Chemistry. The re
actions under current study are the fixation of
nitrogen and the formation of ozone. The purposes
of the work are the elucidation of the mechanisms
for homogeneous formation via irradiation and
the investigation of the use of solid additives for
possible energy transfer effects. The effects of tem
perature, pressure, flow rate, radiation intensity,
and nitrogen-oxygen ratio have been explored
for the fixation of nitrogen. Studies down to
-100°C have given G-values as high as 14 for
ozone production, and a strong effect of a small
amount of nitrogen in the feed oxygen on the rate
of formation was observed.

Polymerization of Ethylene and Copolymers.
Because several industrial firms are continuing
their development activities in this field, no further
work has been done at BNL. An information ex
change meeting was held with scientists from the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Labora
tories at Tokai-mura and Takasaki.

Polymer Composites. An area that shows
promise for the application of radiation processing
is that of aggregate-polymer composites that do

Figure 9. Comparison of freeze-thaw durability of im
pregnated and un impregnated concrete. Left, unimpreg
nated concrete; after 590 cycles in test, cylinder shows
26.5% weight loss. Right, concrete impregnated with
methyl methacrylate, polymerizeG by radiation; after
4000 cycles in test, cylinder shows 0.5% weight loss.

not contain cement. A wide range of aggregate,
filler, and binder materials is being considered.

Cryogenic Radiation Chemistry. Radiation
reaction studies at low temperatures have been
started with the irradiation of liquid nitrogen
hydrogen mixtures at -160°C and 40 atm.

Electrode Reactions. The study of electrode
reactions under the influence of y radiation was
continued with a study of the oxygen electrode,
and y effects were noted.

Chemonuclear In-Pile Research loop. The
Brookhaven Chemonuclear In-Pile Research Loop
was tested over its full range of operating condi
tions and found to meet specifications. It is stable
in operation and very little effort is required to
maintain desired conditions. (See Figure 10.)

Four runs have been made with the Brook
haven Graphite Research Reactor operating, but
without chemonuclear fuel installed. One run
was made to establish the flux pattern and the
dose distribution. The other three runs, of about
100 hrs each, were made with oxygen as the
process gas, for the production of ozone. Operat
ing temperatures were varied between + 70° and
-30°F. Additions of nitrogen up to about 30%
were found to enhance both the rate of ozone
production and its steady-state concentration.
Further runs are planned to establish more fully
the effect of these parameters. The maximum ef
fective G-value for ozone production found was
nearly 10, with a maximum steady-state con
centration of about 500 ppm, at a dose rate of
2.5 X 106 rads/hr. Preparations are being made
for fueled runs, pending authorization by the AEC.

Emphasis on chemonuclear ozone production
results from the growing interest here and abroad
in the use of ozone in tonnage quantities for water
treatment and pollution control. Process studies
made recently both at BNL and by others indicate
that the use ofa chemonuclear reactor may provide
the most economical way of producing ozone in quan
tities of 400 tons/day and up. Economic studies of
production and utilization systems are continuing.

Radiation Chemical Engineering

Theoretical and experimental investigations
were conducted on radiation chemical reactor per
formance with the objectives of providing a frame
work for the design and scale-up of radiation
chemical reactors and for the interpretation of ex
periments on the kinetics of radiation chemical
reactions.



Previous theoretical work on the existence and
direction of effects of mixing on fraction conver
sion in reactors with space-dependent residence
time and reaction-rate distributions has been ex
tended to include the entire range of conversion in
chain reactions.

Flow-dosimetry problems were investigated in
two tubular reactors employing Sr90_Y90 f3-particle
sources and in a continuously stirred tank reactor
with a Co60 y-ray source.

A theoretical study of the performance charac
teristics of continuously stirred tank reactors when
used to conduct radiation-induced polymerizations
has been carried out.
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Experiments have been conducted on a new
type of quartz dosimeter suitable for use in the 5 to
50-krad range.

Radiation Engineering

High Intensity Radiation Development laboratory.
1. Operations and services. Source inventories
maintained for research and development activi
ties included >2.5 X 106 Ci C 0 60, 400,000 Ci CS137,

and 5000 Ci Sr90 . Several hundred thousand curies
of corroded, damaged, or initially rejected C o60

sources were recovered.
The preparation and radiation cells at the

HIRDL were operated at near capacity. Typical

Figure 10. Control panel of the Brookhaven Chemonuclear In-Pile Research
Loop, now in operation in the Brookhaven Graphite Research Reactor.
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operations included the development and use of
remote-welding equipment for the secondary en
capsulation ofcylindrical sources; the remote load
ing of numerous units, including portable cesium
irradiators, the shark brain irradiator, and a blood
irradiator; the irradiation of monomer-loaded con
crete test specimens; verification of meat-irradiator
pilot plant design data on a mock-up of the pro
posed conveyor system; and the fabrication and
operation of a continuous-flow, y-irradiated liquid
system in support of reactor vessel design research.

An underwater y facility was constructed which
can deliver calibrated y doses from 5 X 103 to 107

rads/hr. About 5000 sample-hours of irradiation
were performed each month.

2. Source development and testing. The first
batch (about 5000 Ci) of the newly developed,
stainless-steel encapsulated, aluminum-strontium
silicate matrix Sr90 sources is under test. A larger
batch (about 50,000 Ci), modified to increase f3 ef
ficiency by about 65%, is in preparation.

An automated cycling apparatus for the accel
erated study of source corrosion rates was designed
and put into service.

Cooperative efforts are under way with investi
gators at Battelle Memorial Institute and in pri-

vate industry on the development of nondestruc
tive testing techniques (primarily ultrasonic) for
the examination of bonding and end-weld integ
rity in source strips.

3. Dose distribution measurement and prediction.
The major effort this year was the refining and
publishing of predictive codes, including GIRD,

FUDGE 4A, and RAD. An improved fit for buildup
factors was developed for the FUDGE 4A code. Ex
tensive "look-up" tables were published to permit
rapid determination of dose rate and dose uni
formity for most practical irradiators.

4. Dosimetry. The study of "effects" dosimetry
in wheat was continued. Water extracts of methyl
bromide-fumigated wheat were shown to have
optical-absorption spectra peaks inversely propor
tional to the radiation dose administered, in the 10
to 50-krad range. Further development of this
technique will be carried out by the USDA in
Savannah, Ga.

A report on C 0 60 dosimetry in radiation re
search and processing was prepared and published.

y Dosimetry standardization, in support of AEC
food irradiator interests, was stressed this year.
U nits calibrated or checked included two ship
board irradiators, three portable cesium irradia-

•

Figure 11. Brookhaven portable cesium development irradiator prior to shipment to Argentina.



tors, and facilities in Hawaii, California, Washing
ton, and Massachusetts. Because of continuing
problems with the gathering and reporting of data
in support of FDA petitions, an extensive irradia
tor calibration manual was prepared. It is current
ly undergoing review and trial use by selected
investigators.

5. Irradiator design, fabrication, and support.

The.portable cesium irradiator was completely re
built and installed in a new trailer, in conformance
with Department of Transportation requirements.
A shipboard irradiator was removed from a
Bureau of Fisheries vessel in Seattle and installed
at the University of Nebraska.

Three BNL-designed portable cesium develop
ment irradiators (see Figure 11) were received from
the vendors. After modification, one unit was in
stalled in Argentina. The second and third units
will be installed in India and Chile early next year.

Atmospheric Diagnostic Program. The isotope
ratio tracer (IRT) method has been developed as
a usable technique for tracing sulfur in the atmo
sphere. The method makes use of the natural vari
ation in the ratios of the stable isotopes of sulfur in
fuels from different deposits. There is enough vari
ation in the ratio of S32 to S34 in coals and oils to
make it possible to select a fuel having an isotope
ratio differing sufficiently from that of the sulfur
prevailing in the atmosphere at the point of use to
permit the identification of sulfur oxides as having
been emitted by a specific plant. The sensitivity of
the method is such that it has been possible to
trace a stack plume for as far as 12 miles from its
point of origin.

The basic elements of the IRT method essential
for its application to meteorological problems are
in routine use. These include a filter pack for the
quantitative sampling of S02 and S03 particles in
the atmosphere, an airborne sampling system that
collects samples of adequate size in a reasonable
length of time (see Figures 12 and 13), the methods
and equipment for processing the small samples
collected and preparing them for mass spectro
metric measurement without fractionation of the
sulfur isotopes, and an isotope ratio mass spectrom
eter that permits measurements to be made with
a precision of within -+-0.02%. Crude oils have
been located that contain adequate amounts of
sulfur with ~ values varying by 10 to 15 parts per
thousand from those of the background sulfur.

The program has been expanded to include re
sponsibility for field work with sulfur hexafluoride

III

Figure 12. Closeup of sampling assembly. The air scoop
with its shutter is on the right. In the center is the gas
keted holder for the 8 X IO-in. filter sheets. Attached to

the air duct by a quick-disconnect fitting is an evacuated
cylinder for the collection of a sample for SF6 analysis.

Figure 13. Sampling assembly mounted in window of the
plane used for aerial survey. The duct is connected to a
high-volume fan. Also shown is the analyzer for measur
ing ambient S02 concentrations and the strip chart that
records concentration, temperature, and altitude-pressure.
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Figure 14. Nuclear level densities of Fe56. The open sym
bols represent the experimental points, and the solid,
jagged line represents the calculated level densities. This
is one of two nuclides for which there are experimental
data up to 23 MeV. The high energy experimental points
were determined with use of a correction for spin distribu
tion now considered invalid. However, agreement with
the experimental data is not expected to change signifi
cantly after use of a more appropriate correction.

The electrochemical reduction of pertechnetate
ion (Tc04-) was shown to proceed by rapid (dif
fusion-controlled) disproportionation of the tech
netate ion (Tc042-). The small value observed for
the rate constant is explained by Coulombic repul
sion; and gelatin, generally used as a polarograph
ic maximum suppressor, plays a unique role by
selectively blocking the thermodynamically fa
vored reaction e- +TC42-~Tc043-. Other chemi
cal systems involving electron transfer coupled
with chemical kinetics were studied in collabora
tion with groups outside the Laboratory. The
principal Brookhaven contribution was the devel
opment and application of the theory required for
kinetic or mechanistic interpretation. Such studies
included determining the rates of dimerization of
triphenylamine cation radicals, of oxidation of cy
anide ion by trianisilamine cation radical, and of
hydrolysis of 1,4 di-iminobenzene.

A recently developed theory quantitatively ex
plains electrode double-layer relaxation, in excel
lent agreement with experimental data.

HOT LABORATORY

Analytical and Physical Chemistry Research

The behavior of metals with organic acids con
tinues to be studied in order to determine the re
quirements for forming mixed-metal complexes,
and their stability. For example, many hydroxy
acids with a malic acid structure were found to
form complexes containing two metals such as
indium and chromium, while aspartic acid, which
has a -NH2 group in place of the -OH group,
did not. Such complexes contain one atom ofeach
metal and two molecules of acid. The uranium
indium citrate complex is 30 times stronger than
the uranyl citrate dimer, which indicates (in view
of the ubiquity of citric acid as an analytical re
agent) the importance of considering the in
fluence of mixed-metal complexation on analytical
procedures.

(SF6) as a tracer. The simultaneous use of the IRT
and SF6 methods provides a powerful tracer sys
tem for studying both the chemical and physical
behavior of sulfur oxides in the atmosphere.

Three experiments are under way to demon
strate the utility of the IRT method. One is the
development of a mathematical model for S02
pollution patterns in New Haven, Conn., and its
verification by use of the IRT method. A second is
the study of the rate ofconversion of S02 to S03
in stack plumes, using the coal-fired Keystone
plant in Pennsylvania and the oil-fired plant of the
Long Island Lighting Company at Northport. The
third is a study of the efficacy of tall stacks in dis
persing pollutants under inversion conditions in
metropolitan areas. The Arthur Kill Plant of the
Consolidated Edison Corporation on Staten Is
land, N.Y., will be used for the experiment, which
will be run on a selected off-ratio fuel. In prepara
tion for these experiments, samples have been col
lected and analyzed offuels (both oil and coal),
stack gas and plumes, and atmospheric back
grounds both at ground level and aloft.

The program is a joint operation with the Ana
lytical Group of the Hot Laboratory Division and
the Engineering Division, both of this Depart
ment, and the Meteorology Group of the Instru
mentation and Health Physics Department. It is
being undertaken with the cooperation of and sup
port from the Public Health Service of the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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Figure 15. Plot of the values of G (the pairing parameter)
necessary to cause the calculated level densities of 192 nu
clides to pass through the experimental points at the neu
tron binding energies. The plot is in the form of GA 2/3 vs
}{ (the neutron number). Its significance lies in the fact
that for most nuclides the value of GA 2/3 is constant. The
large scattering observed in some of the points is attrib
uted to difficulties near closed shells and in light nuclides.

Nuclear and Radiochemistry Research

Identical chemical effects found for the isomeric
decay of Te127m and Te129m indicate that a pro
posed 5% branch in the decay scheme of the latter
is not required to explain chemical results. The
chemical effects ofthe reactions of neutrons with
biscyclopentadienyl dichlorides of hafnium and
zirconium were found to support previous conclu
sions concerning similar reactions with phthalo
cyanines of these elements. The much lower reten
tion of activity of the metallocenes results from the
greater difficulty of recombining the three bodies
formed relative to the two bodies formed by the
phthalocyanines. A continuing program to mea
sure cross sections in the transplutonium region
yielded 14-+-8 b for the epithermal neutron cap
ture resonance integral of Cf253• Recoil range
measurements indicate that a fraction of the
Ca48(a,an)Ca47 reaction involves a direct interac
tion mechanism.

The measured mass distribution from ternary
fission ofPu24o* and PU241* confirms earlier results
from other nuclides and eliminates the possibility
that the observed events are due to scattering. Fur
ther, the yield ofSi32 (if any) from U 236* is<1O-1o

per fission. An experiment in progress to determine
the number of prompt neutrons coincident with
ternary fission of Cf252 permits observation of up

Development of Isotopes
for Medical Applications

As part of this interdisciplinary effort, the Medi
cal Research Center was supplied with >200
radiopharmaceutical preparations for evaluation.
A technique developed for preparing high specific
activity Tc99m-Iabeled human serum albumin ex
tended the usefulness ofthis isotope, as did devel
opment of a simple, inexpensive, solvent extraction
process for the separation of high purity Tc99m

from the low specific activity M o99 parent. The
latter process is of special utility wherever only low
flux reactors (which are unsuitable for producing
high quality M 0 99) are available, Studies of the
Tc99m-DTPA chelate indicate considerable poten
tial for brain-tumor localization and kidney diag
nosis. Biological distribution of tagged colloids is
being correlated with particle size as a means of
increasing the utility of radioactive colloidal prep
arations. Reactor production of M g28 was discon
tinued on shutdown of the Brookhaven Graphite
Research Reactor, and a superior quality of this
important medical tracer is now being produced
by bombarding enriched M g26 metal with 3.5
MeV tritons in a Van de Graaffgenerator. About
50 /-LCi per microampere-hour and specific activi
ties of >400 mCi M g28 per g Mg are obtained.

to two ternary events per week; thus far five events
have been observed, each associated with rela
tively few neutrons. Preliminary calculations indi
cate the possibility of increasing the flux of a neu
tron beam by focusing with tapered tubes. Five of
the six possible products of the Mg(t,x) reaction
were observed with a single irradiation.

Results of a computer program to calculate nu
clear level densities by using a combinatorial
method, the spherical single-particle levels of the
shell model, and Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer pair
ing forces are in very good agreement with known
experimental data (Figure 14). Analysis shows that
the previously held convictions concerning the
Gaussian distribution of spins and the association
of the dispersion of this distribution with the rigid
body moment of inertia of the nucleus were incor
rect and that the pairing parameter G is probably
proportional to A -2/3 instead ofA -1, as previous
ly thought (see Figure 15).
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Applied Mathematics
•

The Applied Mathematics Department con
ducts research in mathematics and computer sci
ence and performs service functions for the over-all
research program at Brookhaven. The research
program consists of three activities designated as
mathematics research, programming research, and
computer research and development. The work
done is not only of general value in these fields,
but also of direct significance to many of the other
research activities at the Laboratory.

The Department's service functions include op
eration of the Laboratory's Central Scientific
Computing Facility (CSCF), maintenance of a
library of service programs for general use, provi
sion of consulting services in certain areas of
mathematics, Laboratory-wide training in com
puter programming, and programming services.
In fulfilling these functions the Department en
gages in a number of research efforts related di
rectly to the use of the CSCF. Consequently the
Department's research program is also concerned
with increasing the effective utilization of the
CSCF and extending the application of CSCF
computers to new areas of research in the physical
and life sciences.

COMPUTER OPERATIONS

The CSCF provides large-scale general compu
tational support to the various research activities
at Brookhaven.

Central Scientific Computing Facility Equipment

The CSCF currently utilizes two CDC 6600
computers and a CDC 924 computer. The CDC
6600 system (see Figure 1) performs the bulk of the
Laboratory's general-purpose processing, whereas
the CDC 924 computer is used principally as pe
ripheral support for the large-scale machines. The
two CDC 6600's are coupled directly to a one
million-word extended core storage (ECS). The
first half of the ECS was installed in the fall of
1968, and the second half during the following
spring. An IBM 7094 computer, which is devoted
almost entirely to bubble-chamber data proc-
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essing, was transferred to the Physics Department
in July 1968.

Several significant additions were made to the
library of diagnostic programs. The new programs
provided more exhaustive diagnostic testing of the
central memory and central processor of the CDC
6600's. Several of the existing programs were re
vised to enable them, like the others, to be run un
der the CDC 6600 operating system in the same
manner as any other job, which eliminated the
need for taking the computer system out of pro
duction during diagnostic testing. The computer
time required for the detection ofmalfunctions was
reduced by the use of these diagnostic programs.

Computer Scheduling and Usage

The two CDC 6600 computers were in opera
tion 7 days a week for 3 shifts a day throughout
fiscal 1969. Figure 2 shows the usage by quarters
for the combined CDC 6600 computers. Only pro
ductive time was included in the usage figures;
hardware maintenance and engineering changes
were excluded. The variation in usage during the
first three quarters of fiscal 1969 resulted from the
installation and testing of the ECS and engineer
ing changes.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Maintaining the software systems for the CSCF,
updating and expanding the general-purpose pro
gram library, supplying programming services to
the various research activities of the Laboratory,
and conducting Laboratory-wide training in com
puter programming are all functions of the De
partment's programming staff.

Software System Maintenance and Improvement

The SCOPE 2 operating system for the CDC 6600
computers was replaced by the SCOPE 3 system
early in the year. Facilities and features that had
been added to SCOPE 2 at BNL to improve it and
adapt it to the Laboratory's needs were carried
over. ECS software was incorporated subsequently
into the SCOPE 3 system. Other improvements to
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Figure 1. Area of the CSCF computer room in which
CDC 6600 operating activities are conducted. The two
computer operators in the center are seated at the con
soles for the two CDC 6600 computers. On the left an
operator is loading the card reader for the first CDC
6600. The operator in the left background is loading a
reel of tape on one of the magnetic tape units, while the
operator in the right background is removing one. Both
function under instructions from the console operators.
In the right foreground another operator is preparing to
read cards into the second CDC 6600 computer.

SCOPE 3 developed by the manufacturer and by
Department personnel were incorporated at vari
ous times during the year. As with any complex
new operating system, debugging continued
throughout the year as subtle difficulties were
detected.

Programming Services

Programming consultation, for users who do
their own programming, continued to be provided
by a programmer-of-the-day in the CSCF users'
room. Information on computer center procedures,
software systems, hardware acquisition, and plan
ning was disseminated to computer users through
the Computer Newsletter. A limited amount of pro
gramming service was provided for the prepara
tion of users' problems for computer processing.
Some typical examples are included below.
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A program was written for solving the basic
integrodifferential equations that describe the be
havior of an aerosol distribution with respect to
time. Various forms of this equation have been in
vestigated elsewhere. In the present program con
siderable flexibility is permitted in the specification
of such factors as particle sources, conglomeration,
and settling. The program replaces the basic equa
tion by a system of approximating ordinary dif
ferential equations. This approach allows the solu
tion curve for each successive time step to be fitted
by an approximating curve defined over a rela
tively short interval, without undue loss of ac
curacy. As these distribution curves shift with time,
the program automatically shifts and contracts the
interval of integration. These techniques allow a
solution to be obtained with a minimal amount of
computer time.

Construction of the linear accelerator involves
the installation of an elaborate network of cables
and wires. The technicians installing the com
ponents need detailed information on the cables
of wires involved, the physical routes followed, the
physical (geographical) location of each terminal
or connection point, and the exact nature of the
components that terminate or connect the wires.
A program was written to create and store on
magnetic tape tables of information concerning
every wire in the network. Specifically, the stored
information consists ofwire terminals (geographical
location and electrical type), wire numbers (for
identification), groupings of wires (into cables),
and cable routes. Means are provided for altering
the nature of the network and for retrieving in
formation about the entire network or specified
sections. Paths can be traced from any designated
point in the network. The program also makes a
number of internal consistency checks on the struc
ture of the network and any changes made in it.

A densitometer was constructed which measures
the intensity of any selected point on a 5 X 5-in.
photographic negative in steps of 256 intensity
levels. In order to use the apparatus for densitom
eter measurements of diffraction patterns, a com
puter program was written for the CDC 924,
which is connected on-line to the densitometer.
Photographs are analyzed in packs of related ex
posures. As each negative is scanned (over a user
specified region), the following information is
written on magnetic tape for subsequent analysis
by a CDC 6600 program: coordinates of lattice
points (in terms of the true crystallographic axes of

the frame), the integrated difference intensity of
the lattice-point spot, the weighted background
intensity, and a descriptive code dependent on var
ious characteristics of the lattice point. Lattice
points with intensities falling below a user-supplied
cutoff value are ignored. Subsequent negatives in
a given pack retain the general lattice pattern
but with decreasing intensity for corresponding
points. The program makes use of this trend by
remembering the positions of the lattice points
used in the immediately preceding negative in
the pack. Thus, when the intensity of a lattice
point falls below the cutoff value, the correspond
ing points are ignored without examination on all
subsequent negatives in the same pack.

PROGRAMMING RESEARCH

The Programming Research Division, which is
closely allied with the Computer Research and
Development Division, also is concerned with the
development of new means for increasing the ef
fective utilization of very large-scale central com
puting facilities and extending the boundaries of
computer application in research in the life and
physical sciences. Some of the effort is devoted to
the development of advanced computer software.
Both Divisions have been engaged in the develop
ment of commercially unavailable software and
hardware for BROOKNET, the Brookhaven Digital
Data Communications Network, which will pro
vide on-line intercomputer communication at in
ternal memory speeds between the CDC 6600
computers of the CSCF and small to medium
sized computers. The BROOKNET hardware and
software system will make the computational
capability of the CDC 66oo's available to remotely
located on-site computers engaged in local proc
essing functions such as monitoring remote experi
ments, acting as input-output stations, handling
time-shared terminals, and performing reduction
and analysis of experimental data. Other principal
efforts have been concerned with the development
of advanced software for effective utilization of the
ECS and the development of a highly advanced
operating system.

BROOKNET Software

Software development for BROOKNET consists of
three phases. The first phase was the development
of an initial version of a general-purpose system to
provide some of the basic BROOKNET functions re-
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quired for remote station operation and on-line
processing through the CDC 6600 operating sys
tem. The design of the initial system was com
pleted, programming was finished, and operation
was checked out in the CSCF, with a PDP-8 com
puter used as the remote computer. The system
was subsequently revised to incorporate additional
functions which emerged from the overlapping ef
fort on the second phase of development. By the
end of the fiscal year, remote operation utilizing
the initial system and the prototype remote input/
output station installed in the Chemistry Building
had been achieved.

Phase 2 is the development of a full-scale gen
eral-purpose system which incorporates, in addi
tion to the functions of the initial system, means
for file management, scheduling, detection and
diagnosis of hardware and software failures, recov
ery of BROOKNET files, and manual control of
BROOKNET. This system will make the full logical
and computational capability of the CDC 6600
computers available to remote users. Most of the
design work was completed, portions of the system
were coded, and debugging was started.

Phase 3 calls for expanding the capability of the
general-purpose system to include the means for
transmitting data directly between the remote
computer and the ECS by utilizing the commer
cially unavailable ECS direct-access hardware de
veloped at BNL. Provisions were made in the
phase 2 software for the subsequent addition of
this capability.

Advanced Operating System

The first stage was completed of the research
and development effort on the design of an ad
vanced operating system for a central computing
facility configuration based on two CDC 6600
computers sharing the use of a one-million-word
ECS unit. In this phase, an initial version was im
plemented, as planned, by the time of delivery of
the ECS hardware. The approach taken was to
partition ECS into separate areas for each at
tached computer. These areas were then sub
divided into two parts. One was used to allow exe
cuting programs direct access to a portion of ECS
for use in any manner that the programmer speci
fied. This part of ECS was allocated to running
programs in a manner exactly analogous to the way
in which central memory is allocated. The other
part of ECS was used for file storage and was inte
grated into the standard operating system input/
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output procedures as if it were a small fast zero
latency disk. As a result, the file storage area can
be used to contain not only users' files but the file
of system programs, which reduces system over
head by allowing faster access to these programs.
A procedure was implemented to move files cre
ated by a given job from ECS to the disk at job
termination if the file storage area is not to be im
mediately released. The area is then available to
currently active files. Studies of the effectiveness of
the initial version of the operating system indicate
that an increase of between 10 and 20% in the pro
ductivity of the computers is obtained.

The second stage of work on an advanced oper
ating system is concerned with the design and de
velopment of a more sophisticated system which
will provide a larger increase in the productivity
of the central computers. Previous work in this
area took into consideration the expressed intent
of the Control Data Corporation to make avail
able in the near future a highly advanced operat
ing system, which, with appropriate modification,
would be suitable for Brookhaven's use. The man
ufacturer's intent, as well as schedule, has changed,
and the development effort at BNL has had to be
expanded to satisfy the Laboratory's requirements
and schedule. The present approach is to move to
ward such a system in steps by successively modi
fYing the design of the initial system currently in
use. Redesign for the first step was frozen and im
plementation was nearly completed. Debugging of
the completed portions was begun. This first step
consists of moving the portion of the system that
controls and coordinates all other system activities
from a peripheral processor to the central proces
sor. This was done for two reasons: (1) peripheral
processors cannot have direct access to ECS, and
(2) the extreme speed of ECS would make the
overhead associated with communicating with a
peripheral processor (and even within the periph
eral processor) unacceptably high.

A statistical sampling and analysis was made of
the degree ofsaturation of various components un
der the current CDC 6600 operating system to ob
tain statistics with a direct bearing on the develop
ment of the advanced operating system and future
acquisitions of computing equipment. The analysis
was designed to reveal bottlenecks, weak points,
and deficiencies and to aid in deciding which
hardware and software additions or modifications
would be most effective in raising the throughput
capability of the hardware and software system.
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Interactive Computing

The work on graphics and interactive program
ming was continued with a study of the methods
of interaction that BROOKNET operation will allow
and appropriate graphic display techniques for
each of these methods. Studies were also made of
the corresponding modes of operation of the alge
braic manipulation programs that will interact
with the remote display terminal.

COMPUTER RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In addition to advancing the state of the art in
data communications and advanced computer
hardware systems, the Computer Research and
Development Division is also concerned with de
veloping new means for increasing the effective
utilization of very large-scale computing facilities.
During the year primary emphasis continued
to be placed on the development of commercially
unavailable devices for improving the operational
efficiency of the CSCF and extending further its
application in research at Brookhaven. This in
cludes hardware implementation of BROOKNET.

Work on the flying image digitizer (FID), interac
tive computing, and graphics was continued and a
study of associative memory begun.

BROOKNET

Work on BROOKNET continued throughout the
year. Previously completed hardware for the
medium-distance branch of BROOKNET to a Sigma
7 computer in a user group was fully checked out
from the CDC 6600 end to the remote computer
adapter at the Sigma-7 end. Final checkout will
take place after the completion of Sigma-7 soft
ware for conducting the BROOKNET dialogue.

An ECS coupler was designed to allow the
BROOKNET branch path to be diverted from the
CDC 6600 input/output channel and directed to
an unused port of the ECS controller. The coupler
appears to ECS as a third CDC 6600 computer.
The new data path will be established selectively
under program control by a series of devices called
multiswitches, which interface with the coupler.
Data transfers can then bypass the input/output
channel, peripheral processor, and central mem
ory buffer, and yet the first path can be re-estab
lished for executive dialogues between the CDC
6600 and the remote computer. In addition,
switching devices were designed, constructed, and

installed to allow the BROOKNET synchronizer
chain to be referenced from either CDC 6600
computer.

Flying Image Digitizer

The feasibility of the design developed in fiscal
1968 for the FID was studied and some design
changes were made. The FID still promises to be
simple in structure but fast enough to meet the re
quirements of automatic data processing for super
conductive bubble chambers. Digitizer-to-com
puter coupling, digitizer-to-operator communica
tion, and the characteristics of the output signal
from the detectors were studied. A highly simpli
fied test model was designed and construction be
gun. A computer-controlled high-speed optical
shutter was designed and the digital circuitry for
finding a tract segment was devised.

QUEST

A language called QUEST was developed to pro
vide the means for using and troubleshooting any
on-line peripheral hardware of the CDC 6600
computers during system operation. Previously,
the checkout of peripheral hardware on the CDC
6600 necessitated dedication of the total computer
system to the peripheral hardware during the
checkout. The new language allows the hardware
checkout programs to be written and run on the
CDC 6600 system without system dedication to
the peripheral hardware. Checkout programs
written in QUEST are run under the CDC 6600
operating system and are handled like any other
job.

Interactive Computing/Graphics

Operation and evaluation of a preliminary
graphic station, consisting of a small computer, a
cathode ray tube display, an alphameric key
board, and an electrostatic printer, pointed the
way to a more advanced system for multiple
graphic terminals working interactively with the
large computer and, ultimately, the CDC 6600
computer through BROOKNET. Preliminary exami
nation was made of engineering support software
programs produced elsewhere that may be used
immediately in the batch system environment and
also are capable of extended use on an interactive
graphic system.

•
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Associative Memory

A study of associative memory techniques was
initiated in an attempt to utilize advances in the
semiconductor field to improve the efficiency of
content addressable memory designs. The ques
tion of applications of an associative system cen
tered around such a memory also was considered.

MATHEMATICS RESEARCH

The objectives of the mathematics research
activity are to make broad general contributions
in the field of mathematics, support and advance
the scientific program at Brookhaven, and expand
the utility and applicability of computers in re
search. Some of the efforts involved are conducted
in collaboration with other researchers at Brook
haven and elsewhere who are engaged in physical,
life science, and mathematics research. Other ef
forts are totally independent. In addition, the
work done in this area complements some of the
service functions of the Department.

Combinatorial Analysis

Combinatorial analysis encompasses problems
from all branches of science. Many of these prob
lems require determination of the number of ele
ments in a collection that possess a specified set of
attributes. Hence, some type of counting is neces
sary. Research at Brookhaven is concerned with
the particular type of counting that involves the
systematic use of the structure of a set to solve
counting problems on that set. Consequently the
research is concerned with the relationship ofcom
binatorial theory to algebraic structures, particu
larly semigroups, lattices, and groups. At present,
work is directed toward the generalization of some
analytic methods for counting on semilattices to
semigroups and sets. During the past year, many
of the algebraic concepts leading to analytic for
mulas for solving some combinatorial problems on
lattices and partially ordered sets were generalized
and shown to apply to sets with only a multiplica
tion operation defined. A well-known and useful
formula for solving combinatorial problems on
partially ordered sets is the Mobius inversion for
mula. Furthermore, the Mobius function is known
to be an invariant on lattices. This is to say that
certain types of lattices each have the same func
tional formula for the Mobius function. All these
results are completely analogous to theories of
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transforms and inversions in calculus. During the
past year a Mobius inversion formula was de
veloped for partial groupoids (i.e., sets with only a
multiplication operation defined) and semigroups.
In addition it was shown that the Mobius func
tion is also a natural invariant on certain classes of
semigroups. Specific examples are being developed
to show the applicability ofthese results to the solu
tion ofcombinatorial problems on these structures.

When a set is specified in an enumerative
manner, no difficulties are experienced in count
ing the number of elements in the set. Difficulties
arise when the set is specified by attributes not
directly relatable to the enumeration of its ele
ments. The Burnside lemma is a powerful mathe
matical tool for determining the number of ele
ments in sets such as these. Counting is accom
plished by overcounting in a manner governed
by the specifications of the set and then reducing
the count by making use of symmetries that are
necessarily introduced by the overcounting. This
lemma is the basis for the Polya counting theorem
so widely used today in counting problems. Dur
ing the past year refinements and variations of the
Burnside lemma were developed and applied to
some specific problems. One of the problems is
concerned with the number of pairings of classes
of like objects. A general expression was found for
the number of distinguishable pairings of kn ele
ments belonging to n distinct "genotypes" each
consisting of k indistinguishable members. These
expressions are applicable in many areas, such as
the study of genealogical relationships in plant
and animal life, the collision of like particles in
nuclear and molecular physics, and the proof of
theorems on pfaffians in mathematics. Another
problem dealt with was the classification of the
number of distinct groupoids containing n ele
ments. An expression was derived which gives the
number of distinct functions of two variables that
can be formed from n elements. This is the num
ber of groupoids.

Pade Approximants

Perturbation theory is concerned with the prob
lem-solving approach in which successive correc
tions to the known solution of a simple problem
are calculated in order to reduce the difference be
tween the answer to the simple problem and that
to a far less tractable one which cannot be calcu
lated directly. However, perturbation theory suf-
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fers from the deficiency that the accuracy obtained
after a number of corrections have been calculated
is not readily ascertainable. In some cases the
higher corrections may be farther from the correct
answer than the earlier one. Research is being con
ducted at Brookhaven on a Pade approximant
technique for the solution of difficult physical
problems and on the development of a general
theory of the Pade approximant. For a special,
although commonly occurring, class offunction,
convergence has been proved and best-error
bounds have been established for all values of the
argument for which the function is nonsingular.

The Pade approach in many cases allows upper
and lower limits to be placed on the correct solu
tion, based on perturbation theory corrections
and a careful analysis of the problem under con
sideration. This technique has been applied suc
cessfully to several problems and its applicability
to many scientific problems has been demonstrated.
Questions of convergence and the provision of
error bounds for values of analytical functions
that arise in physical research are being studied
through the use of Pade approximants. An in
vestigation using Pade techniques is being con
ducted into the behavior in the neighborhood of
the critical point of various thermodynamically
significant properties of the Ising and Heisenberg
models of ferromagnetism, order-disorder phe
nomena, and lattice gases through the use of exact
series expansions. Here rigorous bounds on the
errors of the solution of the model equations have
been established and detailed predictions made of
certain experimental properties whose measure
ment should serve as a precise check on certain
aspects ofthe models. A new method is being used,
with appreciable success, to determine the be
havior below the critical temperature of the Hei
senberg model of ferromagnetism. Previously, re
liable results were available only for temperatures
above the critical temperatures. The same method
is being applied to the better-understood Ising
model of magnetism in order to obtain sharper re
sults and to verify the method. Reasonable success
has been achieved in all cases.

Valid procedures were sought for calculating
the ground-state energy of a many-fermion sys
tem by making use of the idea of an appropriately
formulated expansion in the interaction strength
at fixed density. The fourth order in the perturba
tion expansion parameter of the many-fermion
energy for a potential closely simulating that for

nuclear matter is being calculated in an effort to
gain a qualitative result for the binding energy in
that system. These expansions will be summed by
means of Pade approximants. The results should
be much more reliable than those given by pre
vious methods because of the greater attention
given to the singular points in the energy function.

Neutron Transport Theory

Two classes of problems in neutron transport
theory (thermal and fast systems) were investigated.
By means of a mathematical technique called the
method of analytic continuation some basic new
facts regarding the Boltzmann equation have been '
discovered. These facts have been applied to ex
plain discrepancies between theory and experi
ment in the neutron poisoning problem, in which
the spatial decay of a neutron population in a
moderator is studied as a function of the amount
ofpoisoning for neutron absorbing material placed
in the moderator. It was found that previous
theoretical analyses were inadequate and that the
experimental results are perfectly consistent with
the mathematical properties of the Boltzmann
equation. The mathematical experience gained
with the thermal systems was applied to fast sys
tems for which the analysis was similar, but more
complex. The results of the analysis were found
to be in qualitative agreement with some experi
ments and numerical studies recently completed
in France. A mathematical analysis of the Boltz
mann equation was also applied to give further
insight into the problem ofhigh-frequency ground
propagation in a rarefied gas. A firm analytical
foundation was provided which explains the ra
tionale of some earlier numerical work on this
problem. In a standard reference on higher tran
scendental functions (the Bateman manuscript
project), an important function that occurs in neu
tron transport theory (for fast systems) and in the
theory of radiative transfer had been incorrectly
described. A correct analysis of this special func
tion and a related class of special functions was
made and applied to the study offast pulsed neu
tron systems.

Three-Body Rearrangement Process

The rearrangement process, A +BC~AB+C, is
of fundamental importance in atomic and molec
ular scattering problems. Many models and ap
proximation methods have been devised because
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the general dynamics of three- body rearrange
ment collisions are not amenable to exact mathe
matical treatment. Classical mechanics plays an
important role in the theories used to gain insight
into this phenomenon. Therefore the conditions
under which the classical approach might be valid
have been extensively considered. The classical
equations describing this rearrangement process
are analogous to the equations describing the mo
tion of a particle moving on a potential surface.
Classical mechanics should be valid if the de
Broglie wavelength (which is inversely propor
tional to the momentum) is sufficiently small in
the reactive region. Hence, a better classical re
sult is expected if the interaction potential is rep
resented by a depression in the potential surface
that the particle slides down, rather than a barrier
that it must climb. A model of a three-body re
arrangement process was defined which is solvable
in both the classical and quantum mechanical
formulations. A study of several cases, using the
model to compare classical and quantum results,
indicated that if classical mechanics is valid at all,
it gives better results in the case of a potential
barrier than a potential well. This contradicts the
earlier argument. The quantum mechanical re
sults also yielded information about the existence
of an "activated complex" during the rearrange
ment process. An intrinsic difficulty with classical
mechanics is its inability to take proper account of
vibrationally excited states without an artificial
assumption regarding the distribution of energy
into discrete states. The quantum mechanical study
made it possible to consider, without further hy
pothesis, vibrational excitation.

In another effort, a time-dependent scattering
theory for both the wave and Schrodinger equa
tions was developed. Formulas were obtained for
the transmission and reflection coefficients as
sociated with the problems concerning transmis
sion lines and wave guides. In addition, a study of
nonselfadjoint differential operations was con
ducted. Results were obtained concerning general
second-order perturbations of certain differential
operators.

Linear Operators and
Elementary Symmetric Functions

The ultimate goal of the work in this area is a
deeper analysis of the structure of linear operators.
Such an analysis will clarify the mathematical
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model for quantum mechanics and mathematical
models in other fields. Toward this end a better
understanding of the relationship between linear
operators and eigenvalues is being sought. Three
approaches for studying this relationship were
explored: determinantal inequalities, linear trans
formations on C*-algebras, and numerical range
of bounded operators. As a result of the work of
the past year, it is now possible to extend Hada
mard's classical determinantal inequality for posi
tive semidefinite matrices to the broader class of
complex elementary symmetric functions. More
over, for the first time a definition was obtained
for elementary symmetric functions on quaternion
entried matrices. The generalized Hadamard in
equality was shown to hold in the quaternion case
as well. In a related exploration it was proved that
any bounded linear transformation sending one
C*-algebra to another is uniquely decomposable
as a linear combination of four completely positive
transformations. Finally, the classical Hausdorff
Toeplitz theorem on numerical range was ex
tended to all the elementary symmetric functions.
Further research is expected to reveal information
pertaining to quantum mechanical situations
described by a C*-algebra context.

Monomer-Dimer Problem

An important problem in physical research is to
understand what occurs during a change of state,
or so-called phase transition. In the field oflattice
statistics, phase transitions are studied by applying
the procedures of statistical mechanics to models
of physical systems. Work was directed toward the
calculation of the properties of the monomer
dimer model, one of the simplest, yet unsolved,
problems in lattice statistics. The model consists of
a regular lattice in which some sites are vacant
while others are linked to one of their neighboring
sites. The vacant sites are regarded as occupied by
"monomers," and two linked sites are occupied by
either end of a "dimer." This model has been
used, for example, in connection with the theory
of absorption of diatomic molecules and in the cell
cluster theory of liquids. The central problem is to
calculate, with use of statistical mechanics, the
thermodynamic properties of the model in the
thermodynamic limit, with particular emphasis
on the possible existence of a phase transition. The
model was studied for several two- and three
dimensional lattices by deriving the leading coeffi-
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cients of exact series expansions. Numerical analy
sis of the series enabled the thermodynamic prop
erties to be calculated and showed that, while
there is no phase transition, close-packing is a

singular point. A novel feature of this model is
that for lattices of fixed dimension the singularity
is found to depend on the lattice structure. The
reason for this behavior is being studied further.
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Biology

The present report provides brief summaries of
projects conducted by members ofthe scientific staff
of the Biology Department. Research is in progress
at all levels of biological study, from ecology to
biophysics, and is related to the development of
basic information that will lead to improved un
derstanding of the manner in which ionizing radi
ations affect living things and in which these effects
may be used constructively for specific biological
purposes. Insofar as the problems examined per
mit, emphasis is given to the molecular approach
and mechanistic rather than descriptive studies
are stressed. Thus, a common theme throughout is
the correlation of macromolecular structure with
biological organization and function.

A number of the projects derive immdiate bene
fit from the availability of research reactors and
particle accelerators at Brookhaven, while more
specialized irradiation sources are utilized directly
within the Biology complex. A noteworthy feature
of the program is the number of projects that re
late to studies with plants. In addition to extensive
field and greenhouse facilities, specialized growth
chamber space is available for precise manipula
tion of the environments in which plants are
maintained.

The Biology Department maintains a number
of collaborative programs with visiting scientists
from other institutions, both in this country and
abroad, and sponsors the Brookhaven Symposia:
in Biology, a series of annual conferences at the
Laboratory on topics of current interest in biologi
cal research. The topic of this year's symposium is
Diversity and Stability in Ecological Systems. The pro
t::eedings will appear as the 22nd volume in the
senes.

PLANT SCIENCES

Increased Mutagen Efficiency in Plants

Ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) induces muta
tions in plants with high frequency and presuma
bly by specific reaction with genetic material.
Since EMS treatments may induce physiological
damage, ways were sought to reduce such damage
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without affecting mutagenic activity. Damage by
EMS is thought to be caused mainly by water
soluble decomposition products, and therefore
water-extraction of seeds treated with the muta
gen was tried. This is feasible in maize, since the seed
tolerates soaking in water and drying. When seeds
were soaked in water for 4 to 6 days after treatment
with EMS, dried, and then planted, damage to
the plant was eliminated. The soaking treatment
with water also reduced the mutation frequency.
However, the efficiency of the mutagen (mutation
frequency compared with plant damage) was
maximized, i.e., the damage was reduced more
than the mutation frequency.

Photoperiodism and Photomorphogenesis

Many aspects of plant development depend on
red and far-red light, probably acting through the
chromoprotein phytochrome. Phytochrome can
take two relatively stable forms, reversibly inter
convertible by light: Pr, absorbing predominantly
in the red, and Pfr, in the far-red. Pfr is probably
the active form. The relationship between physio
logical response and tissue content of measureable
phytochrome is complex. For example, there ap
pear to be no differences in response attributable
to differing phytochrome contents among pea
seedlings de-etiolated with various red and far
red treatments. However, de-etiolation itself brings
about differences in the apparent rate of response
to Pfr, estimated physiologically, and in the spec
trophotometrically detectable Pfr transformations
that take place in darkness. De-etiolated seedlings,
whether high or low in total phytochrome, appear
to be less sensitive to Pfr than etiolated (totally
dark-grown) seedlings, and the ratio ofPfr destruc
tion to Pfr reversion is higher than in etiolated
tissue. Much further work is needed to establish
whether the suggested relationship between the
rate of Pfr action and Pfr transformations is phys
iologically significant or merely fortuitous.

The differences between the chemical properties
of Pr and Pfr presumably reflect photochemically
induced changes in structure. Study of the dif
ferences should eventually bear on the mechanism
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of phytochrome action. Peas contain a small
molecular-weight substance that attacks Pfr with
substantial specificity relative to Pr, which causes
it to lose photoreversibility. Methods for concen
trating, purifying, and identifying this "Pfr killer"
are being developed. Although Pfr was found to
be more labile than Pr in all previous work with
nonenzymic reagents, it is now clear that several
aldehydes, including glutaraldehyde and acetalde
hyde, affect Pr more than they do Pfr. This sug
gests that the e-amino groups of lysine, with which
aldehydes are believed to react with some speci
ficity, are more accessible in Pr than in Pfr.

Plant Bile Pigments

Bile pigments are found in all plants. They can
function as photoreceptors in photosynthesis and
in the regulation of growth and development. The
pigments, generally, are linked covalently at un
known sites to specific proteins. In continuing
work concerned with the sites of attachment be
tween pigments and proteins, enzymatic methods
are devised for preparation of bile pigments linked
to a small portion of the amino acid backbone of
their proteins. By ion-exchange separation some
bilipeptides were purified to homogeneity.

Large areas of the sea are occasionally colored
red by the marine ciliate Cyclotrichium meunieri.
The red pigment in the ciliate was found to be a
cryptomonad-type phycoerythrin, a bile pigment.
The ciliate also contained chlorophylls a and c.
Thus, the numerous photosynthetic symbionts in
each ciliate belong to the Cryptoplrycae.

Protochlorophyll Holochrome

Following photoreduction of protochlorophyll
to chlorophyll in dark-grown leaves, there occurs
a series of dark reactions characterized by spectral
shifts from long to shorter wavelengths. Analogous
shifts were observed in preparations of the proto
chlorophyll holochrome isolated from dark-grown
bean leaves after exposure to red light. Theyap
parently reflect changes in protein conformation
following photoreduction of protochlorophyll,
since the spectral shifts are sensitive to pH, tem
perature, and mild protein perturbants.

The Mechanism of Electron Transport
and Energy Conversion in Photosynthesis

Illuminated chloroplasts oxidize water by way
of a series of electron transfers involving one photo-

chemical and several thermal steps, known collec
tively as photosystem II. Chloride ion (Cl-) is a
necessary component of photosystem II. The Cl
requirement provides means for selective inhibi
tion of electron flow and identification of electron
carrying components of the system. According to
the results of present work, the lack of Cl- depres
ses the fluorescence yield in pea chloroplast prepa
rations because ofa drop in maximum yield at satu
rating light intensity and in quantum efficiency.
The fluorescence emission spectra, at 77 OK, in
the presence and absence ofCl- differ around 693
nm. This is thought to indicate an effect ofCl- on
the redox state of the photosystem II light trap in
unfrozen material. The fluorescence data support
location of the site of Cl- action between the
water-splitting enzyme and the photoact. Hy
droxylamine, hydrazine, and related compounds,
in high concentration, donate electrons to photo
system II and thus bypass the site at which Cl- is
required. These same donors also reverse the in
hibitory effect of high concentrations of amines or
ammonia on electron flow. Chloroplasts from
manganese-deficient Euglena cultures have weak
photosystem II activity but the electron flow is
likewise restorable by the donor systems.

Control of Cell Division

In excised pea root tips, carbohydrate depriva
tion results in the accumulation of meristematic
cells in either the G1 or G2 stages of the mitotic
cycle. Following carbohydrate restoration, G1 cells
initiate deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) synthesis
and ~ cells enter mitosis. Thus, initiation ofDNA
synthesis and mitosis both require a relatively
large supply of energy. According to further
analysis of the energy requirement for cell repli
cation, initiation of the processes indicated de
pends upon aerobic metabolism. Continuation and
completion of DNA synthesis also require oxygen.
Experimentally, the synthesis can be arrested by
anaerobiosis for up to 24 hr and restored to the
control rate by resupply of oxygen. The accumu
lation of cells in G1 and G2 is associated with loss
of ribonucleic acid (RNA) and protein required
for DNA synthesis and mitosis proportional to the
duration of carbohydrate deprivation. Provision of
an energy source enables the cells to synthesize the
requisite RNA and protein. Apparently the G1

and G2 periods of the mitotic cycle represent dis
tinct physiological states during which prolifera
tive cells prepare for DNA synthesis and mitosis.
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are appressed to one another. These results are
contrary to reports of others and indicate that
expansion of the membranes to form lamellae
and membrane pairing are not light-dependent
processes.

1
Ht(FULLENERGY)He4 Li7 C'2
I It, I J I

Relative Biological Effectiveness
of Heavy Ions in Producing Mutations,

Tumors, and Growth Inhibition

Dry seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana, a short-life-eycle
Crucifer, were irradiated in the heavy ion linear
accelerator (Hilac) at the University of California
with the accelerated heavy ions He4, Li7, C12, 0 16,
Ne20, and Ar40 . The small size and simple geome
try of Arabidopsis seed embryos made it possible to
locate the Bragg peak of maximum ionization, for
ions of widely different linear energy transfer
(LET), within the meristem region from which
the plant develops. For reference in computing
relative biological effectiveness (RBE), exposures
were also made to 250-kVp x rays and to full
energy helium ions, for which the respective LET's
were 2 and 18 keY Ip., as compared with Bragg
peak-adjusted heavy ions for which the LET
ranged from 74 keYIp. (He) to 1890 keYIp. (Ar).
Response to the irradiations was measured on the
basis of three criteria: frequency of induced tu
mors, percent decrease in plant dry weight, and
frequency of an induced locus-specific somatic
mutation. The relative response was the same for
each criterion: x rays (LET = 2) were least effec
tive, full energy helium ions (LET = 18) were
about twice as effective as x rays, Bragg-peak He4

uJ
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Further, the main expenditure of energy in cell
division occurs in preparation for these processes.

Plastid Development in Plants

The plastids in the leaves of higher plants begin
as relatively simple, polymorphic structures in ger
minating seedlings. In the light, these structures
develop membranes finally arrayed in rather spe
cific three-dimensional patterns. In the dark, seed
ling plastids first develop a complex of tubular
membranes known as the prolamellar body. Ac
cording to the reports ofothers, light is required for
the next two steps in development: a small amount
of light is needed for the first expansion of mem
branes into lamellae that grow out from the pro
lamellar body into the stroma of the plastid; more
light is required for the second step - pairing of
these lamellae into the close association found in
functional chloroplasts. To test this proposed se
quence in development, kidney beans were ger
minated in complete darkness and fixed in the
dark after suitable periods of growth. Thin sections
of portions of the leaves were examined in the elec
tron microscope. In plastids examined after 5 days
of seedling growth in the dark, lamellae were ob
served extending out from the prolamellar body.
The lamellae are actually flattened sacs limited by
a membrane. The outer surfaces of these lamellae

Plastid development. Plastids in the palisade cells of a
kidney-bean seedling grown in the dark for five days are
shown. PR=prolamellar body; L=lamellae; the arrows
indicate paired membranes. Neither expansion of the
membranes arising from the prolamellar body into mem
branes nor membrane pairing requires light.

20 40 60 100 200 400 600 1000 2000
LET (keVIl' IN MERISTEM)-LOG SCALE

The relative biological effectiveness (RBE) compared
with x rays of heavy accelerated ions of widely different
linear energy transfer (LET) based on three different
criteria of response.
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ions (LET = 74) were the most effective, and there
was then a declining effectiveness from Li 7 ions
(LET= 172) to Ar40 ions (LET= 1890). The
RBE's for Bragg-peak helium ions were high com
pared with x rays - 25,21, and 12 for mutation, tu
morization, and growth inhibition, respectively.
Since all three criteria gave the same relative re
sponse over a wide range of LET, the results sug
gest that the targets sensitive to radiation damage
are the same for each. Since for induction of muta
tion these targets are the chromosomes, the results

support the conclusion that radiation damage to
normal processes of growth and of differentiation
(as shown by tumorization) is due to chromosome
damage.

Long-Term Survival in Chronically Irradiated Trees

Young trees of 13 species were planted in the
field in the spring and exposed to y radiation dur
ing 7 years. For each species, the daily and accu
mulative radiation doses (R) required to kill 50% of
the trees (LD50's) were determined annually. The

Picea glauco

4 YRS-CHRONIC

APPROX.
lD 50

1

Taxus media HV hatfield ii

8 YRS -CHRONIC

APPROX.
lD50

Effects of chronic y-irradiation in white spruce and yew. Representatives of white spruce (Picea
glauca) and Hatfield yew (Taxus media HV hatfieldii) subjected to various levels of chronic C060

y-irradiation for 4 and 8 years, respectively, are shown. C indicates controls; the numbers, the
daily dose of radiation in roentgens. The approximate daily exposures at which half of the two
species of trees survived are denoted by the arrows. Growth was reduced to about half that of
the controls by exposures much smaller than those required to produce 50% killing. Note the
tendency in Picea glauca for a change in growth habit with increasing exposure: the control and
0.9-R/day groups are excurrent in habit, while with increase in dose rate there is an increase in
deliquescence (one terminal leader no longer dominant). This change in habit obtains in other
irradiated species that are normally excurrent. (Arrows at left of each set of trees indicate one
meter.)



daily LD's decreased, whereas the accumulative
LD's increased during the irradiation period. The
rates of change in the LD's became stabilized by
the third year. The daily 7-year LD50's were about
half, the accumulative LD50's about four times,
the corresponding I-year values. Apparently, a
highly effective repair system developed in the
plants during the third year of exposure to the
radiation. The daily 3-year LD50's ranged from 8
to 31 R in 5 species of gymnosperms and from 85
to 138 R in 7 species of angiosperms.

Radiobiological Studies of Tradescantia Plants
Carried in Earth Orbit by Biosatellite II

In the first concerted American attempt to study
basic biological and radiobiological processes in
space, a satellite was launched from Cape Ken
nedy and recovered near Hawaii after making 30
orbits of the earth during about 45 hr. The space
craft carried 13 experiments involving 10 species
of organisms and a y radiation source.

The Tradescantia experiment probed for effects of
space environment on spontaneous and radiation
induced mutation rates and cytological changes in
clone 02. Thirty-two young flowering plants were
arranged to allow the flower buds to be exposed to
223 R of y rays and the roots, immersed in nutri
ent, to 116 to 282 R during the flight. Control
plants were carried behind a tungsten radiation
shield. Additional irradiated and unirradiated
controls were maintained at the launching site.
After retrieval of the spacecraft, intact plants and
samples of root tip, ovary, and stamen tissues were
taken to Brookhaven for observations on the fol
lowing: somatic mutations (blue to pink or color
less cells), cell size (giant and dwarf), loss of repro
ductive integrity (stunted stamen hairs), pollen
grain mortality (early and late stages), disturbed
mitotic spindle function, and chromosome aberra
tions. The data indicated no significant modifica
tions of somatic mutations or cell size and no chro
mosome aberrations attributable to weightlessness
or dynamic flight factors. However, pollen abor
tion and loss of reproductive integrity in irradiated
material increased as a function of weightlessness.
Disturbed mitotic spindle function in root tip and
microspore cells was associated with orbital flight
in irradiated and control plants. Clearly, differ
ences obtained between flight and nonflight ma
terial. Explanation of the differences and assess
ment of their significance are being sought in con
tinuing nonflight tests.
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Radiation Mutation Program

Facilities at the Laboratory are used to irradiate
biological material for workers in this and other
countries. Some of the irradiations are made for
plant breeders who use the irradiated material in
the search for improved varieties; others are for
individuals concerned with various aspects ofradi
ation biology. Illustrative of the work involving use
of irradiated material is that ofD.I.T. Walker and
colleagues at the West Indies Sugar Cane Breed
ing Station, Barbados. They are concerned with
the development of nonflowering varieties of sugar
cane. Such varieties are desired because in the ab
sence of flowering the cane continues vegetative
growth and sugar production. Nonflowering types
have been found in material irradiated with y
rays. These are undergoing yield trials and per
haps may soon be in commercial production.

Chlorophyll-Protein Complexes
and Photochemical Reaction Centers

Through use of the detergent sodium dodecyl
sulfate, the membranous structures of photosyn
thetic bacteria, blue-green algae, and higher plants
were dissolved to yield well-defined chlorophyll-

Spindle malfunction in the root tip of Tradescantia clone
02. The cells shown are from unirradiated material
carried by Biosatellite II in earth orbit. The multinucleate
condition indicated by the arrow suggests that during
mitosis the chromosomes scattered throughout the cell,
presumably because the spindle did not form or did not
function. X 1000.
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evolving organisms. Similar chlorophyll a proteins
exist in green algae and higher plants. However,
these organisms also contain a system II chloro
phyll protein complex having chlorophylls a and b
in a 1 : 1 ratio.

The Role of Cyclic 3',5'-Adenosine Monophosphate
in the Epinephrine Insensitivity
of the Hypophysectomized Dog

Cyclic 3',5'-adenosine monophosphate (cyclic
AMP) is known to initiate the activation of phos
phorylase induced by epinephrine. The AMP is
formed inside the cell in response to external appli
cation of the hormone. The activation of phos
phorylase causes increased breakdown of glycogen.
The final product of the breakdown in liver is glu
cose, which passes into the blood and raises the
blood sugar level.

In the hypophysectomized dog, epinephrine
administration increases the blood sugar relatively
little. Thus, some link in the chain of events be
tween application of the hormone to liver cells and
eventual increase in blood sugar differs in the
hypophysectomized animal. To partially identify
this link, comparison was made of the effects ofthe
dibutyryl derivative of cyclic AMP on blood sugar
in the normal and the hypophysectomized animal.
The derivative when given by intravenous infusion
penetrates liver cells to some extent and thus in
creases the blood sugar. Surprisingly, the output of
glucose in response to the dibutyryl derivative is
greater than normal in the epinephrine-insensitive
hypophysectomized animal. The simplest conclu
sion is that some link in the chain of events be
tween application of epinephrine to the liver cells
and increase in cyclic AMP is aberrant in the
hypophysectomized animal. Another, but less
likely, possibility is that an intracellular enzyme
(phosphodiesterase) which splits cyclic AMP is
more active in the liver of the hypophysectomized
than of the normal animal and that this enzyme
does not hydrolyze the dibutyryl AMP. Testing of
both hypotheses is under way.

Effect of X-Irradiation on Hemoglobin
Synthesis in Duck Erythrocytes in vitro

Decreased rates of heme and globin synthesis,
turnover of free protoporphyrin, transfer of plasma
iron to erythrocytes, and incorporation of plasma
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protein complexes which in most cases contain
photochemical reaction centers. In the case of
Rhodopseudomonas viridis, the reaction center prepa
ration contains chlorophyll, cytochrome, and ca
rotenoid in the molar ratio 3 : 7 : 1 and can carry
out a light-driven cyclic electron flow. From the
purple sulfur bacterium Chromatium the detergent
releases two chlorophyll-protein complexes, each
associated with a different reaction center. One
drives cyclic electron flow; the other appears to be
associated with a noncyclic electron transport
chain from exogenous donors to an unknown ac
ceptor, possibly ferredoxin. The chlorophyll a pro
tein from blue-green algae contains P700, the re
action center chlorophyll of system I in oxygen-

Ancestral Photobocterium
(PHOTOASSIMILATlQN )

Ancestral Prokaryote
(HETEROTROPHY)

Eukaryotes

CHEMICAL
EVOLUTION

Evolution of photosynthesis. The hypothesis presented
relates the photosynthesis of bacteria and blue-green
algae to that of a common ancestor. According to the
hypothesis, the algae developed the capacity to evolve
oxygen after a long period of evolution in which nitrogen
in various oxidation states served as electron donor for
C02 fixation. The scheme is consistent with thermo
dynamics and current views about the nature of the
earth's atmosphere 3 X 109 years ago.
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iron into heme in duck blood in vitro and decreased
levels of blood porphyrin and reticulocytes were
observed 1 to 8 days after x-irradiation of the ani
mal. The decreased rates and porphyrin level pre
sumably reflected the decreased levels of reticulo
cytes, i.e., they were a consequence of erythropoi
etic arrest. The various parameters were un
changed at 5 and 30 min after irradiation of the
animal and after direct irradiation of the blood.
The latter findings are in contrast to reports that
stimulation of the in vitro synthesis of heme and
globin in spleen and of heme in bone marrow fol
lows irradiation of the rabbit and that stimulation
of heme and globin synthesis in dog erythrocytes
in vitro follows irradiation of both the animal and
blood alone. The contrast may reflect differences
in the several systems of hemoglobin synthesis.

Radiation-Induced Aging

The late effects of irradiation in animals closely
resemble those of natural aging. Based on the close
parallel observed between chromosome stability
and both natural and radiation-induced aging, a
somatic mutation theory of aging was proposed.
Although findings in support of the theory accu
mulated steadily, some were inconsistent. Thus, a
composite theory was developed which proposes
that aging is due not to a single chance event such
as a mutation, but to a series of such events. This
theory correlates much of the information on aging
and predicts an average of about five events as
necessary for induction of a degenerative disease.
By using a method of estimating the mutation rate
in somatic cells based on the incidence of liver tu
mors developing in a special strain of mice, two of
the steps postulated in the composite theory were
identified. The steps consist of a mutation followed
by a stimulus for cell division. Attempts to identify
a third step indicate only that it is not another
mutation.

It is generally thought that nondividing mam
malian cells, e.g., those in liver, accumulate faults
with increase in age, whereas dividing cells, e.g.,
those in bone marrow, eliminate faults through cell
selection. This supposition was tested in the mouse
with use of a method developed for scoring chro
mosome aberrations in bone marrow. The aberra
tion frequency tends to increase late in life. It in
creases immediately after irradiation but returns
to normal within 48 hr, only to increase late in life
sooner than in control animals. Work is being con
tinued' but it is now apparent that the dividing
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cell systems of the mammal cannot be considered
immortal in the same sense as are bacterial cul
tures. Loss of chromosome stability in bone mar
row cells late in life perhaps reflects depletion of
chromosomal repair enzymes. To test this possi
bility the bone marrow cells of mice of different
ages were scored for chromosome aberrations as a
function of time after irradiation. The aberration
frequency was found to increase and then return
to the control level at the same rate in mice of all
ages. Thus, chromosomal repair mechanisms func
tion well into extreme old age.

Material Transfer Across Biological Barriers

The effect of solutes added to the homogeneous
phases a and {3 of the material transfer system,
phase a/membrane/phase {3, upon the exchange
resistance of the membrane to water was deter
mined. For both Millipore filters and cellophane
membranes, the exchange resistance was found to
be linearly related to the square of the concentra
tion of the added substance. Each solute had a
specific effect on the magnitude of the resistance.
Sucrose, for example, increased the magnitude six
fold when the concentration in the terminal phases
was 2M.

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

Glycoprotein Structure

The ribonuclease present in the pancreatic se
cretion of the pig is a highly heterogeneous glyco
protein which contains some 35% polysaccharide.
The availability of this enzyme provides for struc
ture-function studies of a well-defined glycoprotein
and permits assessment of the at present obscure
biological significance of the attachment of poly-

The primary structure of porcine ribonuclease.
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saccharide side-chains to enzymes. As a prelimi
nary to such studies, the structure of porcine ribo
nuclease is under investigation. Like the well
known bovine enzyme, porcine ribonuclease is a
single-chain protein of 124 amino acid residues
cross-linked by 4 disulfide bonds. The primary
structure is now known, as are the points of poly
saccharide attachment. The disulfide bonds oc
cupy the same positions as in bovine ribonuclease
and, although there are 28 amino aci(treplace
ments in the two structures, there is conservation
of those residues known to be important in the
bovine enzyme for the formation of a hydrophobic
"core" around which the tertiary structure of the
protein appears to develop. Also conserved are all
residues implicated in bovine ribonuclease as
essential for binding substrate and for catalytic
activity. The polysaccharide side-chains are
attached in regions of the molecule shown by x
ray crystallography to be remote from the active
center. Of the three side-chains, that at aspara
gine-34 occurs at the same sequence position as in
bovine ribonuclease B. The heterogeneity of por
cine ribonuclease originates in the attached poly
saccharides, particularly the side-chains at aspara
gine-19 and asparagine-76, which are larger than
that at asparagine-34. The present results consti
tute the most complete description yet achieved of
the structure of a complex glycoprotein.

Deoxyribonuclease-Deficient
Mutants of Pneumococcus

The two enzymes that account for most of the
deoxyribonuclease (DNase) activity in cell extracts
of Diplococcus pneumoniae are an endonuclease and a
phosphatase-exonuclease. Since the latter enzyme
converts double-stranded DNA to single strands
and mononucleotides, and since precisely these
products are formed when transforming DNA
enters a pneumococcal cell, it was supposed that
this enzyme plays a role in the entry of DNA, by
degrading one strand and thereby drawing the
complementary strand into the cell. To test this
hypothesis and to see whether this enzyme or the
endonuclease is essential for either transformation
or cell viability, mutant strains lacking the enzyme
were sought as follows. After treatment of the bac
teria with a chemical mutagen, DNase-deficient
mutants were identified on agar plates containing
DNA and methyl green. Methyl green binds to
intact DNA to give a persistent blue color, but
around a colony that contains DNase and there-

fore degrades the DNA in its vicinity, a colorless
zone develops. The size and time of development
of the zone depend on whether one or both of the
DNases are present.

Cells of mutant strains lacking both DNases
grew normally, so neither enzyme appears to be
essential for viability. Similarly, neither enzyme
was required for the uptake of DNA or any other
phase of transformation. Newly introduced DNA
was still converted to single strands and mono
nucleotides in the double-mutant recipient. Re
sidual exonuclease activity in the double-mutant
strain was found associated with the DNA polym
erase. This enzyme, therefore, could conceivably
play the role in DNA entry previously assigned to
the phosphatase-exonuclease.

Structure and Function of Enzymes

Enzymes have two important characteristics,
specificity and the ability to promote chemical
change. Currently a search is being made for the
structural features of trypsin responsible for these
properties, i.e., for the identity and interrelation
ship of the amino acid residues at the active center.
Residues related to catalysis, namely histidine-46
and serine-183, were identified earlier. The speci
ficity of trypsin is thought to depend on ionic in
teraction between a carboxylic acid side-chain of
the enzyme and its positively charged substrates.
Identification of this group has become the goal of
chemical modification studies. Isoxazolium salts,
which activate carboxyl groups in chemical syn
thesis, were selected for study in the hope that the
positive charge of the reagent might lead to a sub
stratelike attachment and subsequent activation
of the specificity-site carboxylic acid. Conditions
were found under which limited reaction was
achieved, with considerable alteration of enzymic
activity. The observed and hoped-for loss ofspeci
ficity indicated chemical modification of the car
boxyl group responsible for this property. In ad
dition to identification of the modified residue, it is
planned to explore the possibility of producing
new enzymes by altering the existing binding site.

A number of enzymes are related to trypsin in
specificity although their physiological roles are
different. Among these are thrombin and plasmin,
essential in blood clotting and fibrinolysis, respec
tively. Attempts are being made to define the cata
lytic differences of these enzymes in order to arrive
at inhibitors that may be useful in controlling their
activities selectively.

5._.'i"7I"



The Replication of Bacteriophage </'R

Intracellular development of the small bacterio
phage, cpR, is restricted in one of its bacterial hosts,
Salmonella typhimurium. As indicated earlier by com
parison of this restricted development with normal
replication in another host, Escherichia coli, the re
striction is due to host-induced changes in the
structure of the replicating DNA. These changes
affect only the newly synthesized (progeny) DNA,
leaving intact and functional the infecting (paren
tal) DNA, which suggests localization of these two
types of molecules within the host cell. Elsewhere,
association of parental DNA with a cellular struc
ture, probably the cell membrane, has been dem
onstrated. In present extension of these observa
tions to cpR infection, progeny DNA was also
found to be associated with cellular structures,
distinct from those that bind parental DNA. Test
for the association was as follows. Bacterial cells
were subjected to gentle lysis 10 min after infection
with cpR and fractionated into three layers of host
components. Selective labeling experiments and ~

electron-microscopic examination demonstrated
that the first layer contained host DNA which was
not bring actively replicated at the time of lysis,
the second layer contained the parental viral DNA
and actively replicating host DNA, and the third
layer contained most of the infectivity of the ly
sate, but virtually none of the parental or host
DNA. Freely sedimenting replicative DNA was
not found, although the cytoplasmic contents of
the cell had been released.

Amino Acid Changes in Mutant Proteins
and the Genetic Code

Frame-shift mutant hisD3018 of bacterium Sal
monella typhimurium was induced by the chemical
mutagen ICR-191, while hisD2550 arose spontane
ously. Spontaneously occurring double mutants
were isolated from hisD2550, whereas chemically
induced [by ICR-191 and a nitrosoguanidine com
pound (NG)] as well as spontaneous double mu
tants were isolated from hisD3018. The protein
product of the hisD gene, histidinol dehydro
genase, from the normal or wild-type and several
double mutants, was purified and examined for
amino acid differences. Histidinol dehydrogenase
from one double mutant of hisD2550 was found to
contain an extra leucine residue and to lack a pro
line residue, while the protein from another double
mutant lacked both. The findings suggest that the
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hisD2550 frame-shift may have arisen through a
deletion of one or a few nucleotides. One double
mutant protein of hisD3018 was found to contain
an extra amino acid, proline, while another con
tained the extra proline and at least three addi
tional changes. The multiple amino acid substitu
tions found in the latter strain are in agreement
with the in vitro triplet code word assignments, an
additional confirmation of their validity. The re
sults strongly indicate that his D3018 carries an ex
tra nucleotide in the hisD gene as the basis of the
frame-shift. An NG-induced double-mutant pro
tein hisD3018 was unexpectedly found to be iden
tical to the wild type, the first substantial evidence
that this mutagen is capable of deleting nucleo
tides from DNA.

Renaturation and Aggregation
of Single-Stranded DNA

The native DNA molecule consists of a pair of
specifically intertwined single strands. In solution
under certain conditions, the strands separate and,
once apart, may reunite specifically (renaturation)
or imperfectly (aggregation). The bearing ofre
naturation and aggregation in solution on events
in vivo is not known, but since renaturation is a
very specific reaction, it is presumably involved in
genetic recombination and incorporation of viral
DNA into that of a corresponding host, a process
perhaps involved in tumor formation. Renatura
tion is also used as a technique for study of hydro1
ysis between different populations of DNA mole
cules or between DNA and RNA. In current
work, the molecular details of renaturation and
aggregation were determined under a wide range
of conditions. Particular conditions were found
under which single strands of DNA can exist as
long strings or fold back upon themselves many
times to form a compact structure. These changes
in shape are deducible from the rates at which the
molecules sediment or from the viscosities. The
shape of the single strands in solution determines
whether or not renaturation occurs. Unfolded
strands intertwine freely to form the native, double
stranded structure; the folded strands combine to
only a limited extent, with formation of nonspe
cific aggregates. When the native DNA structure
is stable, perfectly specific renaturation of unfold
ed single strands is attained. Perfect renaturation
occurs under conditions similar to those obtaining
in vivo. In tests for homology, conditions can be
chosen such that renaturation is complete, inter-
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ference from nonspecific aggregation is eliminated,
and degrarlation of molecules is minimum.

Exocrine Pancreatic Secretory Proteins

Pancreatic acinar cells elaborate polypeptides
that inhibit trypsin and certain "trypsinlike" pro
teolytic enzymes that participate in blood clotting,
clot dissolution, and release of hypotensive pep
tides. To obtain information on their biological
role, the inhibitors of cow, pig, and human pan
creas are being compared with respect to amino
acid sequence, mechanism of interaction with pro
teolytic enzymes, and intracellular distribution.

The amino acid sequence and location of the di
sulfide bridges of the bovine pancreatic secretory
trypsin inhibitor (Kazal's inhibitor) have been de
termined. There are no major similarities in amino
acid sequence between Kazal's inhibitor and the
intracellular inhibitor of Kunitz. Both inhibitors
are synthesized by the same cell and form 1 : 1
molar complexes with trypsin, yet they differ in
structure, inhibitor properties, and intracellular
localization.

Lyophilized bovine and porcine pancreatic juice
have been used for replacement therapy in canine
pancreatic insufficiency. The results obtained sug
gest that these preparations would be clinically
useful.

Determination of Biological Structure
by X-Ray Diffraction

The three-dimensional protein structures so far
established by x-ray diffraction support the belief
that many more must be determined before rules
sufficient to predict conformations of proteins from
their amino acid sequences can be formulated.
The purpose of present work is therefore twofold:
to determine protein structures and, in the course
of such determination, to materially simplify the
necessary procedures, both by development of in
strumentation and by employment of advances in
crystallographic theory. Determination of the
structure of crystalline subtilisin continues by the
conventional isomorphous replacement method; a
set of heavy-atom isomorphs prepared by a previ
ously described technique is used. A full set ofdata
for the neurohypophyseal hormone oxytocin has
been collected, and solution of the structure by a
"direct phasing" method, symbolic addition, is be
ing attempted in the belief that the method may
become sufficiently powerful to largely supplant
isomorphous replacement. In this eventuality,

determination of large structures would be radi
cally simplified. The first general computer pro
gram for employment of this method has been de
veloped and is in use. It has already made possible
the direct determination of several small structures
for which previous methods were unavailing.

The Cell Wall of Pneumococcus
and Meningococcus

The bacterial cell wall is especially suitable for
study of the relation between macromolecular
structure and biological function. In the species
examined, the wall consists of heteropolymeric
substances, two of which are relatively distinct.
One of these is the ubiquitous bacterial mucopep
tide. The nature of the other polymer varies with
the species, but is frequently the group-specific
polysaccharide. Present work is concerned with
the structure of group-specific polysaccharides and
involves development of methods for quantitative
analysis of polysaccharide components, estimation
of molecular size of the polysaccharides, elucida
tion of the linkages between the polymers, and
definition of enzymes involved in the biosynthesis
and depolymerization of the carbohydrates. The
C-polysaccharide from the cell wall of pneumococ
cus, a gram-positive bacteria, was found separable
into two components, one a typical mucopeptide,
the other a polymer containing N-acetyl-galactos
amine phosphate and an unknown diamino sugar.
The two polymers differ in immunological proper
ties and are cross-linked covalently through the
phosphodiester bond of muramic acid. The cell
wall of meningococcus, a gram-negative bacteria,
also yields a mucopeptide and a carbohydrate
polymer of either N-acetyl-mannosamine phos
phate or sialic acid. However, these polymers are
held together by noncovalent bonds. Based on
this, a new procedure was developed for isolation
of high-molecular-weight (> 105 ) polysaccharides
from meningococcus.

Conformational Studies of Macromolecules

Preliminary studies were completed of the ap
plicability of neutron diffraction to protein struc
ture determination. Data were collected for a large
myoglobin crystal (30 mm3 ) by using a monochro
matic (l.5-A) flux of 106 neutrons/cm2-sec and a
counting time of 3 to 10 min per reflection. From
the data and with use of the x-ray phases, projec
tion maps as well as a three-dimensional density
map were calculated. The maps compare well



with those calculated from x-ray data alone. Thus,
neutron diffraction data suitable for structural de
termination can be obtained. Work is under way
to determine whether the anomalous dispersion
effect of isotopes such as those of cadmium, samar
ium, or xenon can be used to determine the phases
directly.

To gain information about the distribution of
rotational and vibrational modes in proteins, a
study of the inelastic neutron scattering behavior
of macromolecules was initiated. Early experi
ments using the slow neutron chopper and poly
crystalline myoglobin show that a large number of
unresolvable energy transfers do take place, which
indicates a multitude of low-lying energy levels.

An attempt to determine the structure of ther
molysin by x-ray diffraction is under way. Of par
ticular interest are the structural features that en
able thermolysin and certain other enzymes to
function at elevated temperatures (up to 95°C).
Thermolysin, a protease, consists of two identical
subunits of molecular weight 38,000. The protein
contains zinc and does not have any disulfide
bridges. Although water insoluble, the enzyme
was found to be readily crystallizable from 40%
dimethyl-sulfoxide solution that contained cal
cium to protect the protein from autodigestion.
The crystals are hexagonal and belong to the
space group P6522 with 12 molecules per unit cell.
An automatic computer-controlled densitometer
was developed to allow efficient collection of x-ray
diffraction data with use of a film method.

ECOLOGY

Mineral Nutrient Recycling

The mineral nutrient budget of any unit of
landscape such as a pond or forest appears to be a
major determinant of the quantity and diversity of
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life within the unit. Yet such budgets are poorly
known and certainly abused. One flagrant abuse
that is becoming a world-wide problem arises from
dumping nutrients discarded by cities into nearby
watercourses to flow ultimately to the sea. The
nutrients dumped by cities are those that are ac
cumulated in crops from agricultural land. For a
city they may represent the annual harvest from
many thousands of acres. These nutrients are dis
charged through sewage treatment plants into
watercourses of limited area. The result is that
these water bodies are being spectacularly over
loaded with nutrients and"degraded" in the sense
that the natural, mostly aerobic, communities are
replaced by simple, frequently anaerobic, com
munities. The degraded communities produce few
harvestable products and may also produce such
noxious substances as hydrogen sulfide and vari
ous amines. The classical solution has been to
hasten passage of the nutrients to the sea by in
creasing flushing rates. The more desirable objec
tive of recycling the nutrients into agriculture is
overlooked.

The possibility of developing natural and man
made ecosystems to trap the nutrients in the efflu
ent of sewage treatment plants is currently being
explored in detail. The most promising ecosystems
are combinations of ponds and marshes. Interest
has focused on two combinations providing for
ready harvest: natural and man-made marshes
associated with ponds containing species of carp
and mullet, and especially designed rice paddies.
With refinements in detail it appears reasonable to
expect recycling of 50% or more of the nutrients in
sewage-plant effluents with use of land areas of
reasonable size. The current exploration is bring
ingnew insights into the general problem of how
nutrient elements control life in both natural and
man-made communities.



Medical Research

Influence of Radiation Quality and Dose
Upon Lens Opacification in the Mouse

A comprehensive analysis and compilation has
been carried out on data from a series of investiga-

scientists capable of elucidating biological phe
nomena at the finest level of organization and ex
perienced physicians capable of relating these re
searches to clinical studies.

Specific examples ofresearch under way are given
in the following pages. The report is not compre
hensive, and the reader may obtain additional in
formation from publications ofthe Department.

EFFECTS OF RADIATION

Mathematical Modeling of the Relationships of
Cellular, Tissue, and Animal Radiation Effects

Certain effects of radiation on the physiology of
the intact animal can be reasonably assumed to
depend directly on the radiation response of only
a single critical ceil type. For example, the acute
hemopoietic syndrome may depend on the response
of the hemopoietic repopulating or stem cell, and
radiation-induced leukemia may depend on the
delayed response of a cell type as yet unidentified.
In such instances it appears feasible to relate, by
means of a mathematical model, the animal dose
effect curve to the cellular dose-effect curve. In
general, account must be taken not only of the
primary radiation response of cells of the critical
type but also of the proliferation that they initiate
and the animal's requirement for, or sensitivity
to, their progeny. Of use in the analysis are the
theory ofrandom variables and stochastic processes,
Fourier transforms, computer simulation, and the
theory of competing risks. Current work is con
cerned with models to account for radiation
induced leukemia in mice and the effect of dose
protraction on the width of the mouse dose
survival curve. A newly completed model of the
acute, hemopoietic radiation syndrome is being
extended and compared with suitable new data
as they become available, and such data are being
augmented by experimentation, especially with
mice of strains showing large differences in radio
resistance.
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In developing its research program, the Medical
Department has several responsibilities. It has the
broad responsibility to advance medical knowledge
and the more specific responsibility to advance
understanding ofthe effects ofionizing radiations in
man. Some ofthe investigations are directed toward
beneficial applications of these radiations and
toward improvement of measures to prevent or
counteract their detrimental effects. Other in
vestigations are centered on elucidation of disease
states and development of improved methods of
diagnosis and therapy. Investigations in these two
areas complement each other, since the study of
radiation effects contributes to the understanding
of diseases, and vice versa, yet the pace of progress
in both is controlled by the advances in knowledge
of the normal biological processes of man.

A great influence on these advances is the rapid
development of new techniques for the examina
tion ofstructures and mechanisms at the molecular
as well as the subcellular and biochemical levels
oforganization. Information revealed through these
techniques and with the aid of such instruments as
the electron microscope dictates re-examination of
such medical and biological phenomena at even
finer levels of organization. Findings from such
investigations present the Department with the
additional responsibility to exploit them for clinical
applications.

The diversified talents and extensive facilities
uniquely concentrated at Brookhaven provide the
Department with unusual advantages for pursu
ing its objectives. Its broadly based program in
corporates the experience and skill not only of
those devoted to research in the field of medicine
but of many from the various disciplines in other
departments and from collaborating institutions.
The interchange of ideas, information, facilities,
and services is essential for the staffto keep abreast of
the new developments that have medical implica
tions, and within the framework of the program
opportunities are limited only by the scope of the
vision and interest of the individual investigator.

Thus, in its role of service to Associated Uni
versities, Inc., to the Atomic Energy Commission,
and to the medical community, the Department's
primary responsibility is the assemblage oftalented
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Figure I. Opacification in the anterior polar region of
the lens in mouse exposed to 50 rads of 250-kVp x rays
(at noted intervals post irradiation).
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tions of optic lens opacification resulting from ex
posures of mice to 250-kVp x rays or "fast" neu
trons of 0.43, 1.80, or 14-MeV energy. The
resultant changes in both the anterior polar (see
Figure 1) and posterior subcapsular regions of the
lens have been found to be indistinguishable from
those present in the aged, unirradiated animal. The
less frequently described anterior opacities begin
as unifocal hyperplastic areas and appear later
and in lesser degree than the multifocal degenera-

60 WK 64 WK

tive posterior changes described so adequately by
other workers. Despite the differences in morphol
ogy and development, these two biological pa
rameters yielded similar relative biological ef
fectiveness (RBE) values under all conditions
tested. Neutrons of each energy were found to
have an RBE compared with 250-kVp x rays that
rose with declining dose. Thus the RBE of 0.43
MeV neutrons was about 9 when compared with
500 rads of x rays, but rose to 30 against 100 rads
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of x rays and reached 60 against 50 rads of x rays.
A similar, but lower, relation of RBE to dose was
obtained for 1.80-MeV neutrons, and an even
lower relation of RBE to dose was found for 14
MeV neutrons. Simple empirical expressions in
energy-mean linear energy transfer (LET) are be
ing derived which it is hoped will adequately de
scribe the relative effectiveness between the various
radiations employed in these lens opacification
studies. Human lens examination techniques are
being developed with the split-lamp biomicroscope
in preparation for evaluation of opacification in a
series of people exposed to fallout radiation doses
ranging from :::::: 15 to 175 rads.

Medical Survey of the People of the
Marshall Islands Accidentally Exposed to Fallout

Medical surveys of the Marshall Islanders who
were exposed accidentally to radioactive fallout
in 1954 are conducted by Brookhaven National
Laboratory on an annual basis in conjunction
with the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.
The early, acute effects have been reported pre
viously. What appears to be the most important
of the later effects has been the development of
abnormalities of the thyroid gland and its func
tion. Of the 82 people exposed, 66 are now living,
and no deaths have been attributed to radiation
exposure. Twenty-one have developed abnormal
ities of the thyroid gland, including 2 cases of
marked hypothyroidism. Of the 19 M arshallese
who were <10 years ofage at the time ofexposure,
17 have developed thyroid abnormalities. In all, 14
Marshallese have had thyroid surgery, 13 exhibited
adenomatous goiter, and there was one case of
thoyroid cancer in an adult. Some of these in
dividuals were brought to Brookhaven for addi
tional study and treatment and then returned to
their homes. Some of the exposed children ex
hibited an impairment in growth, but they have
responded well to thyroid hormone therapy.

Californium-252 as an Interstitial Neutron Source

Californium-252 is a man-made transuranium
element that undergoes spontaneous fission with a
half-life of 2.6 years. It can be fabricated into
small sources to be used for interstitial (and intra
cavity) irradiation of tumors. About 1 JLg Cf252 is
the equivalent, in a radiological sense, of 1 mg
radium. Dosimetric studies of Cf252 have indicated
a distribution of doses in tissue that is similar to
that of radium. A computer program has been set

Figure 2. Application of californium plaque to
the skin of a pig for testing of skin tolerance.

up to calculate dose distributions from arrays of
sources. Studies with HeLa cell cultures have given
an RBE of 2.34 for Cf252 with respect to a single
dose ofx rays and 2.96 with respect to radium and
an oxygen enhancement ratio of 1.2. Plaques of
Cf252 or radium have been placed on the skin of
swine and are now being observed to determine the
relative skin tolerance (see Figure 2).

CLINICAL AND METABOLIC STUDIES

L-Dopa and Parkinsonism

The therapeutic effectiveness of L-dopa in the
treatment of Parkinsonism has now been firmly
established, both at Brookhaven and in other
medical centers. Often the therapeutic effects of
L-dopa on Parkinsonism have been dramatic. A
marked diminution of the therapeutic dose of L
dopa has been achieved by blocking one of its
catabolic pathways in the periphery, that is, not
in the brain, with a-methyl dopa hydrazine. This
indicates that chemoreceptors are located outside
the blood-brain barrier. The induction of involun
tary movements with L-dopa in some patients
with Parkinsonism led to the control of choreiform
movements with a-methyl dopa in a case of
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Figure 3. Blood pressure response of S*-S parabionts
after Goldblatt procedure in only one rat (S*).

Huntington's chorea. A continuing study has been
designed to detect whether or not the progression
ofParkinsonism can be diminished by L-dopa. The
results are encouraging thus far. A collaborative
study conducted in Santiago, Chile, has yielded an
impressive dividend: dystonia muscularum due to
chronic manganese poisoning in miners was
ameliorated greatly by treatment with L-dopa.
This indicates that dopa treatment is applicable
to selected diseases other than Parkinsonism. Along
with the clinical studies mentioned above, lab
oratory studies concerned with the following have
been accomplished. Experiments permitting the
issuance of IND* numbers from the Food and
Drug Administration for use in humans of 5-0H
tryptophan, a-methyl dopa, a-methyl dopa hy
drazine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and phenyl
alanine-deficient diets have been finished. Other

*IND= investigatal new drug.
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experiments have shown a biochemical link be
tween the metabolism of amines and of metals
like manganese by way of 3',5'-adenosine mono
phosphate. Techniques for the nondestructive
analysis of metals like manganese have been
worked out, as well as techniques to quantitate
amines and their metabolites in human materials.
These two techniques are to be combined in the
hope that the same small sample of brain tissue
can be analyzed for both metals and amines.

Studies on Hypertension

In man, there is good evidence relating genetic
factors to the development of hypertension, and
there is also evidence that chronic excess salt
(NaCl) ingestion is involved. In two strains of rats
developed by selective inbreeding it has been pos
sible to demonstrate unequivocally that genetic
factors and NaCl can interact to produce experi
mental hypertension. One strain will develop
rapidly fulminating hypertension from the same
NaCl intake from which the other strain develops
little or no hypertension. Subsequently, it was
found that these two strains of rats also showed
opposite innate predispositions for developing ex-
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perimental hypertension from the steroid desoxy
corticosterone acetate plus salt, unilateral renal
artery compression without salt, cortisone, adrenal
regeneration, or from uninephrectomy. On the
basis of these data, it has been proposed that the
effectiveness of all nongenetic (environmental)
factors considered to playa primary role in the
etiology of experimental hypertension would be
profoundly modified by the genetic substrate of
the individual concerned. It was considered likely
that genetic factors play a decisive role in de
termining whether or not an individual will de
velop hypertension after exposure to one or more
of the "causal" factors. There is a considerable
body of clinical evidence in support of this hy
pothesis, and therefore the working assumption
that a similar relationship between genetic and
environmental factors operates also in man has
been adopted.

The effect of various renal manipulations on
the two strains of rats with opposite, genetically
determined tendencies to hypertension were
studied. On single rats, the following results were
obtained. (1) Uninephrectomy produced mild hy
pertension in rats on low NaCI diets from the
sensitive strain but not in those from the resistant
strain; (2) unilateral renal artery constriction produced
severe hypertension in members of the sensitive
strain on a low NaCI diet but no, or only mild,
hypertension in rats from the resistant strain; (3)
unilateral renal artery constriction and contralateral
nephrectomy (Goldblatt procedure) resulted. in
fulminating hypertension of approximately equal
severity in both strains. Taken together, the uni
nephrectomy and unilateral renal artery constric
tion studies suggest that at least two facto,rs are
at work, one that "protects" against hypertension,
and another that "promotes" hypertension. These
findings on single rats were further explored in
pairs of rats united in parabiosis (see Figures 3
and 4). It was concluded that the pressor signal
was different in the two strains of rats, although
it is not yet clear whether the difference is quanti
tative or qualitative.

Studies of Carbohydrates and Lipid
Metabolism in Diabetes and Obesity

Studies with C14-labeled pyruvate and lactate
have indicated that excessive production ofglucose
from these intermediate compounds characterizes
the metabolism of obese patients and may help
account for the common coexistence of diabetes.

Conversion of C14-la beled glycerol to glucose in
obese patients does not show as much abnormality
as does the conversion of C14-la beled pyruvate
and lactate, although formation of C 140 z from
all three compounds is typically decreased in
obese as well as diabetic patients. The studies of
gluconeogenesis from C14-labeled precursors have
been extended to a species of desert rodent, Psam
momus obesus, which becomes both diabetic and
obese on a laboratory diet. In these "sand rats"
the mechanism of the effect of hypothalamic
lesions and certain drugs that act on the central
nervous system to improve carbohydrate tolerance
is under investigation.

Studies of the metabolism of labeled glucose
during oral glucose tolerance tests in diabetic and
obese patients have shown additionally that the
apperance of C 140 Z from oxidation of glucose
l-C14 is decreased in obese subjects to a greater
extent than is the simultaneous formation of
tritiated water (H30H) from glucose-l-H3. The
extent of reduction of C 140 Z formation during a
cortisone-glucose tolerance test is greater than the
extent of elevation of the blood glucose and is
similar to the degree of reduction of intravenous
glucose tolerance. The differences in the rates of
formation of C140 Z and H 30H suggest a reten
tion of carbon in some intermediates or excessive
recycling of carbon to glucose in obese subjects.
Comparisons of oxidation of C14_ and H3-labeled
glycerol in obese and nonobese subjects are con
firmatory of the findings with labeled glucose.

Studies with C14- and H3-labeled carbohydrates
have repeatedly demonstrated excessive hepatic
lipogenesis in genetically obese-diabetic mice.
Pancreatic release of insulin is also high, with
elevated levels in the blood. Chronic administra
tion of mannoheptulose, which inhibits release of
insulin from the pancreas in some species, was as
sociated with even higher levels of insulin and
perhaps acceleration of obesity. Lipogenesis from
labeled glucose was not changed. Evidently syn
thesis ofinsulin is not impaired by mannoheptulose,
and effects on release are variable.

Other recent studies of lipogenesis from labeled
carbohydrates in rats have revealed interesting
differences among glucose, fructose, and sucrose.
Fructose and sucrose (containing fructose) are
much more extensively converted to triglyceride
glycerol than glucose, which may help explain
the higher plasma triglyceride levels produced by
sucrose vs glucose or starch feeding. Sucrose feed-



ing predipo e to greater incorporation f 14

from variou pr ursor carhoh drates into glycerol
and fart cid of pIa rna trigIyc ride than do
glucose or fruet "e feeding. Howev r glueD e feed
ing has predispo ed to greater incorporation of
H3 rom the malate into fatty acids. nergi ti
effect of the glucose and fructose moieties of su
crose may account for the superior lipogenic effect
of sucrose.

Glucose may exert its lipogenic action via stim
ulation of the pancreas to produce and release
insulin. Currently being studied are the charac
teristics ofinsulin output by isolated rat pancreatic
islets as affected by varying modes of stimulus by
glucose, tolbutamide, and other influences and by
inhibitory agents such as mannoheptulose.

Clinical Research in Leukemia With
Extracorporeal Irradiation of Blood

and Cell-Labeling Techniques

Treatment of adult patients with leukemia by
extracorporeal irradiation of blood (ECIB) was
started in November 1964 and 35 patients have
been treated. The technique involves the diver
sion of blood from the radial artery past a source
of radiation (C0 60), via a chronic arteriovenous
shunt. ECIB is carried out from 2 to 4 hr each
day per patient or less frequently. The median
survival time in 16 patients with acute myelocytic
leukemia was 8.0 months, equivalent to that ob
tained after intensive chemotherapy. There was an
apparent positive correlation of survival time with
transit doses >340 rads. Results obtained in six
patients with chronic myelocytic leukemia have
been too variable for any definitive conclusions.
Thirteen patients with chronic lymphocytic leu
kemia (CLL) have had a marked decrease in the
concentration of lymphocytes in the peripheral
blood, and many have had a decrease in spleno
megaly and lymphadenopathy. The results indicate
that the early treatment of CLL with ECIB may
be particularly beneficial. As a result of the in
formation obtained from these 35 patients, the
indications for treatment of leukemia in adults
by ECIB have become more sharply defined, and
the number of patients considered suitable for
this mode of therapy has been sharply curtailed.
In the future, the major effort will be devoted to
the early treatment of CLL.

Studies of DNA synthesis time, with H3-thy
midine used as a cell label, were continued in an
effort to understand the basic aberrations in leu-
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Figure 5. View of 54-detector whole-body counter.

kemia. No difference was found in the DNA syn
thesis time (14.2-+-0.8 hr) of blood and bone mar
row myelocyte in pari nts with chronic my 10
cytic leukemia. A turoo er in vivo as estimated
b the change in the mean grain count of in vitro
lab led (H3-cytidine) autotransfu ed lymphocyt
in CLL pari nts, wa found to b inv rsel' re
lated 0 the clinical our e of diseas and radio
sensitivity oflymphocytes as indicated by response
to ECIB.

Methods of Extending and Improving
Radiographic and Isotopic Diagnostic Techniques

The recently developed chelated form of Tc99m

has been studied in humans. This compound is
excreted by glomerular filtration and no specific
localization has been noted. Renal visualization
is readily accomplished following intravenous ad
ministration of the compound, and it is useful as
a scanning agent for brain, since no undesirable
localization occurs in the choroid plexus or salivary
glands. Tc99m sulfur colloid has been used success
fully in lymph-node scanning. Good scans of high
resolution have been obtained of both pelvic and
abdominal nodes as well as axillary and supra
clavicular nodes.

The new 54-detector whole-body counter (Figure
5) has been calibrated for the in vivo measurement
of low levels of radionuclides in man. The new
counter is unique in that it incorporates the fol
lowing properties: high sensitivity and spectral
resolution, an invariant response to both body size
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Figure 6. Metabolism of kynurenine-keto-C14.
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mixtures of amino acids are still used in labora
tory and clinical studies. Reports that humans
and rabbits fed D-tryptophan excreted n-kynuren
ine in their urine emphasize the importance of
studies dealing with the metabolism of the enan
tiomers of tryptophan along the kynurenine
hydroxyanthranilic acid pathway (Figure 6). A
study was conducted concerning the metabolism
of the D and L isomers of kynurenine-keto-C14
and the effect of the opposite unlabeled isomer on
these metabolic pathways in vivo in rats.

The D and L isomers of both the unlabeled DL
kynurenine-sulfate and DL-kynurenine-keto-C14
sulfate were isolated by separation of their re
spective DL mixtures on a paper pulp column.
Rats were injected intraperitoneally with aqueous
solutions of a C14 isomer either alone or together
with an equimolar amount of unlabeled enan
tiomer or 30 min after a loading dose of the un
labeled enantiomer, and the respiratory and
urinary radioactivities were measured. L.Kyn
urenine was more rapidly metabolized to C 140 2

than was the D isomer and was also a better pre
cursor of quinolinic acid. A load of D isomer in
hibited the metabolism of the L-C14 isomer to
C 140 2, and, on the basis of changes in urinary
metabolites, it is suggested that D-kynurenine in
hibits L-kynurenine hydroxylation. A load of the
L isomer increased the metabolism of the D isomer
very slightly. Kynurenic acid was the main product
of D-kynurenine-C14 metabolism identified in the
urine. It probably arose by deamination and
cyclization as a result ofthe action ofa transaminase

Metabolic Interrelationships
of 0- and L-Kynurenine in Rats

The metabolism of DL-tryptophan has been
studied extensively in animals and humans. Despite
the availability of the pure L isomers, the racemic

and spatial distribution of radionuclides, and the
ability to provide data on the spatial distribution
ofrapidly translocating radionuclides in the body.
The operational characteristics of the counter and
its associated computer facility were studied with
use of point sources and distributed sources in
phantoms. An empirical technique was developed
to correct for the variable response to both geometry
and attenuation of photons by the human body.
The new counter was used in a series of clinical
studies to provide data for the evaluation of the
response of the system to variation in counting
geometry and body size. These studies indicate
a considerably greater accuracy in the absolute
measurement of the levels of internally deposited
radionuclides compared with that obtainable with
other whole-body counting systems.

The whole-body counter was used in kinetic
studies employing the tracers Ca47 and Sr85 to
determine the factors involved in the control of
skeletal metabolism in various states of health
and disease. The therapeutic effects of administer
ing Thyrocalcitonin to patients with osteoporosis
was evaluated in terms of the Ca47 tracer tech
nique. On the basis of concurrent animal studies,
it appears that Thyrocalcitonin, although it does
not affect the bone accretion rate, does produce
a diminished bone resorption rate which results
in an increased mass and/or density of bone.

A stochastic model (within a compartmental
analysis) using the likelihood function was formu
lated to fit long-term strontium retention data.
This model is an analytical representation of a
system in which there are unique outcomes for a
given set of values which can be predicted within
a probabilistic range.

The program for development of an in vivo
neutron activation analysis ofwhole.:body calcium
content has continued. It appears possible with_ a
whole-body dose to a phantom man of <0.24
rad from 14-MeV neutrons to measure the in vivo
whole-body concentration of calcium. Because of
its sensitivity and accuracy, activation analysis
may prove to be an important tool in medical
research, particularly in studying trace metal
metabolism.



or n-amino acid oxidase. The appearance of label
from n-kynurenine-C14 in niacin metabolites in
dicates the presence of metabolic pathways in the
rat capable of converting n-kynurenine to niacin
without conversion to the L form.

Computers

The Medical Department's Sigma-2 computer
was programmed for on-line data acquisition for
the Department's 54-crystal whole-body counter
and for the electron paramagnetic resonance
(EPR) machine. The EPR programs provide an
initial analysis of the spectrum during a run and
make it possible to adjust the equipment to opti
mize the operating parameters.

A large part of the computer programming
effort has gone into computation of the kerma
(first collision radiation dose) rate for objects of
various sizes (e.g., drosophila, mice) that are ir
radiated by neutrons generated when particles
accelerated at the new Van de Graaff facility re
act with a given target. The accelerated particles
used for bombarding the target may be protons,
deuterons, or other light atomic nuclei. The target
may include tritium, deuterium, lithium-7, beryl
lium-g, or some other nuclide, supported by a
base ofa metal such as titanium. The neutron en
ergy is a fu~ction of the energy of the original
bombarding particle (which may range from zero
to 6 MeV), the composition of the target, and
the angle at which the neutron is emitted. The
kerma rate depends on the neutron energy, the
beam current (which in turn determines the neu
tron flux), the distance from the target to the ob
ject, and the composition of the object. Values for
the parameters required in these calculations are
available in the literature, and particular use has
been made of those for p-t, d-t, d-d, and p-Li re
action cross sections and of tables of kerma as a
function of neutron energy for hydrogen, carbon,
oxygen, and nitrogen. These four elements account
for almost all of the energy deposition in mam
malian soft tissues. The main program is coded
under the acronym ANY, for accelerator neutron
yield. One variant ofANY has been used to tabulate
relative kerma rates for energies of the bombard
ing particle from the threshold for neutron pro
duction to 6 MeV at 50-keV intervals for the p-t,
d-t, and d-d reactions and for angles from 0 to
1800 at 50 intervals for an idealized target. Another
version gives more detailed information, includ
ing the range of kerma rate values for irradiations
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of specific objects at a given position relative to
a real target. The more detailed calculations in
clude corrections for energy loss by the bombard
ing particle during its passage through the target
and for the finite geometry involving the sizes of
the target and object. Program ANY and its sub
routines are coded in FORTRAN IV and adapted to
the CDC 6600 computer. Although designed to
provide dose parameters for completed experi
ments, the principal use of these calculations to
date has been in planning experiments in connec
tion with the converted Van de Graaff accelerator
formerly used as the injector for the Cosmotron.

NUCLEIC ACID STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Interaction of Daunomycin
and Deoxyribonucleic Acid

The interaction of proflavin, daunomycin, and
ethidium bromide with natural and synthetic
polynucleotides is of interest because (1) these
l.gents have significant clinical and laboratory
use; (2) they have been used to study replication
and transcription mechanisms in vivo and in vitro;
and (3) structural studies of drug-nucleic acid
complexes have contributed to understanding of
forces important in stabilizing secondary and
tertiary polynucleotide structure. Daunomycin is
typical of this group of agents and binds strongly
to deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). Recent studies
have shown that the interaction is an intercala
tion of the chromophore of the drug between suc
cessive DNA base pairs. However, intercalation
is only a general description of the mode of bind
ing of a drug, and additional studies have been
done on the stereochemistry ofthe binding process
itself. These three compounds all have a strong
positive charge. In addition to studying the inter
action of the planar hydrophobic faces of their
chromophores with the DNA base pairs, molec
ular model-building techniques were used which
disclosed possible interactions between this charge
and the negatively charged DNA phosphate. In
tercalation results in an increase in the average
pitch of the DNA helix because (1) the insertion
of each chromophore increases the effective trans
lation per nucleotide pair from 3.4 to 5.8 A, and
(2) since the sugar phosphate chain in the native
DNA helix is already almost completely extended,
this increase in translation per nucleotide pair
can be achieved only by a concurrent untwisting
of the DNA helix. Molecular model-building
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studies show that the amount of untwisting re
quired depends on the pucker of the nucleic acid
sugar. In nucleic acids and model compounds two
main types of pucker have been observed. The
range of untwisting allowed per insertion for each
of the sugar conformations has been defined. X
ray diffraction studies of oriented fibers of DNA
daunomycin complexes have provided data on
the increase in helix pitch as a function of the
amount of antibiotic bound to the DNA. These
results have been correlated with molecular model
building studies and can be accounted for by an
untwisting of ~ 12 0 for each drug molecule inter
calated. In the studies on the stereochemistry of
the daunomycin intercalation into DNA it has
been assumed that the nature of the bases at or
near an intercalation site has only a minor effect,
since there is no evidence that the binding of
daunomycin is base specific. It was found that the
eight principal models for daunomycin could be
intercalated with the daunosamine group in either
the large or small groove of DNA. A position and
orientation of the dru~ could be found in which
most, if not all, of the triple aromatic ring system
was overlapped by the adjacent base pairs and
the sugar amino group was brought close to a
phosphate group. In this way two bonds would
be formed: a hydrophobic interaction between
the bases and the chromophore, and an electrostatic
interaction at the phosphate. Acetylation of the
sugar nitrogen could be expected to reduce or
prevent the ionic interaction. These models show
that the intercalation is possible and indicate what
other interactions might occur, but no particular
model is favored at this time. Further model
building will be necessary before the various
models can be described in more detail. It would
seem unlikely from these model-building studies
that a different model would be required for the
interaction of an antibiotic to be complexed to
the outside of the DNA molecule.

Interaction of Actinomycin and DNA

Only a few positive conclusions can be made
on the mode of binding of actinomycin to DNA.
X-ray diffraction patterns from fibers containing
this drug showed a gradual change of the pattern
from that of B DNA as the proportion of drug
increased, but at no time showed a change in the
layer line spacing or in the 3.4-A reflection in B
DNA. These results, consistent with earlier obser
vations, suggest that in the fiber the actinomycin

is bound to the outside of the DNA; since no in
crease in helix pitch was observed, intercalation
can be excluded. It seem that if the published
model for the external binding is to be refined,
involvement of the cyclic pentapeptides must be
considered. Previously only the hydrogen-binding
scheme between the phenoxazone chromophore
and a guanine residue had been considered in
detail, with reference being made to the possi
bility that the four peptide NH groups might be
hydrogen bonded to the DNA phosphate oxygens.
Conformational analysis of the cyclic pentapep
tides of actinomycin is being attempted in the
hope that it will provide the basis for a study of
the interaction of the whole molecule with DNA.

Messenger Ribonucleic Acid Synthesis

Transfer of the genetic message involves two
steps: (1) transcription from DNA to messenger
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and (2) translation of
this information from messenger RNA to protein.
Step 1 is studied by determining in some detail
the three-dimensional conformation of DNA and
RNA, synthetic polynucleotides, and the inter
action of synthetic polyribonucleotides and poly
deoxynucleotides, and by examining deoxyribo
nucleohistones from cells isolated to preserve as
much as possible of the original chromosome
structure, especially the messenger RNA-DNA
RNA polymerase complex.

Deoxyribonucleohistone extracted at neutral
pH and in low salt concentrations from mouse
liver always contains small amounts of RNA.
This RNA is of low molecular weight «20,000)
and comprises ~4% of the total nucleotides, and
most of it is bound to DNA at low but not at
high ionic strength. About 25% is associated with
nucleohistone in such a way that it is resistant to
pancreatic RNase. The structure is destroyed by
heat, freezing, and high ionic strength, which
suggests that protein is involved, and by urea,
which suggests that hydrogen bonding is im
portant, but not by exposure to citrate or ethyl
enediaminetetraacetic acid, which indicates that
the structure is probably not stabilized by metal
Ions.

Interaction of Synthetic Polynucleotides

To complement studies of natural DNA-RNA
hybrids, synthetic complexes from polyribonucleo
tides and polydeoxyribonucleotides have been
prepared. X-ray diffraction patterns of poly-
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deoxyadenylic acid (poly dA) and polyribo-uri
dylic acid (poly rU) have suggested that this com
plex has a structure very similar to the three
stranded complex of poly A:2U. The three
stranded structure is helical with a pitch of 26
A, and at 97% relative humidity the intermolecular
separation in the fibers is 27 A. It is interesting
that the complex with one deoxyribo strand is so
similar in structure to one in which all the poly
nucleotide chains have ribose sugars. The fact
that such a complex is three stranded may be re
lated to the process of transcription in the natural
hybrid of DNA-RNA. Other forms have been
seen in which the poly dA and the poly rU are
two-stranded.

Structure and Function of
Ribosomal Ribonucleic Acid

The ribosome plays a central role in protein
synthesis. Its structure is exceedingly complex,
and its function is at present poorly understood.
Studies to provide information on the primary
and secondary structure of ribosomal RNA and
on the interaction of the various segments of the
RNA with ribosomal proteins have been designed
to further understanding of the molecular inter
actions and functions of the ribosome and its
RNA. Ribosomal RNA's from mammalian and
avian liver have been shown to have ribonuclease
resistant regions containing primarily guanine
and cytosine residues. Conformational studies on
the fraction of 28S RNA most resistant to ribo
nuclease show that it has an ordered and rigid
structure. This fraction is primarily double
stranded, but has single-stranded regions in it.
Thermal denaturation studies reveal that most
of the hydrogen bonding is between guanine and
cytosine, although 15% ofthe hydrogen bonds are
between adenine and uracil. A model has been
proposed for the secondary structure of the ribo
nuclease-resistant fraction. This fraction, which
has strong guanine and cytosine interactions, may
stabilize the three-dimensional structure of the
large ribosome subunit. Other studies on bacterial
and plant cells do not reveal high guanine and
cytosine regions. Digestion of bacterial strains
Escherichia coli and Clostridium pasteurianum and of
wheat germ ribosomal RNA's with ribonuclease
under the conditions used to obtain the guanine
and cytosine-rich fraction from animal tissues,
does not produce the stable high guanine and
cytosine fraction found in animal RNA. Thus the
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fraction rich in guanine and cytosine may be con
fined to animal ribosomal nucleic acids to stabilize
the larger ribosome subunit.

Control Mechanisms in
Chloroplast Replication and Synthesis

An action spectrum was measured for the red
light effect on photoreactivation of chloroplast
replication. Sublethal doses of uv light specifically
inhibit the replication of the DNA of Euglena
chloroplasts; the uv effect is highly photoreactiv
able. A pulse of red light causes loss of photore
activability. The red light effect is overcome by
cyclohexamide, but not by chloramphenicol,
which indicates that the effect is mediated by
cytoplasmic (nonchloroplast) ribosomes. Growth
of Euglena in the light at 32° or 34°C results in
permanent loss of chloroplasts. Growth in the
dark at these temperatures has no effect on chloro
plasts. This effect is mediated by red and blue
light and may involve a heat-sensitive RNA
(or DNA) polymerase unique to chloroplasts.
The role of light is as yet unclear but may relate
to the induction ofnucleic acid synthesis in Chlorella
by blue light. It has been shown that red light is
required for the synthesis of the lamellar proteins
and photosynthetic enzymes of chloroplasts of
Euglena. Further, there are probably at least three
light reactions involved in chloroplast synthesis:
one for the protochlorophyll step, one for the syn
thesis of structural elements, and one for the syn
thesis of the enzymes of photosynthetic CO2 fixa
tion. Analysis of the fluorescence kinetics of
mutants of Euglena unable to carry out photo
synthetic electron transport indicates that these
mutants may lack the first electron acceptor from
system II of photosynthesis. Heretofore, the exis
tence of this acceptor, "Q", was hypothetical, but
such mutants may allow for its isolation and
characterization.

ANTIGENS AND ANTIBODIES

Studies of Lymphocyte Kinetics
and Immunological Mechanisms

in Experimental Animals

Continuous extracorporeal irradiation of tho
racic duct lymph (ECIL) in calves has proved to
be ofvalue in the understanding ofthe mechanism
of skin allograft rejection. It was shown that skin
allografts placed in the drainage bed of thoracic
duct could be protected from the rejection mech-
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anism by continuous postgrafting ECIL. Further
confirmation of this finding was obtained with
triplet calves, one member of the triplet set func
tioning as sensitized donor of thoracic duct lymph
to the other two members. These experiments
provided direct evidence that immunologically
activated lymphocytes rather than the humoral
antibodies are essential for the rejection of first
set skin allografts. Humoral isoantibodies have
been detected in the sera of animals and humans
rejecting allografts. Recent evidence indicates that
these antibodies are directed against transplanta
tion antigens and may playa major role in the re
jection of vascularized transplants such as the
kidney. An attempt was made to measure the
antibody (lymphocytotoxin) response to kidney
transplants in goats, in order to determine whether
the onset and degree of the response can be used
in predicting the course of clinical rejection. Re
sults from the preliminary studies indicate that
the cytotoxin response may be independent of
graft rejection and that the antigens responsible
for cytotoxin production may be independent of
the antigens responsible for accelerated graft
rejection.

Studies of lymphocyte kinetics utilizing extra
corporeal irradiation of blood (ECIB) and ECIL,
in vitro and in vivo labeling of cells, isotopic label
ing of individual lymphoid organs in situ, size
distribution analysis of lymphocytes, and thymec
tomy have been continued. It was shown that the
lymphoid cells proliferating in the thoracic duct
of the calf represent at least two populations, if
classified according to size distribution and the
degree of cytoplasmic basophilia. The cells with
more basophilic cytoplasm have shorter DNA
synthesis and generation times. The mitotic time
of these cells was not altered by prior ECIB.
DNA synthesis time of calf thoracic duct lympho
cytes, as measured by analysis of labeled mitosis
and the double-labeling technique, was 4 to 6
hr and 4.6 hr, respectively. The newly synthesized
thymic lymphocytes enter the circulation via the
thymic vein and thymic efferent lymphatics, and
the newly synthesized lymph node cells enter the
circulation via the efferent lymphatics. Labeled
thymic lymphocytes were observed in the thoracic
duct lymph. Size distribution analysis of blood
and thoracic duct lymphocytes of the calf did not
reveal any significant differences.
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Figure 7. Primary antibody responses in calves elicited with aluminum phosphate adsorbed tetanus toxoid.
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Pertussin-Induced Lymphocytosis

The application of ECIB in the treatment of
chronic lymphocytic leukemia and for immunosup
pression is based upon its ability to deplete the
blood and lymphoid organs of lymphocytes. In
order to improve the therapeutic effectiveness of
ECIB, greater than normal numbers of tissue
lymphocytes must be induced to enter the blood.
Pertussin produces lymphocytosis, but the mecha
nism of its action is not fully known. The toxic
anaphylaxis-producing properties of pertussin
preclude its use in patients. An attempt has been
made to study the mechanism of the action of
pertussin in goats, sheep, and calves. H3-thymidine
has been used as a cell label in these studies. An
attempt has also been made to separate the toxic
and lymphocytosis-producing factors by sephadex
column chromatography and analysis of the
various fractions thus obtained. In a series of pilot
studies performed on mice, sheep, goats, and calves,
it has been observed that pertussin-induced lym
phocytosis is reproducible and dose dependent. At
higher dose levels severe anaphylactic reactions
and deaths have occurred. Lymphocytosis induced
by a single intravenous injection of pertussin is
sustained for 10 to 14 days. Preliminary results
obtained by the use of fractions produced by
sephadex column chromatography indicate the
possibility of separating the toxic and lympho
cytosis-producing factors.

The Effects of Extracorporeal Irradiation of
Blood and Lymph Upon Antibody Production

A series ofexperimental situations has been ex
plored in 22 calves to determine the effects ofECIB,
ECIL, and thoracic duct lymphocyte depletion by
centrifugation (TDC) upon antibody responses.
Repetitive daily ECIB, continuous ECIL, and ex
tended TDC produce a severe depletion of lym
phocytes in the circulating blood and lymph. The
outer cortical zones of lymph nodes and the ger
minal centers remain intact, although the cuffs
surrounding the germinal centers in the spleen
are depleted of small lymphocytes. The combina
tion ofa radiation-induced blood lymphocytopenia
with intact cortical zones of lymph nodes and
actively proliferating germinal centers in Iym
phoreticular organs provides a unique situation
for studying the relative significance of these ele
ments versus circulating lymphocytes in primary
antibody responses to adsorbed tetanus toxoid
and secondary responses to fluid tetanus toxoid.
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Repetitive ECIB and/or ECIL was delivered
prior to immunization; in some instances, radia
tion was also continued after immunization. The
primary antibody responses for 6 control calves
are shown in Figure 7a. Detectable neutralizing
antibody for tetanus toxin appeared in the sera
5 to 15 days after immunization. Antibody re
sponses for 5 calves given different doses of radia
tion by ECIB or ECIL are shown in Figure 7b.
Calves 148, 168, and 200 received repetitive ECIB
for 10 to 31 days with accumulated doses of65,OOO
to 92,000 rads. Although total circulating lympho
cytes were reduced by 73 to 88% at the time of im
munization, these animals responded, after a de
lay of about 5 days, with nearly normal primary
antitoxin responses. Calves 186 and 202 received
continuous ECIL for 23 and 68 days, respectively.
Although total thoracic duct lymphocyte counts
were reduced by 90% of normal, these calves
eventually responded with typical primary anti
body response; calf 186 showed an initial delay
of about 10 days. It should be noted (Figure 7a)
that several nonirradiated control animals also
responded slowly to primary immunization.

The data in Figure 7c are from animals given
treaments of ECIB along with daily injections of
Imuran (azothioprine) prior to and after primary
immunization with adsorbed tetanus toxid. Al
though primary antibody responses were delayed
5 to 10 days, it is evident that the combined treat
ments failed to alter significantly the capacity of
these animals to respond to primary antigenic
stimulation.

Thoracic duct-venous shunts were established
in the calves for which data are shown in Figure
7d. The lymph was centrifuged continuously and
lymphocytes were discarded. Cell-free lymph was
returned to the calves via the jugular vein. Cen
trifugation of lymph and discard of lymphocytes
was continued in calves 151 and 185 for 10 and 30
days, respectively. The appearance of serum anti
body was delayed about 5 days in calf 151 and
about 15 days in calf 185. In spite of the severe
stress ofthese experiments, these animals eventually
responded to primary immunization.

Repetitive ECIB of 250 to 860 blood volumes
during a period of 10 to 30 days with accumulated
doses of 93,000 to 250,000 rads failed to repress
significantly secondary antitoxin responses to fluid
toxoid. These findings are in sharp contrast to the
well-known radiosensitivity of antibody responses
when total does of50 to 600 rads ofionizing radia-
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tion are delivered by whole-body exposure prior
to immunization.

The present findings indicate that, under the
conditions of the experiments, ECIB, ECIL, and
TDC did not adequately reduce the numbers of
either immunocompetent or previously sensitized
cells with the capacity to respond to antigenic
stimulation. It should be noted that in the present
experiments the return of cell-free lymph or ir
radiated cells to the animals provides an op
portunity for circulating antigen to reach and be
accepted by nonirradiated immunocompetent
lymphoid cells in lymphoreticular organs.

BIOCHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

Collagen

In animals the amino acids hydroxylysine and
hydroxyproline occur only in collagen, an im
portant structural protein. They are formed by
oxidation of lysine and proline during collagen
formation and after the amino acids are incorpo
rated into a polypeptide chain. During the past
year additional understanding has been gained
of the biochemical mechanism of hydroxylysine
and hydroxyproline formation and of the im
portance of hydroxylysine to collagen structure.
Several refinements have been developed for
purification of the hydroxylating enzyme in terms
of both the yield of enzyme and the reproduci
bility of the procedure. A tentative molecular
weight of 380,000 has been established for the

~ Figure 8. Top: Reaction-mixer for Q-band (35 GHz) EPR
ofrapidly flowing aqueous solutions. The three-inlet sys
tem permits the control ofreaction conditions over a wide
range of solvent mixtures and ofpH. Siphoning between
multiple reservoirs ofreactants is avoided, and precise con
trol offlow velocity is achieved with a pumping system em
ploying several syringes. These are driven by a push-block
connected via a magnetic clutch to a variable-speed motor
equipped with a multiratio gearbox and electronic speed
control. In use, the stainless-steel micromixer assembly
fitsjust below the floor ofthe Q-band microwave cavity,
which is held between the poles ofthe EPR spectrometer's
electromagnet. Bottom: General view of the spectrometer
and console area. A cryogenic temperature controller is
in place in front of the electromagnet at the right, where
the high-velocity apparatus may also be set. An X-band
microwave bridge is on the high table over the magnet.
To the left of the control console stand the interface
and teletypewriter for on-line operation of the Depart
ment's Sigma-2 computer in association with the EPR
spectrometer.
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enzyme and it has been found to be isoelectric at
pH 5.0. Reagents that block sulfhydryl groups in
proteins inhibit the enzyme, but the sulfhydryl
compound dithiothreitol can either enhance or
suppress activity, depending on the concentration
of iron in the solution. At low iron concentrations,
increasing amounts ofdithiothreitol first stimulate
and then depress activity. At higher iron concen
trations, increasing amounts of dithiothreitol only
depress activity. New and unusual types of ad
sorbants have shown considerable promise for the
chromatographic purification of the hydroxylase,
and their use is now being actively pursued. The
hydroxylase probably hydroxylates lysine residues
only in that part of the collagen peptide chain in
which the amino acid glycine occupies every third
position. Synthetic polypeptides and tripeptides
containing lysine and glycine are being made as
possible substrates. A variable amount of the
hydroxylysine of collagens is unavailable for
oxidation by sodium periodate. This unreactive
hydroxylysine probably is bound glycosidically
through the hydroxyl group to galactose. In col
lagen from most sources glucose is linked to some
of the galactose units. A micromethod has been
developed which permits quantitative cleavage of
the sugar units from the hydroxylysine so that
they may be determined by gas chromatography.
H ydroxylysine is determined on the amino acid
analyzer. With use of this procedure, it has been
found that the amount ofhydroxylysine unreactive
to periodate in a derivative of bovine bone col
lagen is exactly equal to the amount of galactose
present and is twice the amount ofglucose present.
This method will also permit accurate analyses
of small quantities of collagen subunits and deg
radation products and ofcollagenlike proteins from
various tissues.

Bioenergetic Mechanisms Involving Free Radicals

Studies have been continued on the properties
of free radicals that may be involved in many of
the pathways of oxidative metabolism and in the
chemical reactions that give rise to some of the
effects of ionizing radiations on living systems.
The stable forms of most organic molecules and
biological compounds contain even numbers of
electrons. Free radicals are half-oxidized or half
reduced forms that possess odd numbers of elec
trons. The magnetic moments associated with the
spins oftheir unpaired electrons make free radicals
paramagnetic. Hence they may be detected and
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ALPHA-AMINOBUTYRIC ACID + Ti(3+)/PEROXIDE (pH 7)

~25 GAUSS1

•

ploying multiple syringes (see Figure 8), has per
mitted reactions to be run at pH ranges at which
the primary reactants were unstable. Other prog
ress in instrumentation is aimed at providing
on-line computerization of the EPR spectrometer
to facilitate markedly the analysis of spectra and
to improve the resolution of weak signals, such as
those from biological samples. Already real-time
EPR input to the Department's Sigma-2 general
purpose computer system has been achieved, fol
lowing completion of the interface components
(Figure 8), and the first stages of programming
for data manipulation have been completed.

Further experiments using EPR flow systems
were carried out to evaluate chemical mixtures
that rapidly form hydroxyl radicals (OH·) as
models of some of the reaction mechanisms of
ionizing radiations. The action ofthis radiomimetic
system on amino acids more complex than glycine
gave rise to complicated EPR spectra. From
analysis of these results, multiple free radical frag
ments existing simultaneously in solution were

Figure 9. EPR spectrum and analysis of a reaction
mimicking a free radical chain produced by ionizing ir
radiation of an amino acid in aerated aqueous solution.
There is no way, at present, for EPR spectra to be ob
tained directly from aqueous samples while they are
undergoing irradiation, but hydroxyl radicals (OH·) pro
duced from water are thought to give rise to most of the
so-called indirect effects which cause the biological and
chemical changes that follow /3-, Y-, and x-irradiation of
wet, oxygenated materials. Therefore, the combination
of rapid chemical formation of OH· in association with
equipment that permits detection oftransient free radical
inermediates may serve to model the mechanisms that
are also involved in the radiation case. In this example
hydroxyl radicals produced by the action of Ti(III) upon
H 2 0 2 are reacted with a-aminobutyric acid, and the
short-lived reaction products are studied by EPR spec
trometry with the BNL rapid-flow apparatus. Top: Actual
EPR spectrum a few milliseconds after reaction (first
derivative of microwave power absorbed by the sample
plotted against magnetic field strength). Center: Simula
tion by means of a CDC-6600 computer program, ignor
ing certain minor effects that cause the experimental
spectrum to be noisy and slightly asymmetrical. The
spectral envelope, made up of Gaussian line widths (LW)
compensated for modulation amplitude (MA), is found
to represent the superimposition ofthree separate free radi
cal spectra, admixed in different proportions (6 : 4 : 1).
Bottom: Molecular diagrams denoting the possible distri
bution of unpaired electron (spin) density on the three
free radical fragments. In boldface are the symbols of
atoms with detectable spin density. It should be noted that
EPR spectra do not directly reflect spin localization on
carbon or oxygen.
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analyzed by the complex but sensitive and non
destructive physical method known as electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrometry (also
referred to as electron spin resonance, ESR).

During the year there was further development
of continuous-flow apparatus for spectrometry of
short-lived free radicals in liquids, using EPR at
35 GHz (Q-band microwaves). This project at
BNL has provided spectra with the consumption
of <5% of the amounts of scarce biochemical
reactants required by EPR flow apparatuses used
elsewhere. Fabrication of a three-inlet stainless
steel mixer for Q-band EPR, used in conjunction
with a precisely controllable pumping system em-
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identified (e.g., Figure 9). Transient intermediates
detected following the chemical reaction included
products that had undergone hydrogen abstrac
tion (radicals 1 and 2 of Figure 9, for example)
and deamination (radical 3 of Figure 9), results
that are comparable to the effects of ionizing ir
radiation on amino acids.

Development was undertaken of apparatus and
techniques for studying human and animal tissues
directly with EPR. EPR signals from tissue have
been recognized for 15 years, but their low inten
sity and lack of spectral character have precluded
identification and have limited their exploitation
as possible biological correlates. To increase the
sensitivity of measurements, one BNL program
has sought to provide EPR spectrometry at X-band
(3-cm microwaves at 9.5 GHz) of large samples
(several grams) of frozen tissue. Another program
seeks to enhance the analysis of spectral shape by
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studying very small samples (micrograms) oftissue
with EPR at Q-band (8-mm microwaves). Both
programs depend heavily upon computer record
ing and treatment of data, as reported briefly
above. Preliminary findings at BNL indicate that
tissue EPR signals may possess more spectral
character than was previously recognized.

Investigations involving free radicals related to
nicotinamide and to pyridine nucleotides were
made, and earlier findings regarding light-in
duced free radicals of visual pigments were ex
tended. An active new program of research was
initiated on cationic free radicals of porphyrins
involved in photosynthesis or related to the heme
groups of many enzymes. This work entails ex
tensive collaboration with persons in BNL's De
partment of Applied Science (J. Fajer) and at
Harvard (D. Dolphin) and Georgia Institute of
Technology (R.H. Felton).
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Technical Operations and Services

Figure 1. Changes in the isotopic purity of the D2 0 in
the HFBR from reactor start-up (Oct. 25, 1965) to date.

vessel and control-rod blades. Specimens of the
aluminum used for the reactor vessel have been
placed in the reactor in a region of high neutron
flux. Irradiations of 20, 80, and 200 days' duration
have been completed, and the 800 and 4000-day
samples are currently in the reactor.

In June, auxiliary control-rod blade A-7 was
removed from the reactor for metallurgical exami
nation. !thad been in the reactor for 29,194 MWd.

Extended Fue' E'ement Irradiation Program. A
fuel element irradiation program was initiated to
determine whether the current HFBR fuel ele
ment design is capable of.sustaining higher burn
up levels. Four standard elements were irradiated
in the HFBR for periods of up to 34 days beyond
the normal40-day exposure. Visual and metallo
graphic examination of the fuel elements following
irradiation has shown no evidence of hot spots,
pitting, blistering, or distortion of the elements or
of individual plates. A small amount of swelling
was observed over the fueled portion of the plates,
but this was no greater than the swelling seen after
normal exposures. Radiochemical analyses of
punchings taken from selected fuel-plate locations
have shown that burnup levels of up to 65.7%
(16.7 X 1020 fissions/cm3 ) were achieved. The re
sults of the program indicate that an increase of
50% in the fuel element design lifetime is feasible.

..
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The technical services and facilities essential to
the Laboratory's research programs are provided
by a number of organizational units whose opera
tions are described below under appropriate
headings.

REACTOR OPERATIONS

High Flux Beam Research Reactor

The High Flux Beam Research Reactor (HFBR)
successfully completed a full year of operation at
rated power level without any major operating
difficulties. All experimental facilities were used
during the year, and two new sample irradiation
systems were placed in service.

Operation. The reactor operated as scheduled,
with an accumulation of 10,147 MWd for the
year. The total power accumulated by this reactor
to date is 30,050 MWd. In the course of the year,
13 full operating cycles were completed. Routine
operation was interrupted by two unscheduled
shutdowns (compared with eight in fiscal 1968).
The first, on Feb. 8, 1969, was the result of an elec
trical power failure that occurred at the end of a
normal operating cycle, and operation was re
sumed after the reactor had been refueled. The
second, caused by malfunction of the nuclear
safety system, occurred on May 16 and lasted for
23 minutes.

During the shutdown periods, 182 used fuel
elements (13 half-cores) were discharged from the
reactor and replaced with new elements. A total of
24 shipments (336 elements) of spent HFBR fuel
were made to the Atomic Energy Commission's
reprocessing plant at Savannah River.

The change in isotopic purity of the reactor sys
tem D 20 is shown in Figure 1 for the period from
reactor start-up to date. All the degradation
occurred during periods when the reactor primary
system was open for maintenance.

Materia' Surveillance Program. The material
surveillance program monitors the effects of radi
ation, as it exists in the reactor environment on,
the materials used in construction of the reactor
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Figure 2. Costs associated with operating the HFBR.
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A long-term experiment was installed in one
half of the V-16 in-core vertical thimble for the
Westinghouse Electron Tube Division. The irradi
ation is a life-test on miniaturized nuclear detectors.

The usage of the vertical irradiation thimbles is
summarized in Table 1.

Operating Costs. Since no support for the
operation of BNL reactors is budgeted directly by
the AEC, each scientific program using a reactor
supports it in proportion to the program's portion
of the total use of the reactor. Table 2 shows the
distribution of this support over a three-year
period for the HFBR. In Figure 2 the cost of
operating this reactor in fiscal 1970 and 1971 is
projected. For fiscal 1970, no increase in operating
costs, compared with 1969, is projected because of
staff reductions and the ability to operate the
HFBR for the entire year with fuel purchased in
previous years. A set of control-rod blades ordered
in 1969 will be paid for over a three-year period.
The projection for fiscal 1971 includes the cost of
fuel of the improved design, previously discussed,
and a portion of the control-rod order.

Brookhaven Graphite Research Reactor

Routine scheduled operation of the Brookhaven
Graphite Research Reactor (BGRR) was cur
tailed at the end of fiscal 1968. This year the
BGRR was operated on 27 days; the remainder
of the time it was maintained on standby. In this
condition operation is possible, with appropriate
advance notice, for periods of up to five days by
using the HFBR operating crews during scheduled
HFBR shutdowns.

The Chemonuclear Group of the Department
of Applied Science was the only group to take
advantage of this situation. This group had com
pleted the rather large loop installation at about
the same time that routine operation of the reactor
was curtailed, and there was great interest in
running the reactor at least long enough to de
termine the capability of the loop. The initial runs
were for dosimetry and calibration. Later runs
consisted of operation under various conditions of
temperature, oxygen partial pressures, and total
pressure to study the production of ozone in a
radiation field. The loop was designed to study
chemical reactions in the presence of energetic fis
sion fragments. As yet, however, no fuel has been
used in the loop.

The total energy produced by this reactor to
date is 99,857.8 MWd.
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Improved fuel Element. It may be noted from
Figure 2 that one of the major elements driving the
cost of reactor operation upward is the cost of fuel.
Shown here is anticipated fabrication cost only.
The increase can be offset to a great extent by
extending the life of each element. Studies indi
cate that by increasing the U 235 content by 15%,
the life of the element can be extended by 50%. If
this is done, fewer refueling shutdowns ofthe reactor
will be required and the utility of the reactor on a
time basis will be increased from ::::::::70% to >80%.

A review of the safety aspects of an improved
element is in progress.

Reactor System Improvements. The secondary
water holdup system is now in service and pro
vides for the rapid and complete isolation of the
secondary water system should a heat exchanger
failure occur.

Experimental facilities. All the horizontal
beam holes are now occupied by experiments
that are operating routinely, with holes H-1, H
4, and H-6 utilizing dual-beam spectrometers.

During the year two irradiation facilities were
installed in the vertical irradiation thimbles: (1)
the hydraulic irradiation facility in reflector thim
ble V-II, in which "rabbits" (sample containers)
are charged and discharged by flowing D20; and
(2) a cable-operated irradiation facility in reflector
thimble V-12, in which rabbits are attached to the
end of a flexible titanium Teleflex cable and are
charged and discharged mechanically.
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Table 1

Usage ofHFBR Vertical Irradiation Thimbles, Fiscal 1969

Reflector Core edge In-core

User V-lO V-II V-12 V-13 V-14 V-15 V-16 Total

Applied Science 1 18 16 24 60
Chemistry 25 4 30
Instrumentation and Health Physics 1 1
Medical 1 1 2
Physics 12 2 4 9 27
HFBR materials surveillance experiment 26 26
Outside organizations 3 6 10

Total 40 7 5 26 32 16 30 156

Table 2

Distribution ofHFBR Support From Scientific Programs

Use charges, fiscal year
Usage,

% 1969 1968 1967

44 $ 627,440 $ 552,000 $ 511,044
16 228,160 201,000 184,972
12 171,120 150,996 140,028

72 $1,026,720 $ 903,996 $ 836,044

Research budget

Physics Department
Neutron physics
Structure of solids
Neutron diffraction studies

Subtotal

Chemistry Department
Nuclear structure and
inorganic chemistry

Total

28

100

399,280 351,996 324,978

$1,426,000 $1,255,992 $1,161,022

NEUTRON
DIFFRACTION

STUDIES
12%

NEUTRON
PHYSICS

44%

Brookhaven Medical Research Reactor

Operations. The Medical Research Reactor
(MRR) was operated on 203 days during the year,
and 1,764.997 MWh of operation were accumu
lated. Total integrated energy to date is 5,994.059
MWh.

There were four unscheduled shutdowns of the
reactor during the year for the following causes:
(1) a control-rod magnet failure, (2) actuation of a
manual scram by a student visitor who thought it
was an airlock door release button, (3) high pri
mary H20 temperature due to insufficient secon
dary H 20 flow through the heat exchangers, and
(4) a spurious "blip" on one of the period ampli
fiers of the nuclear safety system during replace
ment of a faulty unit, which caused two units in a
two-out-of-three scram system to be tripped. All

shutdowns were of short duration and caused little
delay in programs.

Improvements. A fission neutron irradiation
facility was placed in operation in the animal ex
posure room during Dec. 1968. It consists of
three fission plates containing 1529.00 g uranium
93.16% enriched in U 235, arranged in a holder in
such a way that the effective fission plate area is
12 X 12 in. Ninety-two percent of the incident ther
mal neutrons are absorbed, to give a fast neutron
flux of 3 X 1010 neutrons/cm2-sec at 3.0-MW
reactor power.

An off-gas system was installed during Sept.
1968. The system incorporates eight available tie
in locations placed so as to permit off-gassing of
the pneumatic-tube dry box and other experimen
tal facilities as required. The air flow is provided
by the main reactor exhaust air fan, with the air
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Table 3

Irradiations at the MRR, Fiscal 1969

Beam hole

Core Pneumatic Radial Broad Patient Animal
User In-core edge tube hole beam facility facility Total

Accelerators 5 5
Applied Science 2 8 15 10 5 40
Biology 11 2 404 417
Chemistry 4 38 131 13 187
Instrumentation and Health Physics 5 1 6
Medical 7 55 48 55 165
Physics 13 86 1 100
Outside organizations 9 11 23 2 45

Total 6 72 307 39 15 67 459 965

Table 4

Summary of Services to Outside Users
(Handling and other charges included)

Fiscal 1969 Fiscal 1968 Fiscal 1967

Number Volume, $ Number Volume, $ Number Volume, $

Reactor irradiations 43 19,564 166 18,341 237 19,484
Processed radioisotopes 43 8,052 67 12,401 269 51,080
Co60 and CS137 sources 9 * 4 3 *
Cyclotron irradiations 1 230 ° ° ° °Total 96 27,846 237 30,742 509 70,564

*AEC transfers - Co60 and CS137 not produced by Brookhaven.

passing through the main exhaust filters before
being exhausted to the stack.

Use. During the year, 965 irradiations were
made, 45 of them for outside organizations. A
breakdown by facilities and departments is given
in Table 3.

The annual use of the reactor is plotted (Figure
3) as number of runs and as energy produced. The
increase in use during 1969 was caused by the cur
tailment ofBGRR operations and the shifting of
irradiation programs to the MRR.

Procurement of Special Materials and Services

The procurement for the scientific departments
of all radioactive and stable isotopes, as well as
special materials controlled by the AEC, is a re
sponsibility of the Isotopes and Special Materials
Group. In this connection, 266 purchase orders
were placed for radioisotopes, 25 for stable iso-

topes, and 35 for special materials. Against these
orders, :::::::395 shipments were received and proc
essed. The totals for orders placed and shipments
received were essentially the same as those for the
previous fiscal year. Of the orders placed, 34%
were for the Medical Department, 20% for Bi
ology, 14% for the Department of Applied Science,
11 % for Chemistry, 15% for Physics, and 6% for
Instrumentation and Health Physics. These per
centages are similar to those for the past two years.

The Isotopes and Special Materials Group is
also responsible for annual inventories of radium
sources and purchased stable isotopes and for ne
gotiations for the loan of valuable isotopes. The
number of radium sources on hand remained at
34, with a total activity of 5.86 curies and a total
value of :::::::$39,500. The inventory of purchased
stable isotopes valued at $29,350 shows a decrease
from last year's value of $42,204, since consump-

Jill lUlU!Ii
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Table 5

Figure 3. Use of the MRR.
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FISCAL YEAR

Source and Special Nuclear Materials on Hand
at End of Year (in kilograms)

Facility BZA

Natural uranium 358 361 505
Depleted uranium 28,114 23,766 23,144
U235>75% 811 860 633
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U233 0 23 23
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tion ($17,026) during the year exceeded the cost of
purchases ($4165). The number of stable isotopes
on loan increased from 22 to 29, but the value de
creased from $1,785,438 to $1,549,310.

Irradiation Services and Isotope Production

Table 4 is a summary of irradiation services to
outside organizations during the past three years.
These services have been continuously decreasing
in number because of the AEC's policy of non
competition and the increasing availability of simi
lar services commercially. The dollar volume for
the past year did not drop correspondingly be
cause of the higher rates for services performed in
the MRR and HFBR since the BGRR was placed
on standby. The volume of these services is ex
pected to remain at a minimal level in the near
future.

Source and Special Nuclear Material Accountability

In Table 5, a three-year summary is presented
of the amounts of source and special nuclear (SS)
materials on hand at Brookhaven at the end of
each fiscal year. Based on dollar values published
by the AEC, the current inventory of SS materials
represents a value in the range of $15.8 million.
The decrease of about $1. 7 million from the pre
vious year is associated with the decrease in the
inventory of U235 enriched to >75% resulting
from shipments of spent fuel from the HFBR and
the BGRR and with the large decrease in the U235
<75% resulting from the return of this material to
AEC production channels.

The annual audit of SS materials at Brook
haven and the associated accounting records and

Facility BZB (Graphite Reactor Fuel)

U235> 75% 67 79 82

Facility BZC (Medical Reactor Fuel)

U235> 75% 5 5 3

procedures was performed by the Brookhaven
AEC Operations Office from Jan. 20 to Feb. 17,
1969. In line with the recommendations from this
and prior audits, a procedure is in effect for sealing
unused materials to reduce periodic auditing ef
forts, and a major effort was completed to remove
surplus material from the inventory. Transfer was
made of 23 kg of U233 and 731 kg of thorium to
the AEC's Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory as sur
plus, and 5874 kg of slightly enriched uranium
containing 89.3 kg of U235 were returned to the
AEC at Fernald, Ohio, for recovery. In addition,
26 shipments of spent reactor fuel containing 90
kg of highly enriched uranium, of which 78 kg
were U235, were made to the Savannah River
Plant of the AEC.

The contract for HFBR fuel elements with the
United Nuclear Corp. was completed this year
with the delivery of 112 elements. It is expected
that a new contract will be initiated early next
year in which some design changes that have been
under study will be incorporated. Thirty unused
surplus fuel elements were acquired at no cost
from the Pennsylvania State University for use in
future refueling of the MRR.

The 14th and 15th IAEA inspections of Facility
BZB (Graphite Reactor fuel) were performed by
Mr. T. Mori ofthe IAEA on Aug. 18 and 19,1968,
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and on Dec. 11 and 12,1968. Because of the stand
by condition of the BGRR, the inspections were
mostly concerned with how to seal and monitor
the shut-down reactor. During the second inspec
tion, neutron flux dosimeters provided by the
IAEA were inserted in hole E-W -45 and the hole
covers were sealed by the inspector. On May 28,
1969, another inspector, Mr. R. Skjoeldebrand,
broke the seals and removed the dosimeters for
analysis to check the amount of reactor operation
that had occurred.

HEALTH PHYSICS

The major exposure control problem continues
to be at the AGS, where the effect of improve
ments in equipment and technique has been off
set by the achievement of higher beam intensities.
Control of the contamination generated by bom
bardment of certain targets has become more of a
problem than in the past. A reduction in health
physics work at the BGRR has been counter
balanced by an increase in activities at the MRR.

Radiation surveys included coverage of the ini
tial use of accelerated tritons for bombardments
at the Physics Department's Van de Graaffacceler
ator, initial testing of a 13,000-Ci CoGO source, and
initial operation of the new radiological research
accelerator facility at the Cosmotron Building. A
new radiation monitoring system has been in
stalled at the Physics Department's Van de Graaff,
and improvements have been made in the nuclear
incident alarm system at the critical assemblies
complex.

A 10-wk on-the-job training course in applied
health physics was provided for a group of 12 AEC
and US PHS Fellows during the summer. Mem
bers of the Division participated in activities spon
sored by the International Commission on Radia
tion Protection, the National Council on Radia
tion Protection, the International Commission on
Radiation Units and Measurements, the AEC Ad
visory Panel on Radiation Safety, the FAA Stand
ing Committee for Radiation Biology Aspects of
the Supersonic Transport, and the Intersociety
Committee on the Manual of Methods for Ambi
ent Air Sampling and Analysis.

Synchrotron Monitoring and Dosimetry

Work has continued on the development of a
practical dose-equivalent survey meter based on
the Rossi-type linear energy transfer (LET) spec-

trometer chamber. An analysis was made ofseveral
possible methods, the most promising being an
amplifying arrangement with a suitable nonlinear
relation between current output and the size of
the input pulses. The gain requirements have been
established, and a circuit providing a good ap
proximation to that gain has been designed, built,
and tested. Three parallel amplifying circuits are
used, with the input bias and gain of each adjusted
to yield the desired output. The readout can be
changed from dose equivalent to absorbed dose by
means of switch-controlled changes in the circuit
parameters. Satisfactory performance of the cham
ber for several months after sealing-off has been
achieved. Limited tests indicate that the instru
ment is indeed measuring dose equivalent for a
variety of r:adiation qualities. A battery-operated
model suitable for more extensive testing is under
development.

Fundamental Dosimetry

Data on the radial distribution of dose for 1 to
3-MeV protons and helium nuclei in hydrogen
and tissue-equivalent gas have been obtained with
a 3-ft-long cylindrical ionization chamber oper
ated at reduced pressure. LET,. can be determined
by varying the pressure. In addition, measurements
of ionization as a function of radial distance from
the charged particle beam can be made with use
of a small probe-type chamber inside the larger
chamber.

A study is being made of cell survival data for
particles with various charges and velocities in an
attempt to correlate biological effects with LET
and the microdistribution of ionization. The anal
ysis suggests that two classes of sensitive site are in
volved, with effective thicknesses of <33 A each.
One class of site relates to inactivation of the
single-hit type, whereas the second class relates to
a loss of repair process or a repairable type of in
jury. Two models have been developed that fit a
family of curves obtained at different values of
LET. Various "track core" refinements in the
models as well as the effects of O 2 and protective
agents are being studied to elucidate the relation
ship between LET, the microdistribution of ioniza
tion, and fundamental mechanisms of biological
damage.

Waste Disposal and Reclamation

Present plans call for discharge of cooling water
from a beam stop at the new 200-MeV linac di-
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recdy into the Laboratory sewage system. Analysis
of the expected activities indicates that this is an
acceptable procedure, but an experimental pro
gram to verify this conclusion is being carried out.
Tests have been made with use of purchased
quantities of H3 and Be7 tracers to establish de
cay times and the removal of activity prior to
reaching the site boundary. More tests are planned
in which water activated by the beam of the pres
ent 50-MeV injector will be used.

Data relating to the liquid waste system are pre
sented in Table 6. The amount of gross f3 activity,
other than tritium, leaving the site in the stream to
which the effluent is discharged totaled 13.4 mCi
during the fiscal year. The average concentration
was 1.4 X 10-8 /LCi/cc, which is 1.3% ofthe appli
cable AEC standard. Tritium amounting to 10.7
Ci was discharged at an average concentration of
1.1 X 10-5 /LCi/ml, which is 0.4% of the appli
cable standard. With the BGRR operating only a
small fraction of the time, activity discharged per
month from the BGRR-HFBR stack averaged
only 16,000 Ci of Ar41, 0.61 mCi of F31, and 36 Ci
of H3. Four vaults of solid waste were shipped to
the disposal site at West Valley, N.Y.

Environmental Monitoring

A stream monitoring and sampling station has
been installed at the new east perimeter of the site,
4300 ft downstream from the old perimeter. Ac
tivity and flow data from the new location have
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been used since Jan. 1,1969. The amount ofac
tivity carried across the new site boundary is much
less than that at the old boundary because of losses
to ground water.

During fiscal 1969 the highest external radiation
level at the site boundary occurred at a point
north of the Gamma Forest source and averaged
3.24 mR/wk. This may be separated into three
components of 1.61,0.02, and 1.61 mR/wk, due to
background, Ar41 from the BGRR, and the forest
source, respectively. The permissible level above
background is 500 mR/yr, or an average of 10
mR/wk.

Samples of air particulates, including both
longer-lived natural and fallout isotopes, averaged
0.19 pCi/m3 of gross f3 activity, while the average
activity in precipitation was 4.4 nCi/m2/mo.

Personnel Monitoring

A new hand-and-foot monitoring service using
thermoluminescent dosimeters has been very use
ful in recording and controlling hand exposures in
the handling of radioactive materials. Results are
far superior to those obtained previously with film
dosimeters.

In a cooperative program with the Central
Automatic Data Processing Group, conversion of
the processing ofpersonnel monitoring records from
Remington Rand to IBM equipment was completed.

Personnel monitoring service was provided for
2800 persons during calendar year 1968, a 4 1/2%

Table 6

Summary of Liquid Waste Data

Input to filter beds, gal/day
Output from filter beds, gal/day
Net loss in filter beds, %
Stream above discharge point, gal/day

at site boundary, gal/day
Rainfall, in./mo

Fiscal 1969

995,000
759,000

24
15,000

694,000
2.9

Fiscal 1968

960,000
810,000

16
21,200

834,000
3.7

Activity concentration at input to filter beds, Ci/cc
at output from filter beds, Ci/cc
at site boundary, Ci/cc

Activity at input to filter beds, mCi/mo
at output from filter beds, mCi/mo
at site boundary, mCi/mo

Figures are averages for each fiscal year.

Gross f3

1.6 X 10-8

1.4 X 10-8

1.4X10-8

1.4
1.2
1.1

Tritium

1.1 X 10-5

LOX 10-5

1.1 X 10-5

1280
900
890

Grossf3

2.9X 10-8

2.1 X 10-8

2.1 X 10-8

3.2
2.0
2.0

Tritium

l.4X 10-5

1.2X 10-5

1.3 X 10-5

1620
1180
1300
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Table 7

Distribution of Exposures of Individuals Receiving
Regular Personnel Monitoring Service

Exposure range, Rem Calendar 1968 Calendar 1967

0.00-0.49 2445 2525
0.50-0.99 163 190
1.00-1.49 82 99

1.50-1.99 32 52
2.00-2.49 22 29
2.50-2.99 8 15

3.00-3.49 20 14
3.50-3.99 10 6
4.00-4.49 13 0

4.50-4.99 5 0
5.00 and over 0 0

Total 2800 2930

decrease from the 1967 figure. Film dosimeters
were provided for ::::::5000 visitors. The distribution
of whole-body exposures to penetrating radiation
for the 2800 persons regularly monitored is shown
in Table 7. All exposures were <3 Rem per 13-wk
period. The total exposure for all individuals
monitored was 658 Rem, nearly the same as the
1967 value of 687 Rem. Seventy-seven percent of
the total exposure was received at the AGS by 32%
of all personnel monitored at the Laboratory.

Laboratory Safety

The 1968 BNL injury frequency rate of 2.9
represents the fifth consecutive calendar year with
a rate below 3.0 injuries per million man-hours
worked. Since this rate roughly represents accident
costs, including the workmen's compensation
benefits paid by the Laboratory, a considerable
saving was achieved.

Fire and other property damage losses amounted
to $21,000 during 1968. This is slightly lower than
the losses during each of the last several years. The
major part (estimated at $12,000) of the 1968 loss
resulted from a fire in a 600-kW power supply unit
in the AGS West Experimental Area.

During 1968 the BNL Safety Policy Manual
and the Emergency Plan Manual were revised
and distributed.

Implementation was begun of the results of the
1967 Facility Fire Protection Survey. Smoke de
tection systems were provided for the dormitories,
and fire detection systems were added to the West

Experimental Area at the AGS, to various Grounds
Maintenance buildings, and to the Heavy Ma
chine Shop. Eleven new fire alarm code areas were
added to the BNL Fire Protective Signaling Sys
tem. Engineering work was commenced on a CO2

standpipe hose system for the HFBR and on added
fire protection features for the two major computer
installations.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

During fiscal 1969 the number of personnel in
the Mechanical Engineering Division remained
fairly constant, with a year-end total of 187. Their
assignments to the various departments of BNL
are shown in Table 8.

An important part of the operation of this past
year involved movement of personnel from one de
partment to another as some programs contracted
and others expanded. In addition, there has been
increased technical consultation between sections
of the Division to utilize special knowledge or ex
pertise in various engineering fields.

A closer working relationship with the Central
Shops has developed with the new organizational
relationship. This has resulted in better work
scheduling and technical collaboration.

Funds were made available for the purchase of
a complete aperture card drawing record system.
This should eventually make it possible to discard
all tracings more than five years old and should
also effect considerable savings in the production
of prints for use in fabrication.

Members of the Division at the Accelerator De
partment are assigned to the Conversion Division,
the AGS Division, and the Experimental Planning
and Support Division.

For the latter the Design Group has assembled
a magnet transporter and is conducting tests in
volving electrical and hydraulic circuit checks as
well as measurement of pressure, flow rate, and
cycle control. The tests indicate that the unit is
operating as designed, although a full-load test is
yet to be accomplished.

The transporter is in the form of a pedestal base,
electrohydraulically powered to cycle automati
cally while moving the load in a steplike manner.
It is designed to transport and position large mag
nets or other equipment weighing up to 300,000 Ib
in the x,y, and z axes. It also provides 360 0 rota
tion of the load in the z axis, which also is the
method by which change in direction of travel is
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Table 8

Assignment of Mechanical Engineering Division Personnel as ofJune 30, 1969

Accelerators
Advanced accelerator development
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS)
AGS conversion

Magnet ring
Linear accelerator

Experimental planning and support
Floor operations
Cryogenics and design

Administration
Applied Science
Central Design
Chemistry
Physics

Bubble chambers
General

Safety
Total

Engineers

3
9

9
9

7
8
I
5
I
I

14
9
1

77

Design engineers,
designers, and

draftsmen

1
19

7
14

2
10

14
6

16
18

107

Clerical

2

3

Total

4
30

16
23

9
18

I
19
8
I

30
27

I
187

obtained. Horizontal motion is limited to 12 in./
cycle in the x direction and 1% in./cycle in the y
direction. Rotation is 20° /cycle. Movement may
be manually controlled or fully automatic at either
low or high speed. Slow speed is about 2.2 in./min
and allows for positioning the load with a precision
of 0.010 in. High speed will provide a horizontal
motion averaging about 1 ft/min.

The employment of a 35-in.-diam hydrostatic
journal bearing is unique. The piston that provides
vertical motion and is the shaft for rotation also
must counteract by hydraulic pressure the eccen
tric loading imposed on the bearing by the hori
zontal movement of the load off the axis. Two
groups of four oil passages within the piston, at
two locations along the piston, serve to center the
piston within the cylinder.

In a new technique for fabricating a multiple
port hydraulic manifold, precut laminations were
used to provide the hydraulic circuits in compact
block form.

All load-carrying bearings are of the hydrostatic
type and are fully enclosed to contain the oil flow
and exclude environmental dirt. These bearings
are expected to have coefficients offriction of the
order of 7 X 10-7 at load.

The transporter, which weighs 20,000 lb, is
equipped with an air-cushion bearing and can be

positioned under a load by hand. The air cushion
utilizes building air reduced to 20 psi pressure, and
electric power is delivered to the transporter by a
single 440-V cable.

A new spectrometer magnet has been designed
in cooperation with the Columbia University High
Energy Physics Group. The poles of this magnet
will be 96 in. wide and 40 in. deep with a gap of
22 in., and it will weigh 200,000 lb. It will have a
field strength of9 kG when coupled to one 450-kW
power supply and of ;:::: 13 kG when two power
supplies are used.

The design of the 48D48 dipole magnet has
been improved and acquisition is under way. The
improvements make changing the magnet gap or
moving the magnet easier by having the coil and
water-cooling manifolds mounted integrally with
the upper and lower core halves, which then move
as a complete subassembly. Gap changes are easily
accomplished by the addition or removal of yoke
shim pieces and electric bus extensions.

Two magnet aperture vacuum boxes of a new
design are being constructed for two dipole mag
nets that are 72 in. long and 18 and 30 in. wide, re
spectively. This design provides for minimum pole
gap height and therefore maximum magnetic field
strength consistent with particle beam optics. The
top and bottom ofeach vacuum box, which are the
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pole tips, are constructed of high-permeability
metal, but the sides and ends are of nonmagnetic
metal.

A number of magnet shield assemblies for the
large-aperture magnets have been fabricated to
reduce the fringe field along the beam axis. This is
a common problem with these magnets, since ad
jacent experimental equipment must be shielded
from the magnetic field so as to function properly.
Such assemblies are large, costly, and complicated
to assemble. In future magnet designs provision
will be made for their installation, and where pos
sible they will be costed and acquired with the
magnet. A typical shield installation recently con
structed has a sandwich of 1, 2, and 6-in. plates
spaced 1/2 in. apart. These are of full magnet width
and height, with an aperture cut in each the ap
proximate size of the magnet gap. Two such
shields were made, one for each end of the mag
net, together with a support structure for attach
ment to the magnet. With the shields in place the
stray field 2 ft from the magnet was lowered to
;:::;10 G to avoid influencing magnetostrictive read
out cable in adjacent wire chambers.

The use of large wire spark chambers in high
energy physics experiments has necessitated the
construction of purification systems for spark
chamber gas mixtures. Circulation of gas (mainly
neon) through the chamber is necessary, since
nitrogen from air diffusion or leakage inhibits
sparking thresholds and oxygen acts to damage
the grid wires, and because certain additives must
be maintained at specific levels. Reprocessing of
this gas is mandatory for large arrays of wire spark
chambers because of its high cost.

A large purification system has been constructed
and is in operation. This system recirculates 200
sef/hr of a 90% neon-10% helium gas mixture
through the chambers. Provision is included for
the controlled addition of isopropyl alcohol, sulfur
dioxide, and argon to the mixture being delivered
to improve the chamber performance.

The return gas from the chamber is stripped of
impurities and additives by (1) adsorption of water
vapor on silica gel, (2) condensation of alcohol and
sulfur dioxide with dry ice and acetone refrigera
tion, and (3) adsorption of argon, oxygen, and
nitrogen on a molecular sieve at liquid nitrogen
temperature. Dual adsorbers are provided with
integral electric heating for continuous operation.

Gas circulation is effected by an unlubricated
diaphragm compressor. Control of gas pressure

and overpressure protection to the wire chambers
are of high precision, since these large panels are of
light construction.

In the Cryogenics Group the low-temperature
end of a 30 to 60-W helium refrigerator at 4.7 °K
using a helium-gas bearing turbine expander has
been delivered and is being installed in the hydro
gen liquefier facility. The compression and purifi
cation equipment still remaining at the facility has
been modified for helium service and is being
coupled to the refrigerator, which is designed to
supply liquid helium to a series of superconducting
magnets in a particle beam transport system. The
unit, which was in design and development for
more than a year, was acquired to evaluate the
performance of turbine expanders in small helium
refrigerators. Of particular interest are the long
term performance and reliability requirements for
unattended continuous operation. The turbine
rotor is ;:::; 1 in. in diameter and 3 in. long. Energy
extracted from the process stream is taken up in
an ambient-temperature helium-gas brake and
ultimately removed to building cooling water. The
rotor speed is 3000 to 4000 rev/sec.

Another part of the project was an attempt to
fabricate extremely compact heat exchangers, with
600 sq ft of heat transfer surface per cu ft of ex
changer. This was not successful and the more
conventional plate fin exchangers were used. In
spite of this the entire package of heat exchanger
and turbine expander is contained within a cylin
der 31 in. in diameter and 57 in. long.

Considerable effort has gone into the design of
the cryogenics system for the cold neutron mod
erator for the HFBR, in cooperation with the
Physics Department section. This comprises a 1.2
in.-thick hemispherical container of liquid hydro
gen at the innermost end of the H-9 hole thimble.

A 3.5-kW refrigerator located on the equipment
floor is to provide 14.1 OK helium gas to a heat ex
changer adjacent to the H-9 hole at the reactor's
face. Return gas from the heat exchanger or sub
cooler will be at 17.1 OK. The subcooler, consisting
of two helium-cooled submerged pumps in parallel
with automatic switching, will circulate 50 liters/
min ofliquid hydrogen at 14.1 OK between the
moderator and heat exchanger. The liquid hydro
gen return temperature will be 17.1 0 K, and the
loop circulating pressures will be 22 psia discharge
and 16 psia suction. The entire helium refrigerator
including the subcooler is insulated by vacuum
and multilayer reflecting shields. The liquid hy-



drogen loop is surrounded by both an insulating
vacuum space and an ambient-temperature helium
gas blanket at 5 psig to provide two levels of pro
tection against air condensation on surfaces within
a high radiation flux area.

Design of a new dc short separator has been
completed and the components are being de
livered. This design incorporates ground shields
to reduce the charged volume and coupling be
tween the magnetic and electric fields. New corona
hardware for the electrical feedthrough was de
signed. The cable end was designed to eliminate oil
migration along the cable, which had previously
required bimonthly downtime for inspection pur
poses. In addition, the magnetic field coil was re
designed with double the number of turns to pro
vide a better match with the power supplies used
and was simplified into a two-part design. The
new hardware is being designed for ease of service
and replacement and for improved reliability. As
a result of the test program, new hardware in
stalled in two existing separators has improved
performance so that the former 3-day conditioning
period has been extended to every 2 to 3 weeks.

Assistance is being given in studies of super
conducting rf cavities for beam separators. At pres
ent electroformed pure niobium experimental
cavities, as well as identically sized, lead-plated,
machined copper cavities for comparison purposes,
are being obtained.

Service has continued to be given to the Supply
and Materiel Division on various aspects of the
acquisition and delivery of liquid helium and
liquid hydrogen.

In the AGS Division, the new high-gradient
accelerating column has been installed on the AGS
Crockcroft-Walton set and is operating satisfac
torily. The maximum operating voltage to date
has been 770 kV, with a maximum output current
of 150 mA. Many of the mechanical aspects of this
device were explained in last year's report. One of
the features of the column is its ability to condition
rapidly and remain conditioned for a long period
of time, with no deterioration. This is due to the
use of inorganic materials in the construction and
the sealing of the epoxy between the ceramic and
metal joints with an indium seal, which prevents
outgassing of the epoxy and contamination of the
inside of the column when under vacuum. The
column is supported at one end by a frame adjus
table in all planes for purposes of alignment. To
reduce the stresses in the ceramic-to-metal joints, a
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%-in. Dacron rope is used to support the high volt
age end. The rope is enclosed in a 4-in. Pyrex glass
tube to prevent voltage breakdown.

The beam transport system between the Cock
croft-Walton set and the linear accelerator (linac)
was rearranged. The primary purpose of the new
line-up was to improve trapping of the preinjected
beam in the linac by moving the buncher farther
downstream. A pair of 2000-liter/sec mercury dif
fusion pumps has been installed on the accelerat
ing column and low energy beam transport line.
These pumps are primarily used as backup for the
evapor-ion pumps.

More rf power has been installed at the linac to
accelerate the higher intensity proton beam from
the preinjector. Revision of the rf system involved
the coupling of power to the linac cavity at three
points instead of one. In formulating the design of
the multiport system it was planned that the linac
coupler loops and the FTH-515 power amplifier
couplers be made variable. Coupling to the linac
cavity may be varied by manually rotating the
loop about its axis, and the power output of the
FTH-515 amplifiers can be varied by regulating
the depth of penetration of a capacitor plate. To
further facilitate tuning of the septum, each FTH
515 amplifier powering a loop is mounted on a
carriage to allow it to be moved. In order to do
this the 3-in. and 8-in. transmission lines connect
ing these tubes to the linac tanks were fabricated
with telescoping sections.

These linac improvements have led in part to
the new record beam intensity of >3 X 1012 pro
tons/pulse attained early this year.

Improved versions of the fast external beam sep
tum and ejector magnet carriage and ram mecha
nisms have been installed in the AGS. Organic
materials have been eliminated, where possible,
to make the units less susceptible to radiation
damage. The components have been arranged to
allow for their rapid interchange in case of failure.
One of the major improvements leading to a better
vacuum in the AGS is the introduction of dynamic
bellows vacuum seals to replace the conventional
V-type Viton seals.

The slow external beam facility installed last
year has been extended and is developing into a
major AGS facility. At present, seven television
stations distributed along the slow beam array
monitor fluorescent screens used to set up the
beam. To keep the beam centered on the external
target, two vertical insulated aluminum plates
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with a 0.005-in. gap between them are used. When
struck by a proton beam, these plates emit a signal
that is proportional to the number of protons tra
versing the plates. This in turn is used to generate a
steeringsignal to keep the beam centered on the target.

Long, thin, insulated aluminum plates perpen
dicular to the beam are mounted on linear
actuators and are used to measure the beam's
hori:z;ontal and vertical profiles. To obtain a beam
profile, an actuator-driven emittance device, con
sisting of 12 insulated plates stacked alternately
between 13 bias shield plates, is placed in the
beam's path. The resulting signal can be fed to
the PDP-8 computer to give an almost instanta
neous beam profile.

A higher gap and longer duty cycle thin septum
magnet for postconversion slow extraction is being
built. This magnet incorporates a new design to
edge-cool the thin septum, which will produce a
magnet with less leakage field than the present de
sign. A model under test to check its reliability has
attained 3 X 106 cycles.

At the major internal targel location in the
AGS, small-cross-section beryllium oxide targets
have been successfully used. This target material
has a life ;:::4 times as long as that of the beryllium
wire targets formerly used.

The five conversion vacuum chambers installed
in the AGS this year are constructed oflnconel-X
and have a flame-sprayed aluminum oxide coating
on the external surface and a ceramic coating on
the flange face. Both coatings provide electrical
insulation. Metal C-ring seals were used in the
vacuum joints. By wrapping 0.005-in. indium foil
over previously used C-rings, a recent innovation,
the C-rings can be reused and a substantial saving
effected. More than 250 C-rings are now in use on
the AGS and the slow external beam lines.

A prototype elliptical quadrupole magnet for
low-field correction that clamps to the main-ring
vacuum chambers and is self-centered has been
designed and fabricated. This magnet fits over the
upstream bellows between the main magnet end
windings. The coil, which consists of No. 14 triple
Formvar-coated copper wire laced through three
epoxy Fiberglas boards that properly space the
wires and hold them parallel, is potted in epoxy
resin. Since the coil is vertically split to facilitate
installation in the ring, the current is conducted
through the clamping rods, which eliminates ex
ternal wiring. This magnet is now undergoing
electrical tests.

A new, nonrammed, fast extraction scheme calls
for the development of a new full-aperture fast
kicker and a lfI6-in.-thick septum ejector mag
net to extract the high energy beam from the AGS.
Currently under design is a one-quarter-Iength
model of the new fast kicker. This model will
represent all the equipment required for full-scale
operation. A 6% X .1 0 X 15-in. ferrite magnet has
been machined and assembled with use of a non
organic cement. The magnet was fired at 300°F to
assist curing, and mechanical tests have shown
that this cement will withstand normal abuse.
High-voltage cable connections and terminations
were also developed. These assemblies are cur
rently in use in the power supply tank operating at
100kV.

The design of the high current density, short
pulse, thin septum-ejector magnet for this fast ex
traction scheme has been completed. It is the first
magnet assembly designed to be free of all organic
materials. In addition, the .entire assembly, in
cluding the vacuum enclosure and position mech
anism, has been modulari:z;ed so that it can be re
placed within minutes.

In the AGS Conversion Division, work has con
tinued on the design, development, and fabrica
tion of the new 200-MeV injector for the AGS.
The design is 90% completed, and the fabrication
and procurement of machine components is well
advanced. Assembly and installation of these com
ponents will begin in Aug. 1969.

The design of the accelerator tanks was com
pleted in mid-1968, and an order for their fabrica
tion was placed with the Youngstown Welding
and Engineering Corp. The tanks consist of 26
tank sections, 3 ft in diameter and 20 ft long, made
of copper-clad steel, rolled, welded, and machined
accurately. Fabrication is progressing well, and
Division personnel are engaged in the follow-up
work of inspection and vacuum leak checking.

The drift-tube program, one of the largest com
mitments of this project, is well under way. Design
and development of various components for this
program were carried out in 1968. An electron
beam welder was installed and successfully oper
ated for the final closure of end covers on the drift
tubes. The hydrogen bra:z;ing techniques for the
difficult joints involved were well established. The
production of complete drift tubes is now in prog
ress. Each of the 280 drift tubes required for the
machine is dimensionally different and consists of
a water-cooled, vacuum-tight, copper body con-



taining a quadrupole magnet supported by stems
providing passages for water and power. These
drift tubes will be installed in the accelerator tank
and positioned to an accuracy of within 0.003 in.

Design and procurement of auxiliary compo
nents for the system are also nearly complete.
Among the major items involved are the focusing
quadrupole magnets contained in the drift tubes,
which were developed at the Laboratory and con
tracted to industrial firms. Procurement is pro
gressing satisfactorily, and a program is under way
to test all the magnets as they are delivered.

The accelerator is powered by 5-MW pulses fed
through 12-in. coaxial transmission lines. Since
these are not available commercially, a design
program was carried out in 1968 to develop prop
erly matched 50-0 coaxial components. Particular
attention was paid to fabrication techniques to
minimize the manufacturing costs. More than
3000 ft of line are needed, and a special order of
6 and 12-in.-diam aluminum tubing was ob
tained. The packaging of heavy electronics making
up the rf systems was also completed. This involves
the design and procurement ofcabinets and water
cooling and air-handling equipment.

In the AGS Ring Conversion Group, prototype
vacuum chambers were received late in the year.
Two of these have been installed in the ring, with
the balance to follow soon. The order will be com
pleted this summer.

The Siemens power supply was completed in
Dec. 1968, factory tests were started inJan. 1969,
and delivery was made late in the spring. Bids for
erection and alignment of the motor-generator set
were solicited, and an award was let to R. Doughty
and Sons of Hoboken, N. J.

A decision was made to use 50-cm-o.d. ferrite
rings and 10 cavities for beam acceleration in
order to avoid the unstable region observed in all
sample ferrite rings furnished. Bids for the total
ferrite order were requested during the last quarter
of the year. With the decision to use 50-cm-o.d.
rings the new cavity design was completed, and
the order for the ferrite cooling plates was placed.

Prototype distributed-current-sheet, low-field
correction coils were built and are undergoing
magnetic measurements. The new bus bar design
was completed late in the year, and bids are being
solicited.

Members of the Division assigned to the Physics
Department support all areas of that Department's
effort.
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The horizontally shafted rotor of the slow neu
tron chopper (HFBR beam hole H-9) has been
operated with one set of bearings for >2000 hr at
speeds between 12,000 and 12,500 rpm. Samples
of oil were checked periodically for contamination
and deterioration. Based on bearing performance
during this period of high-speed operation, the re
placement interval is expected to be 10,000 hr, or
::::: 1 yr of operation at the HFBR.

A multiple detector system being designed for
the slow neutron chopper will provide for setting
up arrays of stationary detectors at different radial
and angular locations. The present safety and
radiation shield is being modified to accommodate
the new detector system and provide more con
venient access to the sample axis.

A bearing and motor development program for
the fast neutron chopper (HFBR beam hole H-2)
is in the testing phase and is scheduled to be in
stalled early in fiscal 1970. A unique scheme is
being used to circulate the oil for the main rotor
support bearings. The lubricating oil is contained
in a sump below the vertically oriented bearings,
and the level is adjusted to submerge the lower
bearing of a tandem pair. The pumping action of
the bearings forces the oil upward through the
bearings to a slinger and then down through drain
tubes to the sump, which also contains a heat ex
changer. In this arrangement reliability is greatly
enhanced by elimination of external pressure and
scavenger pumps. This scheme has been tested at
speeds of up to 15,000 rpm, with excellent results.

The capture gamma spectrometer (HFBR beam
hole H-3) continues to perform well, with some
design activity centering about external collima
tion for the "B" beam.

Installation was completed of some major ac
cessories for the polarization spectrometer (HFBR
beam hole H-1). A beam rotator was designed
which has its outer end mounted on the main arm
and its inner end mounted on a portion of the
crystal cavity shielding. This device is a tube sur
rounding the beam with provisions for evacuation,
for maintaining the magnetic field originating in
the crystal cavity, and for future coupling to down
beam collimators. Its principal function is to per
mit a choice of either a maintained or a reversed
orientation of the neutron spin axes. This is ac
complished by providing two magnet windings,
one with the wires parallel to the beam path and
the other with wires laid in helices, the axis being
coincident with the beam center line.
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The problem of moving the rotator through the
spectrometer working arc without loss of shielding
effectiveness was solved by providing a stainless
steel and borated paraffin structure comprising
two eccentric rolling cones, disposed to move a
bore in the smaller of them along an approxima
tion to a straight-line path in all cross sections per
pendicular to the beam. The working clearance
and departure from true straight-line travel are
accommodated by stepping the bore and the out
side of the rotator.

This cone device was installed at the same time
as the rotator and was provided with a temporary
drive system requiring manual operation from
the main instrument console. A permanent sys
tem with automatic servo-control has now been
installed.

Other work in connection with the H-1 port in
cluded design, construction, and installation of a
drive control for automatic positioning of the mov
ing balcony, fabrication and installation of per
manent control devices to replace the "bread
board" drum and filter positioners initially used,
and continuing design of apparatus needed for
achieving the ultimate capability of the H-1 polar
ization spectrometer.

A large number of experimental accessories in
support of the solid-state spectrometer research
program (beam holes H-4 through H-8) were de
signed, fabricated, and put into operation. Among
them were a Dewar stand, variable collimators,
beam shutters, general-purpose collimators, an
encoder test fixture, goniometers, and three new
cantilever arm assemblies. Other accessories are
in various stages of design.

Installation and checkout of a cable-operated
irradiation device was completed at HFBR re
flector thimble V -12. With this device a researcher
can automatically load up to eight sample cap
sules at a time, unload them automatically after
irradiation into a transport cask, and, using a
guillotine device, remove the irradiated material
from each capsule.

Design work has been started on a tandem
goniometer to be used for precision y-ray angular
distribution measurements at the new Tandem
Van de Graaff Facility. The device will provide
variable angular and radial positions on two 6-ft
arms pivoting about a central target and will
have facilities for remote control drives and angle
readouts.

At the 3-MeV Dynamitron, design and fabrica
tion have been concentrated on beam transport
components, including remotely controlled beam
gates, electromechanical beam profile scanners,
and evacuated beam pipes.

The members of the Mechanical Engineering
Division assigned to the Tandem Van de Graaff
project maintained liaison with the architect
engineers during the final phases of the building
construction and conducted operational tests of
the insulating gas system. The major components
of beam transport hardware have been designed
and either have been fabricated or are in the shop.
One neutron beam plug has been installed at the
60-in. cyclotron and is now in operation.

A liquid nitrogen distribution line to fill the
cold traps of the mercury diffusion pumps on the
accelerators was designed and ordered and is being
installed.

Design work is continuing on the terminal ion
source system. The ion source, inflector, and
vacuum system have been tested on the wooden
model of the terminal structure. The control-rod
drive assemblies have been designed and partially
fabricated. Enclosures for the electronics in the
terminal have been designed to minimize the
damage due to sparking. A high-pressure housing
for a terminal ion pump is being designed.

Work has been continued on the design of a
cold neutron moderator for HFBR beam hole
H-9. A preliminary safety analysis report has been
prepared and submitted to both the Reactor
Safety and the Cryogenic Safety Committees. The
report examines the various safeguards introduced
in the design and assesses the potential hazards
to the reactor and personnel of introducing liquid
hydrogen in the HFBR.

Work is being done for the Nuclear Interac
tions Group on a prototype measuring machine
intended to handle bubble-chamber film data.
Unique features of the machine are the "sickle"
method of particle track recognition, the combi
nation air-vacuum pad arrangement used for sup
port, and x:y motion guidance of the stage.

In the sickle method a trace of a nuclear event
is scanned in one step, which avoids the digitizing
procedure of many points required on present
equipment. The projected trace line on the film
is rotated at high speed around its apex by use of
a rotating dovetail prism, behind which an opaque
disk with transparent lines on it is rotated at lower
speed. At a certain instant the trace line on the
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film, the dovetail prism location, and a particular
transparent line on the opaque rotating disk will
line up and allow light to hit a photomultiplier
tube. This instant is recorded for relative location
of all elements and fed into a computer pro
grammed to recognize the trace.

The use ofthis optical system reduces the amount
of manipulation by the operator required to
locate the apex of the trace line on the film. This
is done by moving the film so as to bring the apex
of the trace into the center line of the optics. The
film is also projected onto the working table and
enlarged.

The stage must be very light, to reduce inertia,
and frictionless. A totally air-suspended stage was
designed and a prototype mock-up tested. A thin
film pressure air pad will lift a certain weight and
hold the air gap constant as long as the volume of
air supplied is constant. Ifvacuum pads are added
adjacent to or concentric with the pressure pad,
their faces being on the same plane, an adherent
air film is created. This film can be applied in any
direction, i.e., horizontally, vertically, upside down,
or at any angle, as long as the vacuum forces are
greater than the weight of the components.

The magnetic-finger device that focuses both 7T

and K mesons to provide a high-intensity 1J beam
was subjected to life tests. A number of mechanical
failures occurred, and design modifications to the
fingers were made. The critical section of the first
inner finger was strengthened, and the inner first
and second fingers were redesigned to eliminate
longitudinal welds. A new quick-removable front
and a ferrule type ofjoint were designed and fab
ricated. The electrical contacts on the third fingers
were improved. Water leaks were repaired, and
controls for cooling water and water distribution
piping were installed. Gas pressurization and leak
detection controls for the first and second fingers
were installed, including safety interlocks for mi
nute leaks which might indicate fracture in the
fingers.

Promising results were obtained, and the mag
netic fingers are expected to withstand mechanical
stresses during the neutrino experiment and pos
sibly be of use in other experiments as an efficient
particle concentrating device.

Much of the General Physics Group's effort was
directed toward design and fabrication of equip
ment for an experiment to test for CP invariance
in K-meson decays. This experiment, the largest
worked on by the group, involved a Cerenkov
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counter, 13 optical spark chambers, and 7 double
gap wire spark chambers ranging up to 56 X 74 in.
in sensitive area. In addition, there were numerous
hodoscope arrays using hundreds of scintillator
light-pipe assemblies. Of particular interest were
the optical mirrors and lenses, wire chambers, and
special magnetic measurement instruments used in
this experiment. The optical mirrors ranged in size
from 20 X 30 in. to 74 X 32 in. and were used in a
90 0 stereo optical system.

Because ofsevere space limitations, it was neces
sary to fold the optic path up toward the ceiling
ofthe AGS Building and to position the four largest
mirrors 15 to 20 ft above the floor. To maintain
the optical flatness of reflecting surfaces and keep
the weight ofthe mirror assemblies to a minimum,
a 14-in.-thick front surface mirror was bonded to
one side of a 4-in.-thick slab of aluminum honey
comb, and a 14-in.-thick piece of plate glass was
bonded to the other. This laminated assembly was
then mounted on resilient pads in an aluminum
frame. The largest of these assemblies weighs 210
Ib, compared with 600 Ib for a conventional mirror,
and can be mounted with no loss of rigidity or
quality. The field lenses used in conjunction with
the mirrors were acrylic, plano-convex lenses 6 ft in
diameter, with a 40-ft focal length. They were fab
ricated by the Central Shops on numerically con
trolled machines using computer generated tape.

A magnetic measurement device originally fab
ricated for the University of Rochester was modi
fied for use in an expanded-gap 48D48 magnet,
with a resultant field plot that is accurate to within
0.2% in the main field.

A good deal ofengineering effort was applied in
the structural analysis of elements of this experi
ment to ensure the safety of personnel on the AGS
floor.

In the Bubble Chamber Group of the Physics
Department, two research and development pro
grams have been carried on in the 30 and 31-in.
bubble chambers. The 30-in. chamber was used,
in cooperation with the Accelerator Department,
as a cryostat. Tests involved putting a magnet con
structed of aluminum conductor in the chamber
and surrounding it with liquid hydrogen as a cool
ant and then powering the coils. These tests are
intended to lead to the development of cryogenic
magnets for very high energy accelerators.

Both bubble chambers have been used in the
development of an "internal, track-sensitive tar
get." This device will allow a target containing a
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fluid different from that in the main body of the
chamber to be placed in the chamber. The target
fluid will be expanded, through a flexible dia
phragm, by the chamber fluid and thus become
sensitive to radiation. The objective is to reduce
the amount of material, such as deuterium, needed
for very large chambers. The target will be a pure
substance, to allow simpler analysis of the primary
interaction, while the main body of the fluid sur
rounding the target can have a shorter radiation
length for analysis of the products of the event.
The aim of this research is to develop a body for
the target that can withstand the slight differential
pressure and still be optically acceptable for mea
surements of the primary event, and a flexible
membrane that will withstand many flexures,
without breaking or leaking, at liquid hydrogen
temperature.

The major portion of the Group's effort has been
directed toward the final design and assembly of
the 7-ft test facility. Full-scale tests of both the
chamber and magnet are under way.

Studies of an even larger chamber have been
under way throughout the year. Conceptual design
leading to a proposal submitted jointly by BNL
and the National Accelerator Laboratory (NAL)
for a 25-ft chamber to be erected at NAL has re
sulted. The information gained in the develop
ment of the 7-ft bubble chamber was used to pro
duce a design incorporating a large visible volume
and vessels of spherical shape, with a consequent
reduction in cost. The most unusual feature is the
conductor and cooling for the superconducting
magnet. This conductor is to be copper-stabilized
superconductor with a square cross section and a
cooling hole in the middle. Instead of submerging
the conductor in a bathofliquidhelium, subcooled
helium gas will be circulated, at a pressure of 10
to 30 atm, through the cooling hole. This system
eliminates the necessity for a coil containment
vessel and may provide more positive cooling. A
program has been instituted to obtain and test
samples of this type of conductor and develop the
necessary pumping equipment for supercritical
helium. Work on the Title I design for this cham
ber is expected to begin soon.

Division personnel assigned to the Department
of Applied Science have been involved in many
diverse areas.

Members of the Engineering Group have con
tinued cooperative efforts with the Laboratory's
Plant Engineering and Planning Division in

the fields of water conservation and reactor
improvement.

In the water conservation area, the HFBR
chilled water system for air conditioning was con
verted from a once-through to a closed-loop sys
tem. When completed next fiscal year, this change
will result in a net saving of 600 to 700 gal/min of
well water.

The water system in the Medical Department
was modified for more efficient water usage. Since
the secondary cooling system of the Medical Re
search Reactor (MRR) now re-uses water rejected
from the Department's air conditioning system,
both units can now be operated simultaneously at
full capacity.

The Engineering Group has become increasingly
active in a BNL research group working on air
pollution. This group is developing equipment for
injecting SF6 tracer gas into power-plant flue gases
and, in conjunction with the Meteorology Group,
is devising airborne sampling equipment for the
tracer. Equipment for quantitatively sampling S02
and S03 in power-plant flue gases is being de
veloped in cooperation with the Analytical Chem
istry Group.

A portable ozone generator has been designed
for use with the "Camp System" of air monitoring
pollution control devices employed by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. A
500-mCi Sr90 source is used to convert oxygen fed
from a standard cylinder, and the flow rate may
be varied from 600 to 15,000 cc/min by means of
critical orifices.

A test cell for insertion into the core of the
fast source assembly was completed. This cell con
sisted ofa number of 1-in.2stainless steel, graphite,
and U235 plates. The plates are stacked in a cell
3 in.2 by 10 in. long. Considerable radioactive
machining work was necessary to modify the adja
cent graphite and fuel to accept the test cell.

An experiment involving continuous production
of delayed neutrons is currently in the design stage.
It consists of a continuous uranium-bearing steel
tape, 0.75 in. wide, 0.030 in. thick, and 100 ft long,
moving past the reactor core at speeds of 0.003 to
200 ft/sec. The speed must be controlled to within
-+-1 %. Both tape steels and welding techniques
borrowed from bandsaw technology proved to be
most satisfactory.

An experiment was designed to measure the
neutron capture to fission ratio in Pu239. A capsule
with a boron carbide-aluminum shield will be in-



serted into the HFBR core through thimble V-15.
A test capsule for evaluation of the shield material
is also being built.

In support of the Pulsed Fast Reactor Fuel De
velopment Program, a commercial fatigue-testing
machine was modified to expand its environmental
range. Candidate fuels may now be tested in
sodium at lO00°F or steam at 600 psig and 500°F.

The enhanced strength and corrosion properties
of plastic-impregnated concrete prompted an in
vestigation of the possible uses of this new material.
Detailed evaluations were made ofseveral applica
tions, including a prestressed concrete reactor ves
sel, a prestressed concrete undersea habitat, and
prestressed or reinforced concrete beams, columns,
and pipes. Computer techniques were utilized in
the design of these complex structures. A pre
stressed concrete desalinization vessel is now under
evaluation.

A BNL radioactive waste disposal cask was re
designed to meet the new Federal requirements. A
30-ft free fall to a hard surface and a drop onto a
6-in.-diam steel rod were among the tests for the
container. The new unit has successfully qualified
and is now in routine use.

The decision of the U.S. Department of Trans
portation to tighten specifications for the transport
of radioactive materials has made obsolete practi
cally every shipping cask and portable irradiator
in the country. BNL is modifying units designed
and built here and several others now being used
in AEC research.

The shipboard irradiators were the first to be
modified. There are three units in existence today.
One was sent to Iceland on loan. The same crash
frame was used to ship another to the University
of Nebraska. A third is now on loan to Israel, and
the same crash frame will be used to return the
unit to the United States.

A portable cesium irradiator, designed by the
Vitro Engineering Co. and built by the American
Nuclear Corp., is a trailer-mounted unit that has
traveled the country as a demonstration irradiator.
It is now at BNL being outfitted with a new trailer,
crash frame, and other modifications.

The Brookhaven portable cesium development
irradiator has also been modified. One of these
units has been shipped to Argentina, and a second
is awaiting shipment to India. A third will be
modified and shipped to Chile early next year. The
cask containing the cesium source is shipped in its
own crash frame.
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Design work has been started on the modifica
tion of another trailer-mounted unit, the mobile
gamma irradiator, currently located at the Uni
versity of California at Davis. Another project
under way is a crash frame for the cask of the bulk
grain irradiator located in Savannah, Georgia.
Both units were designed by Vitro and built by the
Lockheed-Georgia Co. These casks have no lifting
lugs on them and must be modified in the field, since
they cannot be moved from their present locations.

An irradiator with a 4000-Ci Cs137 source for
extracorporeal treatment of animal fluids has been
built. An important feature ofits design is that fresh
sections ofplastic tubing are continuously exposed
to the radiation, which eliminates shutdowns for
retubing, with the attendant danger of infection
of the animal.

A remotely controlled electrically driven robot
was designed and built to aid in the recovery of a
Co60 irradiation source. The source could not be
returned to its safe position remotely, and direct
action within the cell was required. The robot,
with attached TV camera, was maneuvered
through the entrance labyrinth and up to the
source, and the necessary remedial action was
taken. Total lost time on the use of the facility 
10 days.

Mechanical Engineering activities at the Depart
ment ofChemistry were focused on the detail design
of AESOP (automatic equi-inclination spectrom
eter operating in parallel). A monochromatized
x-ray beam impinges on a crystal mounted in a
Euler cradle, and the reflections from each recip
rocallattice layer are collected rapidly by 127
discrete Si02 diffused junction detectors arrayed
in a 180° arc of 14-cm radius. The detectors are
mounted in a vacuum housing and maintained at
liquid nitrogen temperatures.

The extensive and precise motions of the de
tector housing the cradle have challenged AESOP'S

designers. The housing rotates 90° on one axis,
45 ° on another (to accuracies of within 0.01 0),
and translates 5.5 in. (reproducible to ::::::0.001 in.).
The cradle rotates 360° and 45° on separate axes
with the resulting crystal runout of ::::::0.001 in.
Some motions are computer controlled; others are
controlled by hand.

Engineering assistance was given for a pre
liminary design of an automatic sample changer
and counter for neutron-activated samples and
for a compact cryostat to be mounted upon a
Picker goniostat for use in x-ray analysis of crys-
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tals at helium temperatures. Continuing assistance
was given in the improvement of existing equip
ment, such as redesign of the vacuum system and
power transistor heat sink for the isotope separator
and a sample holder for use in the cyclotron. Mis
cellaneous devices were designed for the molecular
beam apparatus and for use in experiments on re
turned lunar samples.

MACHINE SHOPS

The Central Shops Division operates 8 shops and
3 inspection and quality control stations located in
6 Laboratory buildings to provide on-site fabrica
tion of machined, welded, and formed metal parts
for the construction, modification, repair, and
servicing of scientific and Laboratory equipment.
The Division also arranges for off-site services for
which no facilities are available and for vendor
fabrication as required. The acquisition of Lab
oratory machine tools and the selection, training,
and placing of all machinists, welders, and sheet
metal mechanics are also functions of the Central
Shops.

To administer, supervise, and provide these
diversified services, a staff of technical personnel
with varied backgrounds in metal working and re
lated areas and well acquainted with BNL's scien
tific programs is at the disposal of all Laboratory
departments. During fiscal 1969 the Division's per
sonnel complement reached 133 employees, with
an additional 41 assigned to staff area shops.

Employee training has become a continuing pro
gram at both the supervisory and operating levels.
To insure familiarity with new technologies and
their effective implementation in metals fabrica
tion and inspection and quality control, seminars
and work shops were attended this past year cover
ing such topics as the metallurgical properties of
titanium, IBM auto-spot adapt numerical control,
ultrasonic testing, and radiographic and non
destructive testing. Shops supervisors also attended
seminars on management theories, training, labor
relations, and communications. On-the-job train
ing produced additional operators for the electrical
discharge, numerically controlled, and plasma-arc
cutting machines.

Shops services provided to the various Labora
tory departments during fiscal 1969 varied as in
past years; many jobs were routine and repetitious
and many others were complex and exacting, re
quiring unique fabrication techniques. During the

Table 9

Contributions to Central Shops Workload
(% man-hours)

Fiscal year

1969 1968 1967

Accelerators 38.8 26.3 25.3
Applied Science 12.6 18.1 21.8
Biology 2.2 1. 7 1.6
Chemistry 3.4 3.5 3.9
Instrumentation and Health Physics 0.7 0.8 0.5
Medical 2.9 2.2 2.5
Physics 33.0 39.8 36.4
Reactors 3.3 5.4 5.3
Miscellaneous 2.8 1.5 2.2
Outside contracts 0.3 0.7 0.5

year 157,272 V2 productive man-hours were sup
plied. Table 9 shows the distribution of this time
to the various departments and a comparison with
fiscal 1968 and 1967.

While most of the Division's efforts were charge
able to regular shop work orders, distributed shop
time also included (1) short-order work - short
runjobs of 15 hr or less, generally of an emergency
nature; (2) machine repair and maintenance
work - repair of Laboratory machine tools, gen
erators, pumps, and many other large pieces of
machinery, and routine lubrication and preventive
maintenance of this equipment by machine main
tenance mechanics; and (3) the services of on-loan
employees - skilled mechanics working under the
supervision of requesting department personnel
on particular jobs that could not be handled
feasibly within the shops.

The contracting of fabrication work to vendors
is of major importance to the Division. Central
Shops personnel are actively involved in the sur
veying and evaluation of vendor facilities. To con
trol Central and Staff Shops backlog and meet
delivery dates, the Vendor Fabrication Section
arranges for some jobs to be either wholly or
partially fabricated off-site and administers the
Laboratory's open contracts for short-order ma
chining, plating, anodizing, and heat-treating.
This accounted for the purchase of $180,360 worth
of parts and services involving 58 different vendors
during the fiscal year.

Complete mechanical inspection of all parts
procured by or fabricated within the Central Shops,
nondestructive testing, and periodic calibration of
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Laboratory precision measuring tools is routine
for the Division's eight-man Inspection and Quality
Control Section. During this past year a third in
spection station was completed within the machine
shops complex to provide mass spectrometer leak
detection and hydrostatic pressure testing, as well
as increased in-process inspection of fabricated
parts. Assistance to the scientific departments in
providing in-process or acceptance inspection of
more than 2000 pieces ofpurchased research equip
ment during fiscal 1969 required that Division in
spectors visit out-of-state as well as local vendor
plants.

The nature of research at BNL requires unique
scientific pieces of instrumentation and associated
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hardware not commercially available. To aid in
the design and modification of this equipment a
Central Shops capabilities list was compiled and
distributed in the Mechanical Engineering Divi
sion during the year.

Building modifications continued during 1969.
The elimination of material handling equipment
on the main shop floor of the Heavy Machine
Shop was accomplished with the installation of a
traveling overhead crane (see Figure 4). Through
the efforts of the Plant Engineering and Planning
Divison, all overhead services were removed and
placed under the shop floor or rerouted to permit
crane coverage of all the large machine tools, as
shown in the photograph.

Figure 4. A section of the shop floor of the Central Shops Division's Heavy Machine Shop.
Horizontal and vertical boring mills, radial drill presses, and severa] of the large swing lathes can
be seen. All machine tools are now serviced by the recently installed overhead traveling crane.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

The responsibilities of the Information Division
include the operation ofthe Research and Classified
Libraries, the editing, processing, and distribution
of Laboratory reports, patent review, and some of
the aspects of public information and education.
These activities are discussed below.

The construction and renovation program at
the Research Library is now nearly completed.
Relocation of members of the staff and the installa
tion of sound-absorbent materials on the ceiling
and floor have produced a high degree of noise
reduction and improved working conditions.

Particular attention has been given to the Serials
and Circulation Section. Here an attractive unit
in walnut and black has been built and installed
by the Laboratory's carpenter shop. Shelving for
the display of current periodicals is being con
structed; when this has been installed, together
with steel shelving for the reference and abstract
journal collection, the entire collection of bound
journals will be moved for the final time.

Despite the overcrowded stacks, cramped work
ing areas, and loss ofreading space during the con
struction program, circulation records have been
about normal. Records from the Reference Section
show a decided increase in service via telephone,
whereas usage of reference material in the Library
dropped considerably.

In a review of the Library's lists ofjournal sub
scriptions and annual monographs, infrequently
used back journal sets were examined and several
titles were removed from the shelves.

There has been a 10% increase in the Labora
tory's requirements for translation services. In addi
tion to this work, the Library's translator has served
at international conferences and as a member of
the escorting party for foreign scientists visiting the
Laboratory.

During the last few months the Long Island
Library Council Information Network was in
augurated. This program, administered by the
Council, provides a fast loan or permanent copy
service to six Nassau and Suffolk County academic
and special libraries, namely, those at Hofstra Uni
versity, Adelphi University, the State University of
New York at Stony Brook, C.W. Post College,
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., and Brook
haven. Sources upon which each of these libraries
can draw, in addition to those within the above
group, include the New York Public Library, the

Engineering Societies Library, the New York
Academy of Medicine Library, and the Medical
Research Library of Brooklyn. Over half of Brook
haven's interlibrary loan requirements are filled
by the Council, with material being received within
three days of filing a request.

As an index of the Laboratory's steadily decreas
ing involvement in classified information, it has
been possible to reduce the staff of the Classified
Library from three to two. Nevertheless, some un
classified research still req uires reference to in
formation contained in classified documents, and
a library of material of possible interest must con
tinue to be maintained. During the year, 356 classi
fied reports were received. More than 40 reports
have been declassified and about 4800 copies have
been destroyed. As of December 31, the total hold
ings consisted of::::: 11 ,600 reports, ofwhich 3234 are
secret AEC research and development reports and
286 are secret Department of Defense reports. The
Classified Library is no longer receiving reports in
micronegative form on standard distribution. Dur
ing the year, 91 pieces of correspondence were re
ceived, and 538 copies were destroyed. Thus, the
correspondence holdings have been reduced to
:::::3200.

This year a total of 11 77 scientific and technical
manuscripts resulting from BNL-supported re
search were processed by the Information Division
for publication in the open literature. This com
pares with a total of 1109 in the previous year. The
activities of the Editorial Section in processing
formal Laboratory reports remained at about the
same level as in previous years.

The film library, a comprehensive collection of
16-mm motion pictures covering many aspects of
nuclear energy at both popular and professional
levels, was very active, particularly during the
winter months. Films are lent, free of charge, to
schools, civic groups, and research institutions on
Long Island. During the year, 367 such loans were
arranged.

The BNL Patent Office is responsible for the
review and clearance for patent matters of all
scientific and technical manuscripts covering the
Laboratory's research. The number of inventions
reported by this office during fiscal 1969 dropped
for the second year, probably because of the de
crease in the number of scientific manuscripts
processed and in research of an applied nature.
The number of patent applications was :::::22%
greater than in 1968, but still within the range of
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Table 10

Fiscal year

1969 1968 1967

Patent clearances 1208 1218 1367
Records of invention 16 38 54
Patent applications 22 18 22

the long-term average. A summary of the activities
of the Patent Office during fiscal 1969 and the two
previous years is given in Table 10.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The spirit of international cooperation in science
is greatly fostered by the many arrangements
whereby foreign scientists visit and come to work
at Brookhaven and Laboratory scientists attend
overseas meetings and conferences. In addition,
the Laboratory has been involved in several formal
programs ofscientific cooperation. Those currently
active include arrangements with the Italian
Laboratorio di Fisica Nucleare Applicata del
Centro di Studi Nucleari della Casaccia, the Greek
Nuclear Research Center, and the Puerto Rico
Nuclear Center.

The first of these programs, arranged as an ap
propriate activity under the U.S.-Italian Agree
ment ofJune 19, 1967, for scientific cooperation,
became formally effective only in March 1969,
and activities thus far have been concerned with
the development ofplans for specific research proj
ects. The general nature of proposed work will be
the study ofthe structure and dynamics of mag
netic spin systems, with neutron scattering em
ployed as the principal experimental tool and nu
clear magnetic resonance used in complementary
studies. It is expected that preparation ofspecimens
and their study by nuclear magnetic resonance
and neutron diffraction will be carried out at
Casaccia. Neutron inelastic scattering studies on
the same specimens will be done at the HFBR at
Brookhaven. An exchange of selected scientists
from the two laboratories is anticipated during
the three-year term of the cooperative program.

Under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Com
mission's Division ofInternational Affairs, a coop
erative program between BNL and the Greek Nu-
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clear Research Center (Demokritos) has been
maintained since 1965. As part of this program,
visits are arranged between staff scientists of both
institutions for discussion of problems of mutual
interest and exchange of information. BNL has
supplied several items of equipment, on a loan
basis, to Demokritos to expedite their research ac
tivities. The most recent loan is that of a special
low energy radiation collimator to be used in radio
scanning of body organs. Although foreign travel
limitations have seriously curtailed the scope of the
program in the past year, three visits by BNL sci
entists took place between July 1968 and June
1969 as part of the cooperative effort. Two of these
visits involved the particle physics program at
Demokritos, while one was devoted to a survey of
the reactor-based research program.

For the past two years, a limited number of
Greek graduate students who have been working
at Demokritos have been given the opportunity of
working at BNL during the summer. These stu
dents have participated in such diverse research
projects as the structure of RNA, emission spec
troscopy, neutron diffraction, and peptide synthe
sis. This experience has given the students a unique
opportunity to broaden their research experience
and has helped acquaint BNL staff members with
the excellent levels of scholarship maintained by
the Greek universities and at Demokritos.

Contact between Brookhaven and the Puerto
Rico Nuclear Center is now maintained princi
pally throughjoint or complementary research proj
ects. The principal areas of common interest have
continued to be neutron diffraction and organic
semiconductors. Although now at a much reduced
level from the early days of the cooperative pro
gram, an exchange of visiting scientists for short
periods has continued. This exchange is still very
useful in overcoming the problem of Puerto Rico's
relative isolation and in contributing to the effec
tiveness ofjoint research efforts.

During February and March the Head of BNL's
Information Division served as Director of the
Technical Information Center at the Atoms in Ac
tion Exhibit at Manila, Republic of the Philip
pines. This exhibit, one ofthe US AEC's Demon
stration Centers in foreign countries, is designed to
stimulate public interest in the peaceful uses of
atomic energy, as well as to assist scientists in the
host country in the development of their own re
search programs.



Administration and Operations

Table 1

Scientific Staff and Students on May 31, 1969 and 1968

By appointment category
Staff

Senior Scientist 88 85 1 2 76 65
Scientist 189 182 7 2 160 143
Associate Scientist 139 149 5 8 198 198
Assistant Scientist 48 60 8 10 90 106
Senior Research Associate 4
Research Associate 67 72 93 76

Students
Junior Resean;:h Associate 4 6 174 144
Research Assistant 0 0 131 98

Total 464 476 96 100 922a 830b

By academic degree
Ph.D. or M.D. 333 347 89 90 584 554
Master 57 59 3 6 122 104
Bachelor 68 64 4 4 202 154
No degree 6 6 0 0 14 18

an of these appointees were at BNL on a full-time basis as ofMay 31,1969.
b66 of these appointees were at BNL on a full-time basis as ofMay 31,1968.

1968

Nonsalaried

1969

Visitors

1968

Salaried

1969

was due to a reduction in the number of post
doctoral Research Associates, which also reached a
nine-year low. During the year 36 recent graduates
began postdoctoral research investigations and 41
completed their terms. Of the latter, 10 were pro
moted to the regular staff.

In contrast to the decrease in the number of
salaried appointments, the number of scientists
and students holding nonsalaried appointments
continued to increase. More than 750 individuals in
this category participated intermittently for periods
of up to several weeks at a time.

May 31, instead ofJune 30, was used in Table 1
to exclude from the statistics those who work at
Brookhaven only during the summer months. The
same date was used in Table 2 to include partici
pants in only one summer program.
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1968

Regular staff

1969

PERSONNEL

The management operations reviewed in this
section have been designed to facilitate and en
courage the research activities of the Laboratory's
scientific staff.

Scientific Staff and Students

For the first time in a decade, the number of
regular staff members at Brookhaven decreased
during the 12 months ending May 31. Turnover
remained at a significantly high level; 36 scientists
were appointed to the staff, and 48 terminated their
appointments. Comparative year-end statistics for
1969 and 1968 are shown in Table 1.

The number of salaried visitors at the Labora
tory decreased to the lowest total since 1960. This
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Table 2

Classification of Visiting Scientists and Students Participating in BNL Program
for One Month or More, June 1, 1968 - May 31,1969

Guests and salaried visitors

More than Less than 1968
3 months 3 months Summer program Total

Salaried Guest Salaried Guest Salaried Guest Individuals Institutions

University staff 14 54 5 65 72 43 253 102
Thesis students 8 44 0 29 0 8 89 38
Student research assistants 1 29 0 18 121 32 201 84

Subtotal 23 127 5 112 193 83 543 160 different

Industry 0 4 0 2 0 0 6 6
Other institutions 12 38 3 19 2 10 84 52

Total 35 169 8 133 195 93 633 218 different

Consultants' Services

Table 3

Fiscal year

101 104 109
61 74 58

475 617 478

1969 1968 1967

Total contracts in effect June 30
Number of consultants involved
Number ofman-days of service

budgetary restrictions, many vacated pOSItiOns
have remained unfilled, and departments have
been highly selective in filling the openings that
are approved. Employment statistics for fiscal 1968
and 1969 are given in Table 4.

Despite a general curtailment in hiring, progress
has been made in the hiring ofminority employees,
consistent with BNL's affirmative action objectives.
Three new programs to provide assistance to dis
advantaged young people were initiated during
the year.

In September the Laboratory and the Regional
Cooperative Association for Science and Mathe
matics, under a grant from the National Science
Foundation, started a program entitled "Brook
haven Semester." This educational program gives
students from predominantly Negro colleges the
opportunity to spend an academic semester in
residence at Brookhaven. The six students selected
each semester pursue courses for full academic
credit under the instruction of Brookhaven scien-

Table 2 lists the numbers of visiting scientists
(salaried Research Associates excepted) and stu
dents who worked at the Laboratory for cumula
tive periods ofone month or more. The total of 633
individuals compares with the all-time high of644
reported last year.

Table 3 shows the extent to which consultants'
services were employed during each of the past
three years.

Summer Program for 1969

Arrangements have been made for 300 visiting
scientists and students to work at the Laboratory
during the summer of 1969. Ofthis number, 133
are staff members from colleges, universities, arid
other institutions, and 167 are students.

Special groups include 100 undergraduate par
ticipants in the Laboratory's 18th annual summer
student program, 17 Health Physics Fellows, 22
graduate students in the first Brookhaven summer
school in theoretical elementary particle physics,
and the first two summer semester students in the
Boston University-BNL Honors Program.

&nployment, Training, and Education

Because the Laboratory's operating budget has
remained fairly constant over the last several years,
plans for increasing the size of the staff have, for
the most part, been precluded. This condition has,
in fact, led to reductions in some employee groups.
Total Laboratory employment numbered 3333 in
1967,3337 in 1968, and 3261 in 1969. Because of
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Table 4

1969 1968
Annual Annual

Turnover data Number rate(%) Number rate(%)

Employment Statistics*

Scientific staff**
Scientific

professional staff
Nonscientific staff

Total

June 30, 1969

545

376
2340

3261

June 30, 1968

555

393
2389

3337

Corps. These, coupled with the annual Youth Op
portunity Campaign and the High School Co
operative Education programs, gave 75 disad
vantaged youngsters the opportunity to receive
on-the-job training in technical and clerical posi
tions throughout the Laboratory.

The effect of these various programs has been
not only to provide valuable training for the dis
advantaged but also to give them employment
credentials that are considered marketable. In this
way affirmative action continues to be a meaning
ful commitment, benefitting the Laboratory, the
community, and industry.

Accessions

Scientific staff** 77 14 91 16
Scientific

professional staff 30 8 52 13
Nonscientific staff 201 9 247 10

Total 308 9 390 12

Separations

Scientific staff** 87 16 99 18
Scientific

professional staff 47 13 48 12
Nonscientific staff 250 11 239 10

Total 384 12 386 12

Net Accessions

Scientific staff** -10 -2 -8 -1
Scientific

professional staff -17 -5 4 1
Nonscientific staff -49 -2 8 0.3

Total -76 -2 4 0.1

*Figures do not include 78 temporary summer non
student employees. Guests and temporary student em
ployees are included in Table 2.

**Includes Research Associates and visitors.

tists. In addition, the program provides an op
portunity for two faculty members from the par
ticipating colleges to spend a full academic year at
the Laboratory. The ten colleges participating in
this joint venture are Miles College, Tuskegee In
stitute, and Talladega College in Alabama; Gram
bling College in Louisiana; Tougaloo College in
Mississippi; Langston University in Oklahoma;
Prairie View A & M College, Texas College, and
Jarvis Christian College in Texas; and Knoxville
College in Tennessee.

Also in September the Laboratory began to par
ticipate in federally supported programs with
Dowling College and the Neighborhood Youth

Labor Relations

Negotiations with the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers (IBEW), which represents
;::::630 craft and maintenance employees, led to
settlement of a three-year contract effective until
July 1, 1971. The settlement provided annual in
creases of5, 6, and 7%, all based on June 1968 rates.
In addition, the Laboratory reached agreement
with the IBEW on the adoption of a three-platoon
schedule for the Fire Fighter Group. This schedule
provides 40% more surveillance, with no increase
in manpower.

A new three-year contract, terminating Feb. 29,
1972, was negotiated with the Long Island Guards
Union. This settlement, which covers 28 patrol
men, resulted in wage increases comparable with
those of the IBEW.

The Laboratory was involved in two arbitra
tion proceedings during the year. The first con
cerned a charge by the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic
Workers (OCAW) that the Laboratory granted
pay increases that were discriminatory against
certain employees because of their Union activities.
The Laboratory's contention that the increases
were awarded in accordance with published merit
increase policy was sustained by the arbitrator.

The second arbitration involved a charge by the
IBEW that the Laboratory had arbitrarily re
assigned work from the IBEW membership to em
ployees outside their Union. The arbitrator ruled
in favor of the Laboratory, holding that such re
assignment was within the Laboratory's preroga
tives and not in violation of the collective bargain
ing agreement.

Employee Services

Recreation. Laboratory-sponsored social, cul
tural, and sports events continued to be diversified.



Activities included seasonal dances, plays, bowling
and golf entries in the National Industrial Recrea
tion Tournament, and, as a special musical pre
sentation, a concert by the Baja Marimba Band
and the Brothers Four. These were but highlights
ofprograms that brought enjoyment to some 11,000
employees and guests.

Benefits Administration. Efforts to improve em
ployee benefits led the Laboratory to increase its
retirement-plan contribution rate from 71/2 to 10%
of the employee's base salary and to reduce the
employee's contribution on the first $7800 ofbase
salary to 21/2%. This action not only resulted in in
creased take-home pay for each participating em
ployee but also increased the probability of greater
retirement income.

PlANT ENGINEERING AND PLANNING

Plant Engineering and Planning has completed
its second year as a department in its own right. As
now organized, the Department discharges its
functional and professional responsibilities through
the Planning Group, the Design and Construction
Division, the Electrical Division, and the Opera
tion and Maintenance Division, whose reports
follow.

Planning

A simulated model of the site's domestic water
system has been programmed for the CDC 6600
computer system. Computer runs of this program
were checked against measured pressures and
flow, and the model proved to be adequate for
evaluating changes in the water system. Several
practical applications of these runs have resulted
in hardware changes, and more are in the engi
neering design stage for future implementation.
Now that cross-connections have been made, the
present model will be expanded to include the
AGS and Medical Department systems in order
to study over-all site water usage, quality, re-use,
and costs as related to safety, conservation, and
pollution. Studies have been initiated for a simu
lated model of the electrical distribution system.

Consideration of other site environmental ques
tions this year led to a plan to automate collec
tion, transport, and separation of trash, garbage,
and sewage with use of the site sewerage system.
An end use of separated solids as a new material
of construction was proposed jointly with the De
partment of Applied Science, and an advanced
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water-treatment process for removal of dissolved
nutrients and other materials from liquid wastes
was proposed jointly with staff ecologists in the
Biology Department. The integrated plan was
offered to many interested federal, state, and city
agencies in April 1969.

Members ofthe Planning Group's staffpresented
invited papers on the above subjects at the winter
annual meeting of the American Society of Me
chanical Engineers and at seminars during the
year. Extensions of these initial definitions of the
Laboratory physical environmental systems are a
continuing effort of the Department's Planning
Group.

Operation and Maintenance

At midyear, the Head of the Operation and
Maintenance Division retired'and was not replaced.
The Division is administered by four group super
intendents who report directly to the Department
Manager. Through these superintendents the Divi
sion maintains all buildings and services and plant
equipment in all buildings and outside, keeps the
grounds, and operates, maintains, and repairs all
plant utilities. In addition, the Division provides
personnel on a chargeable basis to all departments
to supply skilled labor for the scientific and service
effort in the form ofcontributed technical services.
Tables 5 and 6 present, respectively, the break
down of manpower utilization and the distribution
of costs among these efforts for fiscal 1968 and
1969.

Electrical

The function ofthe Electrical Division is the
integration of the design, construction, mainte
nance, and operation of the Laboratory's electrical
distribution system and plant electrical equipment.

Electric power capacity was increased by 80%
with the energizing ofthe 40,000-kVA Fifth Ave
nue Substation in Feb. 1969. This substation was
built in connection with the AGS conversion proj
ect and necessitated construction of lf2 mile of
69,000-V transmission line by the Long Island
Lighting Co. The two existing 69,000-V incoming
lines were utilized to provide an alternate source of
power for both the existing and the new primary
substations. Loss of power in the normal source
results in automatic switching to the alternate line.

A reliable emergency power source was provided
for the Life Sciences buildings by the installation
of two diesel generators totaling 650-kW capacity.
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Table 5

Manpower Utilization

Fiscal 1969 Fiscal 1968

Type of work

Maintenance, repairs, and utilities operations
Major maintenance programs
Facility improvements
Research program support
Buildingjanitor services
Decontamination
Hot Laundry operation

Total

Productive Percent of
man-years total work

153 43.2

6 1.7
105 29.7
83 23.4

1 0.3
6 1.7

354 100.0

Productive Percent of
man-years total work

154 42.2

3 0.8
107 29.3
93 25.5

2 0.6
6 1.6

365 100.0

Table 6

Costs of Supplies, Materials, and Contracts

are heated with electric resistance heat and infrared
heat, respectively. Installation and operating costs
are being compiled and analyzed in terms of
broader use of electric heating in future buildings.

Progress was made in the establishment and up
dating ofLaboratory standards for electrical design
and construction. Training ofelectricians and line
men was continued, with further instruction in the
National Electric Code and in resuscitation.

No major electrical power outages occurred dur
ing fiscal 1969. A 1000-kVA transformer in the
Medical Building failed in service, but the contin
gency provisions in the substation design allowed
full service to be maintained through a second
transformer until Electrical Division personnel
completed repairs of the high-voltage insulation.

Design and Construction

Three major facilities with a total value ofslightly
more than $62,000,000 were under construction or
completed during fiscal 1969.

Maintenance and utilities materials
Major maintenance materials and contracts
Facility improvement materials
Buildingjanitor supplies
Decontamination
Hot Laundry
Fuel oil
Electricity

Total

The generators are located in a remote semiunder
ground building to obviate the problems of noise,
fumes, and vibration. This installation replaces a
250-kW generator that provided emergency power
to the Medical Research Center Hospital only.

During fiscal 1968 further progress was made in
the elimination ofoverhead electric and telephone
lines. Along Cornell Ave. west of Railroad St., 1000
ft of pole lines were removed. Design was com
pleted for underground power and communica
tion duct banks along Rochester St. and South
Harvard St. between Brookhaven Ave. and Ma
chine Shop B, but installation was delayed by the
freeze on new construction. During the last 5 years
;::: 7 miles of overhead power and communication
lines have been removed from service; about 2V2
miles remain.

Further information is being obtained on the
use of electric energy for building heating. The
new Supply and Materiel offices are heated with
electric resistance heaters. Two similar warehouses

Fiscal 1969

$ 334,653
144,960
288,102
63,895

518
10,903

421,644
1,713,145

$2,977,820

Fiscal 1968

$' 355,026
421,012
450,029

69,508
499

9,283
433,810

1,828,576

$3,567,743



Tandem Van de Graaff Accelerator Facility
Lecture Hall-Cafeteria
AGS conversion

The contracts for architect-engineer and con
struction work are held by the AEC and ad
ministered by its Brookhaven Office, except those
for the AGS conversion project, which are held by
Associated Universities, Inc., and administered at
BNL by the Accelerator Department. Certain por
tions of the Lecture Hall-Cafeteria were adminis
tered by the Design and Construction Division,
which also acted on behalf of the Laboratory in
all other work to provide the liaison required from
early planning through construction.

Small projects initiated or undertaken during
fiscal 1969 amounted to $1,295,000 under the Gen
eral Plant Projects program. There were about
100 of these additions to or modifications offacili
ties, as well as miscellaneous site improvements.
Many of these presented special engineering prob
lems and required considerable design effort. As in
the past, the Design and Construction and Opera
tion and Maintenance Divisions worked closely to
coordinate many of these projects; in several cases
Operation and Maintenance undertook manage
ment of the construction. The projects exceeding
$50,000 included refrigeration system improve
ments, Physics Building; compressor room addi
tion, 80-in. Bubble Chamber Building; and air con
ditioning system improvements, Biology Building.

The Design and Construction Division co
ordinates the issuance and reporting ofall proposals
for accelerator and reactor additions and modifica
tions (ARAM projects) and participates to a con
siderable degree in the design of a number ofthese
projects.

Early in 1969 the Division began preparing the
data sheets for construction projects in the budget
request for fiscal 1971. Work included site selec
tion, preliminary building plans, cost estimates,
and description for the projects listed below (total
estimated cost, $10,000,000).

Electron accelerator
Bio-medical conjunct facility
General plant projects, fiscal 1971

During fiscal 1969, the Division continued to
assist the Physics Department in delineating the
scope offuture large-scale bubble-chamber facilities
and building construction. Assistance was given to
the Accelerator Department in connection with
evaluation of Title I, II, and III design for the
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AGS conversion, and two staff members were as
signed on a full-time basis to aid AGS staff mem
bers in execution of the work.

In concert with corporate staff members, the
Division prepared a proposal for the phased design,
construction, and operation of a tropical marine
science center in Puerto Rico. The proposal for
this $28-million complex was submitted to the Na
tional Science Foundation on Oct. 15, 1968.

PLANT PROTECTION AND SECURITY

The Plant Protection and Security Division con
tinued to perform its assigned functions during
fiscal 1969.

Although the scope of the Security function at
the Laboratory has contracted substantially since
Brookhaven's early days, the Laboratory continues
to maintain an active security clearance program.
At the end of fiscal 1969,about 350 employees and
affiliates required active "Q" clearance, and about
250 had active "L" clearance. These clearances are
required in connection with classified documents
at the Laboratory; they also give Brookhaven
scientists and technical personnel full access, when
necessary, to classified data at BNL and at other
laboratories and institutions in the Atomic Energy
Commission's complex.

The physical growth of the Laboratory and the
expansion ofits research programs have necessitated
ever-increasing emphasis upon the Laboratory's
plant protection program. Adaptation of industrial
plant protection techniques and practices to the
specialized requirements of Brookhaven has had
gratifying results in effectiveness of operation and
economy of manpower. The number of Labora
tory employees, coupled with a substantial increase
in the number of persons visiting the Laboratory,
has given rise to automobile traffic and parking
problems which have been effectively resolved.

The Laboratory's professional Fire Group has
maintained its excellent record in meeting poten
tially dangerous fire situations at the Laboratory.
An active fire-inspection and fire-prevention pro
gram is a continuing and important aspect of the
Fire Group's activities. Close liaison with scientific
and technical personnel engaged in research ex
periments and other activities presenting potential
fire hazards is regularly maintained, with excellent
results. A major change in work schedules in fiscal
1969 allowed a greater number of fire fighters to
be on duty at anyone time. Fire-fighting equip-
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Purchasing 21 15 36 41
Photographs 17,797 18,058 14,565

Supply and Materiel 12 79a 91 91
Systems and Data

Photomicrographs 12,637 8,728 9,682

Processing 19 13 32 33
Lantern slides 23,957 20,437 14,952
Prints 58,336 53,526 60,231

Technical Photography
Film processed, ft 3,729,366 5,228,415 5,810,049

and Graphic Arts 10 40 50 56
Charts and graphs drawn 4,704 4,904 5,433

Total 62 147 209 221
Motion picture footage 9,664 25,372 20,706

Table 8

Table 7

1967

Fiscal year

Fiscal year

1969 1968

Table 10

Graphic Arts Operations

Table 9

Technical Photography Operations

year are an analysis of leave-of-absence policies, a
survey of all reports required by the AEC on the
Laboratory's administrative data processing equip
ment and activities, the design of a computerized
system for reporting purchasing statistics, the design
of an edge-punched card system for mechanically
preparing bidder lists, and a number of adminis
trative and functional analyses for various Labora
tory organizational units. Current activities in
clude the development of an integrated, com
puterized system to meet the combined manage
ment information needs of the Laboratory's pur
chasing, receiving, and accounts payable functions.

The Management Services Office has also com
pleted a computer model for simulating the over
all operation ofBrookhaven's relatively large water
distribution system. This model is being used by
the Plant Engineering and Planning Department
to study in detail the capabilities of the existing
water system, investigate the relative merits of
possible water conservation measures, and explore
alternative design possibilities for upgrading and
extending the system to meet increasing demands
for water. Preliminary work has been started on a

1969 1968 1967

Photo-offset
impressions 12,419,030 11,410,856 14,850,193

Quick Copy
impressions* 6,613,125 6,413,952 6,586,014

*Includes Xerox copies.

Fiscal
1968
total

34,853
$32,505,002

42,687
330,619

$3,615,219

Fiscal
1969
total

Fiscal 1969 Fiscal 1968

31,187
$28,147,202

38,200
289,078

$3,524,466

Technical
and

Staff clerical

Distribution of Personnel

Division

1969 1968 1967-- -- --
Responses on site 224 195 213
Responses off site 2 6 6
Investigations 43 60 67

Total 269 261 286

Purchasing and Supply Operations

As a result of personnel and organizational
changes in the Technical Photography and Graphic
Arts Division, the Graphic Arts Supervisor was
promoted to the new post of Deputy Manager for
the Division, and new supervisors were appointed
for the Technical Photography and Graphic Arts
Groups.

Among the projects completed by the Manage
ment Services Office since it was established last

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION

ment was increased and modernized, mutual aid
fire-fighting agreements with nearby communities
were continued, and training of fire fighters was
accelerated.

Responses to fire alarms are tabulated below.

aTwo more employees in this category are assigned to
Supply and Materiel but are on the AGS payroll.

Number of procurements
Value of procurements
Number of receiving actions
Number ofstores issues
Value of inventory turnover



model for the Laboratory's electrical power dis
tribution system.

Comparative statistics for business management
and administrative functions are presented in
Tables 7 through 10.

Purchasing

Because of recent general progress in the area
of administrative data processing, the Purchasing
Division has reassessed and substantially revised
its over-all plans for computerizing its operations.
These revisions have been incorporated in a new
five-year master plan for the Division. They take
into account the progress made in converting data
processing operations to the new IBM 360 com
puter, the new computer's advanced capabilities,
which include on-line teleprocessing, and the de
velopment of an integrated management informa
tion system for the Laboratory. They also provide
for coordination with other plans and efforts in this
area in order to integrate various but interrelated
data input, control, and reporting requirements,
particularly those for the accounts payable and
supply and materiel functions.

Preparations were made for converting the
expediting-reports system to the IBM 360. They
include the introduction of new codes that permit
open orders to be reported by appropriate cate
gories and provisions for the input and reporting
of rescheduled delivery dates. An edge-punched
card system for updating and mechanically pre
paring lists ofapproved bidders was also established.

As previously reported, an explanation of the
Brookhaven Offer of Sale concept was given by
W. J. Catacosinos at a hearing ofthe House Tech
nical Program Subcommittee of the United States
Congress. As a result, the Subcommittee recom
mended that several Government agencies, includ
ing the Department of Defense and the General
Services Administration, investigate the use of this
concept in their procurement activities. In turn,
several installations were directed by their agencies
to test the use of the Offer of Sale technique and
evaluate the results of its application. One of the
installations, the United States Army's Harry
Diamond Laboratory, has reported that their trial
application of the Offer of Sale concept resulted
in considerable savings not previously obtained
through other means and that they plan to expand
their application of the Offer of Sale concept.

Through the continued efforts of all Purchasing
Division personnel, documented cost savings for the
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Laboratory ofmore than $600,000 were achieved
during the year. Representative of these efforts is
an unusual procurement technique incorporated
in long-term contracts for liquified gases in which
the unit price paid for all gas is based on the total
amounts purchased during the life of a contract.
This new idea was accepted by the industry after
a lengthy period of negotiation. Progress is also
being made in extending the practice ofcombining
Brookhaven requirements with those of other
institutions, New York State, or Government
agencies, such as the Federal Aviation Adminis
tration and the Department of Defense, in order
to obtain better prices than the Laboratory could
by itself.

The Division recently introduced a program in
which each member of the purchasing staff in
vestigates an assigned topic on purchasing tech
niques or contract terms and conditions and then
presents the information to the rest of the staff.
Other training activities included the attendance
by several staff members at a series of lectures on
Government contracting given at a nearby com
munity college and the attendance of two staff
members at a training seminar sponsored by the
Sandia Corp. in Albuquerque, N.M.

Supply and Materiel

To improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
its working operations, the Supply and Materiel
Division has completed the consolidation and re
location of the majority of its functions within a
single conveniently located area. By centralizing
its administrative and clerical staff together with
the bulk of its supply operations, the Division has
realized maximum utilization of the available
manpower.

A physical inventory sample technique was
implemented by the Division at the beginning of
fiscal 1969. The use of this technique has signif
icantly reduced the time and manpower expended
by the Supply and Materiel, Fiscal, and Adminis
trative Systems and Data Processing Divisions in
activities related to the physical inventory func
tion. The results of using the sample technique
during the past year will be analyzed to determine
its full effectiveness.

A continuing effort to establish nomenclature
for all direct purchase items used by AGS develop
ment groups is nearing completion. A computer
ized system now being implemented will utilize
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the established nomenclature to consolidate pur
chases for the various AGS groups and promote
cross-utilization of materials. The elimination of
duplicate procurement activities is expected to re
sult in substantial savings for the Laboratory.

The organization ofa photographic equipment
pool was completed during the year. Descriptions
of all photographic equipment at Brookhaven are
recorded on edge-punched cards which are used
periodically in publishing updated lists of available
equipment. By regularly informing potential users
about equipment available on a loan basis, these
listings promote fuller utilization ofexisting photo
graphic equipment and thus aid in curtailing un
necessary purchases of new equipment.

Because of increased activities associated with
the AGS conversion project, a receiving dock was
established in the project area for direct receipt of
large volumes of materials. Two imprest stock
rooms, one at the Graphite Research Reactor and
another at the Hot Laboratory, have been shown
to be insufficiently active to warrant continued
operation and will be closed. The personnel in
volved will be reassigned to the high energy physics
area.

Systems and Data Processing

Throughout the fiscal year the Systems and Data
Processing Division continued to focus its efforts
on the design and implementation of a new
integrated management information system for
the Laboratory. The system is centered on the use
of the data processing capabilities of the Division's
third-generation IBM 360 Model 30 computer in
stallation. Its design takes into account the long
range as well as immediate management-informa
tion requirements of both the Laboratory as a
whole and the AEC.

Conversion and upgrading of all existing ap
plications from the old Univac SS/90 computer
for use with the new IBM 360 computer is ex
pected to be completed by Aug. 1, 1969. At that
time the Univac computer is scheduled for release
to excess.

While continuing to maintain and operate its
two separate and incompatible computer systems
in parallel, the Division has successfully converted
and upgraded 11 of the former Univac operations,
including those for payroll, personnel, job labor
and material cost, capital equipment, stores inven
tory, and accounts payable. Remaining conver-

sion activities involve final work on an accounting
and budget control system and a computer
oriented budget forecasting system. During the
entire conversion process, great care has been
taken to generate a sound, integrated data base
for the various applications and thus provide a
realistic foundation for the development of an
integrated, total management information system.

In addition, the Division satisfied more than 150
requests during the year for improvements in sys
tems, programs, and operations involving both the
Univac and IBM computer installations. Work on
these improvements was absorbed into the Divi
sion's already tight conversion schedule.

Existing Univac applications formerly required
21/2 shifts on the Univac computer. When conver
sion is completed, only 1V2 shifts will be required
on the IBM 360, even with upgrading. Most of
this saving in shift time has already been achieved.
Other cost savings have been realized by stan
dardizing all input and output documentation for
the new system and thereby reducing the use of
custom-printed forms.

A standard input system has been implemented
for the IBM 360 system. By evaluating all input
and controlling its acceptance into the total in
formation system, the input system has established
firm control over the quality ofoutput for all areas
of application, and its use has resulted in a general
improvement in output accuracy and timeliness.

The continued upgrading ofservices provided to
management has led to the need for more on-line
data storage capacity. Consequently two more
IBM 2311 disk drives, with a combined capacity
of 15 million characters, have been added to the
basic IBlvi' 360 installation. A 7-track tape drive
was also installed to accommodate the tape trans
lation needs of the Department ofApplied Science.

An on-line inquiry system for the IBM 360 in
stallation, in the pilot stage a year ago, has proved
to be an important tool for Laboratory manage
ment and is now in regular operation. Present
plans include its further development to serve an
increased number of on-line terminals at a more
sophisticated level. Three additional terminal units
are on order, and the addition of a large direct
access storage device is being considered.

The Division has continued its program to pro
vide systems and programming staff members with
an intimate knowledge of the capabilities of third
generation computer hardware and software. This
program has been an important factor in the suc-



cessful development of a standard input system
and a standard report generator, which are used
by all the Laboratory's IBM 360 application sys
tems. The Division extended its training effort dur
ing the year to include a number of information
sessions for users of its new computer installation.
The purpose of these sessions is to provide users
with a thorough understanding of the capabilities
of the new installation and encourage their in
volvement in the design and subsequent implemen
tation of new application systems.

Technical Photography and Graphic Arts

Services provided to the Laboratory by the Tech
nical Photography Group during the fiscal year
ranged from assisting members of the Medical
Department in developing standard procedures
for preparing serially ordered photomicrographic
prints to preparing both still and motion picture
material for public information purposes. In addi
tion, the Photography Group continues to meet
the weekly needs of the Brookhaven Bulletin staff for
photographic services.

In the area of photomicrography, a system was
developed for the orderly preparation and display
of serial mouse-spleen sections. This system, now a
routine production procedure, involves taking con
secutive photomicrographs of serial sections on
microfilm and then preparing enlarged prints in
order on a continuous roll of print paper. The rolls
are delivered uncut so that the set of prints for
each series ofsections may be viewed in the proper
serial order.

Although no major projects were undertaken by
the Motion Picture Section, it has demonstrated
its usefulness in providing needed documentation
and training material for a number of Laboratory
activities. A detailed training film on the operation
of remote target-handling equipment at the AGS
has been completed and used successfully both for
introducing experimenters to the equipment and
as an instructional aid for training operators in
methods of using the equipment for making target
changes and adjustments. Computer-produced
displays provided by the Applied Mathematics
Department were assembled into an animated film
that demonstrates, in slow motion, the generation
of events in a bubble chamber. A program for
documenting on film the progress of patients
afflicted by Parkinson's disease was improved by
the addition ofsynchronized sound.
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In connection with the Laboratory's public in
formation activities, 150 sets of color slides were
prepared for distribution to high schools. Each set
contains 40 slides that depict major equipment in
stallations at Brookhaven and illustrate a number
of the Laboratory's research programs. Sound
synchronized motion picture footage on a concrete
polymer materials project at Brookhaven was sup
plied by the Motion Picture Section for a special
news report on a national television network.

A new and highly efficient camera for making
2 X 2-in. slides from negatives of various sizes was
purchased in line with a continuing trend toward
using 2 X 2 rather than 3%, X 4-in. slides. At present
more than 90% of all slides prepared are of the
2 X 2-in. size. To provide a quick, low-cost means
of producing multiple copies of computer output
recorded on microfilm, a one-step procedure has
been developed for directly enlarging microfilm
output frames onto offset printing plates.

During the year the Graphic Arts Group further
improved its efficiency by automating several
operations previously done by hand. The output
from the Xerox 2400 copier is now jogged, stitched,
and stacked automatically by a single machine,
and a Cummins Planax binder has been installed
to bind fanfold computer printouts.

In an attempt to improve both the efficiency
and the quality of its operations, the Composition
Section is implementing a scheme for color-con
trasting all its type fonts. The use of color is ex
pected to decrease eye strain among compositors
and to lessen the possibility of wrong type-font
selection. One Fotosetter underwent extensive re
pairs during the year. In particular its camera sec
tion, which must accurately expose type-character
images and record them on film, was carefully
rebuilt.

An internal inventory control system instituted
during the year has reduced the amount of time
required for inventory maintenance activities with
in the Graphic Arts Group.With the pertinent and
timely data provided by this system, the Group can
now exert closer control over its supply levels and
take full advantage of quantity-purchase discounts.

To obtain a more thorough understanding of
their problems and responsibilities, six Graphic Arts
supervisors attended a one-week supervisory de
velopment seminar offered by Rutgers University.

Some of the larger reports produced within the
BNL printing plant during the year are listed
below.
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Total
Title Pages impressions

AnnualReport,July 1, 1968, BNL50106
(AS-22) 252 645,000

Brookhaven Symposia in Biology No. 21,
Structure, Function, and Evolution in
Proteins, BNL 50116 (C-53):

Volume I 270 1,215,000
Volume II 180 810,000

Proceedings rifthe Brookhaven Conference
on Industrial Needs and Academic Re-
search in Reactor Kinetics, BNL 5011 7
(T-497) 474 189,600

Proceedings rif the 1968 Proton Linear
Accelerator Conference, BNL 50120
(C-54): Part 1 458 377,850

Part 2 374 308,550
Concrete-Polymer Materials, First Topi-

cal Report, BNL 50134 (T-509) and
USBR Gen. Rep. 41 94 141,000

Annual Report, Nuclear Engineering De-
partment, December 31, 1968, BNL
50149 (S-71) 174 160,950

Proceedings rifthe 1968 Summer Study on
Superconducting Devices and Accelera-
tors, BNL 50155 (C-55): Part I 396 594,000

Part II 350 525,000
Part III 442 663,000

Bulletin ofthe Medical Department, No-
vember 1,1968 78 273,000

STAFF SERVICES

The general level ofactivity in the Staff Services
Division continued high during fiscal 1969. The
Division provides the following services and as
signed functions for the Laboratory staff and
visitors.

Housing

On-site housing includes 1 to 4-bedroom family
units, men's and women's residences, and a guest
house. Total capacity (nearly 880 persons) is fully
utilized each summer. Assignment, billing, and
janitorial services are the responsibilities of the
Housing Office. A rental rate survey pursuant to
Bureau of the Budget Circular No. A-45 is now
in process and should be completed early in fiscal
1970.

Travel

A complete Travel Office is maintained. Tickets,
reconfirmations, travel reservations, and accommo
dations are obtained for all personnel traveling
in an official capacity. Tickets and associated res
ervations for space and cars for more than 7940

trips were processed this year. The Laboratory uses
agreements that result in reduced rates for hotel
and motel reservations and car rentals under cer
tain circumstances for Laboratory employees on
official travel status.

Telecommunications

Telephone, telegram, and teletype services for
the Laboratory are operated by the Division. At
present 1900 lines and 3200 telephones are in
stalled. The increase in lines and telephones from
the previous year is due mainly to the partial com
pletion and occupancy of the Tandem Van de
Graaff Accelerator Facility and to alterations and
enlargements in other buildings.

Mail and Wire Service

Mail distribution service is maintained to effect
frequent pickup and delivery of United States and
interoffice mail at each of 94 Laboratory mail
drops. About 3,200,000 pieces ofmail were handled
during fiscal 1969. Standard distribution lists are
maintained to facilitate efficient distribution of
material to appropriate personnel with use of an
Elliott "Dymatic 7000" addressing machine, on
which more than 430,000 addresses were run off
this year. Three types of wire service are in daily
use at the Laboratory: telegraph, teletype, and
the Secure Automatic Data Information System
(SADIE).

Transportation

A pool of ::::::;24 vehicles is available on a trip
basis for official business. Limited driver service is
also available when use of a passenger-operated
vehicle is not practical.

Motor Vehicles

The entire fleet of 259 vehicles is acquired,
maintained, assigned for use, rotated in assign
ment, and readied for disposal by the Division.
Most vehicles are assigned to user departments or
divisions and operated on a subpool basis to elimi
nate the need for drivers, dispatchers, and radios.
Total mileage for the year was 1.5 million.

Food Service

Food service is provided for Laboratory staff and
guests by a concessionaire in the new cafeteria, the
Brookhaven Center, and vending machines. These
operations are responsibilities of the Division.



Special Staff Services

The Laboratory is host annually to more than
130 scientific seminars, conferences, meetings, and
special events, and a similar number of intra
Laboratory functions are conducted. Each requires
all or some of the services described above and, in
some instances, additional services unique to the
situation. The necessary planning, acquisition, and
coordination of these services are additional func
tions of the Division.

Personnel

The Division is composed of61 persons, con
sisting of housing, travel, and mail clerks, tele
phone and teletype operators, automobile and
truck mechanics, janitors and matrons, and ap
propriate supervisory personnel.

CONFERENCES, PUBLIC INFORMATION,
PUBLIC RELATIONS, AND EDUCATION

The tenth annual series of George B. Pegram
Lectures was presented on April 17, 22, and 24 by
Professor Roger Revelle, who is internationally
recognized for his investigations on the physical
nature ofoceans and who has devoted much of his
time in recent years to the problems of the de
veloping countries. The title of the series was "The
Population Problem and What Can Be Done
About It." The three lectures were subtitled "Man
kind Divided - The Rich and the Poor," "Can the
Poor Countries Feed Themselves?" and "What
Must Be Done To Solve the Population Problem?"

The seventh AUI Distinguished Lecture was
delivered on Nov. 7 by Professor Adam Yarmolin
sky, internationally known lawyer and government
advisor and Professor ofLaw at Harvard Univer
sity. The title of his lecture was "The Limits of
Violence." The eighth AUI Distinguished Lecture
was presented on March 20 by the Honorable
Emilio Q. Daddario, member of the Congress of
the United States and of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy. His lecture was entitled "Shaping
the Environment of Federal Laboratories."

Ten major conferences were held at BNL dur
ing fiscal 1969: the International Conference on
Lymphocytes, Sept. 12-13; Seminar on Medical
Planning and Care in Radiation Accidents (spon
sored by the US AEC), Oct. 21-23; IAEA Panel
on Neutron Data Compilation, Feb. 10-14; Seminar
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on Radiation Chemical Processing, March 3-4;
Subcommittee on Radiobiology of the Committee
on Nuclear Science of the National Academy of
Sciences, March 15-17; Lidar Uses in Atmospheric
Research, April 15-16; High-Temperature Super
conductors, May 1-2; Biology Symposium No. 22,
entitled "Diversity and Stability in Ecological Sys
tems," May 26-28; the IAEA International Nu
clear Data Committee, June 2-6; and Planning
and Care for Radiation Accidents (sponsored by
the US AEc),June 15-18.

In addition, a number of smaller conferences
were held: Cross Section Evaluation Working
Group Meeting, Sept. 16-18; University-AEC
Laboratory Relations Meeting, Oct. 24-25; Pro
gram presentation to AEC Materials Branch, Nov.
21-22; Atmospheric Diagnostic Meeting, Nov. 25
26; Joint US AEC and Canadian AEC Meeting,
Dec. 17-18; Information Meeting on Concrete
Polymer Materials for Department of the Army
(sponsored by the US AEC), March 21; Approach
to Pollution Control Systems Meeting, April 25;
Heat Transfer Meeting (sponsored by the US
AEC), May 22-23; and Atomedic '69, June 8-10.

The following meetings took place during the
fiscal year: AEC High Energy Staff Program Re
view, July 1-2; High Energy Physics Advisory
Panel to the AEC,July 19-20; High Energy Dis
cussion Group, July 22; Polymer-Concrete Meet
ing, Oct. 31-Nov. 1; Infonnation Exchange Meet
ing on Polyethylene and Chemonuclear Programs,
Nov. 6-8; National Neutron Cross Section Ad
visory Committee, Nov. 19-20; Task Force on
Cross Sections for Fissile and Fertile Materials,
June 9-10; AEC Budget Review Committee, June
10; AEC Physics and Mathematics Low Energy
Research Program Review, June 11-12; Advisory
Committee to the AEC on Reactor Physics, June
11-12; and Canada-USA Safeguard Development
Group, June 26.

The 15th annual High School Visitors' Day was
held on Oct. 19 and was attended by 3800 students
representing 153 high schools and 38 junior high
schools.The 19th Visitors' Day, held on Oct. 26,
was attended by 6091 persons.

On February 18, BNL observed the 13th Science
Youth Day in commemoration of Thomas Alva
Edison's birthday. The program was an in-depth
study of the various projects of the Department of
Applied Science. The event was attended by 84
students and 17 teachers from 25 Suffolk County
high schools.
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Ten lectures in the BNL Lecture Series were
delivered by staff members, who discussed their
work.

Three National Science Foundation teachers-in
training seminars, comprising 76 teachers, were
given talks on the Laboratory's research program
and tours through the major facilities. In addition,
11 professional groups visited Brookhaven for a
first-hand view of the research in progress, and 51
teachers and 478 college students were also given
tours.

Foreign groups visiting the Laboratory during
the year included Fulbright scholars, japanese
science writers, a Rumanian scientific delegation,
USSR high energy physicists, japanese science
educators, and many others, among them N.
Nabeshima, Minister of the japan AEC, accom
panied by four of his staff, july 19; Congolese stu
dents, Aug. 7; Venezuelan students with the Di
rector of the University ofVenezuela, Aug. 9; R.L.
Kopel, Israeli Ambassador to Central America,
Aug. 28; Dr. jean-Baptiste Romain, President of
the University of Haiti, Oct. 31; Brazilian labor
coordinators, Nov. 7; foreign nurses in the Ex-

change-Visitor Program, Dec. 4; physics students
from McMaster University, Hamilton, Ont., jan.
2; students from the Republic ofEI Salvador, Feb.
6; Brazilian science students, Feb. 20; USSR high
energy physicists, March 10-11; and the Chair
man of the Greek AEC, accompanied by four
members of his staff,june 9.

Members of the Brookhaven Town Industrial
Commission and the Suffolk County Planning
Commission visited the Laboratory on Dec. 5 and
july 17 respectively.

Six speeches were delivered by staff members to
civic, church, school, and educational groups.

A total of 463 foreign scientists visited BNL dur
ing the report period.

The Public Information Office experienced a
steady increase in requests for information and ad
vice from students and teachers. Most of these re
quests are for assistance in the preparation of
science projects and term papers. An extensive
stock of booklets and information sheets suffices in
the majority ofcases, but some require specialized
attention.



Appendix A

PUBLICATIONS, JULY 1, 1968 - JUNE 30, 1969

This list includes official Laboratory publications, abstracts of papers which were
or will be presented at scientific meetings, and publications by staff members, con
sultants, and guests. All these listings result from work done at the Laboratory; they
were submitted during the review period. * Abstracts are indicated by (A); letters to
the editor, (L); and notes, (N). Acceptance for future publications is designated by
(in press).

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS

Annual Report,July 1, 1968. BNL 50106 (AS-22).
Annual Report, Nuclear Engineering Department, Dec.

31,1968. BNL 50149 (S-71).
Conference Reports:

Brookhaven Symposia in Biology No. 21. Structure, Func
tion and Evolution in Proteins. BNL 50116 (C-53), Vol.
I and II.

Proceedings ofthe 1968 Proton Linear Accelerator Conference,
May 20-24, 1968. BNL 50120 (C-54), Pt. 1 and 2.

Proceedings ofthe 1968 Summer Study on Superconducting De
vices and Accelerators, June 10-July 19, 1968.BNL 50155
(C-55), Pt. I, II, and III.

Brookhaven Lecture Series:
68. Information Theory and Biology: A Critique and Resyn

thesis, H.A. JOHNSON. BNL 50158 (T-524).
69. The AGS Conversion Project, G.W. WHEELER. BNL

50131 (T-506).
76. Interatomic Forces in Chemical Reactions, R.E. WESTON,

JR. BNL 50133 (T-507).
High-Temperature Liquid-Metal Technology Review:

Vol. 6, No. 4, Aug. 1968. BNL 50137 (PR-34).
Vol. 6, No.5, Oct. 1968. BNL 50153 (PR-35).
Vol. 6, No.6, Dec. 1968. BNL 50163 (PR-36).
Vol. 7, No.1, Feb. 1969. BNL 50170 (PR-37).
Vol. 7, No.2, Apr. 1969. BNL 50179 (PR-38).
Vol. 7, No. 3, June 1969. BNL 50190 (PR-39).

Bibliographies:
Bibliography !if Technical Publications and Reports !if the Radi

ation Division, Brookhaven National Laboratory, July 1965 
June 1968 Inclusive, D.J- METZ AND L.E. Kopp. BNL
50132 (L-407).

Informal Reports:
Brookhaven Portable Cesium Development Irradiator Manual,

A. OLTMANN. BNL 13506.

*Also included are those listings from the last annual report
[BNL 50106 (AS-22)] for which complete reference information
was not then available.
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ENDF-110. Description of the ENDF/B Processing Codes
CHECKER, CRECT, DAMMET, PL0TFB, and Retrieval Sub
routines, National Neutron Cross Section Center.
BNL 13582.

Pulsed Fast Research Reactor Project, Management Plan, Re
vision I, K.C. Hoffman and J- M. Hendrie, Editors.
BNL 13370.

Pulsed Fast Research Reactor Project, Progress Reports, K.C.
Hoffman and J-M. Hendrie, Editors:

May 1, 1968-0ct. 31,1968. BNL 12750.
Nov. 1, 1968-ApriI30, 1969. BNL 13605.

Miscellaneous:
Progress Report of the Work Sponsored by the Sodium Tech

nology and Fuels and Materials Branches, Division !if Re
actor Development and Technology, United States Atomic
Energy Commission (Official Use Only):

Quarterly, July I-Sept. 30,1968. BNL 50141 (T
513).

Annual, Jan. I-Dec. 31, 1968. BNL 50161 (T
526).

Quarterly, Jan. I-March 31, 1969. BNL 50176
(T-534).

Quarterly, April I-June 30, 1969. BNL 50193
(T-546).

Weekly Bulletin 22, No.4-52; 23, No. 1-4.
Weekly Selected Reading List 21, No.8-52; 22, No. 1-7.

STAFF PUBLICATIONS AND ABSTRACTS

Accelerator Department

ADAIR, R.K. Diffraction-disassociation model ofvery-high
energy nucleon-nucleon interactions and the diffusion
of cosmic rays through the atmosphere. Phys. Rev. 172,
1370-80 (1968).

ADAIR, R.K. - See also CARITHERS, W.C.JR.; WANDERER,
P.J-JR.

AGRITELLIS, C. AND CHASMAN, R. Design of a buncher and
the transport system in its drift space for the 200 MeV
injector linac. In Proc. 1968 Proton Linear Acceleratcor Con-
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ference, Brookhaven National Laboratory, May 1968, Pt. 1,
pp. 328-37. BNL 50120 (C-54), Dec. 1968.

AGRITELLIS, C., CHASMAN, R., AND SLUYTERS, T.J.M.
Design ofthe low-energy beam transport system ofthe
Brookhaven 200-MeV injector linac. IEEE Trans. Nucl.
Sci. NS-16, No.3, Pt. 1,221-6 (1969).

ALLINGER, J.E., DANBY, G., JACKSON, J., POLK, I., AND
PRODELL, A. High field iron magnets for operation at
cryogenic temperatures. Ibid. 728-33.

ALLINGER,J.E. - See also DANBY, G.T.
ANKENBRANDT, C.M. - See WANDERER, P.J.JR.
BARTON, M.Q. Computers in accelerator control rooms.

A personal appraisal. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS.16, No.
3, Pt. 1,810-2 (1969).

BARTON, M.Q, BLUMBERG, L.N., Fox, J.D., GLENN, J.W.,
NAWROCKY, R.J., AND SOUKAS, A.V. Performance of
the slow extracted beam at the Brookhaven AGS. (A)
In Proc. 7th Int. Conf. High Energy Accelerators, rerevan,
Armenian SSR, Aug. 27-Sept. 2,1969 (in press).

BARTON, M.Q., FRANKEL, R., AND MONTH, M. Determi
nation of accelerator tune from perturbed closed orbits.
Rev. Sci. Instr. (in press).

BARTON, M.Q. - See also BLUMBERG, L.N.
BENNETT,G.W.-SeeBLUMBERG,L.N.; Fox,J.D.; FRIEDES,

J.L. (Physics).
BENTON, A. Multigap debunchers. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.

NS-I6, No.3, Pt. 1,210-11 (1969).
BERLEY, D., YAMIN, P., CHAN, S., BUTTON-SHAFER, J.,

HERTZBACH, S.S., KOFLER, R.R., MEISNER, G. W.,
YAMAMOTO, S.S., SCHIFF, M., THOMPSON, J., AND WIL
LIS, W.J. Study of r 1*(I385) 'TT production near the
r o* resonance. (A) Bull. Amer. Phys. Soc. 14,560 (1969).

BERLEY, D., YAMIN, P., KOFLER, R., MANN, A., MEISNER,
G., YAMAMOTO, S., TANENBAUM, W., THOMPSON, J., AND
WILLIS, W. A search for the decay Kso~'TT+'TT-'TT0. In
Proc. Int. Conj. Weak Interactions, CERN, Geneva,Jan. 1969
(in press).

BERLEY, D., YAMIN, P., KOFLER, R., MANN, A., MEISNER,
G., YAMAMOTO, S., THOMPSON,J., AND WILLIS, W. An
isospin conservation test from K-p interactions at 400
MeVIc. Submitted to Phys. Rev. Letters.

BERLEY, D. - See also BERTANZA, L. (Physics); YAMIN, P.
BETH, R.A. Analytical design of superconducting multi

polar magnets. In Proc. 1968 Summer Study on Supercon
ducting Devices and Accelerators, Brookhaven National Lab
oratory, June lO-July 19, 1968, Pt. 3, pp. 843-59. BNL
50155 (C-55), April 1969.

BETH, R.A. Currents and coil forces as contour integrals
in two-dimensional magnetic fields.]. Appl. Phys. 40,
2445-9 (1969).

BETH, R.A. Evaluation of current produced two-dimen
sional magnetic fields.]. Appl. Plzys. (in press).

BLEWETT, J.P. Acceleration of charged particles to high
energies. In Handbook ofPhysics, 2nd Ed., Pt. 9, pp. 240
54, E.U. Condon and H. Odishaw, Editors, McGraw
Hill, New York, 1967.

BLEWETT, J.P. The future of high energy accelerators.
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-16, No.1, 19 (1969).

BLEWETT,J.P. Iron shielding for air core magnets. In Proc.
1968 Summer Study on Supercondueting Devices and Accelera
tors, Brookhaven National Laboratory, June lO-July 19,1968,
Pt. 3, pp. 1042-51. BNL 50155 (C-55), April 1969.

BLEWETT, J.P. Proton alternating-gradient synchrotrons.
Article in Encyclopaedia Britannica (in press).

BLEWETT, J.P. Summary of sixth week of 1968 summer
study. In Proc. 1968 Summer Study on Superconducting De
vices and Accelerators, Brookhaven National Laboratory, June
10-July 19,1968, Pt. 3, pp. 1127-32. BNL 50155 (C-55),
April 1969.

BLEWETT,J.P. 200-BeV proton synchrotron. In 1968 rear
book ofScience and Technology, pp. 291-3, D.1. Eggenberger,
Editor, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1968.

BLEWETT, J.P. Use of superconductors in high energy
physics. In Proc. 1968 Summer Stutly on Superconducting De
vices and Accelerators, Brookhaven National Laboratory, June
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• LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS

Page No. Negative No. Page No. Negative No.

Vll 5-112-69 29 CN4-393-69
x 31

Top 1-765-69 Top 2-805-69
Bottom 3-787-67 Bottom 10-740-68

XI 43 1-829-69
Top 6-698-69 55 2-1827-69
Bottom 1-1078-69 66 1-849-69

Xli 71 3-1648-69A
Top 5-14-69 78 1-803-68
Bottom CN7-316-69 84 2-1844-69

XlV 88 1-1078-69
Top 11-1948-68 92 4-554-69
Bottom 4-575-69 108 CNI0-194-69

xv 109 CNIO-485-66
Top 5-670-69 110 CN2-9-69
Bottom 5-667-69 111

xvii Top 3-1284-69
Top 6-1099-69 Bottom 3-1281-69
Bottom 12-640-68 115 4-969-69

• xviii 6-596-69 127
XIX Bottom .left none

Top left 4-1056-69 128 12-498-68
Top right none 129 11-115-67
Bottom none 137 10-773-68

xxi 5-1631-69 138 CNl1-1705-68
9 9-224-69 141 5-218-67

10 CN3-714-69 148
11 8-1249-68 Top 10-13-68
15 CNI-66-69 Bottom 10-14-68
25 none 173 6-1728-69
28

Top 3-990-69
Bottom 11-1854-68

a




